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ABSTRACT 

  Discovery of mutations aetiologically responsible for neurodevelopmental conditions such as autism 

spectrum disorder (ASD) help to elucidate pathophysiology and provide avenues for personalised 

therapeutic treatment. ASD is phenotypically heterogeneous, presenting as deficiencies in social and 

communication capabilities, restrictive or repetitive behaviours, and sensory sensitivities. A significant 

genetic contribution to ASD has been confirmed by twin studies. Research utilising next generation 

sequencing (NGS) of exomes has revealed causative mutations and assisted with defining the ASD-risk 

gene space.  

  With the aim of contributing to the understanding of ASD and neurodevelopmental disorders, a 

methodology was developed to identify aetiologically significant mutations using exome NGS data. 

This consisted of constructing and testing computational pipelines for processing sequencing reads, 

identifying genetic variants, and annotating information. Filtering strategies were then devised to 

identify candidates. Application of this methodology to two patient cohorts resulted in the discovery of 

six causative mutations from 12 cases. 

  The first cohort consisted of four sibling pairs each with a unique neurodevelopmental condition and 

two ASD individuals. Three sibling pairs had causative mutations discovered. Compound heterozygous 

stop-gain variants in PEX7 resulted in rhizomelic chondrodysplasia punctata, type 1. A recessive 

homozygous missense in the SLC18A2 caused brain dopamine-serotonin vesicular transport disease. 

Compound heterozygous missense and splice donor variants in ADCK3 resulted in cerebellar ataxia and 

coenzyme Q10 deficiency. Additionally, a de novo splice-site acceptor variant in KMT2A causing 

Wiedemann-Steiner syndrome was discovered in an ASD subject. 

  The second cohort consisted of six trios, each comprised of a female ASD case from a reportedly 

simplex family and parents. Two definitive causative mutations were discovered; a de novo 2q37 

deletion resulting in 2q37 deletion syndrome and a de novo frameshift in ASXL3 that caused Bainbridge-

Ropers syndrome (BRS). Further characterization of the two causative mutations provided insights to 

the origin of the 2q37 deletion and the pathophysiological mechanism that induces BRS. 

  Candidate variants with associations to neurodevelopmental processes were identified for all remaining 

subjects and await further investigation. 

  In conclusion, NGS is a powerful approach for discovering the causes of ASD and neurodevelopmental 

disorders. Continued research will result in deeper understanding, more accurate diagnoses, and 

personalized therapeutic treatments.  
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1 LITERATURE REVIEW AND 

INTRODUCTION TO 

DOCTORAL PROJECT 

1.1 Literature Review of Genetic Variation 

Contributing to Autism Spectrum Disorder 

  Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a neurodevelopmental disorder that exhibits as 

persistent deficits along continuums of social-communication capabilities and restrictive 

and repetitive behaviours. Individuals diagnosed with ASD can present a broad range of 

behaviours making manifestation highly heterogeneous. ASD has a large and complex 

genetic component that reflects this heterogeneity. Recently developed genetic 

technologies, such as microarrays and next-generation sequencing (NGS), are greatly 

assisting in elucidating ASD’s genetic architecture and contributing to dissecting the 

underlying pathophysiology 

 An Overview of ASD 

  First identified over 70 years ago the definition of ASD has widened during the past 

decade to include a broad spectrum of individuals. Diagnosis consists of identifying 

examples of specific behaviors and can vary widely from one ASD case to another. The 

incidence of ASD has risen significantly over the past decade, placing an increasing strain 

on social resources. With no cure, therapeutic treatments focus on mitigating symptoms. 
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1.1.1.1 The History of ASD 

  The first descriptions of autism are attributed to Leo Kanner (1943) and Hans Asperger 

(1944). It was initially considered a symptom of schizophrenia and categorised as such in 

the first two editions of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) 

(Wolff 2004) (Figure 1.1).   

 

 

Figure 1.1 History of Clinical Interpretation of ASD. 

Focus is placed on the changing definition of ASD over time with reference to the Diagnostic 

and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM). PDD-NOS = Pervasive Developmental 

Disorder – Not Otherwise Specified. 

  Studies in the 1960s and 1970s helped to define autism by; differentiating it from 

schizophrenia, identifying comorbid disorders, advocating behavioural therapy, and 

establishing a strong genetic basis (Rutter 1968, Rutter 1970, Kolvin 1971, Rutter and 

Bartak 1973, Folstein and Rutter 1977). In recognition of this work the DSM-III defined 

autism within its own diagnostic category (APA 1980).   

  Following autism’s acceptance as a unique diagnosis came its expansion from a narrow 

disorder to a broader, ‘spectrum disorder’. This was assisted by Lorna Wing who brought 

to light earlier work done by Hans Asperger (Wing 1981). The DSM-IV (APA 1994) 

introduced two ASD-related disorders; Asperger syndrome, and Pervasive 

Developmental Disorder-Not Otherwise Specified. These were subsequently merged into 

‘autism spectrum disorder’ (ASD) for the current DSM-5 (APA 2013).   

1.1.1.2 Defining and Diagnosing the ASD Phenotype 

  Individuals diagnosed with ASD present with deficits in sociability and restricted, 

repetitive behaviours (RRB). These manifest in a broad range of behaviours, each with a 

continuum of severity and variable temporal trajectories. A high frequency of comorbid 
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pathologies, some with overlapping phenotypes, have been observed. Thus the 

behavioural description of ASD is highly heterogeneous, variable over time, and 

frequently confounded by co-occurring disorders.   

  Considering these challenges, diagnosis of ASD requires criteria that focus on the core 

symptoms whilst being flexible enough to encapsulate all individuals on the spectrum. In 

New Zealand diagnosis follows guidelines set out by the DSM-5. Four key criteria must 

be meet (See Table 1-1 for detailed descriptions of Criteria A and B), these are:  

A. Persistent deficits in social communication and social interaction across multiple 

contexts, not accounted for by general developmental delays. 

B. Restricted, repetitive patterns of behaviour, interests, or activities. 

C. Symptoms must be present in early childhood (but may not become fully manifest 

until social demands exceed limited capacities). 

D. Symptoms together limit and impair everyday functioning. 

Table 1-1 Diagnostic Categories Set Out for ASD in the DSM-5. 

Category DSM-5 Description Behavioral Exemplars 

A1 
Deficits in social-emotional 

reciprocity 

Abnormal social initiations. The use of others as tools. Failure to 

respond to name. Impairments in joint attention. Failure to share 

excitement or joy of others. Failure to offer comfort to others. 

Failure to initiate or respond to social interactions. 

A2 
Deficits in nonverbal 

communicative behaviors 

used for social interaction 

Impairment in social use of eye contact. Indifferent to body 

language. Improper use of gestures. A total lack of facial 

expressions and nonverbal communication. 

A3 
Deficits in developing, 

maintaining, and 

understanding relationships 

Difficulties adjusting behaviour to suit various social contexts. 

Inability to view things from another person's perspective. Does 

not try to establish friendships. Has no preferred friends. 

B1 
Stereotyped or repetitive 

speech, motor movements, or 

use of objects 

Echolalia. Use of "rote" language. Refers to self by name. 

Stereotyped actions. Repetitive hand movements. Nonfunctional 

play with objects. Repetitive use of objects. 

B2 

Excessive adherence to 

routines, ritualized patterns of 

verbal or nonverbal behavior, 

or excessive resistance to 

change 

Insistence on following ridged routines. Repetitive questions 

about a specific topic. Difficulty with transitioning from tasks. 

Overreactions to trivial changes. 

B3 
Highly restricted, fixated 

interests that are abnormal in 

intensity or focus 

Interests that are abnormal in intensity. Narrow range of 

interests. Preoccupation with numbers, letters, symbols. 

Attachment to specific inanimate object. 

B4 

Hyper-or hypo-reactivity to 

sensory input or unusual 

interest in sensory aspects of 

environment 

High tolerance to pain. Preoccupation with textures. Unusual 

sensory exploration. Excessive close visual inspection of 

objects. 

Categories A1-3 refer to Criteria A while categories B1-4 refer to Criteria B. 
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  Diagnosis requires observation of all three Criteria A categories and at least two Criteria 

B categories. Clinicians are advised to avoid using the same behavioural exemplar to 

satisfy two categories, resulting in a minimum of five different abnormal behavioural 

traits required for diagnosis. 

   More detailed diagnostic tools may be used to assist with identifying specific behaviour 

exemplars. The most frequently utilized of these are the Autism Diagnostic Interview-

Revised (ADI-R) (Lord, Rutter et al. 1994), Autism Diagnostic Schedule (ADOS) (Lord, 

Risi et al. 2000), and the Social Responsiveness Scale (SRS) (Constantino, Davis et al. 

2003). For Criteria A and B the clinician is required to indicate the level of interference 

and support required. The severity of each is to be specified as either Level 0 (No support 

required), Level 1 (requiring support), Level 2 (requiring substantial support), and Level 

3 (requiring very substantial support) (Figure 1.2).  

 

Figure 1.2 DSM-5 Diagnostic Requirements for Criteria A and B. 

Severity is represented in gradient, with red representing most severe and green representing 

typical behaviour.  
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  Criteria C refers to the age of onset and makes reference to variability in the presentation 

of exemplar behaviours. Age at diagnosis can vary depending on the severity of 

behaviours. The developmental trajectory of ASD can also be variable with different 

symptoms having varying periods of regression and recovery (Barbaro and Dissanayake 

2009, Kim and Lord 2013, Lai, Lombardo et al. 2014). 

  Behavioural sex discrepancies have been noted; with males having an increased 

propensity to exhibit restricted and repetitive behaviours while females have higher rates 

of intellectual deficits and developmental delays (Wu, Maenner et al. 2016).    

  Due to the spectrum nature of the disorder a diagnosis of ASD can be given to a wide 

range of individuals. Those on the high functioning end may have full speech capacity, 

above average intelligence and the ability to lead a relatively independent life while those 

at the severe end of the spectrum may have no language capabilities, profound intellectual 

disabilities and require lifelong care (Kim and Lord 2013).  

  Defining ASD is further confounded by elevated rates of co-occurring symptoms and 

disorders. These include monogenetic disorders (such as Fragile X, Angelman Syndrome, 

Tuber sclerosis and Rett Syndrome), dysfunctional emotional states (such as depression 

and anxiety), neurodevelopmental disorders (such as attention deficit hyperactivity 

disorder (ADHD) and schizophrenia), neurological disorders (such as epilepsy and 

dyspraxia), and metabolic complications (such as gastro intestinal problems and elevated 

allergies) (Lai, Lombardo et al. 2014, De Rubeis and Buxbaum 2015). Individuals 

diagnosed with ASD have a significantly increased likelihood of being diagnosed with 

multiple co-occurring medical conditions (Aldinger, Lane et al. 2015).  

  Thus ASD presents as a highly heterogeneous phenotype. Research into the underlying 

pathophysiology is complicated by this variability. Methods for mitigating this include 

utilising large, well characterised cohorts, grouping subjects into sub-phenotypes, 

standardised protocols, repositories for sharing data, and analysis of combined cohorts.    

1.1.1.3 Neuroanatomy of ASD 

  Studies aiming to identify neuroanatomical differences between the brains of typically 

developing individuals and those diagnosed with ASD have had to deal with this 

challenge of phenotypic variability. The two main approaches are brain imaging 

techniques and post-mortem investigations. Brain imaging predominantly involves 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and is biased towards high-functioning ASD while 

post-mortem studies suffer from  small sample sizes (Ameis and Catani 2015). Although 
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there is a high degree of variability between reports several central findings have been 

replicated (Pua, Bowden et al. 2017). 

1.1.1.3.1 Increased Total Brain Size 

  Studies have replicated observations of significantly larger head circumference in ASD 

individuals (compared to typical-development cases) and increased brain volume in more 

severe cases (Sacco, Gabriele et al. 2015). Macrocephaly (cranial circumference > 97th 

percentile) is reported in 14%-34% of ASD cases (Courchesne, Carper et al. 2003, 

Dissanayake, Bui et al. 2006). Total brain and grey matter volumes were 1-2% larger for 

ASD cases compared when comparing all samples within the Autism Brain Imaging 

Database Exchange (ABIDE) (Riddle, Cascio et al. 2016). 

1.1.1.3.2 Altered Socio-emotional Structures 

  Neuroanatomical structures associated with social and language processing have been 

the focus of several investigations. Functional MRI identified under-connectivity of 

socio-emotional processing regions and decreased activity in socio-emotional structures 

(pregenual anterior/posterior cingulate cortex, right amygdala, left fusiform gyrus, 

anterior insula) (Just, Keller et al. 2012, Di Martino, Yan et al. 2014). Other studies have 

reported increased cell density and localised dysregulation of similar regions (amygdala, 

hippocampus, medial prefrontal cortex, superior temporal sulcus, temporoparietal 

junction, and fusiform gyrus) (Philip, Dauvermann et al. 2012, Lai, Lombardo et al. 

2014).  

1.1.1.3.3 Reductions in the Cerebellum  

  Several studies report a decrease in the size of the corpus callosum and cerebellum for 

juvenile ASD cases versus typical-development controls (Ismail, Keynton et al. 2016, 

Stoodley 2016). Reduction in cerebellar grey matter (specifically, cerebellar lobule VII 

(Crus I/II)) was reported to correlate with increased ASD severity (D'Mello, Crocetti et 

al. 2015). Post-mortem analysis revealed decreased Purkinje cells  in the cerebellar cortex 

of ASD brains (Bauman and Kemper 2005). 

1.1.1.3.4 Atypical Cerebral Cortex Density 

  Neurodevelopmental differences in the cerebral cortex have been identified. Frontal and 

temporal grey and white matter overgrowth is consistently reported (Ismail, Keynton et 

al. 2016). Considering ASD cases, children displayed more variability within the 

cingulate gyrus, insula and fusiform gyri while frontal lobe alterations were more 

commonly found in adults (Duerden, Mak-Fan et al. 2012). Increases in neuronal density 
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were observed in the medial prefrontal cortex, superior temporal sulcus, temporo parietal 

junction, and fusiform gyrus (Philip, Dauvermann et al. 2012). A decrease in the ratio of 

inhibitory neurons was observed in the dorsolateral prefrontal region of post-mortem 

ASD cases (Zikopoulos and Barbas 2013). 

1.1.1.3.5 Decreased Global Connectivity 

  This increased localised density is mirrored by reports of decreased global connectivity. 

Altered structure of long-range white matter tracts (specifically, the uncinate fasciculus 

and thalamocortical radiations) has been associated with social symptoms in ASD (Ameis 

and Catani 2015). Decreased connectivity was reported between regions of the 

cerebellum (Crus I/II) and left-hemisphere language regions in the temporoparietal 

junction of ASD cases (Verly, Verhoeven et al. 2014, Igelstrom, Webb et al. 2016).  

  Post-mortem studies also report findings of increased localised density and decreased 

global connectivity (Belmonte, Allen et al. 2004, Broek, Guest et al. 2014, Sinha, 

McGovern et al. 2015). A study of individual axons in post-mortem cortical tissue 

reported a decrease in the largest axons that communicate over long distances and an 

increase in thin axons that link neighbouring areas (Zikopoulos and Barbas 2010). 

1.1.1.3.6 Sex Based Differences   

  Neuroanatomical differences between males and females diagnosed with ASD have 

been reported (Schaer, Kochalka et al. 2015). Reduced gyrification of the 

ventromedial/orbitofrontal prefrontal cortex in males with ASD (compared to diagnosed 

females and typical-development controls) and greater cortical volume in the bilateral 

superior temporal cortex in females diagnosed with ASD (compared to diagnosed males 

and typical-development controls) was reported. 

1.1.1.3.7 Summary of Neuroanatomical Findings in ASD 

  Deviations from typical neurodevelopment have been identified throughout the brain 

and differ over time. Deviations in size and volume have been most consistently reported 

in the frontal lobe, temporal lobe, corpus callosum, and cerebellum. Increases in neuronal 

density and decreases in functional activity are reported to occur in regions commonly 

associated with socio-emotional processing. Decreases in global connectivity are also 

consistently reported. 
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1.1.1.4 Epidemiology of ASD 

  The earliest investigation into the epidemiology of ASD was performed in the United 

Kingdom (UK) (Lotter 1966). While the global picture is currently porous there appear 

to be two universal epidemiological findings:  

1. The average ratio of males to females is approximately 4.5:1 (7:1 for high 

fucntioning ASD and 2:1 in cases with moderate to severe intellectual disability) 

(Fombonne 2009, Jacquemont, Coe et al. 2014).  

2. Prevalence has increased over the last two decades (Elsabbagh, Divan et al. 2012, 

French, Bertone et al. 2013, CDC 2014).  

   Prior to the 1990s ASD was estimated to affect 0.05% of children but this has 

significantly risen (Elsabbagh, Divan et al. 2012) (See Figure 1.3). Reports indicate rates 

of 1.15% in Sweden (2012), 1.47% in the United States of America (USA) (2014), 1.7% 

in the UK (2014), 1.5% - 2.5% in Australia (2016), and 2.6% in South Korea (2011) (Kim, 

Leventhal et al. 2011, Idring, Rai et al. 2012, CDC 2014, Russell, Rodgers et al. 2014, 

Randall, Sciberras et al. 2016).  

 

Figure 1.3 Prevalence of ASD in Four Geographical Regions from 1960 through to 

Present Day. 

Only studies with over 10,000 subjects were included in the figure. The majority of studies were 

collated from two papers (Elsabbagh, Divan et al. 2012, Presmanes Hill, Zuckerman et al. 2015) 

with the inclusion of Randall et al. (2016). 
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  Prevalence of ASD in New Zealand has not been formally reported upon. Based on 

comparative overseas studies it is estimated to be approximately 1%. With such a large 

number of people being affected by ASD it is increasingly important to perform research 

into the underlying causes and potential therapies. 

1.1.1.5 Therapeutic Treatment of ASD 

  Therapies for ASD include combinations of dietary interventions, medication, 

behavioural feedback, educational programmes, and environmental enrichment. 

Currently, options for drug treatments are limited to risperidone and aripiprazole, both of 

which are used to treat irritability (Sahin and Sur 2015). The most common behavioural 

therapy paradigm used with ASD is applied behaviour analysis (Fernell, Eriksson et al. 

2013). It is an intensive one-on-one system of feedback lessons individually tailored to 

address negative behaviour (Peters-Scheffer, Didden et al. 2011). Most therapeutic 

strategies involve trialling many approaches and identifying those that work best for a 

particular individual.  

1.1.1.6 The Social Impact of ASD 

  With no known cure and over half of individuals diagnosed with ASD requiring lifelong 

assistance, rising numbers place an increasing strain on public and private resources 

(Howlin, Goode et al. 2004, Seltzer, Shattuck et al. 2004). Prognosis for an individual 

diagnosed with ASD is poor (Magiati, Tay et al. 2014). Mortality risk is 2.8 times higher 

than that of unaffected people of the same age and sex (Howlin, Goode et al. 2004). The 

majority require lifelong care while only 4-12% live independently (Ratto and Mesibov 

2015). Those with milder ASD, higher IQ, earlier language development, and who receive 

therapeutic treatment from an early age have an increased chance of mitigated symptoms 

(Howlin and Moss 2012, Fernell, Eriksson et al. 2013).  

  While providing therapeutic care for those diagnosed with ASD can produce positive 

results, the resources required to comprehensively address the needs of every individual 

are extensive and mounting. The cost of supporting an individual with ASD for their 

entire lifespan in the USA or UK was estimated at $1.4 million USD (Buescher, Cidav et 

al. 2014). The annual cost in Australia was estimated at $34,900 AUD for an individual’s 

family and $8.1-11.2 billion AUD for the nation (Synergies Economic Consulting Pty Ltd 

2011, Horlin, Falkmer et al. 2014). 

  Research into ASD provides a means of reducing these costs. Individual care will be 

greatly enhanced through an increased understanding of the pathophysiology of the 
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disorder and a refined ability to diagnose. By identifying the key causes of ASD it will 

be possible to elucidate biological mechanisms that contribute to the disorder, providing 

targets for therapeutic studies. Genetic influences have been demonstrated to have a large 

role in the aetiology of ASD. Research into the genetic architecture uncovers information 

as to what molecular and cellular processes are involved. Identifying genetic variation 

associated with increased ASD risk provides a tool for refining diagnostic capabilities.  

 The Genetics of Autism 

  Early observations of autistic phenotypes shared by family members hinted at a genetic 

underpinning to ASD (Kanner 1973). This hypothesis was later strengthened by 

supporting twin studies and identification of comorbid genetic disorders (Abrahams and 

Geschwind 2008). Through the use of progressively more sophisticated genetic analytical 

techniques and the development of large patient cohorts the genetic architecture of ASD 

has begun to be revealed.         

 

Figure 1.4 The Variety of Genetic Variation Contributing to ASD. 

Box A. Illustrates genetic variants of various size and impact Box B. Illustrates how variants 

contribute to ASD risk. Gradients bars are replicated from Figure 1.3. The top two circles 

represent the parents, the middle two circles represent gametes and the bottom circle represents 

the offspring. Contributing variants are represented as yellow stars. Numbers represent 

increased risk chance, with 10 signifying highest risk. 
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  Many types of genetic variation can contribute to ASD; from the loss of a single base to 

duplications of millions of base pairs (Figure 1.4 A). In some cases a single variant is 

sufficient, in other cases many variants acting addictively are required (Figure 1.4 B). 

Some variants may impact all aspects of the behavioural phenotype while others may 

impact upon a specific endophenotype.  Identification of ASD risk genes assists with the 

development of a pathophysiological model for ASD, enables the development of 

genetics based diagnostic tools, and identifies potential targets for therapeutics. 

1.1.2.1 Evidence for Genetic Aetiology 

1.1.2.1.1 Twin Studies 

  In 1977 the central aetiological role of genetics in ASD was strengthened by the 

publication of a UK twin study that put genetic contribution at over 90% (Folstein and 

Rutter 1977). This study compared concordance rates of ASD between monozygotic 

(MZ) and dizygotic (DZ) twins (82% and 10%, respectively). These findings were 

supported by reports from the USA, Scandinavia, and further UK twin studies (Ritvo, 

Freeman et al. 1985, Steffenburg, Gillberg et al. 1989, Bailey, Le Couteur et al. 1995).  

  While early studies focused on a narrow description of ASD more recent studies have 

used broader definitions. These reported lower MZ (47-87%) and higher DZ (14-31%) 

twin concordance rates (Lichtenstein, Carlstrom et al. 2010, Hallmayer, Cleveland et al. 

2011, Frazier, Thompson et al. 2014, Colvert, Tick et al. 2015).  

  The most comprehensive investigation to date utilized a large Swedish epidemiological 

sample, the Population-Based Autism Genetics and Environment Study (PAGES) 

(Sandin, Lichtenstein et al. 2014). Comprised of 2,049,973 Swedish children born 

between 1982 and 2006. The cohort contained 37,570 twin pairs (8,354 MZ and 29,216 

DZ) of which 259 were diagnosed with ASD (41 MZ and 215 DZ). Concordance rates 

were 59.2% for MZ twins and 12.9% for DZ twins.  

  A recent meta-analysis of twin studies using multiple models produced heritability 

estimates between 65% and 91% reflecting the heterogeneity of ASD and variability in 

diagnosis (Tick, Bolton et al. 2016).  

1.1.2.1.2 Family Studies 

  Risk of recurrence for an individual with a diagnosed sibling is between 7 and 19 times 

that of individuals with unaffected siblings (Constantino, Zhang et al. 2010, Ozonoff, 

Young et al. 2011, Gronborg, Schendel et al. 2013).  
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  The PAGES study calculated the probability of an ASD diagnosis for individuals with 

a full sibling with ASD (12.9%), a maternal half sibling with ASD (8.6%), a paternal half 

sibling with ASD (6.8%) and a cousin with ASD (2.6%) (Sandin, Lichtenstein et al. 

2014). By calculating inherited additive effects of different alleles, interaction effects 

between alleles at the same locus, and common and unique environmental effects Sandin 

et al. developed a heritability estimation model. Their results suggest that the aetiological 

factors of ASD are most succinctly described as half additive genetic and half non-shared 

environment. This finding was supported and extended upon by a study of the PAGES 

cohort that utilized microarray genotyping (Gaugler, Klei et al. 2014). Analysis of single 

nucleotide variant (SNV) data from 3,046 subjects (466 with ASD and 2,580 controls) 

found that ASD liability is; 49% additive, common genetic variation, 41% common and 

unique environment, 3% additive, rare genetic variation, 4% non-additive genetic 

variation and 3% de novo genetic variation. These results have been replicated in other 

studies (Klei, Sanders et al. 2012, Colvert, Tick et al. 2015).  

1.1.2.1.3 The Female Protective Effect 

  Studies comparing differences in concordance rates between males and females have 

contributed to the prediction that females possess a protective factor. Combined with the 

skewed sex ratio of ASD the hypothesis of a ‘female protective effect’ has been put 

forward (Tsai and Beisler 1983, Kirkovski, Enticott et al. 2013, Jacquemont, Coe et al. 

2014). Previous studies have identified decreased concordance for female MZ twins, a 

higher concordance in the male siblings of affected females, and an increased likelihood 

of concordance for males in families with two or more affected children (Lichtenstein, 

Carlstrom et al. 2010, Hallmayer, Cleveland et al. 2011, Ozonoff, Young et al. 2011, 

Werling and Geschwind 2015). A study involving 9,882 dizygotic twin pairs from the 

UK and Sweden reported increased ASD-like impairments and recurrence risk for 

siblings of female probands (Robinson, Lichtenstein et al. 2013). These results suggest 

that females require a larger mutational load to overcome their protective factors than 

males. This is supported by observations of females diagnosed with ASD having more 

significant genetic variations (Levy, Ronemus et al. 2011, De Rubeis, He et al. 2014, 

Dong, Walker et al. 2014, Jacquemont, Coe et al. 2014).    

1.1.2.1.4 Co-occurring Genetic Disorders 

  Another line of evidence for a central role of genetics in ASD is the frequent co-

occurrence of monogenetic disorders. Approximately 10-20% of all ASD cases co-occur 

with a known genetic disorder, each one providing a clue towards the genetic aetiology 
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and biological mechanisms contributing towards ASD (Abrahams and Geschwind 2008, 

Zafeiriou, Ververi et al. 2013, De Rubeis and Buxbaum 2015) (Table 1-2). There are over 

100 associated genetic disorders and this number continues to grow (Betancur 2011).   

  While the co-occurring disorders listed in Table 1-2 are genetically characterised others 

are more difficult to aetiologically define. This is the case with some complex psychiatric 

disorders that are believed to have a genetic element and are frequently observed co-

occurring with ASD (Table 1-3). 

Table 1-2 Mono-Genetic Disorders Most Commonly Related to ASD. 

Disorder Genetic Region 

Angelman syndrome UBE3A 

Down Syndrome Chromosome 21 trisomy 

Fragile X syndrome FMR1 

Neurofibromatosis NF1 

Prader Willi syndrome 15q duplication 

PTEN Macrocephaly syndrome PTEN 

Rett syndrome MECP2 

Timothy syndrome CACNA1C 

Tuberous sclerosis complex TSC1/TSC2 

Turner Syndrome Chromosome X monosomy 

Table collated from Itsara et al. (2009), Jiang et al. (2013), and  Miyauchi & Voineagu (2013). 

Table 1-3 Complex Neurological Disorders Frequently Reported Co-occurring 

with ASD. 

Neurological Disorders 
Percentage of ASD Cases 

Presenting with Disorder 

Anxiety 42-56% 

Attention deficits 28-44% 

Depression 12-70% 

Epilepsy 8-30% 

Hyperactivity 30% 

Intellectual disabilities 45% 

Obsessive compulsive disorders 7-24% 

Schizophrenia 21-26% 

Sleep disorders 50-80% 

List of frequently observed co-occurring neurological disorders and the reported percentage of 

ASD cases in which they were co-diagnosed (Sebat, Levy et al. 2009, Kim and Lord 2013, Lai, 

Lombardo et al. 2014, Mannion and Leader 2014, Accardo and Malow 2015, Lundstrom, 

Reichenberg et al. 2015).  

  A genetic relationship between ASD and schizophrenia, ADHD, and bi-polar disorder 
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has been reported in several studies (Ronald, Simonoff et al. 2008, Sullivan, Magnusson 

et al. 2012, Cross-Disorder Group of the Psychiatric Genomics, Lee et al. 2013). 

  The frequency with which ASD is observed co-occurring with molecularly characterized 

disorders further supports the assertion that it is strongly induced by genetic mechanisms. 

Moreover, the diverse range of co-occurring disorders reinforces the high levels of genetic 

and phenotypic heterogeneity observed in ASD.  

  Identification of shared functional pathways provide clues to potentially causative 

mechanisms. For example, tuberous sclerosis and Fragile-X syndrome both involve 

regulation of protein synthesis in neurons suggesting dis-regulation of this pathway may 

be involved in ASD (Auerbach, Osterweil et al. 2011). Additionally, Rett syndrome 

suggests synaptic dysfunction could potentially play a role (Zoghbi 2003). 

  Family studies of ASD have helped to consolidate and clarify the significant role 

genetics plays in the aetiology of ASD. Analysis of co-occurring disorders has provided 

hints to the biological mechanisms that contribute to the ASD phenotype. But, in order to 

gain substantial insights to ASD it is necessary to directly study the genetic components 

themselves. 

1.1.2.2 Overview of Genetic Research in ASD  

  Genetic variations associated with ASD are highly heterogeneous. Following the 

establishment of a significant genetic contribution to ASD, research into its genetic 

makeup began to expand rapidly (Bolton and Rutter 1990). Observations of co-occurring 

disorders lead to cloning of the first ASD associated genes FMR1, PTEN, MECP2 and 

TSC1 (Verkerk, Pieretti et al. 1991, Lewis, Meehan et al. 1992, Li, Yen et al. 1997, 

vanSlegtenhorst, deHoogt et al. 1997). Advancements in DNA microarray technology, 

combined with the completion of the human genome, allowed mapping studies to refine 

existing ASD risk loci and identify novel regions. These same advancements provided 

tools for the identification of ASD risk copy number variations (CNVs). Next-generation 

sequencing (NGS) developments have enabled studies to identify ASD risk variants at a 

single nucleotide resolution on a genome wide scale. Application of these techniques to 

large, well defined cohorts has rapidly advanced understanding of the genetic architecture 

of ASD. 

1.1.2.3 Mapping and Structural Variation Studies 

  Mapping and structural variation studies initially made use of cytogenetic techniques 

such as karyotyping and fluorescent in-situ hybridization (FISH) but these were limited 
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in their scope. Linkage studies identified ASD associated loci at 3q25-27, 7q35, 17q11-

q21, and 20p13, with following studies supporting the 7q35 and 20p13 loci (Weiss, 

Arking et al. 2009, Mehta and Nurmi 2013, Werling, Lowe et al. 2014, Geschwind and 

State 2015).  

1.1.2.3.1 Microarray Technology 

  Completion of the Human Genome Project in 2004 by the International Human Genome 

Consortium (IHGC) provided an invaluable reference for genetic studies in humans 

(2004). Libraries of probes (short lengths of DNA) representing regular intervals of the 

human genome or commonly occurring SNVs could be developed. Microarrays are 

created by immobilizing these probes in an ordered manner to the surface of a chip (Pease, 

Solas et al. 1994). While microarrays have many applications this review will focus on 

genomic microarrays and their use in genome-wide association studies (GWAS) and 

identification of CNVs.  

1.1.2.3.2 Genome Mapping Studies of ASD 

  GWAS approaches use microarrays to genotype the SNPs of ASD cases and controls. 

Software is then used to identify genomic regions where the genotypes significantly 

differentiate between case and control. Those regions that show a significant difference 

are then investigated for any potential genes that could play a role in ASD 

pathophysiology. Most studies did not identify genome-wide significant loci (Table 1-4). 

Future studies with larger cohorts may produce better results, for example when a 

schizophrenia study expanded from 10,000 to 50,000 probands tenfold more loci were 

identified (Ripke, Neale et al. 2014, De Rubeis and Buxbaum 2015).  

  In order to increase the power of these association studies reports combined microarray 

data from cohorts and focused on specific sub phenotypes or aspects of ASD. Gockley et 

al. (2015) combined microarray data from the Autism Genome Resource Exchange 

(AGRE) and the Simons Simplex Collection (SSC) cohorts in order to investigate the 

female protective effect hypothesis. The SSC consists of families with a single case of 

ASD (‘simplex’ families) which have been hypothesised to have a higher rate of rare or 

de novo genetic variations contributing to the disorder (Fischbach and Lord 2010). They 

performed association analysis on 415 female probands and 827 unaffected controls but 

were unable to identify a single significant locus. 
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Table 1-4 Genome Wide Association Studies of ASD. 
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  Only studies with over 1000 samples in discovery cohorts were included. Regions that were 

identified by authors as being genome-wide significant (typically, p ≤ 5x10-8) are highlighted in 

bold. Other regions of interest were identified by authors within the reports. Cohorts; 

AGRE=Autism Genetic Resource Exchange, AGP=Autism Genome Project, 

CAP=Collaborative Autism Project, SAGE= Study of Autism Genetics Exploration, 

SKLMG=State Key Laboratory of Medical Genetics, China, SSC=Simons Simplex Collection. 
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  Connolly et al. (2013) expanded upon the work of Wang et al. (2009) and Anney et al. 

(2010) by identifying sub-phenotypes ,using the ADI-R, ADOS and SRS, within the 

AGRE and Autism Genome Project (AGP) cohorts. Significant loci were identified for 

endophenotypes such as overly serious facial expressions, loss of motor skills, and faints, 

fits or blackouts. A similar approach was employed by Chaste et al. (2015) with the 

Simons Simplex Collection (SSC) but no significant loci were identified.    

  While enrichment of potentially causative rare and de novo variants in the SSC may 

hinder GWAS approaches they provide a promising and rewarding route for the 

identification of aetiologically significant CNV and SNVs. Utilizing microarray 

technology researchers have found many ASD risk CNVs that help to define genomic 

regions of susceptibility and identify candidate genes. 

1.1.2.3.3 Structural Variation Identification Using Cytogenetics 

  Investigations into large scale chromosomal variations that contribute to ASD originally 

relied upon cytogenetic techniques such as karyotyping and fluorescent in-situ 

hybridization (FISH). A review of earlier studies (1984 – 2004) documented a large 

variety of structural changes occurring on the majority of chromosomes with Xq27 

(Fragile X syndrome) and 15q11 being the most frequently observed loci (Xu, 

Zwaigenbaum et al. 2004). An estimated 7-8% of all ASD cases have a cytogenetically 

visible chromosomal rearrangement, the majority of these present with co-occurring 

dysmorphologies (Devlin and Scherer 2012, Pinto, Delaby et al. 2014). Cytogenetic 

techniques have proven useful for  identifying ASD associated, large scale, deletions and 

duplications such as the 412Mb duplications in 15q11-q13 (Angelman syndrome) and 

repeat expansions like the FMR1 CGG expansion (Fragile X syndrome) (LaSalle 2013). 

A study employing FISH analysis to 22q13 identified SHANK3 as a potential contributor 

to ASD (Durand, Betancur et al. 2007).  

1.1.2.3.4 Structural Variations Identified Using Array Comparative Genomic 

Hybridization (aCGH) 

  Development of DNA hybridization microarrays enabled the identification of CNVs at 

a much finer resolution (Sebat, Lakshmi et al. 2004, Betancur 2011). It has been estimated 

that CNVs too small to be observed using cytogenetic techniques contribute to ~10% of 

ASD cases (Scherer and Dawson 2011).  
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Table 1-5 Large-Scale (>500 ASD probands) Genome-Wide ASD CNV Studies. 
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  Genomic regions of interest were identified as recurrent CNVs in ASD individuals, not present 

in controls. Candidate genes were identified from within genomic regions of interest by authors. 

Cohorts; AGRE=Autism Genetic Resource Exchange, AGP=Autism Genome Project, 

SSC=Simons Simplex Collection. 
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1.1.2.3.4.1 Identifying ASD Risk CNVs 

  Table 1-5 summarises nine large scale (more than 500 probands) studies of CNVs in 

ASD. Each study utilised microarrays to detect CNVs in ASD individuals and non-ASD 

controls (parents and siblings in family studies and non-ASD control cohorts in case-

control studies). Previously observed regions, or regions containing previously reported 

genes were considered of interest. Regions that had recurrent CNVs in probands but not 

controls were of interest. Many studies prioritized de novo CNVs in their analysis, 

especially those utilizing the SSC. 

1.1.2.3.4.2 ASD Probands Have Highly Disruptive CNV Burdens 

  Probands were consistently observed to be carrying a higher load of de novo CNVs and 

CNVs impacting genic regions. Bucan et al. (2009) identified 14 significant loci where 

recurrent exonic CNV deletions were observed in the probands but none of the 2,539 

controls. Pinto et al. (2010) observed 1.19 fold more genes covered by rare CNVs in 

probands versus case-controls. This ratio increased to 1.41 fold in the follow up study 

(Pinto, Delaby et al. 2014). Levy et al. (2011) identified de novo CNVs in 7.9% of 

probands and 2.0% of siblings. Of the proband de novo CNVs, 81.3% covered genic 

regions while 47.4% of the control de novo CNVs encompassed genes. Pinto et al. (2014) 

reported de novo CNVs in probands impacted 3.8-fold more genes than controls (2.6-fold 

for deletions and 6.1-fold for duplications). Sanders et al. (2015) calculated probands and 

siblings to have a 3:1 ratio of de novo CNV and estimated the average number of genes 

impacted by de novo CNVs would be 0.94 for probands and 0.12 for their siblings.  

1.1.2.3.4.3 Females with ASD Have a Higher De Novo Burden 

 The observation of increased de novo CNVs and genes impacted by CNVs in ASD cases 

was higher in females, lending support to the female protective effect theory. Levy et al. 

(2011) reported de novo CNV frequencies of 0.117 for females and 0.074 for males. 

Jacquemont et al. (2014) further investigated the higher mutational burden in females 

using microarray data from Sanders et al. (2011). A two fold increase in the frequency of 

large (>400kb) autosomal CNVs were found in females. When considering large 

autosomal CNVs that did not map over neurodevelopmental associated genes the excess 

increased to three fold (Jacquemont, Coe et al. 2014). In their follow up study, Sanders 

et al. (2015) identified de novo CNV frequencies of 0.076 for females and 0.049 for 

males. Notably, females had significantly more deletions than duplications. Both Levy et 

al. (2011) and Sanders et al. (2015) reported de novo CNVs in females covering more 

genes than the male de novo CNVs. Sanders et al. (2015) concluded that for females, de 
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novo mutations play a greater role in the ASD phenotype.  

1.1.2.3.4.4 The Majority of ASD-Relevant CNVs are De Novo 

  The majority of aetiologically significant CNVs were de novo, with inherited CNVs 

showing little difference between probands and siblings. Pinto et al. (2014) predicted 64% 

of pathogenic CNVs to be de novo, of which 59% were deletions and 41% were 

duplications.. Levy et al. (2011) and Sanders et al.  (2015) did not identify any significant 

difference in the number of inherited CNVs between probands and siblings. The 

likelihood of observing a de novo CNV in a proband increased with the number of 

unaffected siblings but was not influenced by higher maternal or paternal age (Sanders, 

Xin et al. 2015).  

1.1.2.3.4.5 Penetrance of CNVs is Variable 

  CNVs occurring at a particular cytogenic band can be of variable size and encompass 

different combinations of genes. This heterogeneity can result in a spectrum of pathogenic 

penetrance. Glessner et al. (2009) did not observe CNVs at the 16p11 locus to segregate 

to all cases of ASD, with unaffected siblings inheriting 16p11 CNVs as well. This 

suggests 16p11 may require additive factors for the emergence of the ASD phenotype. 

Pinto et al. (2014) observed that ASD risk increased as the number of brain expressed 

genes covered by CNV deletions increased. Sanders et al. (2015) noted that large CNVs 

(encompassing more than seven genes) consistently impacted a different set of genes to 

those impacted by small CNVs (seven and less genes) and loss of function SNVs (from 

exome studies). By adding data from Pinto et al. (2014), Sanders et al. (2015) predicted 

that within the combined SSC and AGP cohort there were 246 de novo CNV risk loci (78 

deletion only, 65 duplication only, and 103 mixed). The Simons Foundation Autism 

Research Initiative (SFARI) provides a curated database of genes and CNVs associated 

with ASD. As of January 2017 a total of 2,163 CNV loci were recorded from 487 reports.  

1.1.2.3.4.6 CNV Size and De Novo Frequency Impact Sub-Phenotypes 

  Some studies made use of phenotypic data to look for potential endophenotypes 

associated with CNVs. Giririjan et al. (2013) noted that as the size of CNV deletions 

increased nonverbal IQ decreased but ASD severity was not affected. Alternatively, as 

the size of CNV duplications increased ASD severity increased but nonverbal IQ was 

unaffected. Interestingly, they also noted that children with 16p11 deletions had larger 

heads than children with 16p11 duplications. Sanders et al. (2015) observed a significant 

correlation between a history of seizures and a higher de novo rate. A reduction in 
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nonverbal IQ in the presence of a de novo CNV was also noted, with females showing a 

more significant decrease. 

1.1.2.3.4.7 Network Analysis of ASD Risk Genes 

  The studies confirmed previously reported ASD genes and identified many new 

candidates. Network analysis of these genes identified underlying pathways such as 

synaptic connectivity, genetic regulation, and intracellular signalling. Szatmari et al. 

(2007) identified an enrichment for genes involved in glutamatergic synaptogenesis. 

Glessner et al. (2009) reported on a disproportional amount of genes involved in the 

ubiquitin pathways. Pinto et al. (2014) used the network analysis tool NETBAG (Gilman, 

Iossifov et al. 2011) to analyse genes occurring within de novo CNVs and identified three 

main clusters; chromatin remodelling and transcriptional regulation, MAPK and other 

signalling, and synaptic signalling/components. De novo CNVs were then combined with 

ASD de novo loss of function SNVs (from exome studies covered in the next section) to 

identify 336 ASD associated genes. Protein-protein interaction was assessed using the 

software DAPPLE (Rossin, Lage et al. 2011) and a network of 151 associated genes was 

identified. Pathway enrichment analysis identified chromatin remodelling and 

transcriptional regulation, MAPK and other signalling, and neuronal development and 

axon guidance. Sanders et al. (2015) performed gene ontology enrichment on genes 

associated with ASD using the utility DAVID (Dennis et al., 2003) identifying 

enrichment for chromatin regulation. Further analysis using DAPPLE identified two 

subnetworks with enrichment for synaptic or neuronal genes and chromatin regulation or 

transcription genes. Comparison against a developmental gene expression data set 

identified enrichment for mid-fetal cortical projection neurons and striatal medium spiny 

neurons. Of interest, there was no significant difference between males and females 

within the networks, suggesting both sexes share the same mutational targets but females 

require a higher load to present with ASD. 

1.1.2.4 Sequencing Studies 

1.1.2.4.1 Candidate Gene Approach 

  Early sequencing studies relied on mapping results to identify chromosomal regions of 

interest from which candidate gene lists were created.  

  Observations of an association between ASD and Xp22.3 and Xq13-21 lead a group to 

focus on two members of the neuroligin family, NLGN4 and NLGN3 (Jamain, Quach et 

al. 2003). The rationale being that NLGNs are known to be involved in synaptic adhesion. 
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Two candidate variants were identified, a frameshift variant (c.1186insT) in NLGN4 and 

a missense (p.R451C) in NLGN3. In both cases the variants were found in two affected 

brothers.  

  Another study used genotyping data of an Amish family with multiple cases of cortical 

dysplasia–focal epilepsy (CDFE) syndrome (which has a co-diagnosis of ASD in 67% of 

cases) to identify a region of shared zygosity for affected individuals (Strauss, 

Puffenberger et al. 2006). The region 7q36 was identified and CNTNAP2 was selected 

for study due to its role in neuronal adhesion. Sequencing identified a frameshift variant 

that was homozygous in all affected individuals.   

  Utilizing the frequent observation of 22q13.3 deletions in ASD cases, investigators 

choose to analyse SHANK3 as it was the only one of three genes in the region with a 

known neurological role (synaptic scaffolding) (Durand, Betancur et al. 2007). By 

performing FISH analysis on 97 probands and direct sequencing on another 227 three 

causative variations were identified, a de novo deletion, a frameshift inherited from 

maternal germline mosaicism and a terminal 22q deletion.  

  The three studies above identified genes involved in neuronal processes and began to 

provide insights to the molecular and cellular mechanisms behind ASD. Although 

successful this approach is limited because it requires prior location information which 

has proven to be difficult to obtain because ASD is a heterogeneous disorder. This 

limitation has been largely overcome by advancements in genetic sequencing 

technologies.  

1.1.2.4.2 Next Generation Sequencing 

  During the course of the Human Genome Project, and the plethora of sequencing 

projects that followed, new sequencing technologies were developed ushering in the era 

of Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS). These techniques continue to advance, 

incorporating innovations in template preparation, sequencing chemistry, imaging, 

computational applications, and processing power (Metzker 2010, Hagemann 2014).  

  In studies reviewed here the most frequently used sequencing platform is Illumina 

HiSeq. Briefly, preparation for sequencing includes library preparation and cluster 

generation.  

  Library preparation involves randomly shearing high quality genomic DNA into 

uniform small fragments then ligating 5’ and 3’ adapters (and sometimes unique 

‘barcode’ sequences) to the ends of fragments. Adapter-ligated fragments are then PCR 
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amplified and gel purified. Cluster generation requires the library to be introduced to a 

flow cell containing surface-bound probes complimentary to the library adapters. 

Fragments are immobilised to the probes and undergo bridge amplification to create 

clonal clusters (Figure 1.5 A & B). A single HiSeq flow-cell may then be host to several 

hundred million such clusters. 

 

Figure 1.5 Schematic Overview of Illumina Sequencing Methodology. 

 Image reproduced from “An Introduction to Next-Generation Sequencing Technology” 

document produced by Illumina.  

(http://www.illumina.com/content/dam/illuminamarketing/documents/products/illumina_sequencing_introduction.pdf) 
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  Sequencing by synthesis occurs in a four step, cyclical process;  

1. Four differentially fluorescently labelled, reversible-terminator bases are washed 

over the clusters. Where complementary they are incorporated into the fragment.  

2. Non-incorporated nucleotides are washed away.  

3. The flow-cell is imaged, recording fluorescence colour, location, and quality.  

4. The fluorescent label and terminal 3’ blocker are unbound and washed from the 

flow cell. 

  As the cycle continues the sequence for a particular cluster is recorded (along with the 

quality of each call), this is termed a ‘read’. Sequencing occurs at one end of a fragment, 

producing the first read (Read1), then it begins again at the other end of the fragment, 

producing a second read (Read2). These are termed ‘paired-end reads’. Typically they are 

100 base pairs in length, but can vary from 50 to 250. Sequencing by synthesis occurs as 

a massively parallel process, with the reads of each cluster simultaneously being recorded. 

Reads are written into a FASTQ file that records three lines of information for each 

cluster: 

1. Information regarding the sequencing run and location of cluster on flow cell. 

2. The nucleotide sequence of the read. 

3. Quality scores for each base in the read. 

  Chapter 3 describes the file type in more detail. 

1.1.2.4.3 Processing NGS Data to Identify Genetic Variants Contributing to ASD 

  Utilisation of NGS in the effort to find ASD mutations has proved fruitful. A major 

challenge to this research is the processing and interpretation of vast amounts of data 

produced by NGS. As this will be the main focus of Chapter 3 what follows is an overview 

of the methodology (Figure 1.6). Details regarding file types, data structures, processing 

software, computational environments, and project-specific parameters will be described 

in Chapter 3. 

  In a typical project subjects are sequenced and their reads written into a file (in the case 

of paired-end reads two files are written, one for each end of the fragment). Sequencing 

quality is assessed then files are entered into a computational pipeline (a series of 

automated steps that can process large amounts of data through multiple programs). 

  First the reads are processed in order to identify their genomic location. Instances where 
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two reads map to exactly the same location are deemed potential duplicates and marked 

as such. Genomic regions potentially containing small insertion or deletion (indel) events 

undergo a second round of read alignment with the indels taken into consideration for 

more accurate mapping of reads to the genome. Base quality biases can be introduced by 

sequencing instruments so quality scores are analysed and recalibrated where necessary. 

 

 

Figure 1.6 Overview of the Use of NGS Data to Identify Causative Variants. 

  Chapter 3 describes the development and testing of computational pipelines created to execute 

steps 1, 2, and 3 resulting in tables of annotated genetic variants. Implementation of the 

approach is described in Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7. Image of HiSeq instrument is reproduced from 

www.illumina.com /systems/hiseq_2500_1500.html. 

  Processed reads are then compared to a reference human genome and instances of 

variation are recorded. Many variables are considered when identifying a variant, e.g.; 

the depth of reads covering a variant location (read depth), the ratio of bases the same as 

the reference (REF) and those recorded as an alternate nucleotide (ALT), and base quality 

scores. These variables are recorded for each variant and used to calculate variant quality 
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scores. Following variant identification the variant quality scores are comparatively 

analysed and recalibrated. 

  Each variant has information regarding the sequencing, processing, and variant calling 

steps annotated to it. Further information relating to biological function can also be 

incorporated. Estimates at how conserved the locus of a variant is are calculated through 

comparative alignments of genomes from other species. Population frequency of a variant 

is reported from the results of large scale sequencing projects. Gene prediction databases 

are used to identify variants occurring within coding regions. Variant impact scores are 

calculated by combining conservation scores and predicted variant types (missense, start-

gain etc.). 

  Filters can then be applied to this annotated information in order to identify causative 

variants. Low quality variants are typically filtered using read processing and variant 

quality score information. Depending on the type of project and samples being analysed 

different filtering approaches will be used. For example, projects investigating simplex 

ASD cases may focus on de novo variants. When filtering for individual variants that may 

be causative of a subjects ASD typically those that are rare and are predicted to have a 

significant impact to protein function are filtered for. Loss of function (LoF) variants 

(start-gain, frameshift, and essential splice variants) are frequently given priority over 

missense variants. 

  Filtering produces a list of candidate variants that can then be further interpreted. 

Investigating each candidate using broader sources of information (scientific literature 

and web based databases) enables evaluation and prioritisation based on causative 

likelihood. Cases where a variant is deemed causative can provide diagnostic refinement 

and avenues for tailored therapy. 

1.1.2.4.4 Exome Studies of ASD 

  A beneficial approach to NGS studies is to perform exome sequencing as it focuses on 

the most functional and highly characterized portion of the genome. The exome consists 

of all predicted exons (approximately 180,000 exons constituting about 1-2% of the total 

genome) (Ng, Turner et al. 2009, Du, Pusey et al. 2016). It is estimated that 85% of 

variants that solely cause a specific disease are contained within the exome making it a 

rich search space (Choi, Scholl et al. 2009). The first human exome study was published 

in 2008 (Ng, Levy et al. 2008).  
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Table 1-6  Exome Studies of ASD 2011 – 2013. 
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Table 1-7 Exome Studies of ASD 2014 - 2016. 
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Table 1-6 and Table 1-7 Details from ASD genetic studies utilising exome sequencing 

between 2011 – 2013 and 2014 – 2016 respectively. ASD risk genes were identified by the 

authors of each paper, those in bold represent genes with significant variants recurring in 

probands but not controls. MZ=monozygous, DZ=dyzygous.Cohorts: SSC=Simons Simplex 

Collection, AGRE=Autism Genetic Resource Exchange, NDAR=National Database for Autism 

Research. 

  Exome studies utilize targeted capture technologies to bind exon containing fragmented 

DNA (from the NGS library preparation step) to complimentary probes. The probes are 

immobilized and non-exon containing fragments are washed away. Fragments are then 

denatured from their probes and collected into an exon-enriched library pool. These are 

then sequenced via NGS and processed as described above.   

  The use of exome sequencing to find ASD mutations is a relatively recent approach. 

Beginning with the antecedent paper published by O’Roak et al. in 2011 and followed by 

four seminal papers published the next year (Iossifov, Ronemus et al. 2012, Neale, Kou 

et al. 2012, O'Roak, Vives et al. 2012, Sanders, Murtha et al. 2012). A number of ASD 

risk genes were discovered and subsequent exome studies have supported and expanded 

upon these initial findings. 

  Initial studies performed exome sequencing on large numbers of patients including the 

SSC and AGRE cohorts (Table 1-6 & Table 1-7). Subsequent studies sequenced more 

members of these cohorts (Iossifov, O'Roak et al. 2014) and combined data sets (De 

Rubeis, He et al. 2014, Samocha, Robinson et al. 2014, Sanders, Xin et al. 2015). These 

datasets were also investigated with new questions and analytical approaches (He, 

Sanders et al. 2013, Dong, Walker et al. 2014, Robinson, Samocha et al. 2014, Krumm, 

Turner et al. 2015). While these initial projects were focused in North America and 

Europe, their findings and sharing of data provided substantial analytical resources for 

smaller studies around the world (Toma, Torrico et al. 2013, Yu, Chahrour et al. 2013, 

Egawa, Watanabe et al. 2015, Inoue, Watanabe et al. 2015, Moreno-Ramos, Olivares et 

al. 2015).   

  Studies employed several selection strategies to identify candidates. Decreasing 

phenotypic variability was hypothesized to potentially decrease underlying genetic 

heterogeneity. For example while both drew subjects from the SSC, O’Roak et al. (2012) 

targeted ASD affected females and more severe cases, Iossifov et al. (2012) focused on 

high functioning individuals. Another approach to decrease genetic heterogeneity 
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involved microarray genotyping of multiplex families to identify subjects with shared 

exonic variation (Chahrour, Yu et al. 2012, Yu, Chahrour et al. 2013, Chapman, Nato et 

al. 2015). Lim et al. (2013) used microarray screening to identify an ethnically matched 

case-control cohort of 933 cases and 869 controls. 

1.1.2.4.4.1 Identifying ASD Risk Genes 

   Once candidate variants were identified their corresponding genes could be assessed for 

contribution to ASD risk. A common method in large studies was to identify genes that 

had recurring candidate variants in probands but not controls. Iossifov et al. (2014) 

identified 27 genes with recurring de novo variants. Of these the chromodomain helicase 

family was the most frequently hit with CHD8 having eight LoF variants and CHD2 

having three. De Rubeis et al. (2014) described 18 genes with two or more de novo LoF 

variants in probands but not controls.  

  Re-analysis of published data sets using new methods provided another means of 

identifying previously overlooked ASD risk genes. Krumm et al. (2015) applied new 

variant identifying algorithms to the SSC data, identifying 463 de novo events that were 

not previously reported and implicating 21 new recurrently mutated genes. Dong et al. 

(2014) focused on de novo indels in previously published SSC datasets using a family-

based local realignment approach. They validated 44 de novo indels previously 

unobserved and identified two new ASD risk genes. Previously published data sets were 

also used to confirm findings. For example, Yu et al. (2013) confirmed their candidates 

through re-analysis of exome data of 612 non-consanguineous families from the SSC. 

  In order to further evaluate potential risk genes (such as cases with only one candidate 

variant or variants from case-control studies) a statistical method termed Transmission 

and de novo Association (TADA) was developed (He, Sanders et al. 2013). Using exome 

data from trios, the frequency of de novo and inherited LoF and missense variants 

observed in a gene were evaluated using a hierarchical Bayesian framework that 

incorporated information from all genes (such as estimated mutation rates for LoF and 

missense variants). This produced a value (p) for the gene that represented the false 

discovery rate (FDR) of ASD risk. He et al. (2013) applied TADA to exome data sets 

from four simplex papers (Iossifov, Ronemus et al. 2012, Neale, Kou et al. 2012, O'Roak, 

Vives et al. 2012, Sanders, Murtha et al. 2012) and two case-control studies (Lim, 

Raychaudhuri et al. 2013, Liu, Sabo et al. 2013) and identified new ASD risk genes.  

  Liu et al. (2014) developed an approach (termed DAWN) to identify ASD risk genes 
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using gene expression data from the mid-fetal prefrontal and motorsomatosensory 

neocortex. TADA scores from multiple ASD exome studies were used to identify risk 

genes. Gene expression networks of risk genes in the mid-fetal cortices were generated 

and associated genes identified. These were deemed probable ASD risk genes and 

evaluated using connectivity scores from the co-expression networks, assessment for de 

novo variants in exome data, and enrichment in protein-protein interactions. DAWN 

successfully identified previously identified risk genes along with some novel candidates. 

  De Rubeis et al. (2014) combined 16 ASD exome sample sets, comprising 15,480 DNA 

samples, and integrated the variants into TADA. They identified 33 high-confidence ASD 

risk genes, of which 15 were already known, 11 previously had variants reported but 

weren’t classified as risk genes, and seven were novel. DAWN analysis was applied to 

107 TADA genes with an FDR < 0.3 identifying 160 candidate risk genes of which 91 

were not in the TADA gene list. 

  Another method for confirming candidate ASD risk genes was to perform a second 

round of targeted sequencing on a follow up cohort. For example, O’Roak et al. (2012) 

screened for variants in six candidate genes on 1,703 ASD probands and 744 controls 

finding protein altering mutations for three of them.  

1.1.2.4.4.2  De novo SNVs and ASD 

  As with the CNV studies, a higher de novo load was observed for the ASD probands. 

O’Roak et al. (2012) predicted the protein-coding de novo mutation rate to be 0.59 per 

trio but observed 1.3 per trio. Of the 200 quads reported on by Sanders et al. (2012), non-

synonymous de novo variants were recorded 125 times in probands versus 87 in their 

unaffected siblings. The probands also showed a higher odds ratio of non-synonymous to 

silent mutations, indicating an increased de novo mutational load. This phenomenon was 

exaggerated when the analysis was restricted to nonsense and splice site mutations in 

brain expressed genes. Iossifov et al. (2014) reported that while the overall rate of 

synonymous de novo variants was not significantly different between the affected and 

unaffected siblings, the rate of LoF variants was. Sanders et al. (2015) remarked that the 

likelihood of de novo variations in a proband increased with the number of unaffected 

siblings. Using mutation rate predictions Samocha et al. (2014) identified the proband 

group as containing a significantly higher number of genes with two or more de novo LoF 

variants (48 observed versus 27 expected) or two or more de novo missense variants (33 

observed versus 21 expected). 
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  Exome studies also supported the positive correlation observed in CNV studies between 

paternal age and frequency of de novo variations. Likewise, the majority of de novo 

variations were reported to have derived from the father (Iossifov, O'Roak et al. 2014, 

Sanders, Xin et al. 2015). 

1.1.2.4.4.3 Inherited ASD Risk Factors 

  ASD probands were reported to have an increased likelihood to inherit rare LoF variants. 

Toma et al. (2013) observed that truncating mutations were transmitted to affected 

siblings at a two-fold higher rate when compared with non-affected siblings. Krumm et 

al. (2015) detected an enrichment in probands versus their siblings for inheritance of LoF 

variants that impacted genes intolerant to deleterious mutations. In a case versus control 

study, Lim et al. (2013) identified a two-fold increase in autosomal LoF variants for 

probands versus controls, and a 1.5-fold increase in hemizygous X-chromosome LoF 

variants in male probands when compared to their controls. Interestingly there was no 

significant difference in X-chromosome LoF variants between female probands and their 

controls. Robinson et al. (2014) noted that males showed a positive correlation between 

IQ and the number of family members with ASD associated disorders, suggesting high-

functioning males may have a stronger familial genetic aetiology. 

1.1.2.4.4.4 Genetic Analysis of ASD Sub-Groups 

  As with the CNV findings, females were observed to have higher de novo mutational 

loads than males (Iossifov, Ronemus et al. 2012, De Rubeis, He et al. 2014, Iossifov, 

O'Roak et al. 2014). Iossifov et al. (2014) identified significant enrichment for variations 

in embryonic developmental genes in the female de novo LoF gene targets. When splitting 

the male ASD cases roughly in half, based on IQ, males with lower IQ showed a 

significant gene target overlap with the females. The observation by Sanders et al. (2015) 

that females showed a pronounced association with decreased non-verbal IQ and de novo 

CNVs was replicated in the de novo SNV LoF data. Sanders et al. (2015) also reported 

an increased likelihood of de novo mutations in cases with either a history of seizures or 

a head circumference of over 1 SD in either direction. Samocha et al. reported de novo 

LoF variants were significantly enriched in ASD probands with an IQ score less than 100. 

Similarly, gene enrichment for Fragile-X mental retardation (FMR1)-associated genes 

and evolutionarily constrained genes was significant for the subgroup of probands with 

IQ less than 100. The transmission disequilibrium reported by Krumm et al. (2015) was 

enhanced where the unaffected sibling scored high on a social responsiveness scale or 

when the proband had an IQ score between 70 and 100. These findings suggest that the 
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heterogeneous phenotypic nature of ASD is likewise reflected in its genetic composition. 

1.1.2.4.4.5 Network Analysis of ASD Risk Genes 

  Reiterating the network analysis findings from the CNV work, enrichment was observed 

in genes associated with neuronal structures and processes, and gene expression. O’Roak 

et al. (2012) reported 39% of the most severe de novo variants mapped to the β-

catenin/chromatin remodelling protein network. Iossifov et al. (2012 & 2014) reported a 

strong association between genes associated with chromatin remodelling and the fragile 

X mental retardation protein (FMRP). Analysis of 222 candidate genes by Toma et al. 

(2013) for enrichment in gene ontology terms identified ‘neuronal tube development’ and 

‘regulation of action potential’. De Rubeis et al. (2014) used TADA and DAWN analysis 

to identify ASD risk genes which were processed through a high-confidence protein-

protein interactome identifying four significant subnetworks; cell junction TGFβ 

pathway, cell communication and synaptic transmission, neurodegeneration, and 

transcriptional regulation.  

  Risk genes were observed to be enriched in developing brain expression profiles. Wisley 

et al. (2013) exome sequenced 56 quads from the SSC and combined their data with 

earlier sequencing efforts to identify nine high-confidence and 122 probable ASD risk 

genes. Utilizing a spatio-temporal transcriptome of the human brain generated by Kang 

et al. (2011) they generated co-expression networks using the nine high-confidence ASD 

risk genes as seeds. The 122 probable ASD risk genes were used to test networks for 

association. Significant enrichment was observed for the prefrontal and primary motor-

somato-sensory cortices during weeks 10-19 and 13-24 post conception and the 

mediodorsal nucleus of the thalamus and cerebellar cortex from birth to six years of age. 

Incorporating neuronal layer and cell type specific marker-genes allowed identification 

of enrichment in layers five and six of cortical glutamatergic projection neurons during 

10-24 weeks post conception. Parikshak et al. (2013) performed a similar approach using 

web-based resources. Risk genes were identified using the SFARI website and 

neurodevelopmental expression data was obtained from BrainSpan. Analysis of co-

expresison modules identified an interesting correlation between genes associated with 

transcriptional regulation and those associated with synaptic processes. During early 

prenatal development co-expression modules were enriched for transcriptional regulation 

but after approximately 20 weeks post-conception the enrichment shifted towards 

synaptic processes. In the adult cortex, co-expression networks identified the superficial 

cortical layers 2–4 and upper layer glutamatergicneurons. 
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1.1.2.4.5 Whole-Genome Sequencing Studies 

  Exome studies have proven to be a valuable approach to unravelling the complex genetic 

aetiology of ASD but they are unable to provide insights to the non-exonic regions of the 

genome (which comprises approximately 97%). It has become clear that the genetics 

underlying ASD are complex and unlikely to be constrained to the exome alone (Mehta 

and Nurmi 2013). GWAS studies have consistently identified loci that map to intergenic 

regions (Wang, Zhang et al. 2009, Weiss, Arking et al. 2009, Hu, Addington et al. 2011).  

Table 1-8  Whole Genome Sequencing Studies of ASD. 
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  Whole-genome sequencing (WGS) not only provides information about non-coding 

regions but has been demonstrated to give more consistent and extensive exome coverage 

(Table 1-8). Jiang et al. (2013) noted that whole genome sequencing covered 2.7% more 

annotated exons than exome sequence data. Turner et al. (2016) tested the efficacy of 

WGS to identify candidate variations missed by microarray and exome sequencing. A 

study group of 53 families without any candidate variants identified in previous studies 

were selected (Iossifov et al. (2014), Iossifov et al. (2012), Levy et al. (2011), O'Roak et 

al. (2011), O'Roak et al. (2012), Sanders et al. (2011), and Sanders et al. (2012)). WGS 

completed coverage of 1,854 genes that were missing exome sequencing data. WGS SNV 

and indel calling was more uniform across individuals than exome derived variants. When 

combining WGS and exome sequencing a total of 176,131 exonic variants were 

identified; of which 53.9% were found by both, 35.2% were detected in WGS only and 

10.8% in exome only. The de novo variants from within this group followed a similar 

pattern (61%, 27%, and 12% respectively) with validation rates of 93.3% for combined 

and ~36% for WGS or exome alone. 

1.1.2.4.5.1 Annotating Non-Genic Variants 

  Annotating variants outside of the exome utilised previous work that identified regions 

enriched for comparative genomic conservation and functional elements. Conservation 

scores were derived using phylogenetic software such as PhyloP (with 46 mammalian 

genomes) and PhastCons (with 100 vertebrate genomes) (Cooper, Stone et al. 2005, 

Siepel, Bejerano et al. 2005). Functional elements included DNase I hypersensitive sites 

and chromatin states identified from earlier studies (ENCODE Consortium 2012, Visel, 

Taher et al. 2013, Andersson, Gebhard et al. 2014, Epigenomics Roadmap Consortium, 

Kundaje et al. 2015).  

1.1.2.4.5.2   Mutation Rates from WGS 

  The largest WGS study of ASD to date reported an average of 55 de novo events per 

genome (51 SNVs, 4 indels, and 0.05 CNVs) with approximately one occurring in the 

exome (0.99 SNVs, 0.1 indels, and 0.03CNVs) (Yuen, Merico et al. 2016). Of these, ASD 

cases showed a significant enrichment of predicted damaging variants, of which 48.1% 

occurred in non-coding regions that would have been missed by whole exome 

sequencing.  

1.1.2.4.5.3 Non-Genic Candidate Variants 

  Variants within non-genic regions predicted to be involved in regulation showed 
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enrichment for ASP probands. Turner et al. (2016) investigated regulatory regions close 

to 57 ASD risk genes and observed an enrichment in de novo variants for ASD probands. 

Yuen et al. (2016) reported the non-coding regions most enriched for de novo variants 

were untranslated regions of genes, splice related sequences, and DNase I hypersensitive 

regions.  

1.1.2.5 Summary of Research into Genetic Variations Causing ASD  

    Genetic variation constitutes a significant aspect of ASD aetiology. Reports of 

concordance between twins estimate the contribution to be between 65% and 91% (Tick, 

Bolton et al. 2016). A comprehensive study of 14,516 ASD probands and their family 

members calculated ASD liability to be; 49% common-additive genetic, 41% 

environmental, 4% rare-non-additive genetic, 3% rare-additive genetic, and 3% de novo 

genetic (Gaugler, Klei et al. 2014).   

  Studies attempting to identify common-additive variants are yet to produce genome-

wide significant (typically, p ≤ 5x10-8) and replicable results. Larger cohorts are required 

in order to overcome the highly polygenic nature of these common-additive variants. 

  A more successful approach has been to focus on de novo events. While de novo events 

have low overall ASD liability their presence can significantly increase individual risk. 

Microarray and NGS technologies have been used to identify de novo CNVs, indels, and 

SNVs. Significant enrichment for disruptive de novo events has repeatedly been observed 

in ASD probands versus non-affected controls.  

  Female probands have been reported to carry significantly higher mutational loads than 

male probands. A finding that supports the female protective effect theory. The difference 

is lessened when females are compared to males with low IQs.  

  Creating phenotypic sub-groups within cohorts helped to identify variants associated 

with a particular endophenotype. More severe cases of ASD were enriched for de novo 

variants while high-functioning cases had a higher frequency of inherited ASD-relevant 

variants.  

  While inheritance of specific ASD-risk common-additive variants has not been reported 

yet, many other modes of inheritance have. Transmission of rare disruptive variants was 

significantly higher in probands versus controls. Affected siblings with entirely different 

ASD-relevant variants were described. A mosaic parent with an ASD-relevant variant in 

their gametes but not their blood was documented. Candidates for somatic de novo 
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variants were identified in another paper. Probands with multiple ASD-relevant variants 

have also been reported upon. 

  Establishing ASD-relevant variants enabled the identification of ASD-risk genes. 

Initially, genes impacted by multiple, disruptive variants in probands but not their controls 

were reported. Subsequent research projects combined their data with that of previous 

studies to increase analytical power. Novel techniques were developed to incorporate 

more information into the search for ASD-risk genes. For example, DAWN computed 

TADA derived gene lists through mid-fetal brain gene expression networks to identify 

associated genes. These were subsequently assessed for enrichment in ASD related 

pathways using protein-protein interaction networks.   

  The use of networks was also applied to gaining an insight to the pathophysiology of 

ASD. Spatio-temporal insights were gained by comparing ASD-risk genes with tissue 

and developmental-stage specific gene-expression data sets. Enrichment was repeatedly 

reported for central regions of the brain during foetal development and post-partum. 

Biological pathways were identified using by assessing ASD-risk genes in different 

networks. Consistent pathways observed were chromatin remodelling and transcription, 

synaptic receptors and cell adhesion molecules, and scaffolding proteins and the actin 

cytoskeleton.  

 Summary of Literature Review 

    ASD is a complex behavioural phenotype likely to have multiple pathophysiological 

routes to its presentation. Its prevalence has grown steadily over the past decade placing 

an increasing burden on social support. There are currently no cures and therapeutic 

treatments are focused on mitigating symptoms.  

  Genetic studies identified ASD-risk genes that provided insights to potential cell types, 

developmental stages, and biological processes key to the presentation of ASD. A 

particularly successful approach has been the identification of de novo variants in simplex 

families. Identification of risk genes has also enabled the diagnostic refinement of 

individuals from “on the spectrum” to a specific disorder. These diagnostic refinements 

enable tailored therapeutic strategies and identify individuals for research into the 

underlying causes of different disorders. 
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1.2 Introduction to Doctoral Project 

  This Doctoral project is comprised of two major components. One half focuses on 

developing methods for the use of high-throughput genotyping technologies to identify 

genetic variations causing ASD and other neurodevelopmental disorders (Chapters 3, 4, 

and 5). The other half centres on characterising causative mutations in an attempt to 

elucidate their pathophysiological mechanisms (Chapters 6 and 7).  

    Exome sequencing, as described in 1.1.2.4.4, is a useful method for identifying SNVs 

and indels occurring within the protein coding regions of the genome. But NGS platforms 

generate large amounts of data that requires multiple processing steps with specialized 

software. This Doctoral project developed and tested a computational pipeline that feed 

data through a series of programs to assist with processing. Genetic variations were 

identified for each sample and annotated with information before being saved as large 

tables. Strategies for filtering the variants were developed and employed in the search for 

causative mutations.  

  The first cohort of subjects was comprised of four sibling pairs who each shared an 

undiagnosed neurodevelopmental disorder and two individuals diagnosed with ASD. 

From this cohort, causative variants for three of the sibling pairs and one of the ASD 

individuals were identified.  

  A second cohort was identified through collaboration with the New Zealand based ASD 

research organization, Minds for Minds. Access to their database of individuals registered 

for participation in research allowed for the identification of females diagnosed with ASD 

who had no immediate family members with ASD or related disorders. From this cohort 

six trios (proband, mother, and father) were contacted, consented, and genomic DNA 

samples procured. Following exome sequencing and array comparative genomic 

hybridization microarray analysis two causative de novo genetic variations were 

identified; a terminal deletion of 2q37 and a frameshift in the gene ASXL3.  

  Whole genome sequencing was employed to further characterize the 2q37 deletion 

identifying the precise location of the break point and revealing telomeric repeats 

following the break point. This provided information as to what genes were impacted and 

the probable mechanism of deletion.  

  Characterisation of the ASXL3 frameshift involved cloning the gene, generation of two 

variants (the frameshift and another truncating variant), transfection of the constructs into 

neuronal cell culture, and measurement of gene and protein expression. Results suggest 
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the variants produce a truncated protein that may induce a dominant gain-of-negative 

function. 

 Justification of Research 

  ASD is a highly heterogeneous disorder with many phenotypically-overlapping 

disorders commonly associated with it. This creates challenges for research as subjects 

present with diverse phenotypes and genotypes which can result in non-replicable and 

conflicting findings. Delineation of ASD endophenotypes and identification of causative 

mutations can help to create sub-groups that are more amenable for research. The use of 

modern genotyping technologies has greatly assisted in identifying causative variations. 

A primary goal of this Doctoral project is to contribute to the genetic delineation of ASD 

through the identification of causative variants in ASD patients.  

  Confirming aetiologically responsible variants can also provide subjects, their families, 

and their clinicians with diagnostic refinements and an opportunity to personalize 

therapeutic treatment.   

  Developing a detailed understanding of NGS and the processes required to utilize its 

data enables the research undertaken in this project and provides a solid platform for 

future studies and applications of the technology. As the technology becomes more 

ubiquitous it will be necessary to have skilled researchers who can accurately process the 

information and interpret results. 

  Further characterization of causative variants provides information as to how they 

occurred and what their impact might be. Sharing this information with the wider research 

community enables the generation of a clearer understanding of pathological mechanisms 

and provides clues for potential therapeutic targets. 

 Aims and Objectives 

1.2.2.1 General Aim 

  Identify genetic variations contributing to ASD and other neurodevelopmental disorders 

and where possible work to understand the pathological mechanism of variants. 

1.2.2.2 General Objectives 

  Use NGS exome and aCGH data to develop tables of annotated genetic variants which 

can be filtered and interpreted in order to produce a prioritized list of candidate causative 
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mutations. Select most promising causative variants for further characterising using 

deeper sequencing and molecular biology techniques. 

1.2.2.3 Specific Aims 

 Develop method for processing NGS exome data.  

 Identify cohorts of ASD and neurodevelopmental patients. 

 Procure genotyping data for cohorts. 

 Create table of annotated genetic variants for subjects. 

 Apply filtering strategies to identify causative genetic variations. 

 Confirm variants. 

 Investigate origin and pathophysiological mechanisms of variants. 

1.2.2.4 Specific Objectives 

 Review literature and online resources to identify an accurate, well-supported, and 

robust approach to processing NGS exome data.  

 Gain access to a computational environment that provides adequate resources.  

 Develop a pipeline that can process the data through the necessary steps to 

produce a table of annotated genetic variants. 

 Utilise connections with clinicians to identify potential subjects for a cohort.  

 Query the Minds for Minds database to identify potential candidates.  

 Select cohorts with an increased likelihood of carrying a genetic disorder.  

 Sibling pairs who share a neurodevelopmental disorder are likely to have inherited 

recessive variants from parents.  

 Cases of females diagnosed with ASD who are in families with no other cases of 

ASD or related disorders reported in immediate family members have an 

increased likelihood of a de novo causative variant. 

 Obtain genomic DNA either from previously isolated, clinical samples or through 

the use of saliva collection kits.  

 Send samples away for exome NGS in order to identify SNVs and indels in the 

protein coding regions of the genome.  

 Post samples for aCGH analysis to identify CNVs.  

 Download genotyping data for service providers and securely store.  

 Employ the NGS exome processing pipeline in order to create a table of annotate 

variants.  

 Process aCGH data to identify CNVs.  
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 Combine the variants into a single table for filtering. 

 

  For each pedigree;  

 Develop a filtering strategy that accounts for their hypothesized mode of 

inheritance and any relevant clinical information obtained.  

 Remove variants of poor quality, any not predicted to have a functional impact, 

and those that are frequently observed in populations.  

 Develop a list of candidates, individually access each variant using online 

resources, and then prioritize them based on likelihood of being causative.   

 Design primers to amplify the genomic region of candidate causative variants.  

 Employ PCR to obtain amplicons of the region and Sanger sequence to confirm. 

 Depending on the type of variant that is to be characterized; deeper sequencing 

can provide information about the variants origin while molecular biology 

techniques can test the impact of variants on gene expression and function.  
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2 GENERAL METHODS AND 

MATERIALS 

2.1 General Methods 

  The following provides general methodological descriptions for techniques used over 

the course of this doctoral project. Work was predominantly split between 

computationally based bioinformatics tasks and laboratory based molecular biology 

experiments. Specific details for each task and experiment are provided in the results 

chapters. 

 Bioinformatics 

  The majority of the bioinformatics work centred on constructing, testing, and 

implementing a method for identifying causative variants from genotyping data. Chapter 

3 provides detailed descriptions of the pipeline construction, testing, and filtering 

strategies. The following is a brief overview of the methods and tools used. 

  Initial efforts were focused on developing pipelines for processing exome sequencing 

data into tables of annotated SNVs and indels. This later included processing aCGH data 

in order to add CNVs to the variant tables. Evaluation of the exome sequence processing 

pipeline was performed through multiple comparisons with alternate approaches using 

novel and characterised exome datasets. Filtering strategies were applied to variant tables 

in order to identify candidates which were evaluated and prioritised according to their 

likelihood of causing a subject’s disorder.  

2.1.1.1 Processing Exome Sequence Data into Tables of Annotated Genetic 

Variants 

  The processing of exome sequence data into annotated variant tables was divided into 

three key steps; read processing, variant identification, and variant annotating.  

  Read processing and variant identification were performed as computational pipelines 

on the NeSI Pan computer cluster. MobaXterm (v7.2) was used on the Project-PC to 

generate a Unix terminal on a cluster node through which commands could be entered. 
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Automated pipelines were created using the job queuing software Slurm, to execute 

software on the cluster following conditions (preceding job completion requirements) and 

scripts written for each step. Files were transferred to and from the cluster using WinSCP 

(v5.5.5). 

  Exome sequence data was written as FASTQ files. These were assessed for quality using 

the program FastQC(v.0.11.2). Full exome sequence FASTQ files were transferred from 

the sequencing provider (Otogenetics, Atlanta, USA) and tested for integrity using 

MD5Checker (V.2.31). 

2.1.1.1.1 Read Processing 

  For full details of read processing see section 3.2.2. Table 3-1 lists the steps and software 

used. The following is an overview of the key steps. 

  Sequencing data from each subject (two FASTQ files; read1 and read2) was processed 

independently. A text file with details about the subject, sequencing run, and the FASTQ 

file directory location was referenced by a Slurm script and used to implement the 

pipeline.    

  Reads from FASTQ files were aligned to the reference human genome (GRCh37/hg19) 

and written into SAM file format (along with genomic location and mapping quality 

information) using BWA-ALN and BWA-SAMPE utilities. The remaining steps 

processed reads and wrote the results into BAM files. Duplicate reads were marked using 

the Picard-MarkDuplicates utility. Indel Realignment and base quality score re-

calibration were performed using the GATK utilities RealignTargetCreator, 

IndelRealigner, BaseRecalibrator, and PrintReads. 

2.1.1.1.2 Variant Identification  

  For full details of variant identification see section 3.2.3. Table 3-2 lists the steps and 

software used. The following is an overview of the key steps.  

  Once reads for all subjects had been processed their final BAM files were used by 

GATKs’ HaplotypeCaller to perform joint variant calling. Due to computing and time 

constraints HaplotypeCaller was run in parallel using split exome target region files. The 

resulting VCF files were then combined into a single file using GATK-CombineVariants. 

Variant quality score re-calibration was performed using GATKs’ VariantRecalibrator 

and ApplyRecalibration utilities.  
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2.1.1.1.3 Variant Annotation 

  For full details of variant annotation see section 3.2.4. Table 3-3 lists the steps and 

software used. The following is an overview of the key steps.  

  The final, combined VCF file was copied to the Project-PC then uploaded to SeattleSeq 

for a first round of annotating. It was then copied back to NeSI for further annotation 

using SnpEff, SnpSift, and GATKs’ PhaseByTransmission utility. 

2.1.1.1.4 Comparative testing of the pipeline 

  Initial comparison testing involved processing the same ten exomes through the pipeline 

described in this thesis and by another constructed by Dr. Klaus Lehnert. Final VCF files 

written by the two approaches were then compared using GATK’s utilities SelectVariants 

and GenotypeConcordance. Spreadsheets were made of concordant and discordant 

variants and they were queried using Excel (Microsoft Office 2013). 

  Later in the project comparisons were made using the Genome Comparison and Analytic 

Testing (GCAT) resource (Highnam, Wang et al. 2015). This provided FASTQ files from 

highly characterised individuals which were processed by the pipelined described above 

and the results were then compared against alternate approaches. GCAT identified true 

and false variant calls and used these to estimate specificity, sensitivity, and precision of 

variant identification. 

2.1.1.2 aCGH analysis of samples for CNV 

  Five genomic DNA samples were sent to the Ramaciotti Centre (NSW, Australia) for 

aCGH analysis using the Affymetrix CytoScan 750K array. Results were written to a CEL 

file and transferred via the internet to the Project-PC (A reference file was also included). 

Analysis was performed using the Chromosome Analysis Suite (ChAS) software 

(v.3.1.0.15). Initially the Analysis Workflow Module (using the recommended 

‘CytoScan750K_Array Single Sample Analysis:NA33’ mode) analysed each CEL file for 

quality before generating a CYCHP file.  

Quality was assessed using the following parameters: 

 MAPD (a per-microarray estimate of variability)LessThanOrEqual 0.25  

 SNPQC (a measure of how well genotype alleles are resolved in the microarray 

data) GreaterThanOrEqual 15.00  

 Waviness SD (a global measure of variation of microarray probes) 

LessThanOrEqual 0.12 
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  Those samples that passed quality check were interpreted in the ChAS viewer. Project 

specific settings were created to allow for smaller, less confident CNVs to be reported 

(Table 2-1). 

Table 2-1 Minimum Requirements for Identification of CNVs UsingThe 

Affymetrix Chromosome Analysis Suite Software. 

Setting 

Gain Loss 

Marker 

Count 

Size 

(kbp) 

Marker 

Count 
Size (kbp) 

Standard 50 400 50 400 

High Resolution 50 100 50 100 

Project Specific 10 1 10 1 
Standard and High Resolution are pre-set parameters, Project Specific parameters were created 

to allow for the identification of smaller CNVs. kbp = kilobase pairs. 

  Details about CNVs identified for each sample were added to their respective variant 

tables. 

2.1.1.3 Filtering Variant Tables and Interpreting Candidates 

  Variant filtering and candidate interpretation strategies are described in section 3.4. The 

following is an overview of the methods used. 

  Filtering can be separated into bulk and individual steps. Bulk filtering used the 

information annotated within the variant tables while individual filtering used internet 

based resources. 

  Bulk filtering began with the creation of a VCF containing variants only identified in 

the subjects being investigated. VCF files were then transformed into spreadsheets for 

further filtering using Excel (Microsoft Office 2013). Subsequent bulk filtering removed 

variants of poor quality, those not predicted to impact proteins, those commonly observed 

in populations, and those that did not match the proposed modes of inheritance (Sections 

3.4.1.2-5).  

  Individual filtering used two internet based resources; ExAC (and later gnomAD) and 

the UCSC GenomeBrowser (Sections 3.4.2.1&2). The ExAC website provided 

population frequency information not included in the SeattleSeq annotation which could 

be used to further filter variants. The UCSC GenomeBrowser provided visualisation of 

many sources of information, the two most useful for filtering were alternative population 

frequency data sources (e.g. 1KGP, EVS, and dbSNP) and gene predictions. These were 
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used to further filter variants based on population frequency and protein impact 

predictions respectively. 

  The final list of candidates was then interpreted using a variety of internet based 

resources, see Table 3-12 for a list of the most frequently referenced. Relevant 

information was annotated to the final candidate list and used to evaluate all candidates 

and prioritise them based on estimated likelihood of being causative of a subjects 

condition. 

2.1.1.4 Bioinformatics for Molecular Biology Experiments 

  The software Geneious (v.7.1.9 Biomatters Ltd.) was used for planning molecular 

biology experiments and interpreting the results.  

  Representations of plasmids with and without gene target inserts could be queried with 

a large database of restriction enzymes in order to identify which cut in beneficial places 

if they cut anywhere else. This was used extensively during planning and troubleshooting 

of the ASXL3 cloning experiments.  

  Sanger sequencing AB1 files were processed by Geneious in order to assess quality, 

align sequences against reference genes, and compare results between different subjects 

or candidate plasmids. Geneious was also used to process MiSeq reads by aligning them 

to reference versions of the desired constructs, allowing for identification of any novel 

variation. 

  Reference copies of genes (and proteins) were downloaded from NCBI and evaluated 

using Geneious. Different coding variants of the same gene could be compared to identify 

natural splice variations. 

  Primers were initially designed using Geneious. Target genes or genomic regions were 

downloaded and used to identify candidate sequences. These were labelled and their 

Geneious predicted properties (sequence, Tm, %GC, hairpin Tm, and selfdimer Tm) 

copied to a spreadsheet. Candidates were then further tested using NCBI primer BLAST 

to check for complimentary non-target genomic or transcribed sequence and the 

Integrated DNA Technologies web-based OligoAnalyzer3.1 tool which provided useful 

hairpin, self-dimer, and hetero-dimer (with the primer pair) information.  

 Primers for qPCR analysis were designed using a similar approach except the Universal 

ProbeLibrary (ROCHE) was overlaid the target gene in Geneious to assist with 
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identifying sequences that amplified across probe regions. Initial efforts focused on 

primer pairs that amplified across exon boundaries.  

  Processing of qPCR results used the LightCycler480 Software (v.1.5.0.39) to identify 

crossing point (Cp) values for each experiment. Replication efficiency was estimated by 

LightCycler using the standard curve Cp values. 

2.2 Identifying Cohorts and Collecting Samples 

Two human cohorts were genotyped and investigated for causative genetic variations.  

  The first cohort consisted of four sibling pairs that shared unique neurodevelopmental 

disorders and two ASD singletons. Subjects were identified through contact with 

clinicians and previously isolated genomic samples were procured from clinical 

laboratories.  

  The second cohort consisted of six trios, each comprised of an ASD diagnosed female 

from a reportedly simplex family and her parents. Candidate subjects were identified 

using the Minds for Minds research-registry database. The database was queried for 

registrants who reported themselves (or were reported by their caregivers) as female, 

diagnosed with ASD, and had no immediate family members (children, siblings, parents) 

who had been diagnosed with ASD or any associated disorders. 

  Candidate families were contacted, informed of the research project, and consented prior 

to mailing out ORAgene saliva collection kits; two normal kits (OGR-500) and one 

assisted collection kit (OGR-575). Saliva samples were returned via post and 

subsequently processed for genomic DNA. 

2.3 Molecular Biology Methodologies 

  All molecular biology work was undertaken in a PC1 laboratory using sterile equipment 

and reagents. 

 Genomic DNA Isolation from Saliva 

  Saliva samples were obtained using ORAgene saliva collection kits (OGR-500 and 

OGR-575). Upon receiving, samples were warmed to 50°C for two hours. Aliquots of 

0.5ml were then placed in tubes and stored at -20°C. To lyse cells and solubilise DNA 

0.5ml of phenol:chloroform:isoamylalcohol (25:24:1) was added to a sample. The 

contents were briefly mixed and then centrifuged at 16,000 x g for 5min at RT. The upper 
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aqueous phase was transferred to a new tube and 0.5ml of 

phenol:chloroform:isoamylalcohol (25:24:1) was added. Contents were briefly mixed and 

then centrifuged at 16,000 x g for 5min at RT. Remaining steps were performed on ice 

with ice-cold reagents. The upper aqueous phase was carefully transferred to a new tube 

and two volumes of 100% ethanol were added. Tubes were gently mixed and stored in -

20°C freezer for 10min prior to centrifuging at 16,000 x g for 10min at 4°C. The 

supernatant was removed, taking care to not disrupt the bottom of the tube. The ethanol 

wash step was repeated with 70% ethanol. Pellets were air dried in a sterile location for 

15min. DNA was solubilised with 50µl of TE buffer. Once quality and quantity of the 

sample was assayed it was stored in a -80°C freezer.  

 Plasmid DNA Isolation from Cell Culture 

  E. coli cells in suspension culture were incubated for 12 hours (or until the medium 

became cloudy). Tubes were then centrifuged at 12,000 x g for 3min at RT. Plasmid DNA 

purification was performed using NucleoSpin Plasmid EasyPure (Macherey-Nagel) 

columns and reagents.  The medium was decanted and the cell pellet was thoroughly 

resuspended via vortexing in 150µl of BufferA1. 250µl of BufferA2 were then added and 

tubes mixed via inversion five times prior to incubation at RT for 5min. 350µl of 

BufferA3 was then added and the solution inverted until it had turned colourless. Samples 

were then centrifuged at 12,000 x g for 3min at RT. The supernatant was then decanted 

into a NucleoSpin® Plasmid EasyPure Column (in a 2ml collection tube) prior to 

centrifuging at 2,000 xg for 30s at RT. Flow-through was discarded and 450µl of 

BufferAQ was added to the column prior to centrifuging at 12,000 x g for 1 min at RT. 

The flow-through was discarded and the column transferred to a labelled 1.5ml micro-

tube  prior to adding 50µl of water to the column and incubating for 1min at RT. The 

samples were centrifuged at 12,000 x g for 1min at RT and the samples quantified prior 

to storage in a -20°C freezer. 

 Total RNA Isolation from Neuro-2a Cells Transfected with 

Plasmids 

  Once cells reached >90% confluence they were transferred to a 1.5ml microtube, and 

centrifuged at 1,000 x g for 5min at RT. The supernatant was removed, 1ml TRIzol added 

and samples left for 5min at RT. Then 0.2ml of chloroform was combined and samples 

were shaken by hand. Following a 3 min incubation at RT the tubes were centrifuged at 

12,000 x g for 15min at 4°C. Remaining steps and reagents were kept at ice temperature. 
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The upper aqueous layer was transferred to a fresh tube while the remainder was set aside 

for protein isolation. RNA was precipitated with 0.5ml of isopropanol, samples mixed by 

inverting six times, and then they were placed in a -20°C freezer for 10min. Samples were 

then centrifuged at 12,000 x g for 15min at 4°C. The supernatant was removed, taking 

care not to disturb the bottom of the tube, and samples were washed with 1ml of 75% 

ethanol. They were briefly vortexed then centrifuged at 12,000 x g for 15min at 4°C. The 

wash step was repeated and tubes left to air dry for 10 min prior to suspending total RNA 

in 20µl of TE buffer. 

 Assaying Nucleic Acids for Quality and Quantity 

  Assays of nucleic material was performed using three methods. 

1. NanoDrop Spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific). The pedestal was cleaned 

with sterile water then 1µl of water was loaded to initialize the instrument. A blank 

measurement was made with 1µl of the solution the sample was solubilized in. 

Then the sample name was recorded, 1µl loaded onto the pedestal, and measured. 

Measurement results were transferred to the Project-PC. 

2. Qubit Fluorometric Quantitation using the (Thermo Scientific). Working solution 

was made by diluting Qubit reagent 1:200 with buffer. Calibration standards were 

prepared by mixing 10µl standard solution with 190µl working solution. Samples 

were prepared by mixing 2µl with 198µl of working solution. Standards were used 

to calibrate the Qubit Fluorometer then samples were measured and results 

recorded. 

3. Gel electrophoresis. Gels were made by dissolving agarose into TBE buffer using 

a microwave. Different percentages were used depending on the nucleic acid to 

be assayed: 

 0.8% gel for gDNA samples 

 1% gel for PCR and restriction digest products 

 1.5% gel for total RNA/cDNA samples 

Gels were poured, loaded, and run in TBE buffer before visualisation of products 

using a BioRad Molecular Imager Gel System. 
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 Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) 

  PCR was performed using a variety of polymerases. The majority of experiments used 

KAPA2G Robust, but some of the cloning used KAPA HiFi or Platinum Taq 

(ThermoFisher Scientific). For each polymerase the recommended buffer was used.  

  Reaction volumes were typically 10µl but occasionally 25µl was used. For a typical 

reaction the final concentration of reagents was; 0.2mM for each dNTP, 300nM for each 

primer, and 0.5 units for polymerase.  

  Some PCR reactions included EDTA and different concentrations of MgCl2. 

  PCR cycling conditions varied depending on the experiment and amplicon length. 

 Purification of Amplicons from PCR Samples 

  Purification of PCR amplicons used AxyPrep PCR Clean-up Kit (Axygen Biosciences). 

3x vol PCR-A buffer was added (if less than 100µl, 100µl was used) to PCR samples. 

Samples were mixed and pipetted into PCR columns placed in 2ml collection tubes. These 

were centrifuged at 12,000 x g for 1min at RT and the flow-through was discarded. 700µl 

of manufacture supplied W1 buffer was added and centrifuging repeated. 400µl of 

manufacture supplied W2 buffer was added and centrifuged twice. Columns were 

transferred to a 1.5ml tube, and 30µl of water (warmed to 65°C) was added. Samples 

stood for 1min at RT prior to centrifuging at 12,000 x g for 1min. The eluate was then 

assayed, labelled, and stored. 

  Synthesis of cDNA 

  Reverse transcription of total RNA into cDNA was performed using SuperScript® III 

First-Strand Synthesis System (Invitrogen). Primers used to initiate first stand synthesis 

were either oligo dT or gene specific. Reverse transcriptase free samples were included 

as controls. Primers and dNTPs were combined with aliquots of total RNA and heated to 

65°C for 5min to denature. Samples were placed on ice immediately afterwards. An equal 

volume of cDNA synthesis mix consisting of 2x RT buffer, 10mM MgCl2, 0.01M DTT, 

40 units of RNaseOUT, and 200 units of SuperScript® III reverse transcriptase was added 

to each sample. Reactions were heated for 50min at 50°C followed by a termination step 

of 5min at 85°C. All reactions were then placed on ice for three minutes. 1unit of RNase 

H was added to each sample and incubated for 20 min at RT. Samples were assayed then 

stored in a -20°C freezer. 
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 Purification of DNA from Agarose Gel 

  Samples were purified using the AxyPrep DNA Gel Extraction Kit (Axygen). Gels to 

be processed were placed on a UV light box, target bands were cut out and placed in pre-

weighed 1.5ml tubes. Samples were then weighed and gel volumes calculated. Three 

times sample volume of Buffer DE-A was added and samples vortexed prior to being 

heated at 75°C until the gel was melted. 1.5 times initial sample volume of Buffer DE-B 

was added and samples mixed (if the DNA is less than 400bp add 1x initial sample 

volume of isopropanol). Samples were inverted till they were a uniform yellow colour 

then placed in a Miniprep column and centrifuged at 12,000 x g for 1 min at RT. Flow-

through was discarded and 500µl of Buffer W1 was added before repeating centrifuging 

and discarding flow-though. Two washes using 700µl of Buffer W2 were then performed. 

Miniprep columns were transferred to a labelled 1.5ml tube, 20µl of water was added to 

the centre of the column and left to stand for 1 min at RT. Samples were centrifuged at 

12,000 x g for 1 min then assayed prior to storing in a -20°C freezer.  

 Ligating DNA for Cloning 

  Ligation of PCR products into pCR4-TOPO plasmids used the TOPO® TA Cloning® 

Kit (Invitrogen). If KAPA HiFi was used to generate the PCR product it first required the 

addition of 3’-dA overhangs through incubation with KAPA2G Robust polymerase and 

10mM dATP at 72°C for 10min. DNA products to be ligated were combined with 

supplied salt solution, and water. Samples were incubated for 5min at RT then placed on 

ice.  

  The remainder of ligation experiments used a Rapid DNA ligation Kit (Roche). DNA 

fragments to be ligated were mixed and diluted in 1x conc. DNA Dilution Buffer to a 

volume of 10µl. An equal volume of T4 DNA Ligation Buffer was thoroughly mixed into 

the sample. 1µl of T4 DNA Ligase was then added, mixed, and incubated for 30min at 

RT. For ligations involving blunt ends the reactions were placed on ice and left on the 

work-bench overnight to slowly adjust to RT.  

 Transforming Plasmids into Cells 

  Chemical transformation of One Shot TOP10 Chemically Competent and One Shot 

INV110 Chemically Competent E. coli cells (ThermoFisher). Plasmids or ligation 

products were added to a recently thawed vial (on ice) and gently mixed. Samples were 

incubated on ice for 15 minutes then heat-shocked by immersing in 42°C water for 30sec. 
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Vials were transfered back to ice and 250µl of RT SOC medium was added. Samples 

were placed on a 37°C horizontal shaker (200 rpm) for 30 minutes. Aliquots of 50µl and 

300µl were evenly spread across selective plates and incubated at 37°C overnight.   

 Screening Colonies: Colony PCR 

  Colonies from TOP10 and INV110 transformations were screened using colony PCR. 

Sterile 10µl pipette tips were used to pick a colony and then placed into 10ul of water. 

10µl PCR reactions were set up using typical KAPA2G Robust reagents (section 2.3.5) 

and 2µl of water with bacteria gently suspended throughout. Primers designed to amplify 

the target region were used. The PCR protocol included an extended initial melt of 10min 

at 98°C. The whole PCR product was run on a gel and those samples that showed positive 

results had the remaining colony suspended in water added to 5ml of selective LB 

medium.  

 Suspension Cultures 

  The 5ml of LB medium (from section 2.3.11 above) had its container left slightly open 

to facilitate gas exchange and was placed on a shaker (200rpm) in a 37°C incubation room 

for approximately 12 hours (or until cultures had become visibly cloudy).  

 Glycerol Stocks 

  Prior to DNA isolation (section 2.3.2) 0.5ml of a suspension culture was removed and 

combined with 0.5ml of 80% glycerol. The sample was then stored in a -80°C freezer. 

 Restriction Enzyme Digests 

  DNA digests using restriction enzymes followed protocols outlined by the enzyme 

supplier. When designing double digest experiments care was taken to select enzymes 

that both had high efficiency in the same buffer.  DNA to be digested was aliquoted into 

a 1.5ml reaction tube containing 1x conc of the appropriate restriction enzyme buffer. 

Depending on the amount of DNA to be digested different volumes of enzyme were added 

based on suppliers’ recommendations. Reactions were typically incubated at 37°C for 3 

hours. Samples were assayed using gel electrophoresis. 

 Culturing Neuro-2a Cells 

  The Neuro-2a (ATCC) cell line was used for transfection experiments.  
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2.3.15.1   Thawing 

Aliquots were taken from a liquid nitrogen dewar and incubated at 37°C until 80% of the 

ice had melted. 1ml of 37°C DF10 medium was dripped into the aliquot as the remainder 

of ice melted. Samples were gently transferred to a 15ml Falcon tube containing 10ml of 

37°C DMEM medium and stood at RT for 1min. Tubes were centrifuged at 1,000 x g for 

5min at RT. Supernatant was gently decanted, the cells were resuspended in 1ml 37°C 

DF10 medium and placed in 37°C/5%CO2.    

2.3.15.2   Estimating Cell Count 

 Cell number was estimated by mixing 10µl of culture was with 10µlof Trypan Blue, 

counting viable cells on a haemocytometer under a microscope, and calculating the total 

number in the sample (# observed x dilution factor x cells per ml factor x total mls of 

sample).  

2.3.15.3   Seeding Flasks and Wells 

 To obtain an initial confluence of approximately 35-45% a concentration of 320,000 cells 

per millilitre of medium was used. See Table 2-2 for volumes used with different Corning 

cell culture flasks and plates. 

Table 2-2 Seeding Concentrations for Neuro-2a Cells. 

Container Volume (ml) 

75 cm2 flask 18 

25 cm2 flask 6 

6 well plate 2 

96 well plate 0.1 
Volumes of Neuro-2a culture (with cell concentration of 320 thousand cells / ml) used to obtain 

an initial confluence of 35-45% in different flasks and multi-well plates. 

  The appropriate volume of culture was transferred and the flask/multi-well pate was 

placed in 37°C/5%CO2 cell culture incubator. 

2.3.15.4   Splitting Samples 

 Once confluence reached ~90% the medium was gently decanted and cells washed with 

37°C PBS. TrypLE was added to a depth of 1mm and incubator at 37°C for 5min. 

Containers were removed and gently tapped on the sides to dislodge cells. The TrypLE 

solution containing the suspended cells was transferred to a tube with x10 vol DF10 

medium. Samples were centrifuged at 1,000 x g for 5min at RT. Supernatant was gently 

decanted, cells were resuspend in DF10 medium and counted.    
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2.3.15.5   Freezing Aliquots 

  DF10 medium was used to create a 500µl aliquot containing approximately 2 million 

cells in a 2ml cryogenic vial to which 500µl of freezing medium was added. The vial was 

placed in a freezer bucket filled with isopropanol then transferred to -80°C freezer. After 

24 hours the vial was moved to a long term storage location.  

 Transfecting Neuro-2a 

  Lipofectamine LTX with PLUS reagent (Thermo Fisher) was used for all transfections. 

Cells to be transfected were seeded and grown to 60-70% confluence. Immediately prior 

to transfection the DF10 medium was replaced with antibiotic free medium. 

Different volumes of reagents were used for 6 and 96 well plates (Table 2-3)  

Table 2-3 Lipofectamine LTX Transfection Conditions for Neuro-2a Cells. 

Solutions added 
Volume for 6 well plate 

(µl) 

Volume for 96 

well plate (µl) 

Lipofectamine and Opti-MEM 150 and 9 25 and 1.5 

DNA, OptiMEM, and PLUS reagent 
Vol for 14µg, 700, and 

14 

Vol for 2.5µg, 125, 

and 2.5 

Diluted Lipofectamine and DNA 

solution 
150 and 150 25 and 25 

Combined sample 250 10 
Volumes of reagents and samples required for Lipofectamine transformation of Neuro-2a cells 

in 6 and 96 well plates. Volumes are reported in respective order to which the reagents/samples 

are described. 

  For each transfection to be performed, Lipofectamine LTX reagent was diluted with 

Opti-MEM medium in a 1.5ml tube. In a separate tube, total DNA to be transfected was 

combined with Optim-MEM medium then the PLUS reagent was added. Aliquots of 

DNA solution were added to the diluted Lipofectamine tubes and incubated for 10 

minutes at RT. Combined DNA and Lipofectamine samples were pipetted into wells 

ensuring the solution was evenly added over the whole well. Plates were returned to 

incubators and cells monitored for growth.  

 GFP Expression Visualization  

  To visualize GFP expression plates were viewed using a Nikon Ti-E inverted 

microscope at 40x magnification. Images of cells were captured under normal and GFP 

lighting settings.    
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 Harvesting Protein from Cell Culture 

  Samples were first prepped for RNA isolation using TRIzol (Section 2.3.3). Following 

the addition of chloroform and removal of the upper aqueous phase (containing RNA) 

100% ethanol was added to precipitate DNA. Samples were mixed, incubated at RT for 

3min, and then centrifuged at 2,000 x g for 5 minutes at 4°C. The phenol-ethanol 

supernatant was removed (if desired, the DNA pellet can be washed and solubilised for 

analysis) and isopropanol was added to precipitate the protein. Samples were mixed, 

incubated for 10min at RT, and then centrifuged at 12,000 x g for 10 minutes at 4°C to 

pellet the protein. The supernatant was discarded and the pellet washed by incubating in 

0.3M guanidine hydrochloride in 95% ethanol for 20min at RT before centrifuging at 

7,500 x g for 10 minutes at 4°C and discarding the supernatant. The wash step was 

repeated three times. Samples were then incubated with 100% ethanol for 20min at RT, 

centrifuged at 7,500 x g for 5 minutes at 4°C, supernatants removed, and the pellets air 

dried for 5min. Proteins were resuspended in 1% SDS. Samples were then stored at -

20°C. 

 Quantitative PCR (qPCR) 

  qPCR experiments were run on a LightCycler 480 platform (ROCHE) using the Roche 

qPCR master mix (Lightcycler 480 Probes Master Mix) in combination with Roche 

Universal Probe Library (UPL) assays. Primers were designed as described in section 

2.1.1.4.  

  Reaction volumes were 10µl consisting of 1x Probes Master Mix, 0.5µM of each primer, 

and 0.1µM of probe. Samples were plated in triplicate on a 384 well plate. Each qPCR 

experiment included target samples, a dilution series of pooled samples, reactions in 

which the cDNA template was replaced by water, and reactions omitting reverse 

transcriptase used as negative controls.  

  Running conditions were; an initial melt of 10min at 95°C (Ramp rate 4.80 °C/sec), then 

40 cycles of 10sec at 95°C (Ramp rate 4.80 °C/sec) followed by 30sec at 60°C (Ramp 

rate 2.5 °C/sec), and a final step of 10sec at 40 °C (Ramp rate 2.50 °C/sec). A single 

fluorescence acquisition using channel 465-510 (high-confidence mode) was made 

during the extension step (60°C for 30sec) for each of the cycles. 

  Crossing point (Cp) cycles were determined by LightCycler480 Software. Absolute 

quantification was performed using the standard curve second derivative maximum 

analysis method. Relative quantification was performed using endogenous control genes 
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to normalize data, using the mean of the normalized ratio of target gene to each reference 

gene 

 SDS-PAGE 

  An Express Plus PAGE gel (10cm x 8cm), 4-20% (GenScript) was secured in a BioRad 

Mini Protean Tetra Cell vertical electrophoresis gel unit filled with 1xPAGE-Running 

buffer. Protein samples were loaded into wells along with the pre-stained protein 

standards HiMark and BenchMark (Thermo Fisher). Samples were run at 100V for 5min 

and then at 140V until desired separation had occurred (varied depending on size of target 

protein). 

 Western Blotting 

  Depending on the size of target protein, slightly different approaches were used. If the 

protein was over 200kDa it was deemed a High-MW protein.  

  Prior to protein transfer the SDS-PAGE gel was submerged in 1xWestern-Transfer 

buffer consisting of Tris-Bicine Buffer with either 10% methanol for normal transfers or 

0.05% SDS for High-MW transfers. 

 Protein transfer from the SDS-PAGE gel to a PVDF membrane was performed by 

creating a transfer stack which was placed in a Wet Transfer System (BioRad) containing 

a cooling insert, small magnetic mixer, and filled with 1xWestern-Transfer buffer. 

  Target proteins under 200kDa were run at 100V for one hour at RT. High-MW proteins 

were placed in a walk in chiller (4°C) and run at 30mA overnight.   

  Membranes were then removed from the stack and allowed to air dry (minimum of one 

hour). Prior to blocking the membrane it was sequentially submerged in 100% methanol, 

water, then 1xTBST buffer. Membranes were then blocked via incubation in 1xTBST 

containing 5% w/v non-fat milk powder on a rocker (60 rpm) for one hour at RT.  

  Blocking solution was drained from the container and the primary antibody diluted in 

1xTBST containing 5% w/v non-fat milk powder was added. Primary antibody incubation 

was performed on a slow rocker in a walk in chiller (4°C) for at least 12 hours.  

  Primary antibody solutions were then removed and membranes washed five times in 

1xTBST for five min.  

  A secondary antibody conjugated to horse radish peroxidase was diluted in 1xTBST and 

incubated with the membrane on a rocker (60rpm) for two hours at RT. Membranes were 
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then washed five times in 1xTBST for 10min. Excess buffer was drained and membranes 

were placed on a clear sheet of plastic. 

  Equal volumes of Amershan Enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL) Luminol solution and 

Peroxide solution were combined and used to cover membranes for five min at RT. 

Excess solution was then removed and a second sheet of plastic was placed over the 

membranes to protect them. Membrane imaging was performed using an Amersham 

LAS-400 imager and Image React software  

2.4 General Materials 

 Computational Resources, Software, and Data Sources 

 

Project-PC = Dell OptiPlex 9020, Intel Core i7-4770, 16.0 GB RAM, 64-bit Operating 

system running Windows 7 (Microsoft Corporation). 

NeSI PAN cluster predominately consisted of Westmere and Sandy Bridge architecture 

(https://wiki.auckland.ac.nz/display/CER/NeSI+Pan+Cluster). It was upgraded multiple 

times over the course of this project. 

  Specialist software and software suites used over the course of this PhD project are listed 

in Table 2-4 & Table 2-5. 

Table 2-4 Specialist Software Used Over the Course of this Phd Project. 

Specialist Software Application Version 

MobaXterm Created a Unix portal connection with NeSI PAN cluster 7.2 

WinSCP Facilitated file transfer between NeSI and Project-PC 5.5.5 

FastQC Assessed FASTQ files for quality 0.11.2 

MD5Checker Assessed files for corruption using checksum 2.31 

GraphPad Prism Processing and visualising data 4.03 

Geneious Processing and visualising biological information 7.1.9 

Integrative Genomics 

Viewer (IGV) 

Visualisation of genotyping information over the human 

genome 
2.3.40 

Chromosome Analysis 

Suite (ChAS) 
Processing and visualisation of aCGH data 3.1.0.15 

LightCycler480 Software Running and processing qPCR experiments 1.5.0.39 

Notepad++ Writing and editing scripts 6.6.8 

Endnote X7 Referencing literature 7.0.2 

List of software used over the course of this PhD project with a brief description of how each 

program was applied and the version used. 
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Table 2-5 Specialist Suites of Software Used Over the Course of this Phd Project. 

Software Suites Application Version 

Genome Analysis 

Toolkit (GATK) 

Multiple utilities for processing NGS data and 

variant files 
2.7 

Burrows-Wheeler 

Aligner (BWA) 
Mapping NGS reads to reference genome 0.7.4 

Picard Processing files containing NGS information 1.111 

SAMtools Processing files containing NGS information 0.1.19 

snpEff Annotating variant tables 3.5 

Microsoft Office 
Creating documents, spreadsheets, and 

presentations 

Professional 

Plus 2013 

Lists suites of software used over the course of this PhD project with a brief description of how 

each program was applied and the version used. 

  Sequence information for genes were obtained from NCBI GenBank 

(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/). Accession numbers are supplied where 

relevant.  

  Data sources used for variant annotation are described in section 3.2.4 and listed in 

Appendix III: Tables A.3.3-7. Data sources used for individual variant filtering and 

candidate interpretation are described in section 3.4 with UCSC GenomeBrowser 

information sources listed in Table 3-11 and internet based data sources used for 

interpretation listed in Table 3-12. 

 

 Buffers and Media 

General Buffers: 

 Tris-buffered EDTA (TE) buffer: 10mM Tris, 1mM EDTA, pH 8.0 

 Tris/Borate/EDTA (TBE) buffer: 89 mM Tris, 89 mM boric acid, 2 mM EDTA, 

pH 8.0 

 Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS): 137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 1.5 mM KH2PO4, 

8.1 mM Na2HPO4, pH 7.4 

 

SDS-PAGE and Western Blotting Buffers: 

 PAGE-Running buffer: 50 mM Tris base, 50 mM MOPS, 0.1% SDS and 0.1 mM 

EDTA 

 Transfer Buffer: Bicine 25 mM, Bis-Tris 25 mM, EDTA 1mM, pH 7.2 

o Target protein over 200kDa include 0.05%SDS 

o Target protein under 200kDa include 10% methanol 
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 TBST buffer: 25 mM Tris, 0.15M NaCl, 0.1% Tween-20, pH 7.5 

 Blocking buffer: TBST buffer with 5% w/v non-fat milk powder 

 

Cell Culture Media: 

 SOC medium: 2% tryptone, 0.5% yeast extract, 10 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 10 

mM MgCl2, 10 mM MgSO4, and 20 mM glucose  

 Lysogeny broth (LB) medium: 1g yeast extract, 2g Tryptone, 2g NaCl, H20 to 

200ml, pH 7.5 

 LB agar: 3g Agar per 200ml LB medium 

 Neuro-2a cell culture medium (DF10): 10% v/v fetal bovine serum and Penicillin-

Streptomycin (each at 100 Units per ml) in DMEM 

 Neuro-2a Freezing medium: DF10 with 10%DMSO 

 General Molecular Biology Reagents  

Plasmids: 

pCR4-TOPO – Thermo Fisher Scientific 

pcDNA3.1(-)/myc-His_C – Thermo Fisher Scientific 

pUC – plasmid used by GeneScript to deliver synthesised DNA sequences 

pMAX – containing GFP construct – from Lonza 

 

Cell Lines: 

OneShot TOP10 Chemically Competent Cell line – E. coli 

OneShot INV110 Chemically Competent Cell line – E. coli 

Neuro-2a (ATCC) - Mus musculus brain neuroblastoma 

 

Restriction Enzymes and Buffers: 

NotI-HF – NEB – 100% in SureCut buffer 

PmeI – NEB – 100% in SureCut buffer 

XmaI - NEB – 100% in SureCut buffer 

NotI – Sigma-Aldrich – 100% in Buffer H 

EcoRV – Sigma-Aldrich – 75% in Buffer H 

SacI – Sigma-Aldrich – 100% in Buffer H 

ClaI – Sigma-Aldrich – 100% in Buffer H 
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Table 2-6 Chemical and Reagents Used During the Course of this PhD Project. 

Chemical / Reagent Supplier 

2x Lightcycler 480 Probes Master Mix ROCHE 

6x DNA sample loading dye KAPA Biosystems 

Agarose LE multipurpose agarose Axygen Biosciences 

Amershan Enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL) solutions Amershan 

AxyPrep DNA Gel Extraction Kit Axygen Biosciences 

AxyPrep PCR Clean-up Kit Axygen Biosciences 

Chloroform Sigma Aldrich 

dNTPs KAPA Biosystems 

Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) Thermo Fisher Scientific 

Ethanol Sigma Aldrich 

Gibco Penicillin-Streptomycin Thermo Fisher Scientific 

Glycerol Sigma Aldrich 

Gobco Fetal bovine serum Thermo Fisher Scientific 

Invitrogen Platinum Taq DNA polymerase Thermo Fisher Scientific 

Isopropanol Sigma Aldrich 

KAPA HiFi PCR kit KAPA Biosystems 

Kapa Universal Ladder KAPA Biosystems 

KAPA2G Robust PCR kit KAPA Biosystems 

Lipofectamine LTX Transfection kit Thermo Fisher Scientific 

NucleoSpin Plasmid EasyPure Kit Macherey-Nagel 

One Shot TOP10 Chemically Competent E. coli Thermo Fisher Scientific 

Opti-MEM medium Thermo Fisher Scientific 

PCR enzymes Sigma Aldrich 

Phenol:chloroform:isoamylalcohol (25:24:1) Sigma Aldrich 

Pre-stained protein standards HiMark and BenchMark Thermo Fisher Scientific 

Qubit Fluorometric Quantitation assay kits Thermo Fisher Scientific 

Rapid DNA ligation Kit ROCHE 

RedSafe Nucleic Acid Staining Solution iNtron Biotechnology 

Sterile water (DNase and RNase free) Thermo Fisher Scientific 

SuperScript® III First-Strand Synthesis System kit Thermo Fisher Scientific 

TOPO® TA Cloning® Kit Thermo Fisher Scientific 

TRIzol Reagent Thermo Fisher Scientific 

Trypan Blue Thermo Fisher Scientific 

TrypLE Reagent Thermo Fisher Scientific 

Universal Probe Library ROCHE 

β-mercaptoethanol Sigma Aldrich 
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3 DEVELOPING AND TESTING 

A METHOD FOR 

IDENTIFYING 

AETIOLOGICALLY 

SIGNIFICANT VARIANTS 

FROM EXOME 

SEQUENCING DATA 

3.1. Overview 

  This chapter describes the development of a method for discovering pathological genetic 

variants from exome sequencing data (Figure 3.1). It is divided into three sections; 

1. Processing exome data to generate tables of annotated genetic variants (3.2). 

2. Evaluating accuracy of variant identification through comparisons with other 

approaches (3.3). 

3. Developing general filtering strategies to discover causative variants (3.4). 

The combination of exome sequencing and bioinformatics analysis provides a valuable 

tool for identifying genetic variations that contribute to ASD and other 

neurodevelopmental disorders. However, data complexity and volume means it is 

challenging to use this approach successfully. An exome-sequencing run providing 30 

fold read depth across a 51Mbp exon capture space requires at least 15.3 million reads 

with a read length of 100bp. Every step in the process of turning DNA into data 

contributes a unique element of error that needs to be accounted for. Processing the reads 

requires manipulation of large data sets through specialized software to account for the 

accrued variability and produce reliable results.  
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Figure 3.1 Overview of the Method for Identifying Causative Genetic Variants 

from Exome Sequencing Data. 

Based on De Pristo et al. (2011) and the Genome Analysis Tool Kit (GATK) best practices 

described by the Broad Institute (https://software.broadinstitute.org/gatk/best-practices/). 

 Understanding how next-generation sequencing (NGS) data is generated and how best 

to process and interpret it is a vital step in enabling its use for research into complex 

neurodevelopmental disorders such as ASD. To this end the development, validation, and 

implementation of a method for utilizing exome data to identify causative variants was 

one of the initial goals of this PhD project. The method consists of four major 

components; processing reads, identifying variants, annotating variants, and filtering 

variants.  

 General Aims 

 Develop method for processing exome sequencing reads to produce tables of 

annotated genetic variations 

 Test accuracy of variant identification through comparisons with other 

approaches 

 Develop strategies for filtering variants to identify and evaluate causative 

candidates 
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 Specific Aims 

 Gain access to a suitable computing environment and cultivate proficiency 

 Identify a suitable dataset for building and testing steps 

 Establish a read processing pipeline 

 Establish a variant identification pipeline 

 Select variant annotating resources and steps 

 Procure full exome data sets 

 Run data through to obtain annotated genetic variant tables 

 Compare method for identifying variants with another pipeline processing the 

same exome data sets 

 Compare method for identifying variants using web-based resources 

 Develop general strategies to filter variants for causative candidates 

 Methodology 

3.1.3.1 Computing Environment 

 The majority of computational processing was executed using a New Zealand eScience 

Infrastructure (NeSI) high performance computing cluster. Data and software were hosted 

on the cluster and commands executed through a linux environment using SLURM 

workload scheduler.    

3.1.3.2 Read Processing 

  Read processing was undertaken on a sample-by-sample basis. Individual reads were 

mapped to the reference genome, consolidated read pairs, annotated meta-information, 

marked duplicates, performed local re-alignment around indels, and recalibrated base 

quality scores. This ensured the sequencing reads for each sample were thoroughly 

prepared to be used in the next step.  

3.1.3.3 Identifying Variants 

 Identifying variants combined all of the samples for analysis then identified instances 

where they differed to the reference genome. SNPs and indels were identified separately 

then combined into a single file. The final step applied variant quality score recalibration 

to the combined variants file. This produced a table containing all genetic variants 

identified within the combined samples. 
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3.1.3.4 Annotating Variants 

  Annotating variants added information to the variant table. Information was inferred 

from the read processing and variant calling steps (e.g. variant locus, alternate allele, read 

depth, and variant quality) and from external resources (e.g. variant impact, frequency, 

and associated gene). This created a table of genetic variants annotated with information 

that could be filtered for causative candidates. 

3.1.3.5 Comparing Variant Identification Results 

  Two approaches were used to evaluate variant identification. First, a variant identifying 

method developed by Dr Klaus Lehnert processed the same exome data sets and the 

resulting variation tables were assessed for similarities and differences. Second, exome 

data was downloaded from an online resource called the Genome Comparison Analytical 

Toolkit (GCAT). It was processed and results uploaded for comparison against other 

variant identifying approaches.  

3.2 Processing Exome Data to Generate Tables of 

Annotated Genetic Variants 

 Computational Overview 

3.2.1.1 Planning the Read Processing and Variant Identification Pipelines 

  Read processing and variant identification pipelines were developed using 

recommendations set out by De Pristo et al. (2011). The majority of exome studies into 

ASD have used pipelines with similar frameworks (Table 1-6 & Table 1-7). Online 

support and updated best practice recommendations for the pipeline were provided by the 

Broad Institute (Van der Auwera, Carneiro et al. 2013). 

3.2.1.2 Computational Resources 

  Due to the amount of data being processed in this project it was necessary to use the 

NeSI high performance computing cluster “Pan” which is based in the Center for 

eReseach at the University of Auckland. Research groups are allocated networked disk 

space to execute projects and store files. File transfers were executed using WinSCP 

(version 5.5.5). In order to connect with the cluster and execute commands MobaXterm 

(version 7.2) was used. This allowed the creation of a virtual computer on a networked 

login node that could be manipulated from the PhD Project PC. The virtual computer was 

a Linux command line environment. In order to run applications (or jobs) on the cluster 
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they were submitted from the login node and added to the queue of jobs awaiting access 

to the cluster. At the beginning of this project the software used for this process was 

LoadLeveler, but this was later changed to Slurm. Using NeSI allowed access to high-

end computing resources to rapidly process large files. It provided the opportunity to 

parallelize the computing tasks over several cores, greatly decreasing run time. 

  In order to manipulate NeSI it was necessary to learn how to execute command lines 

using shell scripting and job queuing software. This greatly increased efficiency as it 

allowed for many steps to be automated. Software execution scripts were submitted as a 

series of interdependent steps, where the completion of one was necessary for the 

initiation of the next. NeSI was used for the entirety of read processing and variant calling, 

and for parts of read annotation.  

3.2.1.3 Data Used for Developing and Testing 

  Initial development and testing used a subset of reads mapped to the exonic regions of 

chromosome 19 from the 1000 Genomes Project sample NA12878 (reads were generated 

using Illumin HiSeq platform). The reduced size of this data allowed for rapid execution 

of each step and provided information regarding correct scripting of pipelines. The second 

set consisted of full exomes from 10 individuals with developmental disorders. This 

larger set tested the ability to process whole exomes.  

  Quality of the exome sequencing FASTQ files was checked using the software FastQC. 

Developed by Babraham Bioinformatics, FastQC provides information regarding the base 

qualities, sequence quality, GC content, N content (bases assigned as ambiguous), 

sequence length, sequence duplications, highly represented sequences, and kmer content 

(enrichment of single nucleotide repeats).  

 Read Processing Pipeline 

  The millions of reads generated by NGS for each individual required processing before 

they could be used to identify genetic variations (Table 3-1).   

3.2.2.1 Run Specific Files and Directories 

  Each sample run through the read processing pipeline had a text file generated with 

information regarding; sample ID, sequencing meta-data, and the variables and 

parameters to be used by Slurm and shell scripts during the run. These were saved using 

the format ‘SampleID’_RPP.txt.  
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  Prior to running the first utility, subject specific directories were created in which to 

store intermediate files, error messages, and any metrics taken from the run. These shared 

the root directory name ‘Date’_‘SampleID’_‘Pipeline_Details’. 

Table 3-1 Major steps in the Read Processing Pipeline. 

Goals Methods Software 

Mapping Reads to a 

Reference Genome 

Reads are individually aligned to the reference genome.  
BWA_aln R1 and R2 

(Each FASTQ separately) 

The aligned reads are merged into a single SAM file. BWA_Sampe 

Collecting Initial 

Metrics 
Measurement of total reads and associated metrics. 

SAMtools_flagstat 

Picard_CollectMultipleMetrics 
Picard_CollectGcBiasMetrics 

Indexing and 

Tidying 

Information 

Soft clips alignments that overhang the reference sequence and sets 

MAPQ to 0 if a read is unmapped. Write to BAM format 
Picard_CleanSam 

Ensures mate information is in sync. Indexes reads according to 

genome position and creates an index file. 
Picard_FixMateInformation 

Marking Duplicates Identifies duplicate reads based on start position. Picard_MarkDuplicates 

Local Realignment 

Around Indels 

Identifies potential indels based on suspicious read alignments and 

comparison to known indel regions. 
GATK_RealignTargetCreator 

Performs a local realignment at potential indel sites using the 

surrounding reads to derive a consensus sequence. 
GATK_IndelRealigner 

Tidy and Remark  

Duplicates 

Indexes reads according to genome position and creates an index 

file. 
Picard SortSam 

Local realignment reveals previously missed duplicates which 

require identification and marking. 
Picard_MarkDuplicates 

Base Quality 

Re-calibration 

Uses previously observed base quality score biases to develop a 

model which recalibrates each base quality call. 
GATK_BaseRecalibrator 

Applies recal data to BAM file and writes an adjusted, final BAM. GATK_PrintReads 

Collecting Final 

Metrics 
Measurement of total reads and associated metrics 

SAMtools_flagstat 

Picard_CollectMultipleMetrics 

Picard_CollectGcBiasMetrics 

The goal of each step is briefly described along with the methodological approach and software 

used to achieve each aim (For execution scripts and a table of the files read and written in each 

step refer to Appendices I & II). 

3.2.2.2 The Reference Human Genome 

  The Human Genome Project produced an invaluable resource for investigating human 

genetics, a reliable template upon which reads could be aligned and variation inferred. 

The reference genome used in this project was GRCh37/hg19 (NCBI assembly accession: 

GCF_000001405.13), released in February 2009 by the Genome Reference Consortium.  

   During the course of this project a new version of the reference human genome was 

released (GRCh38). Due to online resources and databases remaining with the previous 
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version (for the remainder of the project) it was decided to keep using the GRCh37 

version. 

3.2.2.3 Aligning Reads Using BWA 

  As previously stated, the first step involved mapping individual reads to the reference 

genome. Identifying the genomic location of each read provided information that allowed 

for; identification of reads that did not map to the human genome, identification of read 

pairs mapped to different regions, inference of read depth for a given base, identification 

of potential duplicate reads, and identification of instances where a sample varied from 

the reference. 

  In order to perform this task the software Burrows-Wheeler Alignment Tool (BWA) 

version 0.7.4 was used (Li and Durbin 2009).  

  Initial read mapping involved using the utility BWA-ALN on each of the FASTQ files 

separately (R1 and R2). This algorithm processed reads one at a time iteratively 

comparing bases along the read against an indexed array of the human genome. If a read 

matched the reference genome exactly then it recorded the genomic location. For reads 

that did not exactly match, a ‘bounded traversal’ mechanism allowed for the inclusion of 

base substitutions and indels whilst iteratively referencing and refining array searches. 

This allowed identification of the ‘best fitting’ genomic location. 

  The result of BWA-ALN was a Suffix Array Index file (SAI) for each of the FASTQ 

files. These two files were then processed by BWA-SAMPE in order to create a single 

file with all of the reads combined. This was written as a Sequence Alignment/Map file 

(SAM) which presents all read information in a grammatically interpretable manner (Li, 

Handsaker et al. 2009). This was then compressed into a Binary Alignment/Map (BAM) 

file.  

  SAM/BAM files contained eleven mandatory fields that encoded information about each 

read. These included; query name, alignment status, chromosome number, starting 

position of the read, length of read mapped, starting position of next read, mapping 

quality, read sequence, and corresponding base quality scores. 

3.2.2.4 Tidying Read Data 

  Converting a SAM file to a BAM file was combined with several steps that helped tidy 

data for further processing. Once a BAM file was compressed the reads were ordered 

according to their genomic location, read pairs were checked for consistency, their read 
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group data (sequencing information such as flow cell lane and machine used) was 

amended, subject specific information was annotated, and any potential duplicate reads 

were flagged.  

  Software packages Picard (http://picard.sourceforge.net) and SAMtools (Li, Handsaker 

et al. 2009) were used to perform these steps. Initially SAMtools was used to process the 

SAM file and write two files; a compressed BAM file with all the reads in genomic order 

and a corresponding index file (BAI). The Picard suite of utilities was then used to further 

tidy the read data. Picard-CleanSam clipped reads that progressed beyond the end of the 

reference (a situation that can lead to problems with later processing steps) and set 

mapping quality to 0 for unmapped reads. Picard-FixMateInformation checked each read 

and its mate pair, synchronizing any inconsistencies. Picard-AddOrReplaceReadGroups 

amended read group information relating to the sequencing and added information 

particular to a sample. 

3.2.2.5 Marking Duplicate Reads 

  It was necessary to mark any duplicate reads as their presence can bias later analysis. 

For example duplicate reads can artificially inflate read depth leading to incorrect 

identification of variants. Duplicate reads have two potential sources; DNA amplification 

and sequencing optics. 

  In order to identify and mark duplicate reads the Picard utility MarkDuplicates was used. 

A duplication was defined as occurring when two or more reads had identical nucleotides 

in the 5’position, for both reads and their mate pairs. The read with the highest sum base 

quality score was designated the primary read and others were flagged as duplicates. 

3.2.2.6 Localized Read Realignment around Insertion and Deletions Events 

  While the majority of reads matched to the reference genome exactly there were cases 

where a subject’s genome differed. In the case of an indel event the shift in sequence 

could result in identification of false positive variants. In order to accommodate for this 

challenge the software suite Genome Analysis Tool Kit (GATK) (version 2.7) was used 

(McKenna, Hanna et al. 2010).  

  Realigning around indels required two steps. First, regions requiring realignment were 

identified with the GATK RealignerTargetCreator utility, then localized realignment of 

reads within identified regions was performed by the GATK utility IndelRealigner. 
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  In order to assist with identification of regions containing indel events a file containing 

previously identified indel events was provided in the GATK resource bundle. These 

were derived from Phase I of the 1000 Genomes Project (1KGP) and a seminal study that 

utilized early whole genome sequence data to identify indels (Mills, Luttig et al. 2006, 

Genomes Project, Abecasis et al. 2012). Including known indels allowed 

RealignerTargetCreator to quickly assess regions of high likelihood. A second indel 

identification approach was to identify regions based on an alignment summary 

annotation called the Compact Idiosyncratic Gapped Alignment Report (CIGAR). These 

reported on the alignment status of the bases and provide flags to possible indel events. 

  In order to speed up run times an exome interval file was used to limit processing to only 

exon containing regions. The file contained regions of the genome targeted by the exome 

capture kit with an extra 100 nucleotide padding applied to either end (care was taken to 

ensure no overlapping regions were created).  

 RealignerTargetCreator wrote an interval file listing identified regions. This was used by 

IndelRealigner to provide parameters for localized realignment to take place. Reads 

within an identified region were collected together and then realigned to the reference 

genome with the indel taking into consideration. 

3.2.2.7 Base Quality Score Recalibration 

  As NGS technologies record the sequence of bases they include an estimate of the 

quality of each call. Different NGS methodologies can introduce unique base quality 

biases. In order to account for these biases GATK provided the utility BaseRecalibrator.  

  Base recalibration initially took into consideration previously observed genetic 

variations to assist with masking real variants. The GATK resource bundle contained 

variants observed in dbSNP-137, HapMap version 3.3, the OMNI 2.5 SNP microarray 

and 1KGP Phase I. After identifying previously observed variants, those remaining were 

interpreted as potential errors. BaseRecalibrator generated tables summarizing base 

quality variability by analyzing these potential errors using covariate information such as; 

machine cycle, position of a base in its read, and base neighbors. The utility PrintReads 

then used this information to calculate empirical base quality scores from reported ones 

and adjusted quality scores accordingly. 
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3.2.2.8 Read Processing Pipeline Metrics 

  Collecting file metrics was highly useful during development and as quality control 

screens at key points. 

  The CollectMultipleMetrics utility from Picard combined several utilities 

(CollectAlignmentSummaryMetrics, CollectInsertSizeMetrics, QualityScore-

Distribution, MeanQualityByCycle, and CollectBaseDistributionByCycle) and wrote 

multiple data evaluation files. The Samtools utility flagstat produced a concise summary 

of information relating to read numbers in different categories. 

  These tools were used frequently during development of the read processing piepline. 

They provided insights to how data was being processed at each step and valuable 

references for troubleshooting problems during construction. Once a stable read 

processing pipeline was developed they were used only at the beginning and end of the 

pipeline to ensure the FASTQ and final BAM files were of acceptable quality. 

3.2.2.9 Visualizing Alignments 

  Another useful tool for developing and interpreting the read processing pipeline was the 

Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV). Developed at the Broad Institute, it is a compact 

program that provides visualization of large genomic data sets (array-based and NGS) 

allowing for overlaying of information from many sources (such as reads) and the ability 

to easily change scope of view (Robinson, Thorvaldsdottir et al. 2011, Thorvaldsdottir, 

Robinson et al. 2013). IGV proved to be highly useful throughout development, testing 

and implementation.  

 

 Variant Identification Pipeline 

  In essence, a genetic variant is an occasion where a sample differs to the reference 

genome. In practice, it encompasses a large spectrum of possibilities; from high-

confidence variants (frequently observed with clearly differentiated reads) to poor-

confidence (situations where there is conflicting evidence for and against) (Table 3-2).  

  Combining BAM files and simultaneously calling variants assisted with increasing 

accuracy. Having access to more exomes enhanced the ability to identify commonly 

occurring variants and artifacts. This required the completion of the read processing 

pipeline and subsequent processing of all of available exome data.  
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Table 3-2 Major Steps in the Variant Identification Pipeline. 

Aim Approach Software 

Identifying 

Genetic Variation 

Processed all available Final.bam files simultaneously.  

Split Interval file into smaller regiosn and ran 

simultaneously 

Identified active regions, performed local de novo 

assembly of reads, generated and evaluated evidence for 

variants, assigned per-sample genotypes 

GATK_HaplotypeCaller 

Combined the variants written for each region into a single 

file. 
GATK_CombineVariants 

Variant Quality 

Score 

Recalibration 

A model predicting the likelihood of a variant is developed 

from a subset of high confidence variants using several 

types of annotated information.  

GATK_VariantRecalibrator 

The probabilistic model is applied to all variants resulting 

in a new variant quality score, which is used to subgroup 

the variants based on likelihood. 

GATK_ApplyRecalibration 

The aim of each step is briefly described along with the methodological approach and software 

used to achieve each aim (For the execution scripts and a table of the files read and written by 

each step refer to Appendices I & II). 

3.2.3.1 Calling Variants 

  GATK’s HaplotypeCaller was used to identify SNPs and indels. This utility identified 

regions that potentially contained variants. It then performed local de-novo assembly of 

reads in identified regions. Finally, it evaluated evidence for haplotypes, variant alleles, 

and assigned per-sample genotypes.  

  In order to identify regions potentially containing variants HaplotypeCaller first 

calculates an activity score for every sequenced position (the probability that the position 

contained a variant as calculated using a reference-confidence model applied to the 

original alignment) producing the ‘raw activity profile’. An averaging algorithm, 

covering up to a 50bp radius, then smoothed this data producing the ‘actual activity 

profile’. Potential regions are identified as an interval surrounding occasions where the 

activity profile raises above a preset threshold (0.002).    

  Local de-novo realignment initially involves utilizing the reference genome to build a 

De Bruijn-like assembly graph based on kmers (10 and 25 bases) (which can be 

represented as a series of nodes modelling the reference sequence) and hash tables of 

unique kmers for each active region. Reads previously mapped to the region were re-

mapped against the assembly graph with mismatches being recorded as extra nodes. Re-

mapping consisted of breaking the read into kmers and comparing them against the hash 
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table. Existing kmers were mapped and their bases added to each appropriate node score 

while new kmers were added to the table and a new node was created for positions that 

didn’t match. After mapping of all reads pruning was employed to remove nodes with 

little support (<3 reads). The most likely paths (those incorporating nodes supported by 

the highest amount of reads) in the graph were used to build haplotype sequences. These 

haplotypes were realigned (Smith-Waterman alignment) against the reference sequence 

with instances of variation being recorded in a CIGAR string for further analysis. 

  Evidence for variation in a haplotype was evaluated by aligning each read against each 

haplotype in turn using the Pair Hidden Markov Model algorithm (which took into 

account extra information such as base quality scores). This produced a score evaluating 

the likelihood for each read-haplotype alignment. These scores were used in a process 

called ‘marginalization over alleles’ to calculate the per-read evidence for each allele.  

  Finally, genotypes were assigned by applying Bayes’ theorem to calculate the likelihood 

of each possible genotype and ranking them in order of probability. This resulted in the 

identification of the most likely variant. This process also produced useful metrics 

relating to each variant.  

  Running HaplotypeCaller was computationally demanding. In order to reduce overall 

run time the exome interval file was split into sub files which were run in parallel. The 

intervals were split so that no two files contained intervals within 10kbp of each other. 

3.2.3.2 Recording Genetic Variation 

  Variants and their associated information were written as a Variant Call Format (VCF) 

file (Danecek, Auton et al. 2011). Developed during the 1KGP, the VCF format has 

subsequently been adopted by the majority of organizations dealing with the problem of 

accurately representing large numbers of genetic variations in a digital format. Variations 

stored within this format include SNPs, insertions, deletions and structural variants.  

  The VCF has three parts; these are (in descending order) meta-information lines, a single 

header line, and lines of variant records. Meta-information lines begin with ##, they 

contain information relating to the file format, date and source of creation, reference 

genome, phasing, filtering, descriptions of annotated information, how they should be 

encoded, and whether to apply it to the variant as a whole or to report on each individual 

in the file (By recording the information under the INFO or FORMAT fields 

respectively).  
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  The header line is a single line beginning with #CHROM, it is tab delimited and 

describes the order information is presented for each data line. Every VCF header line 

has seven fields representing (in order) the chromosome number, reference position on 

the chromosome (with the first base having the position 1), the dbSNP reference number 

(if known), the reference base, the alternative base (or bases), the variant quality score, 

and the filter result. Following the initial seven are two optional fields. Typically, site-

specific information (identified with the INFO field) is next, followed by subject-specific 

information (identified with the FORMAT field and then the order subjects will have their 

information recorded in). 

 The body of the file consists of lines representing variants. Information follows the order 

set by the header and constraints set by the meta-lines. Each line represents a single locus 

and can contain multiple variants.  

  At the time of development the standard VCF format only contained loci where a variant 

had been recorded. Since this time a newer format, gVCF, has been introduced that 

provides a line for every position in the genome. This is to allow for the addition of 

variants from new batches of NGS data (especially from whole genomes) without having 

to rewrite the entire file. As this project had only two batches of exome data it was deemed 

appropriate to remain with the original VCF format. 

3.2.3.3 Variant Quality Score Recalibration (VQSR) 

  Following identification of genetic variations their quality scores were recalibrated. 

VQSR involved two steps. First a probabilistic model was developed to evaluate all 

variants, secondly the model was applied and variants were grouped based on their newly 

assigned score. This process was performed on SNPs and indels separately. VQSR was 

executed using the GATK utilities VariantRecalibrator for step one and 

ApplyRecalibration for step two (Table 3-2). 

  VariantRecalibrator had two major steps; identification of high, medium, and low 

confidence calls and development of a probabilistic model to evaluate the likelihood a 

variant is true or false based on a mixture of annotated information. The model parameters 

were written as a recalibration file.  

  ApplyRecalibrations used recalibration table to process variants and annotate them with 

a score representing the log odds of a variant being true or false, the VQSLOD score. 

Then, using the VQSLOD score, variants were portioned into quality tranches.  
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 Variant Annotating 

  Using resources such as international databases and tools to access, analyze, and apply 

the data it was possible to annotate variants with knowledge gleaned from thousands of 

studies.  

  During the read processing and variant identification steps information had been derived 

from sequencing FASTQ files, the reference genome, and several datasets of previously 

observed variants (dbSNP_137, HapMap 3.3, OMNI 2.5, 1KGP phase I, and the Mills 

indels). This provided information regarding read depth, genomic location, reference 

allele, alternate allele, zygosity, quality scores, and dbSNP membership (Appendix III: 

Tables A3.3&4).    

Table 3-3 Major Steps Used to Annotated Variations. 

Aim Approach Software 

Annotation with 

Local Resources 

Variants are annotated with extra information using 

software and databases hosted on NeSI. 
snpEff 
SnpSift 

Annotation with 

External 

Resources 

The variants are exported to a local computer and 

uploaded to an online host that annotates them with 

information. The variants are then re-uploaded into NeSI. 

WinSCP 

Web broswer 

SeattleSeq 

Assign 

Inheritance 

Where applicable, variants are refined into familial 

subgroups. Then, using pedigree information, variants 

with sufficient information are phased.  

GATK_SelectVariants 

GATK_PhaseByTransmission 

The aim of each step is briefly described along with the methodological approach and software 

used to achieve each aim (For the execution scripts and a table of the files read and written for 

each step refer to Appendix Three). 

  Utilization of databases and variant annotating software allowed for annotation of 

information regarding; type of genetic variation, estimates of potential functional impact, 

conservation of locus, population frequency, presence of CNVs, distance to nearest splice 

site, gene names, clinical associations, possible functional pathways, protein-protein 

interactions, and more. The following descriptions of the annotation pipeline list the most 

relevant information added at each step. For a full list of annotations, refer Appendix III: 

Tables A3.5-7.  

  Annotation of variants was split into two parts; local and external (Table 3-3). Local 

annotation involved using software and databases hosted on NeSI while external 

annotation involved uploading variant files to hosts who then annotated the file with their 

own software and databases.  
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3.2.4.1 Local Annotation 

  Local annotation used SnpEff (version 3.2) to annotate variants with predicted effects. 

The utilities SnpEff and SnpSift annotated variants using information from locally 

downloaded databases. SnpEff used the reference genome (GRCh37.64) and its own 

database to annotate variants with information regarding which gene (if any) was effected, 

the type of effect (synonymous, missense, stop-gain etc.), the potential impact, the codon 

and amino acid change, and gene transcript IDs. SnpSift utilized the data base of non-

synonymous SNPs functional predictions (dbNSFP) to focus on protein altering variants 

and annotated them with impact prediction scores (Derived from SIFT, Polyphen2, LRT, 

and MutationTaster), locus conservation, evolutionary rate profiling, population 

frequency in 1KGP and the Exome Sequencing Project (ESP) (Fu, O'Connor et al. 2013), 

protein accession numbers, and InterPro domains (Liu, Jian et al. 2011). See Appendix 

III: Tables A3-5&6 for full details.  

3.2.4.2 External Annotation 

  In order for local annotation to be relevant, the databases needed to be updated requiring 

ongoing maintenance and testing. An alternative option was to use external hosts to 

annotate VCF files. SeattleSeq Annotation (Version 138) allowed users to upload VCF 

files which were annotated with a selection of information and subsequently downloaded 

back to the users. Several of the annotations covered previously annotated data but 

SeattleSeq information has the benefit of being derived from a frequently curated 

database. In particular, the Exome Aggregation Consortium (ExAC) population 

frequency, protein-protein interaction, clinical association, and KEGG pathway 

annotations were useful. See Appendix III: Table A3-7 for full details. 

3.2.4.3 Inferring Gametic Phase of Variants 

  Where variant information was available for multiple members of an elementary family 

unit it was possible to assign alleles to the child’s paternal and maternal chromosomes. 

Referred to as phasing, this process considers a family’s pedigree whilst evaluating 

variants in order to identify variants whose gametic phase can be unambiguously 

assigned. In order to incorporate this information the GATK utility PhaseByTransmission 

was used. Prior to phasing, GATK’s SelectVariants created family specific VCF files and 

pedigree information was recorded in PED files. PhaseByTransmission used the family 

specific VCF, pedigree file, and reference genome to compute the most likely genotype 

combinations for parents and children. 
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 Summary of Method for Generating Annotated Tables of 

Genetic Variants from Exome Sequencing Data 

  Development of the method described in this section was the first major undertaking of 

this doctoral project. It required acquiring skills to manipulate large data sets, operate 

within the UNIX environment, interact with high-performance super-computing clusters, 

create scripts linking software into a pipeline, problem solve errors during development, 

and scale up processing from small test datasets to the ten exomes used as a final test. 

  An intimate knowledge of the process behind exome sequencing was necessary in order 

to identify potential issues with the data. Research into the use of different software to 

process the data provided insights to how errors introduced during the sequencing process 

were addressed.  

  The read processing, variant identifying, and variant annotating pipelines were pieced 

together separately and then eventually combined into a single method. The resulting 

tables of annotated variants were then assessed for accuracy through comparison with 

other approaches. 

3.3 Comparing Read Processing and Variant 

Identifying Pipelines 

  To evaluate the read processing and variant identification pipelines described above 

their results were compared with other pipelines. Identical exome data sets were 

processed by multiple pipelines and the resulting genetic variation tables were compared 

for similarities and differences. 

 This was performed via an in-house comparison and a web-based comparison. The in-

house approach processed ten exomes using the methods described above (Brendan Swan 

Pipeline = BSP) and a second pipeline constructed by Dr. Klaus Lehnert (Klaus Lehnert 

Pipeline = KLP), an industry expert and a co-supervisor of this PhD project. The web-

based approach made use of the Genome Comparison and Analytic Testing (GCAT) 

resource (Highnam, Wang et al. 2015). GCAT provided thoroughly validated exome data 

for processing and compared results against a variety of read processing and variant 

calling pipelines. 

  The in-house comparison was performed during construction of the pipeline while the 

web-based comparison was performed after it had been constructed and used to process 

two exome cohorts.  
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 In-House Variant Calling Comparison 

  Exomes from ten subjects were processed by the BSP and KLP. Final VCF files were 

compared in order to identify shared and unique variants. Similarities and differences 

were evaluated in order to understand why the pipelines produced varying results.    

3.3.1.1 Comparison Data 

  Ten exomes were derived from genomic DNA procured within New Zealand. Samples 

were sent to Otogenetics in Atlanata, USA, where they sequenced. Exome libraries were 

generated using the Agilent Human Exome capture kit version v5. Sequencing of 100bp 

paired-end reads was performed on Illumina HiSeq2000 machines (For a table listing 

sequencing files refer to Appendix IV: Table A3-8). FASTQ files were downloaded from 

Otogenetics and checksum confirmed. FastQC confirmed the quality of the data. Details 

of the final FASTQ files used are listed in Table 3-4. 

Table 3-4 Summary of 10 Exome Data Sets Used to Compare Pipelines. 

Sample Reads 
Average Quality 

Score 

Mapped Reads 

(%) 
Variant Loci 

AA0243 59,304,138 36.13 98.3291 96,817 

AA0244 57,687,456 35.96 98.59803 96,811 

AB0245 67,556,694 36.29 98.19307 97,145 

AB0246 50,618,468 36.19 97.93002 95,988 

AC0247 65,287,672 36.10 98.03007 96,766 

AC0248 53,303,974 36.21 98.18132 96,034 

AD0249 64,461,768 36.25 98.14211 97,701 

AD0250 65,274,312 35.22 98.84197 100,166 

AE0251 53,618,040 36.29 98.07032 98,578 

AF0252 72,763,492 35.94 98.7634 100,537 

Reads are 100bp paired end. Number of reads was identified by Otogenetics and confirmed by 

FastQC analysis. Quality score is Illumina 1.9 and was inferred from FastQC results. Mapped 

reads were identified using Picard_FlagStats. Variant loci were inferred by directly querying the 

VCF file. 

3.3.1.2 Running the Pipelines 

  Read processing was executed for each sample individually. Once a final BAM file had 

been written for all samples the variant identifying pipeline was run. 

   The ten exomes had an average of 60,987,601 reads per sample. Of which, 97.94% were 

in pairs that mapped within 500bp of each other, 8.51% were identified as duplicates, 

0.36% were identified as singletons, and 0.24% of reads had a mapping quality score 

greater than or equal to 5 and their mate mapped onto a different chromosome. 
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  The same FASTQ files were processed by the KLP following the steps listed below;  

1. BWA-ALN and SAMPE 

2. Picard MarkDuplicates 

3. GATK IndelRealign 

4. Picard MarkDuplicates 

5. GATK BaseRecalibration 

6. GATK PrintReads 

7. GATK HaplotypeCaller 

8. GATK Variant Recalibration  

  The resulting VCF file was provided for comparison. 

3.3.1.3 Comparing Variant Predictions 

  The GATK utility GenotypeConcordance was used to rapidly compare variants between 

the two VCF files. For more extensive comparisons GATK SelectVariant was used to 

create a VCF containing all concordant loci (e.g. loci where BSP and KLP both identified 

at least one variant) and two VCF files with variant loci that were unique to the BSP or 

KLP. 

3.3.1.3.1 Concordant Loci 

  The total number of loci with a variant identified by either pipeline was 200,649. The 

BSP reported 200,279 and the KLP reported 197,208. The number of loci with at least 

one sample identified as a variant by both pipelines was 196,838, the number of loci 

unique to BSP (with no variant identified by KLP) was 3,441, and the number of loci 

unique to KLP was 370 (Figure 3.2). 
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Figure 3.2 Concordant and Unique Loci Identified by Two Pipelines Processing 

the Same Data Set. 

Illustrates the number (and percentage) of calls identified by both pipelines and those unique to 

a specific pipeline. The BSP variants are represented by a red circle, the KLP a blue circle. 

Variant loci identified by both pipelines are in the intersect of the two circles. Diagram 

generated using Venn Diagram Plotter (version 1.5.5). 

  Variant loci identified by both pipelines included; 172,177 single SNPs, 21,222 single 

indels, and 3,439 loci with multiple variants. Of the loci uniquely called by the BSP; 2,360 

identified a single SNP, 1,077 a single indel and 4 locations called multiple variants. Of 

the loci uniquely called by the KLP; 287 contained a single SNP and 83 a single indel 

(Table 3-5).  

Table 3-5 Breakdown of variant types identified at each locus. 

Variant Type at 
Locus 

Shared BSP Unique KLP Unique 

Single 
SNP 

Transition 121330 1350 123 

Transversion 50847 1010 164 

Single 
indel 

Insertion 8755 262 31 

Deletion 12467 815 52 

Multiple SNP 208 0 0 

Multiple indel 2947 4 0 

SNP and indel mix 284 0 0 
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  The transition to transversion (Ti:Tv) ratios were 2.39, 1.34, and 0.75 for the Shared, 

BSP Unique, and KLP Unique callsets respectively. 

3.3.1.3.2 Concordant Genotypes 

  A more detailed approach is to assess genotype concordance for each sample. For every 

locus both pipelines assigned a genotype for each of the ten samples. When comparing 

sample genotypes across all ten exomes, 1,987,017 (99.03%) instances were identified as 

the same and 19,473 (0.97%) instances had different genotypes reported. There were 

190,766 loci in which both pipelines predicted the same genotype for all ten samples 

(Table 3-6). 

Table 3-6 Per Locus Assessment of the Number of Samples With the Same 

Genotype Identified by Both Pipelines. 

Number of samples with 
same genotype identified 

by both pipelines  

Concordant 
Loci 

BSP 
Unique 

Loci 

KLP 
Unique 

Loci 

10 190766 0 0 

9 4917 1907 49 

8 417 635 58 

7 169 362 55 

6 99 203 54 

5 82 135 38 

4 44 58 31 

3 29 48 28 

2 24 32 29 

1 37 36 17 

0 254 25 11 

  When processing variant tables to identify causative candidates the initial filter is 

removal of poor quality variants. This was done by identifying and removing cases where 

read depth was below six and genotype quality score below 30 for each sample. Removal 

of poor quality variants in the comparison tables increased genotype concordance to 

99.89%.  

 Web-Based Comparison of BSP against Other Read Mapping 

and Variant Identifying Pipelines 

  The Genome Comparison and Analytic Testing (GCAT) was an online resource that 

compares and evaluates pipelines constructed using different steps and software 

(Highnam, Wang et al. 2015). It uses datasets that have been thoroughly validated, such 

as the whole genome NGS data of NA12878, which was used as the pilot for the Genome 
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in a Bottle (GiaB) Consortium (Zook, Chapman et al. 2014). Two types of tests are 

available; read alignment and variant identifying.  

3.3.2.1 Comparing Read Mapping Software 

  In order to test the accuracy of the read mapping step of the BSP it was used to map 

reads from a known dataset and the results compared against other mapping software 

tools. 

  The “100bp-pe-small-indel” FASTQ data set was downloaded from GCAT. This data 

set was comprised of reads generated from the hg19 reference genome. A short read 

simulator (DWGSIM) was used to create the data set containing artificial variants over 

chromosome 19 at a read depth of 20-fold coverage (Highnam, Wang et al. 2015). Correct 

mapping co-ordinates were inferred from those used to create the data set. 

 This was mapped to the reference genome using BWA-ALN (and BWA-SAMPE to 

generate a BAM file) as described in section 3.2.2.3. Mapping was compared against 

frequently used mappers; Bowtie2, BWA-MEM, and Novoalign3.  

  The BSP processed 11,945,250 reads from the GCAT “100bp-pe-small-indel” data set. 

11,684,266 (97.82%) were mapped to the hg19 reference genome provided by GCAT. Of 

these; 11,439,706 were properly paired, 119,838 were singletons, and 118,178 had a mate 

paired to a different chromosome (17,797 with a mapQ>=5). Picard MarkDuplicates 

identified 9,349 duplicates prior to indel realignment and 9,351 after. 

  Results for the comparison against Bowtie2, bwa_MEM, and Novoalign3 are presented 

in Table 3-7.  

Table 3-7 GCAT Alignment Results for 100bp-pe-small-indel Data Set. 

Name Total Reads Total Correct 
Incorrectly 

Mapped 
Unmapped 

BSP 11,945,250 
11,416,172 
(95.57%) 

395,285 (3.309%) 
133,793 

(1.120%) 

Bowtie2 11,945,250 
11,370,489 
(95.19%) 

444,673 (3.723%) 
130,088 

(1.089%) 

BWA_MEM 11,945,324 
11,851,843 
(99.22%) 

93,475 (0.7825%) 
6 

(0.00005023%) 

Novoalign3 11,945,250 
11,805,078 
(98.83%) 

2,353 (0.01970%) 
137,819 

(1.154%) 

Alignment results of reads from the GCAT 100bp-pe-small-indel data set. Correct alignment 

was deduced using alignment coordinates from the original data set.   
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  BWA-MEM had the highest percentage of correctly mapped reads (99.2%) and lowest 

number of unmapped reads. It was not clear why GCAT assigned an extra 74 total reads 

to BWA-MEM. Novoalign3 had the lowest percentage of incorrectly mapped reads 

(0.0197%). The BSP alignment results were most consistent with Bowtie2. 

3.3.2.2 Comparing Variant Identification Methods 

  In order to test specificity, sensitivity, and precision of BSP variant identification it was 

used to process reads from a highly-characterised exome data set and the results were 

compared against other variant identification pipelines. 

  The “illumina-100bp-pe-exome-30x” FASTQ data set was downloaded from GCAT. 

This was derived from the comprehensively validated, whole genome sequence data of 

NA12878.  

  The BSP processed the reads and the resulting VCF file was uploaded to GCAT. 

Variants were compared against three GCAT pipelines. The first used BWA-MEM to 

align reads and called variants using GATKs HaplotypeCaller (V3.1) 

(Bwamem+GATK_HC_v3pt1), the second used Novoalign to map reads and Freebayes 

to call variants (Novoalign+Freebayes_Q40), and the final pipeline employed Bowtie2 to 

align reads and GATKs UnifiedGenotyper to identify variants (Bowtie2_GATK_UG). 

  GCAT defined common variants as those found in dbSNP-137. True variants were those 

identified with high confidence by the Genome in a Bottle Consortium or using the 

HumanOmni2.5-8v1 microarray. The precision rate of a pipeline was calculated as the 

percentage of true positive calls in the sum of true positive and false positive calls. 

Sensitivity was calculated as the percentage of true positive calls in the sum of true 

positive and false negative calls. Specificity was calculated as the percentage of true 

negative calls in the sum of true negative and false positive calls.  

  The BSP processed 18,015,562 reads from the GCAT “illumina-100bp-pe-exome-30x” 

FASTQ data set. 17,937,418 (99.57%) were mapped to the hg19 reference genome 

provided by GCAT. Of these; 17,848,910 were properly paired, 65,318 were singletons, 

and 13,206 had a mate paired to a different chromosome (6,997 with a mapQ>=5). Picard 

MarkDuplicates identified 478,845 duplicates prior to indel realignment and 478,857 

after. HaplotypeCaller produced a VCF with 136,075 variant loci. 

  Of these variants, GCAT reported 89.56% to be SNPs and 10.43% to be indels. Novel 

variants were estimated to comprise 6.19% of the callset. When compared to the Genome 
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in a Bottle high confidence variants the specificity was 99.99973% and the sensitivity 

was 87.54%. The Ti:Tv ratio was 2.17. 

 

Figure 3.3 GCAT Venn Diagram of Concordant and Discordant Variants. 

Venn diagram produced by GCAT comparing variant calls. Percentages were calculated as a 

sum of the total variants reported in the figure.  

  The GCAT report produced a Venn diagram with concordant calls represented as 

overlapping regions (Figure 3.3). A total of 160,842 variants were reported in the figure. 

The BSP (134,044 variants) incorporates 83.34% of the total. The 

Bwamem+GATK_HC_v3pt1, Novoalign+Freebayes_Q40, and Bowtie2_GATK_UG 

pipelines identified 42.45%, 67.18%, and 64.7% of the total number of variants 

respectively.  

 Variants segregated as SNP or indel and common or novel are recorded in Table 3-8. 

The BSP identified more variants than any comparison pipelines for all variant types. 
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Table 3-8 Variant Types for Each Pipeline as Reported by GCAT. 

Pipeline 
Common 

SNPs 
Novel 
SNPs 

Common 
Indels 

Novel 
Indels 

Total 
Number of 

Variants 
BSP_Variants 114,877 6,992 12,758 1,437 136,064 
Bwamem+Gatk_HC_v3pt1 60,900 2,674 6,052 666 70,292 
Novoalign+Freebayes_Q40 95,746 5,283 7,964 591 109,584 
Bowtie2+Gatk_UG 95,590 5,307 4,609 202 105,708 

Variant types are separated into SNPs or indels and common (occurring within dbSNP-137) or 

novel. 

   Relative proportions of each variant type are represented in Figure 3.4. The BSP had 

the lowest proportion of common SNPs and the highest proportion of common indels. 

 

Figure 3.4 Proportions of Variant Types Identified by GCAT for Each Pipeline. 

Variant types defined as SNP or indel and common (present in dpSNP-137) or novel.  

  Respective variant call sets were compared against high confidence calls from version 

2.18 of the Genome in a Bottle project.  

  Table 3-9 records the total number of true positives, false positives, true negatives, and 

false negatives. The BSP identified the highest number of true positives and lowest 

number of false negatives (relative to the other three approaches). It identified the second 

highest number of false positives, after the Bowtie2+Gatk_UG pipeline. 
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Table 3-9 GCAT Identified False and True Variant Calls for Each Pipeline. 

Pipeline True+ False+ True- False- 

BSP_Variants 20,353 1,256 46,467,281 2,898 

Bwamem+Gatk_HC_v3pt1 14,713 776 46,467,761 8,727 

Novoalign+Freebayes_Q40 17,465 976 46,467,561 5,802 

Bowtie2+Gatk_UG 19,440 1,910 46,466,627 3,811 

Comparison of variants included in the Genome in a Bottle high confidence callset. Instances 

where a variant was called (positive) and those where no variant was called (negative) were 

evaluated for agreement (true) and disagreement (false) with the Genome in a Bottle callset.  

  A comparison of false positive genotype differences are represented in Figure 3.5. Of 

the BSP false positive calls; 56.8% were heterozygous where the GiaB Consortium 

identified homozygous ALT, 23% were heterozygous instead of homozygous REF, 

17.8% were homozygous ALT instead of heterozygous and 2.4% were homozygous ALT 

instead of homozygous REF (For a table with the number of variants for each discordant 

false positive genotype for all pipelines refer Appendix V: Table A3.10). 

 

Figure 3.5 GCAT Identified Genotypes of False Positive Calls 

Genotypes of false positive calls as compared to the Genome in a Bottle high confidence callset. 
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 Combining high confidence variant calls from the GiaB consortium and high confidence 

SNPs identified using the Illumina HumanOmni2.5 array GCAT produced estimates of 

precision, sensitivity, and specificity for each pipeline (See Figure 3.6).  

 

Figure 3.6 GCAT Predicted Precision, Sensitivity, and Specificity Percentages for 

Each Pipeline. 

  Precision rates for the BSP were calculated at 94.2% (GiaB) and 95.3% (Omni2.5), 

sensitivity was calculated as 87.5% (GiaB) and 89.4% (Omni2.5), and the specificity was 

calculated at 99.997% (GiaB) and 98.8% (Omni2.5) (For the full table of calculated 

percentages refer to Appendix V: Table A3.11). 

   Summary of Read Processing and Variant Calling 

Comparisons 

  Results presented here demonstrate the effectiveness of the BSP at identifying genetic 

variants within exome sequencing data. Comparison against a pipeline constructed by an 

industry expert, the KLP, showed 99.98% genotype concordance when variants of poor 

quality were excluded. This high level of concordance supports the capacity of the BSP 

to accurately identify genetic variants from multiple whole exome sequencing data sets. 
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  A second analysis of the BSP was performed at a later date in order to provide 

quantification of sensitivity, specificity, and precision. Through comparison against 

widely used read mapping and variant identifying software the BSP was shown to identify 

the highest number of true positive variants and the lowest number of false negative 

variants. Precision and specificity rates were equivalent to the pipelines compared whilst 

sensitivity was the highest for the BSP amongst the four pipelines evaluated. 

  These results provide support for the capability of the BSP to process exome sequencing 

data and produce reliable tables of annotated genetic variants. The final step in developing 

a method for discovering aetiologically significant variants from exome sequencing data 

is the creation of filtering and evaluation strategies to identify and prioritise candidates. 

 

 

3.4  Filtering and Interpretation Strategies to Identify 

Causative Mutations in Disease Cases 

  The aim of variant filtering is to eliminate all variants except those that contribute to a 

subject’s disorder. Unlike the read processing, variant identifying, and variant annotating 

steps, which were rigidly set out, the filtering strategies require flexibility. Each case 

consists of a unique scenario that needs to be considered when designing filtering 

strategies.  

  Three major filtering steps were applied: 

1. Bulk filtering using annotated information.  

2. Rapid individual filtering using specific external information. 

3. Focused individual interpretation and candidate prioritisation using extended 

external information. 

  An overview of the process is described here while detailed examples are presented in 

Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7. 

 Bulk Filtering Using Annotated Information 

  The first filtering steps utilized annotated information to remove large numbers of 

variants. Parameters were decided upon and applied to annotated information, those 
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variants outside of the cutoff range were discarded. The following are examples of types 

of filters that were applied and brief descriptions of the information used to apply them. 

3.4.1.1   Filtering for Sample/Family/Cohort Specific Variants  

  When identifying and recording variants all available samples are taken into 

consideration. The first filtering step is to create a sub-table consisting of only those 

variants relevant to the sample, family, or cohort being considered. 

  Each sample in a VCF has their genotype recorded at every variant loci. This can be 

used to filter for loci where at least one of the samples in a target group has a variant.    

3.4.1.2   Filtering for Acceptable Quality Variants  

  Due to the heterogeneity of the exome data some variants were identified from a low 

number of reads with poor base quality. This resulted in variants with low quality scores. 

Several metrics of variant quality were annotated in the variant identification pipeline, 

some focusing on variant quality of the locus as a whole (combining information from all 

available samples) and some focusing on variant quality per sample. 

  The majority of filtering used two per-sample variant quality metrics. Read depth (DP) 

for a specific sample over a variant was included to ensure sufficient evidence was 

available for consideration. Genotype quality (GQ) scores represented the difference 

between the Phred-scaled likelihood scores of the top genotype and the second most 

likely, providing an estimate of certainty. Conservative cutoff values of less than six and 

less than 30 were applied to DP and GQ respectively. 

3.4.1.3 Filtering for Variants Predicted to Impact Protein Function 

  Causative variants were hypothesized to have an impact on the typical functioning of a 

protein, resulting in a pathological alteration. 

  Predictions of a variants impact were annotated by two sources; SnpEff and SeattleSeq 

(Table 3-10). SnpEff assigned a single effect type by referencing the variant position 

against predicted gene locations. SeattleSeq predicted variant impact in a similar fashion 

to SnpEff but considered multiple transcripts or genes converging over a target locus, 

resulting in multiple effect predictions for a single variant. Differences between the two 

annotation approaches resulted in a small proportion of variants having conflicting 

predicted effects.    
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Table 3-10 Variant Impact Categories from SnpEff and SeattleSeq. 

Genomic 

Region 

Protein 

Impact 
SnpEff SeattleSeq 

Exonic 

Protein 

Neutral 

SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

SYNONYMOUS_STOP 

EXON 

UTR_3_PRIME 

UTR_5_PRIME 

3-prime-UTR 

5-prime-UTR 

synonymous 

synonymous-near-splice 

non-coding-exon 

non-coding-exon-near-splice 

Amino 

Acid 

Alterations 

CODON_CHANGE_PLUS_CODON_DELETION 

CODON_CHANGE_PLUS_CODON_INSERTION 

CODON_DELETION 

CODON_INSERTION 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_START 

coding 

codingComplex 

coding-near-splice 

coding-unknown 

coding-unknown-near-splice 

missense 

missense-near-splice 

Protein 

Truncation 

EXON_DELETED 

FRAME_SHIFT 

SPLICE_SITE_ACCEPTOR 

SPLICE_SITE_DONOR 

STOP_GAINED 

frameshift 

frameshift-near-splice 

splice-acceptor 

splice-donor 

stop-gained 

stop-gained-near-splice 

Protein 

Extension 
START_GAINED 

STOP_LOST 
stop-lost 

Protein Not 

Expressed 
START_LOST  

Non-

Exonic 

Protein 

Neutral 

DOWNSTREAM 

INTERGENIC 

INTRAGENIC 

INTRON 

UPSTREAM 

downstream-gene 

intergenic 

intron 

intron-near-splice 

upstream-gene 

Protein impacting variants were considered to be; amino acid alterations, protein truncation, 

protein extension, or protein not expressed. Loss of function (LoF) variants are highlighted in 

red. 

   Filtering for protein modifying variants involved selecting for those that were predicted 

by either SnpEff or SeattleSeq to be in one of the following categories; amino acid 

alterations, protein truncation, protein extension, or protein not expressed (Table 3-10). 

Loss of function variants (identified in red in Table 3-10) were predicted to have a more 

significant impact than amino acid alteration variants. 

3.4.1.4   Filtering for Rare Variants 

  The most comprehensive population frequency database available for the majority of 

this project was the Exome Aggregation Consortium (ExAC). ExAC excluded individuals 

with severe pediatric disease and thus allele frequency information provides a useful 

indication of the potential pathogenic impact of a variant. Those frequently observed are 

less likely to be causative of neurodevelopmental disorders.  
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  SeattleSeq provided ExAC annotation that was used for bulk filtering. Loci with 

multiple variants reported in ExAC required processing to ensure the correct allele 

frequency was used in filtering. An allele frequency of greater than 0.01 was applied to 

remove common variants. 

3.4.1.5 Filtering for Variants of Specific Inheritance Modes 

  Cases with family history and sequencing data of family members could focus on 

variants of a particular inheritance mode (e.g. de novo, recessive homozygous, or 

compound heterozygous).  

  Identifying de novo variants required comparison between a proband and their parents. 

Recessive homozygous variants were required to be homozygous in the proband (and 

when data was available, heterozygous in the parents). Compound heterozygous variants 

were required to have two or more heterozygous variants impacting the same gene (and 

when data was available at least two were required to be inherited from different parents). 

 Rapid Individual Filtering Using Specific External Information 

  Following the bulk filtering steps individual candidates were rapidly assessed with two 

useful web-based resources. The Exome Aggregation Consortium (ExAC) (and later the 

genome Aggregation Database (gnomAD)) website provided detailed population 

frequency data allowing for a second round of filtering using more extensive information. 

The UCSC GenomeBrowser website facilitated rapid visualization of multiple data 

sources allowing for further filtering using alternative population frequency sources and 

assessment of variant impact predictions. 

3.4.2.1 ExAC and gnomAD Population Frequency Websites 

  The ExAC (http://exac.broadinstitute.org/) and gnomAD 

(http://gnomad.broadinstitute.org/) websites provide access to the number of 

heterozygous and homozygous cases observed for each variant and has information about 

variants not annotated by SeattleSeq. The number of heterozygous and homozygous 

instances reported for a variant revealed further information regarding its potential 

pathogenic impact. Variants with more than five homozygous cases were deemed 

unlikely to cause neurodevelopmental disorders. Variants that had been filtered by ExAC 

(predominantly variants in the VQSR tranches) were not included in the SeattleSeq 

annotation. The website provided access to information about ExAC filtered variants 

which frequently assisted with further filtering.     
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3.4.2.2 UCSC GenomeBrowser Website 

  The UCSC GenomeBrowser website was used to filter for variants with high population 

frequencies (using alternative population frequency database sources such as the 1000 

Genomes Project and the Exome Variant Server) and to assess the impact predictions 

made by SeattleSeq and SnpEff (through comparison of variation nucleotide changes and 

gene predictions). The GenomeBrowser also provided information that was used to 

interpret and prioritise the final list of candidate variants (Table 3-11).  

  Variants incorrectly predicted to impact proteins or with an allele frequency greater than 

0.01 in one of the other population frequency databases were filtered.  

Table 3-11 Information Visualized when Using the UCSC GenomeBrowser for 

Variant Filtering and Interpretation. 

Information 

Category 
UCSC Genome Browser Tracks 

Gene Identification 

UCSC Genes (RefSeq, GenBank, CCDS, Rfam, tRNAs & Comparative 

Genomics) 

Human mRNAs from GenBank 

Human ESTs That Have Been Spliced 

Loci Conserverdness 
Vertebrate Multiz Alignment & Conservation (100 Species) 

Vertebrate Multiz Alignment & Conservation (46 Species) 

Protein Annotations UniProt/SwissProt Annotations 

Pathogenic Association 

OMIM Genes - Dark Green Can Be Disease-causing 

OMIM Allelic Variants 

ClinVar Variants 

Clinical Genome Resource (ClinGen) CNVs 

Copy Number Variation Morbidity Map of Developmental Delay 

Population Frequency 

Exome Aggregation Consortium (ExAC) Variants and Calling Regions 

1000 Genomes Phase 3 Integrated Variant Calls: SNVs, Indels, SVs 

NHLBI GO Exome Sequencing Project (ESP) - Variants from 6,503 

Exomes 

Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (dbSNP 147) 

Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (dbSNP 147) Found in >= 1% of 

Samples 

Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (dbSNP 146) That Map to Multiple 

Genomic Loci 

Literature Publications: Sequences in Scientific Articles 

Gene Expression 

Gene Expression in 53 tissues from GTEx RNA-seq of 8555 samples 

(570 donors) 

Allen Brain Atlas Probes 

Non-coding Function Integrated Regulation from ENCODE 

Conflicting protein impact predictions were assessed and those that were unlikely to modify 

proteins were filtered. Extra frequency information (e.g. 1KG Phase3) was used and variants 

with MAF>0.01 were filtered. 
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  Remaining variants had information such as pathogenic associations (OMIM), protein 

domain predictions (UniProt), gene expression (GTEx), and conservation prediction 

scores annotated to them to assist with later interpretation and prioritization. 

 Focused Individual Interpretation and Candidate Prioritisation 

Using Extended External Information 

  The resulting, refined lists of candidate variants were interpreted and prioritised using a 

range of web-based resources (Table 3-12). Relevant information was annotated to each 

variant and used to evaluate their likelihood of being causative and to prioritise all 

candidates. 

3.4.3.1 Interpretation of Candidate Variants 

  Further population frequency information was also investigated using the dbVar 

Genomes Browser (hosted by NCBI it displayed dbSNP, ClinVar and HapMap variants), 

the Exome Variant Server (hosted by the University of Washington it contained the ESP 

variants), and the Database of Genomic Variants (DGV; a curated database of human 

genomic structural variation). This data helped to identify common variants that had been 

missed by the previous allele population frequency filters. 

  General overviews of a gene and its corresponding protein were sourced from 

GeneCards (which collates information from a broad variety of sources), the Gene 

Ontology Consortium (a resource that provided Gene Ontology descriptions of 

candidates), Ensembl (a gene focused bioinformatics resource created by the Welcome 

Trust Sanger Institute and the European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI)), and UniProt (a 

protein focused bioinformatics collaboration between EBI, the Swiss Institute of 

Bioinformatics, and the Protein Information Resource (PIR)). These resources allowed 

for an assessment of the biological processes a gene was involved in. Those with no role 

in neurodevelopmental processes were deemed less likely to be causative. 

  Pathological associations were checked using Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man 

(OMIM; a curated catalog of human genes and genetic disorders), MalaCards (an 

aggregation site using 68 disease-gene association data sources), and the Simons 

Foundation Autism Research Initiative (SFARI) gene database (an autism specific 

database of genetic variations associated with ASD). These are important sources of 

information as ASD and neurodevelopmental conditions can present with variable 

phenotypes and co-occur with rare disorders that are not necessarily recognized by a 

subject’s clinician. They provide descriptions of the type of mutations impacting the gene 
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and the phenotypic spectrum of the disorders. Identification of similar mutation types and 

overlapping phenotypic descriptions provides strong evidence for a causative role for 

candidate variants. 

Table 3-12 List of Data Sources Used to Evaluate and Prioritise Candidate 

Variants. 

Type of Information Resource Website 

Genomic Overview UCSC GenomeBrowser https://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgGateway 

Frequency 

ExAC http://exac.broadinstitute.org/ 

gnomAD http://gnomad.broadinstitute.org/ 

dbVar Genomes Browser https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/dbvar/browse 

Database of Genomic Variants http://dgv.tcag.ca/dgv/app/home 

Exome Variant Server http://evs.gs.washington.edu/EVS/ 

Pathological 

Association 

OMIM http://www.omim.org/ 

MalaCards http://www.malacards.org/ 

SFARI https://gene.sfari.org/autdb/Welcome.do 

Literature 
Scopus https://www.scopus.com/ 

Google Scholar https://scholar.google.co.nz/ 

Gene/Protein Overview 

GeneCards http://www.genecards.org/ 

Ensembl http://asia.ensembl.org/index.html 

Gene  Ontology Consortium http://geneontology.org/ 

UniProt http://www.uniprot.org/ 

InterPro https://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro/ 

NCBI - Protein https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/protein 

Gene/Protein 

Expression 

Human Protein Atlas http://www.proteinatlas.org/ 

GTEx http://www.gtexportal.org/home/ 

Human Brain Transcriptome http://hbatlas.org/ 

BioGPS http://biogps.org/ 

Protein Structure Protein Model Portal http://www.proteinmodelportal.org/ 

Model Species 

Mouse Genome Informatics http://www.informatics.jax.org/ 

International Mouse Phenotyping 

Consortium 
http://www.mousephenotype.org/ 

Rat Genome Database http://rgd.mcw.edu/wg/home 

Xenbase http://www.xenbase.org/entry/ 

Zebrafish Model Organism Database http://zfin.org/ 

WormBase http://www.wormbase.org/ 

FlyBase http://flybase.org/ 

Alternative Splicing 
Alternative Splicing Gallery http://statgen.ncsu.edu/asg/index.php 

ProSplicer http://prosplicer.mbc.nctu.edu.tw/ 

Post Translational 

Modifications 

iPTMnet http://research.bioinformatics.udel.edu/iptmnet/ 

PhosphoSitePlus http://www.phosphosite.org/ 

Each candidate was evaluated and any relevant information was annotated. All candidates were 

then compared and ordered from least to most likely to be causative of a subjects condition. 
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Scientific literature was queried for studies involving a candidate gene and the relevant 

pathways or disorder of interest using Scopus and Google Scholar. Searches terms were 

constructed using all known aliases of gene and protein names. Peer reviewed 

publications were a necessary resource when confirming evidence supporting candidate 

variants.   

  Expression profiles of genes and proteins were found at Genotype-Tissue Expression 

(GTEx; RNA seq data from 43 tissues provided by the GTEX consortium), the Human 

Brain Transcriptome (transcriptomic data of 16 regions in developing and adult human 

brain curated by the Department of Neurobiology Yale University School of Medicine), 

BioGPS (a portal presenting gene expression data from multiple studies), and the Human 

Protein Atlas (protein presence tested using antibodies across 13 tissue types). Candidates 

showing high expression in neuronal samples were deemed more likely to be causative 

than those showing no expression in the brain. 

  Orthologous genes were investigated in model species. Knock outs and their phenotypes 

were checked for in mice (Mouse Genome Informatics and the International Mouse 

Phenotyping Consortium), rats (Rat Genome Database), flies (FlyBase), worms 

(WormBase), zebrafish (zfin), and frogs (Xenbase). Reports of phenotypes impacting 

development or neuronal functioning were considered to be of interest and increased the 

causative likelihood of a variant.   The protein location of a candidate was checked against 

a series of resources to infer whether it impacted an important location. Information 

regarding protein structure was gathered from the Protein Model Portal (a database of 

protein model predictions with visualization tools) while protein domains were visualized 

at UniProt and InterPro. Post translation modifications were checked at iPTMnet and 

phosphorylation loci were displayed at PhosphoSitePlus. Any variant impacting a 

functional site on a protein was deemed to have an increased likelihood of being 

causative. 

  Candidate splice variants were assessed using alternative splicing databases at the 

Alternative Splicing Gallery and ProSplicer. Candidates that induced a splice not reported 

in either of the resources were considered to be more likely to be causative.  

3.4.3.2 Prioritisation of Candidate Variants 

  The final step was to review all of the candidates and consider which ones were most 

likely to be causative. Top candidates were evaluated based on evidence for aetiological 
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contribution to a subject’s condition. Those with sufficient evidence were deemed 

clinically significant.  

  For example a candidate de novo LoF variant in a gene that is reported by OMIM to 

have a condition caused by de novo LoF variants that results in a disorder with highly 

similar clinical descriptions as the subject would be considered a highly-likely candidate. 

  Less obvious candidates might have no disorder associated with their gene but the 

variant could impact the functional region of a protein that has been described to play a 

role in neurodevelopmental processes and is reported to be highly expressed in the brain. 

  The candidates considered most likely to cause the subjects conditions are then 

submitted for further investigations. Confirmation of the variant and its mode of 

inheritance is performed through Sanger sequencing of the proband and their parents. 

Presentation of the candidate to the probands’ clinicians may result in further validation 

tests and eventual diagnosis.  

 

3.5 Summary and Discussion 

 

  This goal of this chapter was to develop a method for identifying aetiologically 

significant variants from the exome sequencing data of individuals with 

neurodevelopmental conditions such as ASD. To this end the construction and validation 

of computational pipelines (BSP) that process exome sequencing data to create tables of 

high-confidence annotated genetic variants were presented. Filtering strategies for 

interpreting the variant tables in order to identify and evaluate candidate causative 

variants were also described. Results discussed here show the methods used to process 

exome sequencing data produced results that compare favourably to other approaches. 

Implementation of the filtering strategies to identify candidate causative variants in 

subjects with neurodevelopmental conditions is presented in Chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7. 

  Planning the construction of pipelines for read processing and variant identification 

utilised previously published accounts of exome sequence data processing methods. In 

particular, the paper “A framework for variation discovery and genotyping using next-

generation DNA sequencing data” by DePristo et al. (2011) provided the necessary 

outline from which to begin. Deciding which software to use for each step was made by 
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reviewing the literature (See Table 1-6 and Table 1-7 for an outline of software used by 

ASD exome studies) and reading online forums discussing the pros and cons of different 

programs. In addition, the GATK website provided useful and evolving descriptions of 

their best practices guidelines. Developing an understanding of the methods behind next-

generation sequencing and subsequent data processing was essential to the construction 

and testing of functional pipelines.  

  Developing pipelines that could run smoothly and independently from start to finish was 

the first major difficulty of this project. With the large files, complicated data 

manipulation algorithms, long run times, evolving software, complex computing 

architecture, and inexperience in this field it proved challenging to trouble shoot and solve 

problems. Yet, it was through addressing these issues that a greater understanding of the 

processes involved was developed. When problems arose, error messages provided clues 

that could be searched online, learning the structure of the files and how to interrogate 

them was essential to identifying potential issues, understanding the operations that each 

program executed greatly helped, and discussions with Dr. Klaus Lehnert proved to be 

invaluable.   

  Gaining an understanding of the NeSI super computing environment was an essential 

step to implementing the pipelines. Learning how to navigate and interact within the 

cluster greatly increased the speed at which the pipelines could be built, tested, and run. 

Creating pipelines consisted of developing scripts to run steps in parallel over multiple 

processors and to automatically, sequentially initiate processing steps. Each key step in 

the read processing pipeline executed software to process files written by the previous 

step. For the variant identifying pipeline HaplotypeCaller was run in parallel using 

interval files to target unique genomic regions and the results from each run were then 

merged into a combined VCF. Learning how to use the NeSI supercluster was a valuable 

skill for this doctoral project. 

  Obtaining data sources for developing and then testing the pipeline was essential. The 

initial pipelines were built using exome data of chromosome 19 from the 1000 Genomes 

Project sample NA12878. This provided a sub-sample of exome sequencing data with 

which to rapidly test scripts and software parameters. The larger data set of ten exomes 

presented the first comprehensive data set processed by the pipelines. Due to 

comprehensive development and troubleshooting with the smaller dataset no significant 

problems were encountered when running the larger dataset. One of the whole exome 

sequence FASTQ files was not correctly copied from the sequencing provider but this 
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was readily resolved by downloading another copy. When running the combined whole 

exomes through HaplotypeCaller the increase in data volume resulted in much longer 

processing times. These running times were reduced by splitting the HaplotypeCaller step 

into many sub-jobs that focused on a unique section of the genome. 

  The version of the reference human genome used in this project was GRCh37/hg19 

(NCBI RefSeq assembly accession: GCF_000001405.13). During the course of the 

project an updated human genome assembly was released (GRCh38) but it was decided 

to continue using the older version. The majority of web-based resources used to filter 

and interpret candidates continued using GRCh37 making it the more readily 

interpretable version. Any candidates were checked using the newer version to ensure 

they remained as variations. As resources are gradually shifting over to the newer version 

(or they provide information using both versions) any future work would benefit from 

using the more accurate GRCh38 assembly. 

  The reference genome was acquired as part of a resource bundle provided by the GATK. 

This also included VCF files containing variants observed in dbSNP-137, HapMap 

version 3.3, the OMNI 2.5 SNP microarray, and 1KGP Phase I. These files were used to 

assist with locating indels for localized realignment and identifying and recalibrating 

potential variants during the HaplotpyeCaller and VQSR steps. More recent resource 

bundles from GATK include phase 3 variants from the 1KGP. Future resources may 

benefit from including ExAC data edited to help identify high confidence variants for 

realignment, variant identifying, and recalibration steps.  

  Access to the different software required to run the pipelines was assisted by NeSI 

administrators who downloaded requested software to the cluster. Any other software 

required for processing on the project PC was downloaded directly from the internet. At 

the time of constructing the pipelines the most recent version of GATK was 2.7, nine 

versions have since been released. Future use of the pipelines would benefit from 

incorporating a more recent version, especially those from 3.0 onwards which output the 

post-HaplotypeCaller processed allelic depths. Another change that could introduce 

improvements would be to use BWA-MEM for mapping reads instead of BWA-ALN and 

SAMPE as MEM combines the two steps into one and has an updated mapping algorithm.  

  The only file type to have any new format introduced over the course of the project was 

the VCF. The gVCF is essentially the same as a VCF but instead of only recording 

locations where a variants is identified the gVCF has a record for every location in the 
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genome regardless of whether a variant is observed or not. This format was introduced as 

a means of making joint analysis of subsequent cohorts with previously processed cohorts 

easier. As this project was not going to be processing multiple, large cohorts it was 

decided against updating to the newer format.  

  The BSP has two steps for tidying read data prior to the first mark duplicates step. 

Combining these into a single step by using software that could check read pair mates for 

consistency and annotated sample information into the file would streamline the BSP 

slightly. Including a second mark duplicates step, following indel realignment, is not 

standard practice according to GATK and published pipelines but it consistently identified 

new duplicate reads and was thus kept within the pipeline.  

  Comparing variants identified from exome sequence data processed by the BSP with 

variants identified by other pipelines processing the same data provided a means of 

evaluating the accuracy of the BSP results.  

  Initial evaluation compared results against Klaus Lehnerts pipeline using the same ten 

exomes. Following filtering for variants of poor quality, a typical first step when searching 

for causative variants, the genotype concordance between the two pipelines was 99.98% 

the same. The minute amount of difference between the two pipelines may be due to the 

use of slightly different parameters for the read mapping and variant identification steps. 

Investigation into the variants that were called differently between the two pipelines was 

unable to identify any specific factor (such as read depth, base quality, read orientation, 

variant quality, or variant type) that might suggest why one pipeline identified a variant 

that the other missed. The vast majority of variants were identified by both pipelines and 

this provided confidence in the BSP. 

  Following the initial, successful comparison evaluation of the BSP it was used to process 

two neurodevelopmental cohorts (reported in Chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7). Discovery of the 

Genome Comparison and Analytic Testing (GCAT) resource later in the course of this 

doctoral project provided another opportunity to evaluate the BSP (Highnam, Wang et al. 

2015). GCAT used datasets that were highly characterized, with the majority of reads and 

variants having been confirmed, allowing for direct evaluation of results. Read alignment 

was equivalent to Bowtie2 but inferior to BWA-MEM and Novoalign3. This further 

supports the recommendation that future uses of the pipeline use BWA-MEM for read 

mapping. Variant identification performed well against the other pipelines with the 

highest degree of sensitivity and comparable levels of precision and specificity. The BSP 
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identified the most amount of variants, including the highest amount of true positives and 

lowest number of false negatives.   

  Results from the two pipeline comparison approaches support the use of the BSP as a 

reliable tool in the search for genetic variants that contribute to neurodevelopmental 

disorders. Comparison with the KLP demonstrated extremely high concordance with a 

pipeline constructed by an industry expert. Evaluation with the GCAT showed the BSP 

to perform to a higher standard than three industry standard pipelines.  

   Use of the annotated variant tables produced by the BSP to identify causative variants 

requires the development of filtering strategies. The strategies presented in section 3.4 

describe a general approach which can be used as a template for investigations. Unique 

considerations surrounding different cohorts, pedigrees, and individual subjects should 

be made in order to ensure the most accurate possible filtering and interpretation. Access 

to information regarding family members can help to identify the most probable modes 

of inheritance and clinical notes provide useful descriptions of a subject’s condition that 

can be compared to disorders caused by candidate genes.  

  Information, strategies, and results discussed here set the stage for the following 

chapters. Chapters 4 and 5 implement the method described in this chapter to identify 

candidate variants from exome sequencing data of two neurodevelopmental cohorts. 

Chapters 6 and 7 implement the method described here to identify candidates and then 

continue to further characterise each causative variant providing insights to the 

mechanisms of origin and pathology. 
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4 DISCOVERING CAUSATIVE 

AND CANDIDATE 

MUTATIONS IN A COHORT 

OF 

NEURODEVELOPMENTAL 

SIBLING PAIRS AND ASD 

INDIVIDUALS 

4.1 Overview 

  This chapter presents prioritized candidate variants of four sibling pairs who each share 

an undiagnosed neurodevelopmental disorder and two individuals diagnosed with ASD. 

High-confidence causative variants were identified for three of the four sibling pairs and 

one of the ASD individuals.   

  Variant analysis was performed in parallel to a team of genetic researchers and 

comparisons of results are discussed. 

  Sibling pairs were selected as they represent cases where parents with no history of 

neurodevelopmental disorders sire two children who present with the same symptoms. 

These cases are hypothesized to be the result of recessive homozygous or compound 

heterozygous inheritance. Two ASD individuals were included because ASD has been 

demonstrated to have a strong genetic component. 

  These ten subjects represent the ten exome samples described in Chapter 3. Variants 

identified in Chapter 3 were first filtered in bulk using their annotated information. 

Remaining candidates were filtered a second time on an individual basis to produce a 
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final list of candidates. These candidates were evaluated using a variety of web-based 

resources and prioritized into three categories; less likely, more likely, and most likely. 

  Results described here demonstrate the usefulness of exome sequencing and the 

importance of designing appropriate filtering strategies to discover genetic variation that 

is causative of neurodevelopmental conditions. Discussion of these results in comparison 

to a parallel effort to identify candidates from the same data source serves to support the 

filtering strategies used below. 

 Aims   

 Develop strategies for filtering variants to identify candidates.  

 Use available resources to evaluate candidates in order to prioritize them based 

on likelihood of being causative. 

 Compare candidates against those identified by a team of geneticists to evaluate 

filtering strategies. 

 Methodology 

4.1.2.1 Sample Procurement and Genotyping 

  The cohort described in this chapter was identified through collaboration with Dr Bobby 

Tsang.  Subjects that share the first two letters are sibling pairs (AA0423 & AA0244, 

AB0245 & AB0246, AC0247 & AC0248, and AD0249 & AD0250). Each pair was 

reported to present with an undiagnosed neurodevelopmental condition unique to them. 

The remaining subjects (AE0251 and AF0252) are unrelated individuals diagnosed with 

ASD and several related conditions. 

  Clinically purified genomic DNA samples were obtained from LabPlus. Quality was 

tested following methods described in section 2.3.4. Details of sequencing, and data 

processing are outlined in Chapter 3.  

4.1.2.2 Filtering for Candidates 

 Variant filtering followed the general methodology described in section 3.4, starting with 

bulk filtering of variants using annotated information. 

  Causative variants were hypothesized to be unique to each pedigree. Therefore tables of 

variants unique to each pedigree were created using the GATK application 

SelectVariants. For sibling pairs the causative variant was hypothesized to be shared by 

both siblings, thus only variants observed in both siblings were retained. 
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  The next bulk filtering steps involved removal of; poor quality variants, any not 

predicted to have a protein impact, and those frequently observed in populations 

(Parameters described in Table 4-1). For sibling pairs both subjects were required to have 

values below the cut off values for a variant to be removed. For ‘poor quality’ and ‘non-

protein impacting’ filter steps, both requirements had to be meet for a variant to be 

filtered. 

Table 4-1 Details for Bulk Filtering Steps. 

Variants 

Filtered 
Annotated Information Filtering Parameters 

Poor Quality 
Sample GQ <30 

Sample DP <6 

Non-protein 

Impacting 

Seattle Seq - Variant Type 

Prediction 

Does not start with; frameshift*, 

splice-*, stop*, start*, mis*, cod* 

SNPEFF - Variant Type Prediction 

Does not start with: FRA*, SPLI*, 

START*, STOP*, COD*, 

NON_SY*, EXON_DEL* 

Common  ExAC MAF >0.01 

Lists the parameters applied to particular annotated information in order to filter variants. Full 

description of variant type predictions are in Table 3-10.  

  Final bulk filtering used hypothesised modes of inheritance to remove candidates. 

Recessive homozygous (RH) candidates were identified as cases where the variant was 

recorded as homozygous. Compound heterozygous (CH) cases were identified as 

instances where a gene was impacted by two or more heterozygous variants. Potential de 

novo variants were identified as a LoF (Table 3-10) with less than five ExAC alleles 

reported (RareLoF). Male subjects also had X-chromosome variants included in their 

candidates.  

  Remaining variants were individually filtered using the ExAC (and later gnomAD) and 

UCSC GenomeBrowser websites. The ExAC (and gnomAD) website provided updated 

population frequency numbers as well as information about filtered variants and the 

number of homozygotes observed. Filtered variants that had an allele number above 

10,000 were included in the filtering. For RH and CH cases any variants with more than 

five homozygous instances reported were filtered. Rare LoF variants were filtered when 

more than five alleles were reported. For X-chromosome candidates any cases with more 

than five homozygous or hemizygous cases were filtered. The UCSC GenomeBrowser 

was used as described in section 3.4.2.2. 
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4.1.2.3 Interpretation of Candidates 

  The final list of candidates were assessed using data sources listed in Table 3-12. 

Evidence supporting and discrediting variants was recorded and used to evaluate the 

candidates and prioritize them based on likelihood of being causative.   

  A comparison of candidates identified by this method and by a group of geneticists using 

the same data source is reviewed in the discussion of this chapter. 

 

4.2  Pedigree AA 

  Identification of compound heterozygous stop gain variants impacting PEX7 in 

brothers with an undiagnosed neurodevelopmental condition. 

 Description of Pedigree AA 

  Subjects AA0243 and AA0244 were brothers. One is deceased but DNA was available 

for analysis. The other brother was clinically described with progressive pontocerebellar 

atrophy, severe epilepsy, elevated neopterin, and ‘an unusual appearance’. Clinical notes 

suggested a chronic ‘inflammatory brain disease picture’.  

  Neither parent was reported to have had any neurodevelopmental complications. They 

were described as unrelated, one Dutch and one New Zealand European. 

 Filtering Pedigree AA Variants 

4.2.2.1 Bulk Filtering of AA Variants 

  Filtering for variants unique to samples AA0243 and AA0244 in the combined variant 

list removed 191,049 instances. Selecting for those with genotypes shared by both 

brothers eliminated a further 5,787. Subsequent filtering steps removed 120 variants of 

poor-quality, 2,773 not predicted to be protein modifying, and 356 with high population 

frequencies. Filtering for hypothesized inheritance types removed a further 164 variants 

(Figure 4.1).  
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Figure 4.1 Bulk Filtering Steps for Siblings AA0243 and AA0244. 

Bulk filtering steps taken to identify candidate variants responsible for the neurodevelopmental 

disorder of two brothers (AA0243 and AA0244). The number of variants at each step are indicated 

in brackets. Information used for each filter step is written in light grey.  

4.2.2.2 Individual Filtering of AA Variants 

  Individual assessment of variants using the gnomAD and UCSC GenomeBrowser 

websites filtered a further 19 variants (Table 4-2). Filtering criteria is outlined in Section 

4.1.2.2. 

Table 4-2 Individual Variant Filtering of AA0243 and AA0244 Candidates. 

Variant Type 

Number 

filtered 

using 

gnomAD 

website 

Number filtered 

using UCSC 

GenomeBrowser 

Remaining 

number of 

variants 

Number 

of genes 

impacted 

Compound Heterozygous 10 0 8 4 

Homozygous 1 0 0 0 

X-chromosome 2 0 0 0 

Very rare heterozygous LoF 9 1 0 0 

Individual filtering performed using ExAC/gnomAD and UCSC GenomeBrowser websites. 

Parameters are described in section 3.4.2. 

  Remaining candidate variants are described in Table 4-3 below. 
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Table 4-3 Candidate Variants for Siblings AA0243 and AA0244. 

Variant ID 

Genomic 

Locus and 

Change 

Predicted Type of Variant 

SeattleSeq / SnpEff  

(amino acid change) 

Predicted 

Impact of 

Variant 

PolyPhen/SIFT 

Population 

Frequency  

- Allele Count/Allele 

Number 

(Homozygous) 

CACNA1H-

CH1 

chr16:1244986 

T>G 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(V105G) 

0.986 / 0.12 46 / 281698 (0) 

CACNA1H-

CH2 

chr16:1256126 

G>A 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(A876T) 

0.964 / 0.17 261 / 232310 (0) 

CHTF18-

CH1 

chr16:843183 

G>A 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(D571N) 

0.294 / 0.49 839 / 272786 (3) 

CHTF18-

CH2 

chr16:841233 

C>G 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(R323G) 

0.854 / 0.12 143 / 276944 (0) 

FSIP2-CH1 
chr2:186658089 

C>A 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(L2076M) 

NA / 0.14 480 / 165724 (1) 

FSIP2-CH2 
chr2:186661399 

A>G 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(N3179S) 

NA / 0.3 484 / 166648 (1) 

PEX7-CH1 
chr6:137191088 

C>T 

stop-gained / STOP_GAINED 

(R232*) 
NA / 0.98 1 / 252388 (0) 

PEX7-CH2 
chr6:137219351 

T>A 

stop-gained / STOP_GAINED 

(L292*) 
NA / 0.47 91 / 282480 (0) 

Variant ID is composed of impacted gene name and type of inheritance mode. Population 

frequency data was obtained from gnomAD. 

 Interpretation of Candidate Causative Variants for Subjects 

AA0243 and AA0244 

  Candidate variants are reported below in order of least to most likely to be causative. 

 Less Likely Variants: 

  FSIP2-CH1 and FSIP2-CH2 are missense variants impacting the gene Fibrous Sheath 

Interacting Protein 2 (FSIP2). Over 400 heterozygous cases are reported for each in 

gnomAD (Table 4-3). FSIP2 is a component of the sperm fibrous sheath and is expressed 

almost exclusively in the testis (Brown, Miki et al. 2003). 

 More Likely Variants: 

  CHTF18-CH1 and CHTF18-CH are missense variants impacting the gene 

Chromosome Transmission Fidelity Factor 18 (CHFT18). CHFT18 is reported to 

contribute to sister chromatid cohesion, promote polymerase activity, and regulate 

meiotic recombination (Merkle, Karnitz et al. 2003, Shiomi, Masutani et al. 2007, 

Berkowitz, Sowash et al. 2012). GTEx expression is highest in the testis and cerebellum. 
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  CACNA1H-CH1 and CACNA1H-CH2 are missense variants impacting the gene 

Calcium Voltage-Gated Channel Subunit Alpha1 H (CACNA1H). Impact scores are 

moderate-to-high and over 200 heterozygous cases are reported for CACNA1H-CH2 in 

gnomAD (MAF= 0.00112) (Table 4-3). The encoded protein is part of a quaternary 

complex that forms a low voltage sensitive calcium channel (Cribbs, Lee et al. 1998). 

CACNA1H-CH1 and CACNA1H-CH2 occur in helical and extracellular protein domains 

respectively (UniProt). OMIM reports CACNA1H to be associated with epilepsy 

(OMIM# 611942) and identifies CACNA1H-CH2 as a risk variant (OMIM Allelic 

Variant: 607904.0006) (Heron, Khosravani et al. 2007). Missense variants in CACNA1H 

are also reported to be associated with ASD (Splawski, Yoo et al. 2006). 

 Most Likely Variants: 

  PEX7-CH1 and PEX7-CH2 are stop-gain variants impacting the gene Peroxisomal 

Biogenesis Factor 7 (PEX7). Predicted protein effects are truncation events at residues 

232 and 292 respectively (of the typically 323 amino acid long protein). PEX7 imports 

proteins into the peroxisome. A cytosolic complex of PEX7 and PEX5 binds to the N-

terminal peroxisome targeting signal 2 (PTS2) of peroxisomal proteins. This trimeric 

complex is then transported to the peroxisome and inserted into the organelles membrane 

wherein the PTS2 protein is released into the peroxisomal matrix (Rodrigues, Grou et al. 

2015). OMIM associates PEX7 with Peroxisome Biogenesis Disorder 9B 

(OMIM#614879) and Rhizomelic Chondrodysplasia Punctata, Type 1 (RCDP1) 

(OMIM#215100). Motley et al. (2002) reported on 78 cases of RCDP1 in which nearly 

half of the subjects were identified with the same L292* variation as PEX7-CH2. 

Shimozawa et al. (1999) identified the same R232* variation as PEX7-CH1 in a Japanese 

girl diagnosed with RCDP1. Clinical features of RCDP1 included short stature 

(specifically, proximal regions of the extremities), a typical facial appearance (consisting 

of a broad nasal ridge, high arched palate, dysplastic external ears, and micrognathia), 

ocular deficiencies, and severe mental retardation with spasticity (Wanders and 

Waterham 2005). The prognosis for RCDP1 patients was poor with most dying in the first 

decade of life. These clinical descriptions closely match those provided for the AA 

siblings. 
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 Summary of Pedigree AA 

  Pedigree AA was comprised of two brothers presenting with a severe 

neurodevelopmental disorder. Filtering of variants, identified from exome sequencing, 

resulted in four candidate compound heterozygous variant pairs.  

  The least likely variants impacted a gene with no reported association to 

neurodevelopmental processes. Two compound heterozygous missense variants 

impacting CHFT18 were deemed more likely as the gene plays a role in genetic 

replication and is expressed in the cerebellum.  

  Missense variants impacting CACNA1H were of particular interest as the gene is 

associated with epilepsy and CACNA1H-CH2 is an epilepsy risk variant. These variants 

may play a role in the sibling’s reported epilepsy. 

  The most likely causative variants were two stop gains impacting PEX7. Both have been 

previously reported in cases of RCDP1, a condition that closely matches the clinical 

description of the brothers. 

 

4.3  Pedigree AB 

  Identification of a recessive homozygous missense impacting a transmembrane 

domain of SLC18A2 causing brain dopamine-serotonin vesicular transport disease 

in two brothers. 

 Description of Pedigree AB 

  Two brothers (AB0245 and AB0246) presented with muscular hypotonia and epilepsy 

during infant development. Clinical examinations at four and six weeks postpartum noted 

poor head control, truncal hypotonia, limb anti-gravity movements, and myopathic faces. 

The brothers were reported to have myoclonic jerks, focal seizures, and generalized clonic 

seizures. Dystonic posturing and abnormal eye deviation were also noted. Neither parent 

was reported to have a history of any similar symptoms. 

  The brothers were born to first cousins once removed of New Zealand European descent. 

Microarray genotyping identified regions of comparative homozygosity on chromosome 

10 (chr10:16,739,695-28,415,937 and chr10:100,180,254-122,958,105). 
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 Filtering Pedigree AB Variants 

4.3.2.1 Group Filtering of AB Variants 

  Initial filtering for variants unique to subjects AB0245 and AB0246 eliminated 190,811 

variant loci from consideration. A further 6,159 were removed when filtering for 

instances where the subjects had the same genotype. Subsequent filtering steps removed 

305 variants of poor-quality, 2,503 not predicted to be protein modifying, and 301 with 

high population frequencies. Filtering for hypothesized inheritance modes removed a 

further 167 variants (Figure 4.2). Filtering parameters are described in section 4.1.2.2. 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Bulk Filtering Steps for Siblings AB0244 and AB0246. 

Group filtering steps taken to identify candidate variants responsible for the 

neurodevelopmental disorder of two brothers (AB0244 and AB0246). The number of variants at 

each step are indicated in brackets. Information used for each filter step is written in light grey. 

4.3.2.2 Individual Filtering of AB Variants 

  Individual assessment of variants using the gnomAD and UCSC GenomeBrowser 

websites filtered a further 19 variants (Table 4-4).  
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Table 4-4 Individual Variant Filtering of AB0244 and AB0246 Candidates. 

Variant Type 

Number filtered 

using gnomAD 

website 

Number filtered 

using UCSC 

GenomeBrowser 

Remaining 

number of 

variants 

Number of 

genes 

impacted 

Compound 

Heterozygous 
10 0 8 4 

Homozygous 0 0 1 1 

X-chromosome 1 0 1 1 

Rare LoF  14 0 0 0 

Individual filtering performed using ExAC/gnomAD and UCSC GenomeBrowser websites. 

Parameters are described in section 3.4.2. 

    Remaining candidate variants are described in Table 4-5 below. 

Table 4-5 Candidate Variants for Siblings AB0244 and AB0246. 

Variant 

ID 

Genomic Locus 

and Change 

Predicted Type of Variant 

SeattleSeq/SnpEff  

(amino acid change) 

Predicted Impact 

of Variant 

PolyPhen/SIFT 

Population 

Frequency - 

Allele 

Count/Allele 

Number 

(Homozygous) 

AGBL3-

CH1 

chr7:134719373 

C>A 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(T318N) 

0.007 / 0.96 576 / 186982 (1) 

AGBL3-

CH2 

chr7:134719421 

C>T 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(T334I) 

0.839 / 0.07 855 / 186640 (1) 

MARCO-

CH1 

chr2:119727692 

C>G 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(L68V) 

0.956 / NA 135 / 281994 (1) 

MARCO-

CH2 

chr2:119735449 

G>C 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(G157A) 

1 / NA no record 

SHROOM

2-X-chrom 

chrX:9859081 

G>A 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(E128K) 

0.844 / 0.04 1 / 51031 (0) 

SLC18A2-

Hom 

chr10:11901479

7 C>A 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(P237H) 

0.999 / 0 7 / 252334 (0) 

TTN-CH1 
chr2:179587772 

C>A 

splice-donor / 

SPLICE_SITE_DONOR 
NA / NA no record 

TTN-CH2 
chr2:179431831 

G>A 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(T17276I) 

0.934 / 0 3 / 251312 (0) 

VPS13B-

CH1 

chr8:100205127 

T>C 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(I786T) 

0.003 / 0.48 no record 

VPS13B-

CH2 

chr8:100147957 

A>G 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(H520R) 

1 / 0 160 / 282228 (0) 

Variant ID is composed of impacted gene name and type of inheritance mode. Population 

frequency data was obtained from gnomAD. 
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 Interpretation of Candidate Causative Variants for Subjects 

AB0245 and AB0246 

  Candidate variants are reported below in order of least to most likely to be causative. 

Less Likely Variants 

  AGBL3-CH1 and AGBL3-CH2 are 48 bases apart. Visualization of the sequencing 

reads for the region showed that the two variants always occurred on the same reads, 

indicating they are inherited from a single parent.     

  MARCO-CH1 and MARCO-CH2 are missense variants impacting the gene 

Macrophage Receptor with Collagenous Structure (MARCO). PolyPhen predicts their 

impact to be high and only MARCO-CH1 is reported in gnomAD (MAF=0.000479). 

MARCO contributes to the innate antimicrobial immune system via identification of 

bacteria (Ghosh, Gregory et al. 2011). Gene and protein expression are reported to be 

almost exclusively in the lungs. 

  SHROOM2-X-chrom is a missense variant impacting the, X-chromosome located, 

gene Shroom Family Member 2 (SHROOM2). Impact predictions are moderate-to-high 

and the gnomAD MAF is 0.0000196 (Table 4-5). SHROOM2 is involved in the 

morphogenesis of epithelial and vasculature endothelium of developing Xenopus and 

mice, retinal pigment accumulation, and has been proposed to contribute to ocular 

albinism (Fairbank, Lee et al. 2006, Farber, Rizaldy et al. 2011).  

More Likely Variants: 

  TTN-CH1, a splice-donor variant, and TTN-CH2, a missense variant, both impact the 

gene Titin (TTN). TTN has the highest number of exons out of all identified genes and 

codes for the largest known protein (Bang, Centner et al. 2001). Exons impacted by the 

candidate variants are only present in one of six mRNA transcripts from GenBank. 

Extensive splice variants are reported for TTN (Granzier, Radke et al. 2007). TTN is a key 

component of striated muscle and pathogenic variants are associated with 

cardiomyopathies (Gerull, Gramlich et al. 2002).  

  VPS13B-CH1 and VPS13B-CH2 are missense variants impacting the gene Vacuolar 

Protein Sorting 13 Homolog B (VPS13B). Impact predictions are low and high 

respectively while only VPS13B-CH2 has been previously observed (gnomAD 

MAF=0.000567). VPS13B is involved in Golgi complex integrity and protein 

glycosylation (Seifert, Kuhnisch et al. 2011, Duplomb, Duvet et al. 2014). It is the most 
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commonly implicated gene in Cohen syndrome (OMIM# 216550) (Kolehmainen, Black 

et al. 2003, Balikova, Lehesjoki et al. 2009). Cohen syndrome is described as a rare 

autosomal recessive disorder presenting with developmental delay, intellectual disability, 

psychomotor retardation, facial dysmorphism, microcephaly, progressive retinopathy, 

and intermittent isolated neutropenia (OMIM). The vast majority of mutations reported 

in OMIM and the literature are LoF. 

 

Most Likely Variant: 

  SLC18A2_Hom is a homozygous missense variant impacting Solute Carrier Family 18 

Member A2 (SLC18A2). It occurs within the region of homology identified between the 

parents. Impact predictions are high, no homozygous instances are reported in gonmAD 

(Table 4-5) UniProt identifies the locus as occurring within a transmembrane domain.  

SLC18A2 transports monoamine neurotransmitters into synaptic vesicles (Erickson, 

Schafer et al. 1996). It has been associated with Parkinsons’ disease, depression, 

Tourette’s syndrome, post-traumatic stress disorder, and brain dopamine-serotonin 

vesicular transport disease (BDSVTD) (Rilstone, Alkhater et al. 2013, Solovieff, Roberts 

et al. 2014). BDSVTD encompasses an infantile onset movement disorder presenting 

with mood disturbances, autonomic instability, and developmental delay. Rilstone, 

Alkhater et al. (2013) reported a similar homozygous missense mutation in SLC18A2 

whereby the proline at position 387, adjacent to a transmembrane, was changed to leucine. 

The description of the patient closely matched the clinical descriptions of the siblings 

AB0245 and AB0246.   

 

  Summary of Pedigree AB 

   Pedigree AB consisted of two brothers presenting with epilepsy and severe muscular 

weakness and spasms. Filtering of variants, identified from exome sequencing, resulted 

in four candidate CH, one RH, and an X-chromsome variant. 

  One potential CH was identified as being inherited from a single parent. Other less likely 

variants impacted genes that have no reported association with neurological or muscular 

development (MARCO and SHROOM2). The missense and splice variants impacting the 

muscle associated gene TTN occur in a commonly spliced region. 
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  Variants impacting VPS13B are reported to cause the neurodevelopmental disorder 

Cohen syndrome. Clinical descriptions of the disorder do not precisely match those of the 

AA siblings and the majority of reported variants are LoF while the candidates here are 

both missense. 

  The RH missense impacting a transmembrane domain of SLC18A2 closely matches the 

reported variant of an individual with a similar phenotypic description. 

 

 

4.4  Pedigree AC 

Identification of two missense variants impacting PSPH in siblings with an 

undiagnosed neurodevelopmental disorder. 

 Description of Pedigree AC 

  The AC pedigree consisted of two siblings (AC0247 and AC0248) presenting with 

similar neurodevelopmental delay symptoms. Clinical records described ataxia, deafness, 

developmental delay-like, rhabdomyolysis, cardiomyopathy and hypothyroidism. It was 

noted that their condition had “a mitochondrial dysfunctional feel”. 

 Parents were unrelated and neither had any history of neurodevelopmental delay like 

symptoms. 

 Filtering of AC Pedigree Variants 

4.4.2.1 Group Filtering of AC Variants 

  Initial filtering for variants unique to subjects AC0247 and AC0248 eliminated 191,014 

variant loci from consideration. A further 5,876 were removed when filtering for 

instances where the subjects had the same genotype. Subsequent filtering steps removed 

336 variants of poor-quality, 2,534 not predicted to be protein modifying, and 319 with 

high population frequencies. Filtering for hypothesized inheritance modes removed a 

further 162 variants (Figure 4.3). Filtering parameters are recorded in section 4.1.2.2. 
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Figure 4.3 Bulk Filtering Steps for Siblings AC0247 and AC0248. 

Group filtering steps taken to identify candidate variants responsible for the 

neurodevelopmental disorder of two siblings (AC0247 and AC0248). The number of variants at 

each step are indicated in brackets. Information used for each filter step is written in light grey. 

4.4.2.2 Individual Filtering of AC Variants 

  Individual assessment of variants using the gnomAD and UCSC GenomeBrowser 

websites filtered a further 30 variants (Table 4-6).  

Table 4-6 Individual Variant Filtering of AC0247 and AC0248 Candidates. 

Variant Type 

Number 

filtered using 

gnomAD 

website 

Number filtered 

using UCSC 

GenomeBrowser 

Remaining 

number of 

variants 

Number of 

genes 

impacted 

Compound 

Heterozygous 
7 8 4 2 

Homozygous 1 0 0 0 

Rare LoF 14 3 1 1 

Individual filtering performed using ExAC/gnomAD and UCSC GenomeBrowser websites. 

Parameters are described in section 3.4.2. 

    Remaining candidate variants are described in Table 4-7 below. 
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Table 4-7 Candidate Variants for Siblings AC0247 and AC0248. 

Variant 

ID 

Genomic 

Locus and 

Change 

Predicted Type of Variant 

SeattleSeq/SnpEff  

(amino acid change) 

Predicted 

Impact of 

Variant 

PolyPhen/SI

FT 

Population 

Frequency - 

Allele 

Count/Allele 

Number 

(Homozygous) 

LRBA-

CH1 

chr4:15120718

4 C>T 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(E2673K) 

0.004 / 0.81 no record 

LRBA-

CH2 

chr4:15118688

2 G>A 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(R2850C) 

1 / 0 369 / 280912 (2) 

PSPH-CH1 
chr7:56087300 

C>T 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(G90S) 

0.999 / 0.01 
11652 / 274232 

(0) 

PSPH-CH2 
chr7:56088791 

C>T 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(G39S) 

1 / 0 208 / 282634 (0) 

RANBP3L

-Rare_LoF 

chr5:36301516 

C>A 

missense / START_LOST  

(M1I) 
0.267 / 0 no record 

Variant ID is composed of impacted gene name and type of inheritance mode. Population 

frequency data was obtained from gnomAD. 

 Interpretation of Candidate Causative Variants for Subjects 

AC0247 and AC0248 

  Candidate variants are reported below in order of least to most likely to be causative. 

Less Likely Variants: 

  LRBA-CH1 and LRBA-CH2 are missense variants impacting the gene 

Lipopolysaccharide Responsive Beige-Like Anchor Protein (LRBA). Impact predictions 

are low and high respectively with only LRBA-CH2 being reported in gnomAD 

(MAF=0.00131). The exact cellular function of LRBA is yet to be elucidated. Variations 

are implicated in a range of immune dysregulation pathologies (Alkhairy, Abolhassani et 

al. 2016). 

More Likely Variant: 

  RANBP3L-Rare_LoF is a start-loss (ATG > ATT) variant impacting RAN Binding 

Protein 3 Like (RANBP3L). RANBP3L is involved in regulation of bone morphogenic 

proteins through nuclear export of proteins Smad 1, 5, and 8 (Chen, Lin et al. 2015). Bone 

morphogenic proteins are critical to heart, neural, and cartilage development and 
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important in postnatal bone formation (Chen, Zhao et al. 2004). Gene expression is 

reported to be highest in brain tissue samples for GTEx.  

Most Likely Variants: 

  PSPH-CH1 and PSPH-CH2 are missense variants impacting the gene Phosphoserine 

Phosphatase (PSPH). Impact predictions are high for both variants and no homozygous 

instances are reported in gnomAD (Table 4-7). Interestingly, for PSPH-CH1, the 

gnomAD African population reported a MAF of 0.2006 (4,951 ALT from 24,678 total) 

suggesting a deleterious role for the variant in homozygous cases. UniProt identifies a 

‘Phosphoserine phosphatase, domain 2’ covering PSPH-CH1 and a ‘helix domain’ 

beginning adjacent to PSPH-CH2. PSPH catalyzes the last step in the biosynthesis of 

serine from carbohydrates (Peeraer, Rabijns et al. 2003). Gene expression of PSPH was 

reported to be elevated in brain tissue (GTEx). Missense variants in PSPH are recorded 

in OMIM as being causative of the disorder Phosphoserine Phosphatase Deficiency 

(OMIM#614023). Two compound heterozygous missense variants resulting in the amino 

acid substitutions p.D32N and p.M52T and a homozygous recessive resulting in p.A35T 

were reported in the literature as causative (Veiga-da-Cunha et al., 2004; Vincent et al., 

2015). These subjects were described with impaired brain development, ID, 

microcephaly, psychomotor retardation, and seizures. PSPH is also implicated in Neu-

Laxova syndrome (OMIM#256520) which manifests as severe malformations resulting 

in prenatal or early postnatal lethality (Acuna-Hidalgo, Schanze et al. 2014). 

 Summary of Pedigree AC 

  Pedigree AC was comprised of two brothers presenting with a severe 

neurodevelopmental disorder. Filtering of variants, identified from exome sequencing, 

resulted in two candidate CH and one Rare LoF.  

  Little is known about LRBA with no reported associated to neurodevelopmental 

processes. The heterozygous start-loss impacting RANBP3L is of interest as the gene is 

associated with neural development and is most highly expressed in brain tissue. But no 

neurodevelopmental disorders are reported. 

  Missense variants in PSPH cause the neurodevelopmental disorder Phosphoserine 

Phosphatase Deficiency. While there is a small amount of phenotypic overlap between 

this deficiency and the siblings’ condition it is not sufficient to ascribe the PSPH missense 

variants as causative. 
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4.5 Pedigree AD 

Identification of variants impacting ADCK3 results in the diagnosis of coenzyme Q10 

deficiency in two siblings 

 Description of Pedigree AD 

  Two female siblings presented with cerebellar ataxia. Correspondence from clinicians 

suggested cerebellar atrophy as the basis of their condition. Minimal developmental delay 

and no visual disability were noted. No reports of immediate family members with similar 

disorders and no known parental consanguinity. 

 Filtering of AD Pedigree Variants 

4.5.2.1 Group Filtering of AD Variants 

  Initial filtering for variants unique to subjects AD0249 and AD0250 eliminated 190,049 

variant loci from consideration. A further 6,856 were removed when filtering for 

instances where the subjects had the same genotype. Subsequent filtering steps removed 

330 variants of poor-quality, 2,529 not predicted to be protein modifying, and 323 with 

high population frequencies. Filtering for hypothesized inheritance modes removed a 

further 172 variants (Figure 4.4).  

 

Figure 4.4 Bulk Filtering Steps for Siblings AD0249 and AD0250. 

The number of variants at each step are indicated in brackets. Information used for each filter 

step is written in light grey.  
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4.5.2.2 Individual Filtering of AD Variants 

  Individual assessment of variants using the gnomAD and UCSC GenomeBrowser 

websites filtered a further 20 variants (Table 4-8). 

Table 4-8 Individual Variant Filtering of AD0249 and AD0250 Candidates. 

Variant Type 

Number filtered 

using gnomAD 

website 

Number filtered 

using UCSC 

GenomeBrowser 

Remaining 

number of 

variants 

Number 

of genes 

impacted 

Compound 

Heterozygous 
11 0 2 1 

Rare LoF 8 1 0 0 

Individual filtering performed using ExAC/gnomAD and UCSC GenomeBrowser websites. 

Parameters are described in section 3.4.2. 

    Remaining candidate variants are described in Table 4-9 below. 

Table 4-9 Candidate Variants for Siblings AD0249 and AD0250. 

Variant 

ID 

Genomic Locus 

and Change 

Predicted Type of Variant 

SeattleSeq/SnpEff 

 (amino acid change) 

Predicted 

Impact of 

Variant 

PolyPhen/SIFT 

Population 

Frequency - 

ExAC Allele 

Count/Allele 

Number 

(Homozygous) 

ADCK3-

CH1 

chr1:227172357 

G>A 

splice-donor / 

SPLICE_SITE_DONOR (NA) 
NA / NA no record 

ADCK3-

CH2 

chr1:227169827 

T>C 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(L277P) 

1 / 0 1 / 228746 (0) 

Variant ID is composed of impacted gene name and type of inheritance mode. Population 

frequency data was obtained from gnomAD. 

 Interpretation of Candidate Causative Variants for Subjects 

AD0249 and AD0250 

  ADCK3-CH1 and ADCK3-CH2 impact the gene AarF Domain Containing Kinase 3 

(ADCK3). ADCK3-CH1 occurred at a highly conserved splice donor site adjacent to the 

12th exon. The final codon of exon 12 codes for residue 502. UniProt predicts a protein 

kinase domain spanning residues 329-518. If ADCK3-CH1 induces intron retention then 

the translated protein would extend for another 20 amino acids before encountering a 

premature stop codon (p.K502KVSPRVGAPAARPESFSEWGT*). If the 12th or 13th 

exon was skipped the protein kinase domain would be disrupted. ADCK3 also contains a 

domain named KxGQ which forms the substrate-binding pocket and prevents 

autophosphorylation (Stefely, Reidenbach et al. 2015). The KxGQ domain spans residues 

276-279, incorporating ADCK3-CH2. Significant changes in such a sterically important 

location would impact the functional properties of ADCK3. This protein localizes to the 
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mitochondrial cristae and stabilizes the CoQ10 biosynthesis complex (Cullen, Murad et 

al. 2016). Knockout mice develop cerebellar ataxia (Stefely, Licitra et al. 2016). ADCK3 

is reported by OMIM to be associated with the disorder ‘coenzyme Q10 deficiency, 

primary, 4’ (MIM#612016). Literature searches likewise reveal associations with 

coenzyme Q10 deficiency, cerebellar ataxia, and epilepsy (Lagier-Tourenne, Tazir et al. 

2008, Liu, Hersheson et al. 2014, Barca, Musumeci et al. 2016, Hikmat, Tzoulis et al. 

2016). 

 Summary of Pedigree AD 

  Pedigree AD is composed of two female siblings presenting with cerebellar ataxia. 

Filtering of variants, identified from exome sequencing, resulted in a single CH candidate. 

A missense and splice variant both predicted to have a significant impact on ADCK3. 

Mutations in this gene have been reported to result in cerebellar ataxia. This matches the 

description for subjects AD0249 and AD0250. 

 

4.6 Pedigree AE  

Identification of multiple candidate de novo variants in a female diagnosed with 

ASD. 

 Description of Pedigree AE 

  The AE pedigree consisted of a female (AE0251) identified with intellectual 

impairment, ASD, circadian rhythm sleep disorder, ADHD, and intermittent 

gastrointestinal complications. 

No other relevant family history was noted. There was no known parental consanguinity.  

 Filtering of AE Pedigree Variants 

4.6.2.1 Group Filtering of AE Variants 

  Initial filtering for variants unique to subject AE0251 eliminated 190,065 variant loci 

from consideration. Subsequent filtering steps removed 992 variants of poor-quality, 

8,588 not predicted to be protein modifying, and 296 with high population frequencies. 

Filtering for hypothesized inheritance modes removed a further 283 variants (Figure 4.5). 
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Figure 4.5 Bulk Filtering Steps for AE0251. 

Group filtering steps taken to identify candidate variants responsible for the condition of 

AE0251. The number of variants at each step are indicated in brackets. Information used for 

each filter step is written in light grey.  

 

4.6.2.2 Individual Filtering of AE Variants 

  Individual assessment of variants using the gnomAD and UCSC GenomeBrowser 

websites filtered a further 20 variants (Table 4-10). 

Table 4-10 Individual Variant Filtering of AE0251 Candidates. 

Variant Type 

Number 

filtered 

using 

gnomAD 

website 

Number filtered 

using UCSC 

GenomeBrowser 

Remaining 

number of 

variants 

Number 

of genes 

impacted 

Compound 

Heterozygous 
2 0 10 5 

Homozygous 3 0 1 1 

Rare LoF 31 5 5 5 

Individual filtering performed using ExAC/gnomAD and UCSC GenomeBrowser websites. 

Parameters are described in section 3.4.2. 

    Remaining candidate variants are described in Table 4-11 below. 
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Table 4-11 Candidate Variants for AE0251. 

Variant 

ID 

Genomic 

Locus and 

Change 

Predicted Type of Variation - 

SeattleSeq/SnpEff  

(amino acid change) 

Predicted 

Impact - 

PolyPhen/SIFT 

Population Frequency 

- Allele Count/Allele 

Number 

(Homozygous) 

DOK7-

Rare_LoF 

chr4:3502486 

GC>G 
frameshift / FRAME_SHIFT (-588) NA / NA 1 / 134298 (0) 

GRK4-

Rare_LoF 

chr4:3021367 

G>A 

splice-acceptor / 

SPLICE_SITE_ACCEPTOR (NA) 
NA / NA no record 

HELZ2-

CH1 

chr20:621973

78 G>A 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(R364C) 

0.998 / 0.01 24 / 257076 (1) 

HELZ2-

CH2 

chr20:621989

61 G>A 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(R15W) 

1 / 0.01 490 / 256210 (1) 

KIAA0586

-Rare_LoF 

chr14:589235

30 T>C 

splice-donor / 

SPLICE_SITE_DONOR (NA) 
NA / NA no record 

MYH15-

Hom 

chr3:1082114

12 T>C 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(Q289R) 

0.999 / 0 22 / 282496 (0) 

MYH3-

CH1 

chr17:105417

00 C>T 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(R1130H) 

1 / 0 158 / 273640 (1) 

MYH3-

CH2 

chr17:105558

38 G>C 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(P83A) 

0.929 / 0.02 1 / 252416 (0) 

OBSCN-

CH2 

chr1:2284004

63 G>T 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(V327L) 

0.963 / 0.35 12 / 267692 (0) 

OBSCN-

CH1 

chr1:2285589

58 C>T 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(R4461W) 

0.999 / 0.02 129 / 230516 (0) 

SYNE2-

CH1 

chr14:645968

22 C>G 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(S1117R) 

0.912 / 0.05 1 / 30262 (0) 

SYNE2-

CH2 

chr14:644086

45 A>G 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(I94V) 

0.95 / 0.09 212 / 281680 (1) 

TCF20-

Rare_LoF 

chr22:426065

74 GT>G 

frameshift / FRAME_SHIFT  

(-1579) 
NA / NA no record 

TMEM206

-CH1 

chr1:2125587

61 G>A 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(A117V) 

1 / 0.11 no record 

TMEM206

-CH2 

chr1:2125587

62 C>A 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(A117S) 

1 / 0.01 no record 

Variant ID is composed of impacted gene name and type of inheritance mode. Population 

frequency data was obtained from gnomAD. 

 Interpretation of Candidate Causative Variants for Subject 

AD0251 

  Candidate variants are reported below in order of least to most likely to be causative. 

Less Likely Variants: 
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  TMEM206-CH1 and TMEM206-CH2 are located next to each other. Visualization of 

sequencing reads for the region showed that the two variants always occurred on the same 

reads, indicating they are inherited from the same parent.     

  MYH15-hom is a homozygous missense variant that impacts Myosin, Heavy Chain 15 

(MYH15). MYH15 encodes a sarcomeric myosin heavy chain protein that is predicted to 

contribute to muscle contraction (Rossi, Mammucari et al. 2010). No pathologies are 

reported to be associated. 

  HELZ2-CH1 and HELZ2-CH2 are missense variants that impact the gene Helicase 

with Zinc Finger 2 (HELZ2). HELZ2 is a helicase that co-activates nuclear receptors 

involved in adipocyte differentiation (Katano-Toki, Satoh et al. 2013). No associated 

pathologies are reported and gene expression is lowest in GTEx brain samples. 

  OBSCN-CH1 and OBSCN-CH2 are missense variants impacting the gene Obscurin, 

Cytoskeletal Calmodulin and Titin-Interacting RhoGEF (OBSCN). OBSCN encodes a 

giant muscle protein that interacts with titin in the sarcomere (Young, Ehler et al. 2001, 

Fukuzawa, Idowu et al. 2005). It is associated with myopathies, particularly 

cardiomyopathy (Arimura, Matsumoto et al. 2007).    

  MYH3-CH1 and MYH3-CH2 are missense variants impacting the gene Myosin, Heavy 

Chain 3, Skeletal Muscle, Embryonic (MYH3). The encoded protein contributes to muscle 

contraction through hydrolysis of ATP (Pokrzywa, Norum et al. 2015). Variations in 

MYH3 have been reported to cause versions of distal arthrogryposis (Multiple pterygium 

syndrome OMIM# 108120, Freeman-Sheldon syndrome OMIM#193700, and Sheldon-

Hall syndrome OMIM#601680) and spondylocarpotarsal synostosis syndrome 

(OMIM#272460) (Carapito, Goldenberg et al. 2016).  

  DOK7-Rare_LoF induces a frameshift in Docking Protein 7 (DOK7). This changes the 

last 22 amino acids (of the 504 residue length protein) to a novel sequence 177 amino 

acids long. DOK7 is involved in neuromuscular junction formation and maintenance 

(Eguchi, Tezuka et al. 2016). Variants are associated with pathologies such as myasthenic 

syndrome, congenital, 10 (OMIM# 254300) and fetal akinesia deformation sequence 

(OMIM# 208150). Homozygous LoF cases result in a fetal lethal phenotype (Vogt, 

Morgan et al. 2009). Heterozygous LoF cases, especially those impacting the C-terminal 

region, present with progressive ‘limb-girdle’ muscle weakness and difficulty with 

walking (Beeson, Higuchi et al. 2006, Palace, Lashley et al. 2007).  

More Likely Variants: 
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  SYNE2-CH1 and SYNE2-CH2 are missense variants impacting the gene Spectrin 

Repeat Containing Nuclear Envelope Protein 2 (SYNE2). SYNE2 encodes for a protein 

(also known as Nesprin-2) which assists with structural integrity of the nucleus by binding 

cytoplasmic actin to the nuclear outer-membrane (Kelkar, Walter et al. 2015). Studies in 

mice reported SYNE2 to be essential for radial neuronal migration in the cerebral cortex 

(Zhang, Lei et al. 2009). The same study also reported SYNE2 -/- mutant mice to have 

severe deficits in learning and memory. Another paper reported on a mouse model that 

was observed to have retinal migration defects of photoreceptors, secondary neurons and 

Müller glia (Maddox, Collin et al. 2015). Variations in SYNE2 have been associated with 

Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy (Zhang, Bethmann et al. 2007). Reports have 

associated the closely related SYNE1 gene with ASD (O'Roak, Deriziotis et al. 2011, 

Jiang, Yuen et al. 2013, Krumm, Turner et al. 2015).       

  KIAA0586-Rare_LoF impacts a highly conserved, canonical splice-donor site next to 

exon 12 (of 34), in the gene KIAA0586. No splice variants for this exon are present in 

GenBank mRNA. KIAA0586 codes for a centrosomal protein (TALPID3) involved in cell 

polarity, ciliogenesis, and hedgehog signaling (Yin, Bangs et al. 2009, Bangs, Antonio et 

al. 2011). Mutations in KIAA0586 are associated with Joubert syndrome 23 (OMIM# 

616490) and short-rib thoracic dysplasia 14 with polydactyly (OMIM # 616546). Joubert 

syndrome 23 is a neurodevelopmental disorder characterized by delayed development, 

abnormal eye movements and breathing, and a hindbrain malformation (Stephen, 

Tawamie et al. 2015).  

 Most Likely Variants: 

  GRK4-Rare_LoF impacts a highly conserved, canonical splice-acceptor site prior to 

exon 9 (of 16), in the gene G Protein-Coupled Receptor Kinase 4 (GRK4). No splice 

variants for this exon are present in GenBank mRNA. UniProt identifies exon 9 as part 

of a protein kinase domain. GRK4 plays a role in the phosphorylation of G protein-

coupled receptors such as GABAB and Dopamine D3 (Premont, Macrae et al. 1996, 

Perroy, Adam et al. 2003, Villar, Jones et al. 2009). It is a target of the FMR1 protein and 

is proposed to play a role in Fragile-X pathophysiology through dysregulation of GABAB 

receptors in the cerebellum (Maurin, Melko et al. 2015). Gene expression is reported to 

be highest in the testis followed by cerebellum samples (GTEx).   

  TCF20-Rare_LoF is a frameshift in the gene Transcription Factor 20 (TCF20), 

truncating the usually 1,960 amino acid long protein at residue 1,615 (p.K1579Nfs36*). 
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TCF20 likely acts as a coactivator of transcription factors (Rekdal, Sjottem et al. 2000). 

Frameshift mutations in TCF20 are reported to cause ASD (Babbs, Lloyd et al. 2014).  

De novo LoF variants are also associated with ID and postnatal overgrowth (Schafgen, 

Cremer et al. 2016). Expression is reported to be high in the developing mouse brain 

(Lein, Hawrylycz et al. 2007). The Human Brain Transcriptome reports highest 

expression levels between 100 to 200 days post conception and the Human Protein Atlas 

reports highest protein expression in the brain. 

 Summary of AE Pedigree 

  Pedigree AE consists of a female diagnosed with ASD, ID, sleep disorders, ADHD, and 

gastrointestinal complications. Filtering of variants, identified from exome sequencing, 

resulted in five candidate CH, one RH, and five Rare LoF.  

One potential CH was identified as being inherited from a single parent. Three CH and 

the RH candidates were all missense variants that impacted genes with no reported 

association with neurodevelopmental processes (MYH15, HELZ2, OBSCN, and MYH3). 

  A frameshift in DOK7 was not considered causative as LoF variants are reported to 

present with walking difficulties, while AE0251 did not have any walking difficulties 

recorded. 

  More likely variants included the missense variants impacting SYNE2 and splice donor 

in KIAA0586. Both genes are associated with neurodevelopmental processes and provide 

good potential candidates. The splice variant impacting GRK4 is prioritized as more likely 

because of the role the gene plays in phosphorylation of neurotransmitters and its 

association with the Fragile-X protein. 

  The most likely single candidate is the frameshift in TCF20, a previously identified ASD 

risk gene with LoF variants reported to be associated with ID. 
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4.7 Pedigree AF 

 Description of Pedigree AF 

  The AF pedigree consisted of a male (AF0252) diagnosed with ASD, developmental 

delay, auditory processing disorder, ADHD, and fine motor challenges. A sibling with 

Connexin 26 sensory neural deafness was reported. The father was noted to have had 

early speech delay but was at a typical competence by adolescence. There were no mental 

health issues or instances of epilepsy reported in the family. The parents were not known 

to be consanguineous. 

 Filtering of AF Pedigree Variants 

4.7.2.1 Group Filtering of AF Pedigree Variants 

   Initial filtering for variants unique to subject AF0252 eliminated 193,565 variant loci 

from consideration. Subsequent filtering steps removed 673 variants of poor-quality, 

5,552 not predicted to be protein modifying, and 280 with high population frequencies. 

Filtering for hypothesized inheritance modes removed a further 156 variants (Figure 4.6). 

 

Figure 4.6 Bulk Filtering Steps for AF0252. 

The number of variants at each step are indicated in brackets. Information used for each filter 

step is written in light grey. 

4.7.2.2 Individual Filtering of AF Variants 

  Individual assessment of variants using the gnomAD and UCSC GenomeBrowser 

websites filtered a further 43 variants (Table 4-12). 
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Table 4-12 Individual Variant Filtering of AF0252 Candidates. 

Variant Type 

Number 

filtered using 

gnomAD 

website 

Number filtered 

using UCSC 

GenomeBrowser 

Remaining 

number of 

variants 

Number of 

genes 

impacted 

Compound 

Heterozygous 
9 2 6 3 

Homozygous 4 0 0 0 

X-chromosome 1 0 0 0 

Rare LoF  25 2 6 6 

Individual filtering performed using ExAC/gnomAD and UCSC GenomeBrowser websites. 

Parameters are described in section 3.4.2. 

    Remaining candidate variants are described in Table 4-13 below. 

Table 4-13 Candidate Variants for AF0252. 

Variant 

ID 

Genomic Locus 

and Change 

Predicted Type of Variation - 

SeattleSeq/SnpEff  

(amino acid change) 

Predicted 

Impact   

-PolyPhen/ 

SIFT 

Population 

Frequency  

- Allele 

Count/Allele 

Number 

(Homozygous) 

CABIN1-

Rare_LoF 
chr22:24466866 G>A stop-gained / STOP_GAINED (W733*) NA / 1 no record 

GTF2H4-

Rare_LoF 

chr6:30878922 

TCTTTGTCTCTAG

TA>T 

frameshift-near-splice / 

FRAME_SHIFT (-131) 
NA / NA no record 

HJURP-

Rare_LoF 
chr2:234746273 C>A stop-gained / STOP_GAINED (E648*) NA / 0.04 no record 

ITPR3-CH1 chr6:33651158 T>C 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(I1591T) 

0.907 / 0 59 / 239066 (0) 

ITPR3-CH2 chr6:33633751 CA>C 
frameshift-near-splice / 

FRAME_SHIFT (-517) 
NA / NA 5 / 260848 (0) 

KCNJ11-

CH1 
chr11:17408599 C>T 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(R260H) 

0.998 / 0.03 6 / 252352 (0) 

KCNJ11-

CH2 
chr11:17409602 C>T 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(V13M) 

0.962 / 0.31 95 / 281154 (1) 

KMT2A-

Rare_LoF 

chr11:118370549 

G>C 

splice-acceptor / 

SPLICE_SITE_ACCEPTOR (NA) 
NA / NA no record 

MTHFD2-

Rare_LoF 
chr2:74438867 G>A 

splice-acceptor / 

SPLICE_SITE_ACCEPTOR (NA) 
NA / NA no record 

SPTBN4-

CH1 
chr19:41025717 G>C 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(V1105L) 

0.997 / 0.38 25 / 32844 (0) 

SPTBN4-

CH2 
chr19:41073791 C>G 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(R2187G) 

0.979 / 0.23 3 / 114454 (0) 

USP16-

Rare_LoF 
chr21:30426506 T>G stop-lost / STOP_LOST (*453E) NA / NA no record 

Variant ID is composed of impacted gene name and type of inheritance mode. Population 

frequency data was obtained from gnomAD 
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 Interpretation of Candidate Causative Variants for Subject 

AF0252 

  Candidate variants are reported below in order of least to most likely to be causative. 

Less Likely Variants: 

  USP16-Rare_LoF is a stop loss variant impacting the gene Ubiquitin Specific Peptidase 

16 (USP16). It adds a single amino acid before encountering another stop codon. 

  HJURP-Rare_LoF introduces a premature stop codon to the gene Holliday Junction 

Recognition Protein (HJURP). It is located 15 residues away from the naturally occurring 

stop site resulting in a minor truncation of the 749 amino acid long protein. HJURP plays 

a role in DNA repair and chromosome segregation during mitosis (Kato, Sato et al. 2007).  

   MTHFD2-Rare_LoF impacts the splice-acceptor site of exon eight (of nine) in the 

gene Methylenetetrahydrofolate Dehydrogenase (NADP+ Dependent) 2 (MTHFD2). The 

encoded enzyme plays a role in folate biosynthesis and promotes cell proliferation 

(Sheppard, Jarl et al. 2015).  

  GTF2H4-Rare_LoF is a 14 base deletion (12 intronic and 2 exonic) in the gene General 

Transcription Factor IIH Subunit 4 (GTF2H4). It deletes the splice-acceptor site of exon 

7 (of 14). GTF2H4 encodes protein involved in nucleotide excision repair and RNA 

transcription (Giglia-Mari, Miquel et al. 2006).  

  More Likely Variants: 

  KCNJ11-CH1 and KCNJ11-CH2 are missense variants impacting the gene Potassium 

Voltage-Gated Channel Subfamily J Member 11 (KCNJ11). The encoded protein is an 

inward-rectifier type potassium channel. It forms an octameric complex with SUR1 in 

pancreatic beta cells and neurons (Girard, Wunderlich et al. 2009). OMIM associates 

KCNJ11 with several types of diabetes. Studies have also associated missense variants 

with developmental delay, epilepsy, and neuropsychological dysfunction (Gloyn, 

Diatloff-Zito et al. 2006, Busiah, Drunat et al. 2013, Carmody, Pastore et al. 2016). A 

syndrome termed Developmental Delay, Epilepsy and Neonatal Diabetes (DEND) has 

been suggested (Gloyn, Diatloff-Zito et al. 2006). 

  ITPR3-CH1, a missense variant, and ITPR3-CH2, a single base frameshift next to a 

splice-donor site, impact the gene Inositol 1,4,5-Trisphosphate Receptor Type 3 (ITPR3). 

ITPR3-CH2 changes the amino acid sequence at residue 517, adding four novel amino 

acids before a stop codon, truncating the typically 2,671 amino acid long protein. ITPR3 
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encodes an intracellular receptor that mediates the release of calcium (Maranto 1994). It 

plays a role in Schwann cells and neuronal signaling (Toews, Schram et al. 2007). Whole 

exome sequencing identified a potentially causative missense (p.T1424M) in a patient 

with inherited peripheral neuropathy (Schabhuttl, Wieland et al. 2014).  

  SPTBN4-CH1 and SPTBN4-CH2 are missense variants that impact the gene Spectrin 

Beta, Non-Erythrocytic 4 (SPTBN4). SPTBN4 encodes an actin crosslinking and 

molecular scaffold protein that contributes to cellular architecture, specifically in the 

nodes of Ranvier (Nagase, Kikuno et al. 2000, Yang, Ogawa et al. 2007). Mouse studies 

demonstrated a role in ion channel localization in myelinated nerves and the development 

of neuropathies (Parkinson, Olsson et al. 2001). It strongly interacts with DISC1 which 

is knocked out in the ASD mouse model BTBR (which interestingly also carries an ITPR3 

mutation) (Morris, Kandpal et al. 2003, Ellis, Tordoff et al. 2013). Gene and protein 

expression are reported to be highest in brain samples (GTEx and Human Protein atlas). 

  CABIN1-Rare_LoF is a stop gain in the gene Calcineurin Binding Protein 1 (CABIN1). 

It truncates the typically 2,220 amino acid long protein at the 733rd residue. CABIN1 acts 

as a repressor of calcineurin and MEF2 in the central nervous system and activated T-

cells (Sun, Youn et al. 1998, Lai, Luo et al. 2000). Due to expression in developing 

neurons it has been proposed to play a role in neuronal development (Hammond and 

Udvadia 2010). GTEx reports expression in all samples, with highest levels in cerebellum 

tissue. No disorders have been directly associated with CABIN1. 

  Most Likely Variant: 

  KMT2A-Rare_LoF impacts the splice-acceptor site of exon 24 (of 36) in the gene 

Lysine Methyltransferase 2A (KMT2A). ExAC reports 4 LoF variants in KMT2A versus 

an expected 116. KMT2A is a transcriptional regulator essential for typical development 

and postnatal neurogenesis (Popovic and Zeleznik-Le 2005, Lim, Huang et al. 2009). 

OMIM associates LoF variants with Wiedemann-Steiner syndrome (OMIM# 605130) 

which is characterized by unique facial features, postnatal growth retardation, 

developmental delay, short stature, and intellectual disability (Sun, Hu et al. 2016). De 

novo LoF variants have also been identified as causative candidates in ASD probands (De 

Rubeis, He et al. 2014, Iossifov, O'Roak et al. 2014).  
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 Summary of AF Pedigree 

  Pedigree AF consists of a male diagnosed with ASD, ADHD, developmental delay, 

auditory deficiencies, and fine motor challenges. Filtering of variants, identified from 

exome sequencing, resulted in three CH and six Rare LoF candidates. 

  Two stop gain variants resulted in truncations close to the C-terminus. Another two LoF 

variants impact genes not reported to be associated with neurodevelopmental processes 

(MITHFD2 and GTF2H4).  

  Three CH candidates impact genes associated with neuronal processes (KCNJ11, ITPR3, 

and SPTBN4). A Rare LoF truncates the gene CABIN1 reported to be involved in neuronal 

development. The most likely variant is a splice-site acceptor in KMT2A, a gene reported 

to be causative of ASD and the neurodevelopmental disorder Wiedemann-Steiner 

syndrome. 

 

4.8  Summary and Discussion 

  Results discussed here provide insights to the causative role genetic variation plays in 

neurodevelopmental disorders. The primary aim of the work presented in this chapter was 

to develop and implement strategies for discovering genetic variants that cause 

neurodevelopmental disorders. To this end filtering strategies were described and 

candidate variants presented. A secondary aim was to evaluate the results via comparison 

with geneticists analyzing the same data. The comparisons are discussed here.  

  Ten exomes (described in Chapter 3) were derived from four sibling pairs with 

neurodevelopmental conditions and two individuals with ASD. Initial bulk filtering 

utilized annotated information to rapidly remove variants not relevant to a sample. 

Selecting for variants unique to a pedigree, shared by siblings, of good quality, predicted 

to impact protein function, and rarely observed in populations allowed for the filtering of 

more than two hundred thousand variants for each pedigree. Further filtering using 

external resources (non-annotated information) reduced the final number of variants to a 

small number of candidates which were interpreted and prioritized.  

  For the AD pedigree filtering resulted in a single CH candidate. A splice-donor site and 

a missense occurring within a substrate-binding pocket impacting ADCK3. This gene 

stabilizes the CoQ10 biosynthesis complex and is associated with cerebellar ataxia, 
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epilepsy, and ‘coenzyme Q10 deficiency, primary, 4’ (OMIM#612016) (Lagier-Tourenne, 

Tazir et al. 2008, Barca, Musumeci et al. 2016, Cullen, Murad et al. 2016). These 

conditions closely matched the AD siblings who were described as presenting with 

cerebellar ataxia. Geneticists investigating the pedigree identified the same variants as 

most-likely to be causative. Identification of the ADCK3-CH1&2 candidates provided 

clinicians and family with feedback as to the cause of the siblings’ condition and a 

potential avenue for treatment via Q10 supplementation. The findings provide information 

as to the role CoQ10 plays in neurodevelopment. 

  The AA siblings carry two stop-gain variants in PEX7 that have been previously reported 

to cause Rhizomelic Chondrodysplasia Punctata, Type 1 (RCDP1) (Shimozawa, Suzuki 

et al. 1999, Motley, Brites et al. 2002). Clinical descriptions of the siblings closely 

matched those for RCDP1. Geneticists investigating the pedigree identified the same 

variants as most-likely to be causative (Jacobsen, Glamuzina et al. 2015). They likewise 

identified the CH candidates impacting CACNA1H and proposed a potential but un-

delineated role in the sibling’s epilepsy. Identification of the PEX7 variants extends the 

clinical description of RCDP1 and helps elucidate the role the peroxisome plays in 

neurodevelopment.  

  Siblings AB0245 and AB0246 had RH missense variants impacting SLC18A2 identified. 

This occurred within a region of shared homozygosity inherited from consanguineous 

parents. SLC18A2 transports monoamine neurotransmitters into synaptic vesicles and is 

associated with Parkinsons’ disease, depression, Tourette’s syndrome, post-traumatic 

stress disorder, and brain dopamine-serotonin vesicular transport disease (BDSVTD) 

(Rilstone, Alkhater, & Minassian, 2013; Solovieff et al., 2014). A similar RH missense 

variant was reported to cause BDSVTD with clinical descriptions similar to the AB 

siblings. Geneticists investigating the pedigree identified the same variant as causative 

(Jacobsen, Wilson et al. 2015). Identification of SLC18A2-RH provided clinicians and 

family with feedback as to the cause of the siblings condition and a potential avenue for 

treatment via the dopamine agonist pramipexole. It also helps to define BDSVTD and 

provides an opportunity to report on the effectiveness of potential treatment. 

  AF0252 was identified with a Rare-LoF splice-acceptor variant in KMT2A. KMT2A 

encodes a transcriptional regulator that plays a role in postnatal neurogenesis and is 

associated with ASD and Wiedemann-Steiner syndrome (Lim, Huang et al. 2009, De 

Rubeis, He et al. 2014, Iossifov, O'Roak et al. 2014, Sun, Hu et al. 2016). Information 

received about AF0252 did not describe dysmorphic facial features, which is a common 
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trait for Wiedemann-Steiner syndrome. Follow up observations with the proband may 

help to confirm a diagnosis. This candidate was also identified as causative by geneticists 

investigating AF0252. Sanger sequencing of parents and the proband would confirm if it 

is de novo. 

  The remaining cases did not result in identification of a high-confidence causative 

variant but each contains candidates of interest.  

  For the AC sibling pairs the most likely variant was a CH in the gene PSPH. Both 

candidates were missense variants impacting protein domains predicted by UniProt. 

Interestingly, for PSPH-CH1 the gnomAD African population reported a MAF of 0.2006 

(4,951 ALT from 24,678 total) suggesting a deleterious role for the variant in 

homozygous cases. Cases of CH and RH missense variants in PSPH are reported to cause 

Phosphoserine Phosphatase Deficiency (Veiga-da-Cunha et al., 2004; Vincent et al., 

2015). Descriptions of the subjects from those papers matches aspects of the AC sibling’s 

clinical description (ataxia and developmental delay) but not their deafness, 

rhabdomyolysis, cardiomyopathy, and hypothyroidism. Potentially their condition is the 

result of multiple, additive genetic factors. A novel heterozygous stop-loss in the gene 

RANBP3L may cause cardiomyopathy and rhabdomyolysis as bone-morphogenic 

proteins are critical to heart and neural development (Chen, Zhao et al. 2004). For the 

variant to be considered a candidate it would need to have originated as a de novo somatic 

mutation in either parent that resulted in mosaicism with mutated germline cells but not 

muscular or neuronal cells. Sanger sequencing of the siblings and their parents would 

help to confirm this rare scenario. 

   AE0251 likewise had no definitive causative variants identified but several candidates 

are of interest. Three LoF variants, not reported in gnomAD, are potentially of de novo 

origin. A frameshift in TCF20 (p.K1579Nfs36*) was selected as most aetiologically 

significant as a similar frameshift (p.K1173Rfs*5) was reported to be causative of ASD 

and ID (Babbs, Lloyd et al. 2014). A Rare-LoF splice-acceptor in GRK4 was also 

considered amongst the most likely. GRFK4 phosphorylates neurotransmitter receptors 

and is targeted by the FMR1 protein. Network analysis by Iossifov et al. (2012 & 2014) 

reported an enrichment of ASD risk genes interacting with the FMR1 protein. The third 

Rare-LoF candidate was a splice-donor impacting KIAA0586, a gene associated with the 

neurodevelopmental disorder Joubert syndrome 23 (Stephen, Tawamie et al. 2015). 

KIAA0586 plays a role in ciliogenesis and cell polarity, potentially affecting neuronal 
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cytoskeletal architecture. Sanger sequencing of all three candidates in AE0251 and 

parents would help to identify which candidates were most plausible.  

  Sanger sequencing of all candidate variants would be recommended before undertaking 

any further investigations. Although an early filtering step was included to remove poor-

quality variants from consideration there is still a chance that a variant may be an exome 

sequencing or data processing artefact. Further sequencing of the parents of subjects will 

also allow for confirmation of CH, RH, or de novo inheritance. Causative variants for the 

AA, AB, and AD siblings were confirmed via Sanger sequencing.  

  Comparison of the causative variants reported here and those identified by geneticists 

who processed and analyzed the same exome data revealed all four of the high-confidence 

causative variants to be the same for both approaches. While this is not a validation of the 

approach it does provide confidence for future attempts at identifying causative variants. 

  The filtering process was applied, evaluated, and refined several times over the course 

of this doctoral project. Earlier attempts dealt with problems surrounding how to apply 

parameters to the annotated information in large variant tables. Tables were transformed 

into excel spreadsheets and selection criteria were used on annotation columns to filter 

variants. This would not be a recommended approach for future work. The use of 

relational databases and query languages such as SQL would be preferred. 

  Understanding the process behind generating information was important. Early filtering 

used the allele read depth per sample to identify candidates. It was later discovered that 

the allelic read depth was pre-HaplotypeCaller and susceptible to change following the 

variant identification step. Later versions of GATK (3.0 and above) provide the post-

HaplotypeCaller allelic depth. It would be recommended to upgrade the variant 

identification pipeline to GATK 3.0 for any future work. 

  Deciding upon which annotated information and parameters to use was essential. Some 

of the annotated information was in a useful format but not applicable to many variants 

while other types covered the majority of variants but the information was not suitable 

for a hard filter. The use of sample specific information (such as read depth and genotype 

quality) ensured both siblings had variants of acceptable-quality.  

  When problems arose regarding filtering parameters the solutions were weighed towards 

inclusion rather than exclusion.  For example, differences between SnpEff and SeattleSeq 

meant some variants had contradicting variant type predictions. In these scenarios the 

filtering was adjusted to select for variants that were identified by either predictor. These 
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solutions were aimed at inclusion because later filtering using external data sources were 

used to reassess the variant. 

  The use of external data sources changed throughout the course of this doctoral project. 

This was due to the discovery and release of different resources. For example, initially 

frequency filtering used dbSNP, then it moved to the more comprehensive ExAC 

database and now it uses the recently released gnomAD. The interpretation of candidates 

step trialed many different resources for assessing variants. Table 3-12 lists those data 

sources that were found to be most useful.  

  Difficulties with the use of ExAC included uncertainty as to which allele the MAF 

referred to in multiallelic cases, a large number of variants with no information, and 

concerns over the inclusion of individuals with neurological disorders in some of the 

cohorts. For example, ExAC included 12,119 samples from the Swedish Schizophrenia 

& Bipolar Studies, 1,505 from Schizophrenia Trios from Taiwan, and 297 from the 

Tourette Syndrome Association International Consortium for Genomics. Schizophrenia, 

bipolar disorder, and Tourette syndrome have overlapping phenotypes with ASD and are 

proposed to share genetic causes. While the ExAC dataset removed individuals with 

severe pediatric conditions the inclusion of individuals with complex neuropsychiatric 

disorders potentially introduces variations that may overlap with ASD cases. In the case 

of identifying a single causative variant this is less likely to be a problem, but when 

considering multiple candidate variants acting additively it could confound results. 

  The goal of identifying a single causative variant may not have been applicable to all 

cases considered. The possibility of several variants working in an interdependent manner 

cannot be ruled out, but confirmation of multiple causative variants was not possible with 

the resources available. Future studies will benefit from larger genetic studies that can 

identify genetic factors that potentially interact in neurodevelopmental disorder. It may 

be possible to compare the variants identified in one case against databases containing 

cohorts of sequenced individuals with similar disorders.  

  Furthermore the possibility of a causative variant occurring outside of the exome is not 

able to be ruled out. Variations impacting regulatory regions of the genome could easily 

contribute to neurodevelopmental disorders. Likewise variants occurring across exomes 

such as CNVs. Use of whole genome sequencing would help to address these 

shortcomings.  
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  Nonetheless, exome sequencing did provide a useful means to identify causative variants 

in three sibling pairs and a single ASD case as well as candidates of significant interest 

in the remaining sibling pair and ASD individual. Identifying causative variants and 

reporting on them helps to build up a picture of the phenotypic impact of different 

variants. This work assists future studies that identify similar variations and clinicians 

aiming to diagnose individuals.   

  Further work aimed at characterizing causative variants impact on gene function is 

essential for elucidating the underlying pathological mechanisms. Expressing constructs 

of causative variants in cell culture would provide a means for testing protein function 

via assays. For example, missense variants impacting PSPH were demonstrated to impair 

enzymatic activity providing evidence for aetiological mechanism (Veiga-da-Cunha, 

Collet et al. 2004). 

  In summary, the use of exome sequencing to identify genetic variants causative of 

neurodevelopmental disorders proved successful. Three of the four sibling pairs and one 

of the two ASD individuals had a variant identified with sufficient evidence to support a 

causative role.  
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5 CANDIDATE CAUSATIVE 

GENETIC VARIANTS FOR 

FOUR FEMALES 

DIAGNOSED WITH ASD IN 

SIMPLEX FAMILIES 

 

5.1 Overview 

  This chapter presents prioritized candidate causative variants for four females diagnosed 

with ASD. 

  In order to investigate the genetic aetiology of ASD a cohort of females with sporadic 

ASD in simplex families was identified from the Minds for Minds database. Focusing on 

females in simplex families increases the likelihood of identifying causative, de novo 

variants (Fischbach and Lord 2010). Females have a protective factor that requires heavier 

mutational loads to result in a diagnosis compared to males, and females in simplex 

families have been observed to have significantly increased rates of de novo variations 

(Jacquemont, Coe et al. 2014, Sanders, Xin et al. 2015).  

  Families were contacted, consented, and saliva samples procured. Genomic DNA was 

purified and sent for whole exome sequencing and aCGH.  

  Exome data was processed following the method described in Chapter 3. Variants were 

filtered to identify candidates. In four cases exome variants were augmented with CNVs 

identified from aCGH data. Filtering results for four trios (AO, AQ, AV, and AX) are 

reported in this chapter and two individual trios (AW and AY) are reported in the 

following chapters. 
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 Aims 

 Develop strategies for filtering variants to identify candidates.  

 Use available resources to evaluate candidates in order to prioritize them based 

on likelihood of being causative. 

 Methodology 

5.1.2.1 Identifying a Cohort of Females Diagnosed with ASD in Simplex Families 

  Minds for Minds is a New Zealand based ASD research organisation. It provides a web 

site where individuals can register (or be registered by caregivers) to participate in ASD 

studies. Upon registering, information regarding ASD diagnosis, genetic testing, 

ethnicity, age, sex, and the medical history of immediate family members is entered and 

store in the Minds for Minds database. This database was queried for registrants that were 

female, diagnosed with ASD, and had no immediate family members with ASD or any 

related disorders.  

Table 5-1 Details of Females Diagnosed with Sporadic ASD in Simplex Families 

Cohort. 

Pedigree 
Family 

Status 

Subject 

ID# 
Minds for Minds Reported Diagnosis 

AO 

Proband AO0334 ASD 

Mother AO1016 none 

Father AO1017 none 

AQ 

Proband AQ0923 ASD, ADD, Dyslexia, Dyspraxia 

Mother AQ1020 none 

Father AQ1021 none 

AV 

Proband AV0704 ASD, ADD, Dyslexia 

Mother AV1044 none 

Father AV1045 none 

AW 

Proband AW0313 ASD, ADD, Gastrointestinal disorder, Dyslexia 

Mother AW1046 none 

Father AW1047 none 

AX 

Proband AX0805 ASD 

Mother AX1093 none 

Father AX1094 none 

AY 

Proband AY0950 ASD 

Mother AY1105 none 

Father AY1106 none 

Subjects were identified from within the Minds for Minds research-registry database. 

Individuals were either self-registered or registered by a care-giver. ADD = Attention-deficit 

disorder. 
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5.1.2.2 Contacting, consenting and collecting samples 

  Eight potential families were identified and contacted with information and consent 

forms. Families that consented were sent ORAgene saliva collection kits (two regular kits 

for the parents and an assisted collection kit for the proband). Upon receiving returned 

saliva tubes the samples were processed as described in section 2.3.1.  

  Of the eight families two did not meet our requirements, the remaining six were selected 

for whole exome sequencing of proband, mother and father (Table 5-1).  

5.1.2.3 Exome Sequencing and Data Processing 

  Genomic DNA for all subjects was sent to Otogenetics (Atlanta, USA) for paired-end 

whole exome sequencing on an Illumina HiSeq2000 platform. Exome capture kit was 

Agilent Human All-Exon V5 (See Appendix VI: Table A5.1 for details). Reads were 

processed as described in Chapter 3 (See Appendix VI: Table A5.2 for details). The 18 

BAM files were combined with the first ten (Chapters 3 and 4) for variant identification. 

Annotation included a genotype phasing step using GATKs PhaseByTransmission utility. 

5.1.2.4 Identifying CNVs via aCGH Analysis 

  Genomic DNA from subjects AO0334, AQ0923, AV0704, AW0313, and AX0805 were 

sent to the Ramaciotti Centre (NSW, Australia) for aCGH analysis using the Affymetrix 

CytoScan 750K array. Results were processed using ChAS software (Version 3.1.0.15) 

with parameters outlined in section 2.1.1.2. Data quality was assessed and sample 

AV0704 did not meet requirements.  

5.1.2.5 Filtering for Candidates 

  Causative variants were hypothesised to be unique to each pedigree. Therefore tables of 

exome variants unique to each pedigree were created using the GATK application 

SelectVariants. Initial bulk filtering of exome variants used the same parameters as those 

described in Chapter 4 (section 4.1.2.2 and Table 4-1). CNVs identified by ChAS were 

filtered for unique variants. The CNVs, indels, and SNVs were then combined into a 

single table for further filtering. 

  Identification of CH candidates involved filtering for instances where a gene had two or 

more variants impacting it. These were then further filtered by comparing the parental 

genotypes and removing any cases where all variants impacting a gene originated from a 

single parent. For RH candidates all homozygous variants were selected. Then parental 

genotypes were assessed and only cases where both parents were heterozygous were 
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retained. For de novo (DN) candidates the proband genotype was compared to the parental 

genotypes and cases where the proband carried a variant that neither parent had were 

filtered for. CNVs covering genes were also included. 

  Individual filtering using ExAC (and later gnomAD) and UCSC GenomeBrowser 

websites followed the same method outlined in section 4.1.2.2. CNV’s were assessed 

using the Database of Genomic Variation (DGV) and instances where many similar loss 

or gain CNVs were reported were filtered as commonly occurring.  

5.1.2.6 Interpretation of Candidates 

  The final list of candidates were assessed using data sources listed in Table 3-12. 

Evidence supporting and discrediting variants was recorded and used to evaluate the 

candidates and prioritize them based on likelihood of being causative.   

5.2 Pedigree AO 

 Description of Pedigree AO 

  A trio consisting of proband (AO0334), mother 

(AO1016), and father (AO1017) (Figure 5.1). AO0334 

was identified in the M4M database as a female 

diagnosed with ASD and no reported family members 

with related conditions (Table 5-1). Her ethnicity was 

reported as New Zealand European and Maori.  

  The family later contacted to report a younger brother 

with developmental delay who was not talking at 2.5 

years old. He did not receive an ASD diagnosis as he 

did not display problems with social interactions.  

  No further clinical background information has been 

obtained. 

 Filtering Pedigree AO Variants 

5.2.2.1 Bulk Filtering of AO Variants 

  Bulk filtering of exome data removed 67,838 variants not recorded within the AO Trio, 

35,389 of poor quality, 88,371 not predicted to modify proteins, and 12,912 with an ExAC 

MAF greater than 0.01 (Figure 5.2).  

Figure 5.1 Pedigree Chart for 

AO Trio 

Grey shading indicates an individual with 

ASD or similar conditions. A younger 

brother with global developmental delay 

was later reported by the family. 
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Figure 5.2 Bulk Variant Filtering Results for the AO Trio.  

The number of variants at each step are indicated in brackets. Information used for each filter 

step is written in light grey.  

5.2.2.2 Individual Filtering of AO Variants 

  Filtering for specific modes of inheritance removed a further 1,535 variants, leaving 

84. Five CNV unique to AO0334 were also included. Candidates were individually 

assessed using the gnomAD and UCSC GenomeBrowser websites (Table 5-2). 

Table 5-2 Individual Variant Filtering of AO Trio Candidates. 

Variant Type 

Number filtered 

using gnomAD 

website 

Number filtered 

using UCSC 

GenomeBrowser 

Remaining 

number of 

variants 

Number of 

genes 

impacted 

De novo SNV & 

indels 
20 2 0 0 

Recessive 

Homozygous 
17 17 0 0 

Compound 

Heterozygous 
19 0 11 5 

Candidate CNV 0 5 0 0 

Individual filtering performed using ExAC/gnomAD and UCSC GenomeBrowser websites. 

Parameters are described in section 3.4.2. 

  Remaining candidate variants are described in Table 5-3 below. 
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Table 5-3 Candidate Variants for Subject AO0334. 

Variant 

ID 

Genomic Locus 

and Change 

Predicted Type of Variant   

SeattleSeq/SnpEff  

(amino acid change) 

Predicted 

Impact of 

Variant 

PolyPhen/SIFT 

Population 

Frequency – 

ALT/ total 

(hom) 

DNAH12-

CH1 

chr3:57448435 

T>C 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(I816M) 
1 / 0 

111 / 183448 

(0) 

DNAH12-

CH2 

chr3:57401266 

C>T 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(G1895S) 
1 / 0 

1135 / 

175278 (4) 

LRRK1-

CH1 

chr15:101605978 

T>A 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(V1776D) 
0 / 0.7 

139 / 282358 

(2) 

LRRK1-

CH2 

chr15:101605845 

A>G 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(M1732V) 
0 / 1 

407 / 282576 

(3) 

LRRK1-

CH3 

chr15:101592102 

C>T 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(P1206L) 
0.858 / 0.1 

1 / 252186 

(0) 

MIA3-

CH1 

chr1:222832967 

G>A 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(A1533T) 
1 / 0.57 

402 / 282168 

(0) 

MIA3-

CH2 

chr1:222833540 

C>T 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(S1607F) 
1 / 0.72 no record 

NAV1-

CH1 

chr1:201752575 

A>G 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(N308S) 
0.99 / 0.03 

14 / 282646 

(0) 

NAV1-

CH2 

chr1:201751525 

A>G 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(S137G) 
0 / 1 no record 

SYNE2-

CH1 

chr14:64519623 

G>T 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(V2998L) 
0.004 / 0.56 

4 / 281262 

(0) 

SYNE2-

CH2 

chr14:64519861 

C>T 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(P3077L) 
0.995 / 0.4 

376 / 282280 

(1) 

Variant ID is composed of impacted gene name and type of inheritance mode. Population 

frequency information is from the gnomAD database. Format is; Alternate Allele Count/Total 

Allele Number (Homozygotes). 

 Interpretation of Candidate Causative Variants for Subject 

AO0334 

 Candidates were investigated and prioritized. The following are from least to most likely 

to be causative of AO0334’s condition.  

  Less Likely Variants:      

  Three missense variants, LRRK1-CH1 (maternally inherited), LRRK1-CH2 

(maternally inherited), and LRRK1-CH3 (paternally inherited) impacted the gene 

Leucine Rich Repeat Kinase 1 (LRRK1). Maternally inherited variants are weak 

candidates as their impact predictions are low and homozygous cases are reported in 

gnomAD (Table 5-3). LRRK1 plays a role in bone growth and healing through regulation 
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of osteoclast activity (Zeng, Goodluck et al. 2016). No literature or databases associated 

it with neurodevelopmental processes. 

  MIA3-CH1 (maternally inherited) and MIA3-CH2 (paternally inherited) are missense 

variants impacting the gene Melanoma Inhibitory Activity Family Member 3 (MIA3). 

Both occur in conserved loci predicted to be cytoplasmic by UniProt. Additional domain 

predictions include coiled-coil for MIA3-CH1and pro-rich for MIA3-CH2. MIA3 encodes 

a protein that assists with exporting large compounds, such as collagen complexes, from 

the endoplasmic reticulum (Saito, Chen et al. 2009, Wilson, Phamluong et al. 2011). No 

literature or databases associated it with neurodevelopmental processes. 

  Two missense variants, DNAH12-CH1 (maternally inherited) and DNAH12-CH2 

(paternally inherited) impacted the gene Dynein Axonemal Heavy Chain 12 (DNAH12). 

DNAH12-CH2 has 4 homozygous instances reported in gnomAD. DNAH12 contributes 

to cilia and flagella motility (Kobayashi and Takeda 2012). Based on protein sequence 

similarity, UniProt purports a role for DNAH12 in force generation of respiratory cilia 

and sperm mobility. No literature or databases associated it with neurodevelopmental 

processes. 

Most Likely Variants: 

  SYNE2-CH1 (paternally inherited) and SYNE2-CH2 (maternally inherited) impact the 

gene Spectrin Repeat Containing Nuclear Envelope Protein 2 (SYNE2). Both are 

predicted to occur in a cytoplasmic domain with SYNE2-CH1 locus showing high 

conservation and SYNE2-CH2 locus showing medium conservation. SYNE2 connects the 

nuclei to the cytoskeleton and contributes to cellular structural integrity. It is localized to 

the outer nuclear membrane and forms a complex with SUN2 that binds F-actin cables 

(Zhang, Skepper et al. 2001, Luxton, Gomes et al. 2010). It mediates ciliogenesis through 

an interaction with mecklin (Dawe, Adams et al. 2009). Mouse models of SYNE2 report 

migration defects of neurons during development and severe defects in learning and 

memory (Zhang, Lei et al. 2009, Maddox, Collin et al. 2015).  Emery-Dreifuss muscular 

dystrophy is reported as an associated disorder by OMIM and MalaCards. The Human 

Brain Transcriptome shows high levels of expression in all brain regions during foetal 

development. SFARI lists the related gene SYNE1 as an ASD risk candidate.  

  NAV1-CH1 (maternally inherited) and NAV1-CH2 (paternally inherited) are missense 

variants that impact the gene Neuron Navigator 1 (NAV1). NAV1 is predicted to play a 
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role in neuronal migration during development. The orthologous gene in Caenorhabditis 

elegans (unc-53) is involved in axon-guidance (Maes, Barcelo et al. 2002, Stringham and 

Schmidt 2009). Mouse studies localised gene expression to the nervous system during 

development (Martinez-Lopez, Alcantara et al. 2005). Knock out studies, reported in the 

same paper, lead to the loss of directionality in migrating neurons. Studies using small 

hairpin mediated depletion of NAV1 in neuroblastoma cells reported reduced neurite 

outgrowth and length (van Haren, Boudeau et al. 2014). The same study visualized NAV1 

in the neurite tips of hippocampal neurons via immunofluorescence staining and 

accumulation in microtubule plus-ends using GFP-NAV1. Gene expression measurements 

in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex of subjects with schizophrenia (37 subjects and 37 

controls) reported significant reductions of NAV1 expression (Fung, Sivagnanasundaram 

et al. 2011).  

  OMIM does not report any associated disorders, MalaCards identifies Myotonia 

Congenita, and NAV2 is recorded in the SFARI gene database. Gene expression is 

reported in all GTEx tissues and high expression levels are reported for all brain tissues 

during the developmental stages of the Human Brain Transcriptome. 

 Pedigree AO Summary 

  Information regarding a younger sibling with a similar disorder shifted emphasis from 

de novo variants to compound heterozygous or recessive homozygous candidates. 

Homozygous instances within gnomAD for compound heterozygous cases impacting 

LRRK1 and DNAH12 make them less likely candidates. 

  The top two candidate genes, SYNE2 an NAV1, both have been reported to influence 

neuronal development. They also both have a closely related gene reported as an ASD 

risk factor in SFARI.  NAV1 variants have lower population frequencies, higher predicted 

impact scores, and more conserved loci. NAV1 also has a more extensively documented 

role in neuronal development. 
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5.3 Pedigree AQ 

 Description of Pedigree AQ 

  A trio consisting of the proband (AQ0923), mother 

(AQ1020), and father (AQ1021) (Figure 5.3). 

AQ0923 was identified in the M4M database as a 

female diagnosed with ASD, dyslexia, dyspraxia, 

and attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder and no 

reported family members with related conditions 

(Table 5-1). Ethnicity was reported as New Zealand 

European.  

  Clinical notes were obtained for AQ0923. They 

described developmental dyspraxia, intellectual 

disability, language difficulties, auditory processing 

difficulties, social impairments, and rigid behaviours. 

Information regarding a younger sister with auditory 

and language difficulties was identified.  

 

 Filtering Pedigree AQ Variants 

5.3.2.1 Bulk Filtering of AQ Variants 

  Bulk filtering of exome data removed 71,118 variants not recorded within the AQ Trio, 

33,345 of low quality, 87,635 not predicted to modify proteins, and 12,622 with an ExAC 

MAF greater than 0.01 (Figure 5.4).  

Figure 5.3 Pedigree Chart for 

AQ Trio. 

Grey shading indicates an individual with 

ASD or similar conditions. A younger 

sister with auditory and language 

difficulties was reported in clinical notes. 
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Figure 5.4 Bulk Variant Filtering Results for the AQ Trio. 

Bulk filtering steps taken to identify candidate variants responsible for the neurodevelopmental 

disorder of AQ0923. The number of variants at each step are indicated in brackets. Information 

used for each filter step is written in light grey.  

5.3.2.2 Individual Filtering of AQ Variants 

  Filtering for specific modes of inheritance removed a further 1,366 variants, leaving 

41. Five CNV were also included. These were individually assessed using the gnomAD 

and UCSC GenomeBrowser websites (Table 5-4). 

Table 5-4 Individual Variant Filtering of AQ Trio Candidates. 

Variant Type 

Number filtered 

using gnomAD 

website 

Number filtered 

using UCSC 

GenomeBrowser 

Remaining 

number of 

variants 

Number of 

genes 

impacted 

De novo SNVs 

and indels 
9 0 0 0 

Recessive 

Homozygous 
7 9 1 1 

Compound 

Heterozygous 
10 4 2 1 

CNVs NA 5 0 0 

Individual filtering performed using ExAC/gnomAD and UCSC GenomeBrowser websites. 

Parameters are described in section 3.4.2. 
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  The 12 remaining candidates impacted eight genes (Table 5-5). 

Table 5-5 Candidate Variants for Subject AQ0923. 

Variant 

ID 

Genomic Locus 

and Change 

Predicted Type of Variant 

SeattleSeq/SnpEff  

(amino acid change) 

Predicted 

Impact of 

Variant 

PolyPhen/SIFT 

Population 

Frequency – 

ALT/ total 

(hom) 

HEATR9-

RH 

chr17:34190069 

C>A 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING  

(G229V) 

0.386 / 0.54 
1262 / 282670 

(3) 

PTPN13-

CH1 

chr4:87637748 

A>G 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

 (I389V) 

0.037 / 0.45 
112 / 261778 

(0) 

PTPN13-

CH2 

chr4:87643478 

G>C 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING  

(R468P) 

1 / 0.07 
742 / 282058 

(3) 

Variant ID is composed of impacted gene name and type of inheritance mode. Population 

frequency information is from the gnomAD database. Format is; Alternate Allele Count/Total 

Allele Number (Homozygotes). 

 Interpretation of Candidate Causative Variants for Subject   

AQ0923 

  Candidates were investigated and prioritized. The following are from least to most likely 

to be causative of AQ0923’s condition.  

  Less Likely Variant: 

  HEATR9-RH is a homozygous missense (both parents heterozygous) impacting the 

gene HEAT Repeat Containing 9 (HEATR9). The presence of three homozygous cases in 

gnomAD makes this candidate less likely to be causative (Table 5-5). No papers reporting 

studies into HEATR9 could be found on Scoopus, PubMed, or Google Scholar (using the 

search term “C17orf66 OR HEATR9 OR "HEAT Repeat Containing 9"”). HEAT repeats 

are structural motifs (two alpha helices linked by a short loop) named after four proteins 

in which they have been identified (huntingtin, elongation factor 3, protein phosphatase 

2A, and the yeast kinase TOR1) (Andrade and Bork 1995). No associated disorders are 

reported by OMIM or MalaCards. Gene and protein expression was reported only in the 

testis (by GTEx and ProteinAtlas). 

  Most Likely Variants: 

  PTPN13-CH1 (paternally inherited) and PTPN13-CH2 (maternally inherited) are 

missense variants in the gene Protein Tyrosine Phosphatase, Non-Receptor Type 13 

(PTPN13). PTPN13 encodes a tyrosine phosphatase involved in signalling cascades for 

apoptosis, cell migration, and mitogenic activation (Villa, Deak et al. 2005). It is 
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frequently reported to play a role in cancer (Freiss and Chalbos 2011). It has been 

suggested to play a role in the formation of excitatory synapses in GABAergic neurons 

(Yamada, Inoue et al. 2013). The closely related gene PTPN11 is involved in the 

developmental disorder Noonan syndrome (OMIM# 163950) which is associated with 

ASD (Ghaziuddin, Bolyard et al. 1994).  

 Summary of Pedigree AQ 

  Information regarding a younger sister with auditory and language difficulties shifted 

emphasis from de novo variants to compound heterozygous or recessive homozygous 

candidates. Filtering of variants, identified from exome sequencing and aCGH, resulted 

in two candidates (one CH and one RH). 

  The most likely variants (PTPN13-CH1 and PTPN13-CH2) impact a gene associated 

with the synapse formation in GABAergic neurons and has a closely related gene that is 

associated with ASD.  

5.4 Pedigree AV 

 Description of Pedigree AV 

  A trio consisting of the proband (AV0704), mother 

(AV1044), and father (AV1045) (Figure 5.5). 

AV0704 was identified in the M4M database as a 

female diagnosed with ASD, dyslexia, and 

attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder and no 

reported family members with related conditions 

(Table 5-1). Ethnicity was reported as New Zealand 

European.  

  No further clinical information was obtained. 

 AV0704 was sent for aCGH but results failed to 

meet quality control standards. A repeat sample 

was sent and again results failed to meet quality 

control standards.  

 

 

Figure 5.5 Pedigree Chart for 

AV Trio. 

Grey shading indicates an individual with 

ASD or similar conditions.  
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 Filtering Pedigree AV Variants 

5.4.2.1 Bulk Filtering of AV Variants 

  Bulk filtering removed 71,522 variants not recorded within the AV Trio, 31,747 of low 

quality, 88,817 not predicted to modify proteins, and 12,526 with an ExAC MAF greater 

than 0.01 (Figure 5.6).  

 

Figure 5.6 Bulk Variant Filtering Results for the AV Trio. 

The number of variants at each step are indicated in brackets. Information used for each filter 

step is written in light grey.  

5.4.2.2 Individual Filtering of AV Variants 

  Filtering for specific modes of inheritance removed a further 1,457 variants, leaving 

60. These were individually assessed using the gnomAD and UCSC GenomeBrowser 

websites (Table 5-6). 

Table 5-6 Individual Variant Filtering of AV Trio Candidates. 

Variant Type 

Number 

filtered using 

gnomAD 

website 

Number filtered 

using UCSC 

GenomeBrowser 

Remaining 

number of 

variants 

Number of 

genes 

impacted 

De novo SNV & 

indels 
15 1 1 1 

Compound 

Heterozygous 
10 0 2 1 

Recessive 

Homozygous 
8 18 0 0 

Individual filtering performed using ExAC/gnomAD and UCSC GenomeBrowser websites. 

Parameters are described in section 3.4.2. 
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  The remaining candidates are described in Table 5-7 below. 

Table 5-7 Candidate Variants for Subject AV0704. 

Variant ID is composed of impacted gene name and type of inheritance mode. Population 

frequency information is from the gnomAD database. Format is; Alternate Allele Count/Total 

Allele Number (Homozygotes). 

 Interpretation of Candidate Causative Variants for Subject 

AV0704 

  Candidates were investigated and prioritized. The following are from least to most likely 

to  

  Less Likely Variant: 

  SHPRH-DN is a de novo missense variant that impacts the gene SNF2 Histone Linker 

PHD RING Helicase (SHPRH). It is predicted to produce a strong impact at a highly 

conserved locus (Table 5-7 and UCSC GenomeBrowser). SHPRH is an ubiquitin ligase 

that polyubiquitinates nuclear antigens rescuing stalled replication forks (Motegi, Sood 

et al. 2006, Unk, Hajdu et al. 2006). Due to its role in genomic stability it is proposed to 

play a part in some types of cancers. No literature or databases associate it with 

neurodevelopmental processes.  

  Most Likely Variants: 

  NCOR2-CH1 (paternally inherited) and NCOR2-CH2 (maternally inherited) are 

missense variants impacting the gene Nuclear Receptor Corepressor 2 (NCOR2). 

Population frequencies from gnomAD are 0.0000331 and 0.0000667 respectively (Table 

5-7). NCOR2 is a transcriptional co-repressor that forms complexes with transcription 

factors and chromatin modifying enzymes (Mottis, Mouchiroud et al. 2013). Knock out 

mice studies identified a critical role for NCOR2 in forebrain development and 

Variant 

ID 

Genomic Locus 

and Change 

Predicted Type of Variant 

SeattleSeq/SnpEff  

(amino acid change) 

Predicted 

Impact of 

Variant 

PolyPhen/SIFT 

Population 

Frequency 
- ALT/ total 

(hom)  

NCOR2-

CH1 

chr12:124840037 

G>A 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(L1098F) 

1 / 0.01 
1 / 30230 

(0) 

NCOR2-

CH2 

chr12:124968297 

G>A 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(P7S) 

0.253 / 0.73 
18 / 

270052 (0) 

SHPRH-

DN 

chr6:146242415 

C>T 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(R1299Q) 

1 / 0.19 
1 / 251486 

(0) 
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maintenance of neural stem cell state (Jepsen, Solum et al. 2007). Neuronal cell culture 

studies demonstrated a role in cell viability when responding to oxidative stress (Soriano, 

Leveille et al. 2011). Gene expression is reported in all GTEx tissue samples with 

moderate to high expression in the cerebellum. The Human Brain Transcriptome shows 

high levels of expression in all regions increasing just prior to birth then remaining at a 

high level. The Human Protein Atlas reports highest levels of protein in the cerebellum 

and placenta. Missense variants in the closely related gene NCOR1 have been associated 

with ASD (Iossifov, Ronemus et al. 2012, Wang, Guo et al. 2016). Mutations in a region 

of MeCP2 that interacts with NCOR1 and NCOR2 are causative of Rett syndrome (Lyst, 

Ekiert et al. 2013). 

   Summary of Pedigree AV 

  Pedigree AV consisted of a female diagnosed with ASD, dyslexia, and attention-deficit 

hyperactivity disorder and neurotypical parents. Filtering of variants identified from 

exome sequencing resulted in two candidates (one CH and one DN). 

  The most likely variants (NCOR2-CH1 and NCOR2-CH2) impact a protein that 

regulates gene expression and plays a role in murine brain development.  

 

5.5 Pedigree AX 

 Description of Pedigree AX 

   A trio consisting of the proband (AX0805), 

mother (AX1093), and father (AX1094) (Figure 

5.5). AX0805 was identified in the M4M database 

as a female diagnosed with ASD and no reported 

family members with related conditions (Table 

5-1). Ethnicity was reported as New Zealand 

European.  

  Clinical records identified AX0805 as high 

functioning ASD and reported an unaffected 

sibling. 

 

Figure 5.7 Pedigree Chart for 

AX Trio. 

Grey shading indicates an individual with 

ASD or similar conditions.  
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 Filtering Pedigree AX Variants 

5.5.2.1 Bulk Filtering of AX Variants 

  Bulk exome filtering removed 70,825 variants not recorded within the AX Trio, 32,711 

of low quality, 88,239 not predicted to modify proteins, and 12,822 with an ExAC MAF 

greater than 0.01 (Figure 5.8). CNV filtering identified 12 unique to AX0805. One loss 

had high-confidence heterozygous variants reported within its region by the exome data. 

 

Figure 5.8 Bulk Variant Filtering Results for the AX Trio. 

Bulk filtering steps taken to identify candidate variants responsible for the neurodevelopmental 

disorder of AX0805. The number of variants at each step are indicated in brackets. Information 

used for each filter step is written in light grey.  

5.5.2.2 Individual Filtering of AX Variants 

  Filtering for specific modes of inheritance removed a further 1,468 variants, leaving 77 

candidates. These were individually assessed using the gnomAD and UCSC 

GenomeBrowser websites (Table 5-8).   
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Table 5-8 Individual Variant Filtering of AX Trio Candidates. 

Variant Type 

Number filtered 

using ExAC 

website 

Number filtered 

using UCSC 

GenomeBrowser 

Remaining 

number of 

variants 

Number of 

genes 

impacted 

De novo SNV & 

indels 
14 4 3 3 

Compound 

Heterozygous 
9 0 4 2 

Recessive 

Homozygous 
25 6 1 1 

CNVs NA 10 1 3 

Individual filtering performed using ExAC/gnomAD and UCSC GenomeBrowser websites. 

Parameters are described in section 3.4.2. 

The remaining candidates are described in Table 5-9 below. 

Table 5-9 Candidate Variants for Subject AX0805. 

Variant ID 
Genomic Locus and 

Change 

Predicted Type of 

Variant 

SeattleSeq/SnpEff 

(amino acid change) 

Predicted 

Impact of 

Variant 
PolyPhen/SIFT 

Population 

Frequency  

-ALT/ total 

(hom)  

CNV_Loss-

1 

chr7:27215394-

27224687 Loss 
CNV Loss NA 

No 

information 

EPPK1-RH chr8:144942387 G>A 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_

CODING (R1679C) 

1 / 0.01 
538 / 282096 

(1) 

F12-DN chr5:176830262 C>A 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_

CODING (Q508H) 

0.999 / 0.26 
No 

information 

IL16-CH1 chr15:81517837 G>A 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_

CODING (D33N) 

0.961 / 0.03 
No 

information 

IL16-CH2 chr15:81565491 G>A 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_

CODING (V246I) 

1 / 0.13 
41 / 282502 

(1) 

RAD50-DN chr5:131927055 A>T 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_

CODING (H392L) 

0.212 / 0.67 
No 

information 

RASGRF2-

DN 
chr5:80256790 C>A 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_

CODING (A78E) 

0.549 / 0.01 
No 

information 

SLC12A8-

CH1 
chr3:124906136 G>A 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_

CODING (S112L) 

0.589 / 0.01 
44 /  282198 

(0) 

SLC12A8-

CH2 

chr3:124854586-

124854686 
CNV Loss NA 

No 

information 

Variant ID is composed of impacted gene name and type of inheritance mode. Population 

frequency information is from the gnomAD database. Format is; Alternate Allele Count/Total 

Allele Number (Homozygotes). 
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 Interpretation of Candidate Causative Variants for Subject 

AX0805 

  Candidate variants are reported below in order of least to most likely to be causative. 

  Less Likely Variants:  

  RASGRF2-DN is a low-confidence de novo missense variant in the gene in Ras Protein 

Specific Guanine Nucleotide Releasing Factor 2 (RASGRF2). AX0805 has uncertain 

allele depths (11 reference and 2 alternate) and all family members have poor genotype 

scores (51, 51, and 30 for proband, mother, and father respectively).    

  F12-DN is a de novo missense variant in the gene Coagulation Factor XII (F12).  F12 

encodes a serum protease that plays a role in coagulation, fibrinolysis and angiogenesis 

(Konings, Hoving et al. 2015). Expression is reported only in liver samples by GTEx and 

the Human Protein Atlas. No literature or databases associate it with neurodevelopmental 

processes. 

  EPPK1-RH is a homozygous (both parents heterozygous) missense variant in the gene 

Epiplakin 1 (EPPK1). EPPK1 is involved in cellular cytoskeletal architecture.  

Immunostaining and RNAi knockdown studies associated it with the integrity of the 

keratin intermediate filament network (Jang, Kalinin et al. 2005). Expression is reported 

predominantly in skin. No literature or databases associate it with neurodevelopmental 

processes. 

  More Likely Variants:  

  CNV_Loss-1 is a heterozygous 9.29kbp loss of region chr7:27215394-27224687. ChAS 

identified 12 markers with a mean log2 of -0.597. A single homozygous variant is present 

in the exome data. The DGV records a single CNV loss in the region, reported in a 

developmental delay study (Cooper, Coe et al. 2011). The region includes two homeobox 

genes (HOXA10 and HOXA11) and a non-coding read through of HOXA10 and HOXA9. 

Homeobox genes are essential to embryogenesis, sequentially controlling development 

along the anterior to posterior axis (Montavon and Soshnikova 2014). HOXA10 and 

HOXA11 are reported to be involved in forelimb and uterus development, and endometrial 

regulation (Mark, Rijli et al. 1997, Xu, Geerts et al. 2014). A frameshift in HOXA11 is 

reported to cause radioulnar synostosis with amegakaryocytic thrombocytopenia 

(OMIM#605432) (Thompson and Nguyen 2000). Gene family members HOXA1 and 

HOXA2 are reported to impact neuronal development with HOXA1 being identified as an 

ASD risk factor by SFARI. 
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  SLC12A8-CH1 is a maternally inherited missense variant and SLC12A8-CH2 is a 

paternally inherited deletion of exon 6. Both impact the gene Solute Carrier Family 12 

Member 8 (SLC12A8). SLC12A8-CH2 was identified via a Mendelian violation variation 

wherein the proband was homozygous for the alternative allele (0,37), the mother 

heterozygous reference/alternative (59,51) and the father homozygous reference (41,0). 

Average read depth of SLC12A8 exon-6 for proband, mother, and father was 24, 82, and 

33 respectively. aCGH data for the region shows proband AX0805 with nine SNPs with 

lower weighted log2 ratios than four other probands (AO0334, AQ0923, AV0704, and 

AW0313). SLC12A8 is predicted to be a poly-amine cotransporter (Daigle, Carpentier et 

al. 2009). The other eight members of the SLC12 family are cation-coupled chloride 

cotransporters associated with epilepsy (Arroyo, Kahle et al. 2013). Comparative 

homology analysis was unable to unequivocally place SLC12A8 into the SLC12 family 

(Hartmann, Tesch et al. 2014). Linkage disequilibrium mapping identified SLC12A8 as a 

risk factor for psoriasis vulgaris (Huffmeier, Lascorz et al. 2005). A related gene, 

SLC12A5 is identified as an ASD risk candidate in SFARI (Merner, Chandler et al. 2015). 

Gene expression in GTEx is predominantly in thyroid tissue.  

  IL16-CH1 (maternally inherited) and IL16-CH2 (paternally inherited) are missense 

variants impacting the gene Interleukin 16 (IL16). Both are predicted to have a strong 

impact and no gnomAD record exists for IL16-CH1 while IL16-CH2 has a MAF of 

0.000145 (Table 5-9). IL16 is involved in immune responses. It is a proinflammatory 

cytokine that signals via CD4 to recruit lymphocytes (Cruikshank, Center et al. 1994). A 

role in cancer development and sustainment has been reported (Lukaszewicz, Mroczko et 

al. 2007). A protein interaction network of ASD risk genes identified associations with 

KCNJ10, KCND2, and GRIN2A (as well as the related genes KCNJ2, KCNJ4, KCNJ15, 

and GRIN2C) (Li, Shi et al. 2014). Subsequent exome sequencing of ASD patients 

identified a significant enrichment of missense variants in IL16. SFARI reports IL16 as a 

low risk candidate based on the work by Li et al. (2014). Gene expression is reported as 

highest in whole blood and cerebellum samples by GTEx.  

 Most Likely Variant 

  RAD50-DN is a de novo missense variant impacting the gene RAD50 Double Strand 

Break Repair Protein (RAD50). RAD50 is involved in genomic integrity, repair, and 

replication. As a component of the Mre11-Rad50-Nbs1 (MRN) complex it plays a central 

role in double-strand break repair by activating ATM kinase (Carney, Maser et al. 1998). 
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It is associated with cell-cycle regulation and telomere stabilization (Zhu, Kuster et al. 

2000). Disruption of RAD50 in Drosophilia causes pupal lethality (Gorski, Romeijn et al. 

2004). The MRN complex plays a role in providing stability throughout neuronal 

development (Petroni, Sardina et al. 2016). Compound heterozygous LoF variants in 

RAD50 are reported to cause Nijmegen breakage syndrome-like disorder (OMIM# 

613078) (Waltes, Kalb et al. 2009). Clinical features include microcephaly, 

developmental delay, moderate retardation of psychomotor development, mild ataxia, and 

mild skeletal stiffness. The Human Brain Transcriptome reports highest expression in all 

brain regions just prior to birth. 

Summary of AX Pedigree 

  The AX trio consisted of a high-functioning ASD female and her parents. Filtering of 

variants, identified from exome sequencing and aCGH, resulted in three DN, two CH, 

one RH, and three CNV candidates. 

  Several potential de novo variants were found to be of low quality (RASGRF2-MV, 

PCSK5-MV, and FADS6-MV). The remaining high-confidence de novo variant, F12-

MV, impacted a gene not essential to neurodevelopmental processes. 

   The recessive homozygous variant EPPK1-RH is predicted to have a high impact and 

occurs in a conserved locus. While gene function has not been reported to be involved in 

neurodevelopment, cytoskeletal proteins are important to neuron structure. Although 

CNV_Loss-1 impacts several developmental genes none are reported to impact neuronal 

development.  

  Compound heterozygous variants impacting SLC12A8 are of interest as closely related 

genes are identified as ASD risk genes. Compound heterozygous missense variants 

impacting IL16 are of particular interest as it has been associated with ASD risk genes.  

  The de novo missense impacting RAD50 is of particular interest as the presence of an 

unaffected sibling lends weight to a causative de novo hypothesis. The phenotypic overlap 

of Nijmegen breakage syndrome-like disorder and the clinical description of AX0805 

likewise strengthen the likelihood of a causative role.  
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5.6 Summary and Discussion 

  The goal of the work presented in this chapter was to contribute to the understanding of 

the genetic aetiology of ASD. To this end candidate causative genetic variations identified 

in ASD cases via exome sequencing and aCGH genotyping are reported and discussed. 

  A cohort of six trios, consisting of females diagnosed with ASD from reportedly simplex 

families, was recruited through the Minds for Minds organisation. Genomic DNA was 

isolated from saliva samples and submitted for exome sequencing and aCGH genotyping. 

Exome data was processed following methods described in Chapter 3 to produce a table 

of annotated SNPs and indels. Four of the trios had CNVs identified using aCGH added 

to their tables of genetic variation. Filtering and interpretation of candidate variants was 

performed and two of the six trios had high-confidence causative variants identified 

which were further characterised (Chapters 6 and 7). The results of the remaining four 

trios are presented above. While none of the variants reported here were considered to be 

highly-confident of causation the most likely candidates all provide strong arguments for 

a potential role in ASD aetiology. 

  Variants prioiritised as most likely to contribute to ASD impacted genes that play roles 

in neuronal development, structure, and function.  

  The most likely candidates for AO0334 and AV0704 shared similar features. Compound 

heterozygous missense variants impacting the genes SYNE2 and NAV1 were identified in 

AO0334 while compound heterozygous missense variants impacting the gene NCOR2 

were discovered in AV0704. All three genes have been demonstrated in mouse studies to 

play a role in neuronal migration during development (Martinez-Lopez, Alcantara et al. 

2005, Jepsen, Solum et al. 2007, Zhang, Lei et al. 2009, Maddox, Collin et al. 2015). 

They all show high expression in the brain during foetal development (Human Brain 

Transcriptome) and each has a closely related ASD risk gene reported in SFARI (SYNE1, 

NAV2, and NCOR1). Impairment of typical neurodevelopmental processes is a significant 

factor in ASD pathophysiology (Ziats, Edmonson et al. 2015). Disruptions to the 

functioning of SYNE2, NAV1, and NCOR2 may result in atypical neuronal migration and 

development. 

  AQ0923 carries compound heterozygous missense variants impacting PTPN13. This 

gene encodes a tyrosine phosphatase that can act as a suppressor for the development of 

excitatory synapses in GABAergic neurons (Yamada, Inoue et al. 2013). Disrupted 
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GABAergic systems were identified in rat ASD models and suggested as a mechanism 

for altered cortical circuits (Banerjee, Garcia-Oscos et al. 2013). ASD risk genes 

neurexin, neuroligin, and CASK all play central roles in synaptic scaffolding of GABA 

receptors (Tong, Hu et al. 2015). Impaired functioning of the PTPN13 gene may cause 

an imbalance of the GABAergic system disrupting typical neuronal processes. 

  AX0805 carries three interesting candidates but due to the presence of an unaffected 

sibling the de novo missense variant impacting RAD50 was deemed to be the most likely. 

As a part of the MRN DNA-repair complex RAD50 contributes to genomic stability 

during development (Carney, Maser et al. 1998, Petroni, Sardina et al. 2016). While 

compound heterozygous LoF variants in RAD50 are reported to cause 

neurodevelopmental delay the de novo missense variant could potentially constitute a 

more subtle disruption in the same pathway. Compound heterozygous candidates for 

AX0805 included a missense and exon deletion in SLC12A8 and two missense impacting 

IL16. SLC12A8 transports polyamines which can impact the uptake of neurotransmitters 

and play a role in neurodevelopment (Slotkin and Bartolome 1986). Analysis of a protein 

interaction network of ASD risk genes associated IL16 with KCNJ10, KCND2, and 

GRIN2A. Subsequent exome sequencing of ASD patients identified a significant 

enrichment of missense variants in IL16 (Li, Shi et al. 2014). While none of the candidates 

appear sufficient alone they may have acted in an additive manner to culminate in the 

diagnosis of high-functioning ASD. 

  All of the candidates presented were high-quality variants with DP and GQ values that 

strongly support them. But to ensure they are not artefacts of the genotyping and data 

analysis processes it would be useful to design PCR primers to obtain amplicons for 

Sanger sequencing and confirmation. Further investigations into any of the candidates 

should take this as their first step. 

  At the beginning of this project New Zealand did not have a registry of ASD diagnosed 

individuals willing to participate in research. The development of the Minds for Minds 

database proved extremely useful for identifying candidates. It has also provided 

information about self-registered (or caregiver-registered) ASD individuals in New 

Zealand (Virues-Ortega, Lehnert et al. 2017). Of the six trios identified as simplex cases 

two later reported siblings with ASD associated symptoms. While this disrupted the goal 

of identifying de novo variants in simplex cases the communication between families and 

their clinicians was valuable. Extra information regarding a subject’s condition was 

included in the interpretation of candidate genes. 
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  Procurement of saliva samples using the OriGene collection kits via post made the 

process easy and affordable. Genomic DNA isolated from the saliva was of high standard 

and produced satisfactory results with exome sequencing, aCGH, and PCR analysis. The 

exception was one sample sent to the Ramaciotti Centre in NSW for aCGH analysis which 

failed quality tests. A second sample was sent but got delayed in customs for five days 

and while it subsequently passed quality checks the data it produced did not.   

  All of the exome data was processed using the methods described and discussed in 

Chapter 3. The pipelines processed the exomes without any issues and the 18 BAM files 

were combined with the first ten (Chapters 3 and 4) for variant identification. 

Identification of CNVs from aCGH data utilised ChAS software and produced high-

confidence variants. Combining exome identified variants with the CNVs provided extra 

evidence for some CNV deletions via read depths and Mendelian violations.  

  Variant filtering was performed as previously described in Chapters 3 and 4 with the 

following differences. Inclusion of the parents’ genetic variants allowed for unambiguous 

identification of recessive homozygous, compound heterozygous, and de novo 

candidates. The added information allowed for more precise filtering than was possible 

in Chapter 4. Inclusion of the CNVs required an expansion of the way compound 

heterozygous variants were considered as a deletion could cover several genes. The use 

of exome sequencing and aCGH to identify SNPs, indels, and CNVs provides information 

about well characterised aspects of the human genome. Future studies employing whole 

genome sequencing will benefit from the identification of SNPs, indels, and CNVs on a 

genome wide scale and in a single genotyping run. 

  Ascertaining the exact degree of aetiological contribution for a variant is confounded by 

uncertainty surrounding its predicted impact, the presence of other variants affecting 

related biological processes (in a positive and negative fashion), and unaccounted 

environmental factors. For cases where a de novo LoF variant impacts a gene that is 

reported to cause a disorder with significant phenotypic overlap there is high-confidence 

in its causative role. For less obvious candidates the contribution is more speculative.  

  The candidates described here lack sufficient evidence to be described as high-

confidence causative variants. All except the exon deletion in SLC12A8 are missense 

variants with uncertain degrees of impact. Predicted impact scores (PolyPhen2 and SIFT) 

are produced by considering structural domains and evolutionary conservation (Kumar, 
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Henikoff et al. 2009, Adzhubei, Schmidt et al. 2010). While these scores can be useful 

for interpretation of candidates they are not robust enough to be used as filters.  

  The genetic aetiology of ASD has been predicted to have a significant common-additive 

genetic component (Gaugler, Klei et al. 2014). The focus on females from simplex 

families was in order to increase the likelihood of discovering high impact, de novo 

variants. This was based upon the hypothesis that females have a protective effect 

requiring a larger genetic burden to cause ASD than males and the observation that 

subjects diagnosed with ASD in simplex families are enriched for de novo variation 

(Jacquemont, Coe et al. 2014, Sanders, Xin et al. 2015). 

   Of the six trios, two had high-confidence de novo causative variants identified (Chapters 

6 and 7). The remaining trios may have a mixture of common additive variants and the 

candidates described above contributing to their diagnosis. Identification of common 

additive variants is not possible with the data available. Whole genome sequencing of 

large ASD cohorts cases may yet reveal the variants involved. Environmental factors 

likewise could be playing a role in the aetiology of these ASD cases, either independently 

or through a complex interaction with genetic variation. 

  Future research may consider using whole genome sequencing to investigate a richer 

source of potential causative variants. The candidates impacting SYNE2, NAV1, and 

NCOR2 provide interesting clues to as yet unidentified ASD risk genes. Larger 

sequencing efforts may reveal more candidates in these genes. Functional work 

expressing versions of SLC12A8 and PTPN13 in neuronal cells could possibly provide 

evidence for a role in ASD pathophysiology. 

  In summary, four of the six female ASD simplex trios carried candidates with the 

potential to be contributing to their condition but insufficient evidence to support a high-

confidence causative role. The two remaining trios underwent further characterisation of 

their causative variants and are reported in the following chapters.    
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6 DISCOVERY AND 

CHARACTERISATION OF A 

DE NOVO 2Q37 CNV LOSS 

CAUSING 2Q37 DELETION 

SYNDROME 

 

6.1 Overview 

  This chapter describes the identification and characterisation of a large de novo, 

heterozygous 2q37-terminus deletion resulting in the neurological and global 

developmental delay disorder 2q37 deletion syndrome. It also demonstrates the capacity 

of whole genome sequencing to identify CNV breakpoints to single nucleotide resolution. 

Results from whole genome sequencing provided evidence towards the mutational 

mechanism responsible for the deletion. 

  Proband AW0313 is part of the cohort of trios described in Chapter 5. Genotyping via 

exome sequencing and aCGH produced a table of genetic variants that were filtered for 

causative candidates. Microarray analysis lead to the identification of a CNV loss 

spanning the 2q37 region. Phenotypic overlap between the patient and 2q37 deletion 

syndrome suggested this deletion is causative of the patient’s condition. Combining 

aCGH and exome data helped to confirm and further define the deletion.  

   Whole genome sequencing was performed in order to more accurately characterise the 

deletion. This facilitated precise identification of the breakpoint, observation of telomeric 

repeat sequence adjacent to the breakpoint, and provided evidence towards the 

mechanism of CNV deletion. 
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 General Aims 

 Identify the causative variant for proband AW0313 

 Further characterise the variant using whole genome sequencing 

 Methodology 

  The AW trio was identified, contacted, consented, and samples procured as described 

earlier (5.1.2.1-2). Exome sequencing, aCGH analysis, and filtering were performed as 

previously outlined (5.1.2.3-6).  

  Whole genome sequencing was performed at Macrogen (Rockvillle, MD, USA) on an 

Illumina Hiseq4000 150bp PE platform. Reads were processed as described in Chapter 3 

using an interval file to limit processing to 5Mbp either side of the proposed break point. 

  Reads were interpreted using the Integrated Genomics Viewer and Geneious software. 

6.2 Pedigree AW 

 Description of Pedigree AW 

  A trio consisting of proband (AW0313), 

mother (AW1046), and father (AW1047) 

(Figure 6.1). AW0313 was identified in the 

Minds for Minds database as a female diagnosed 

with ASD, attention-deficit disorder, gastro-

intestinal disorder, and dyslexia (Table 5-1). No 

family members were reported with ASD or 

related disorders. Her ethnicity was reported as 

Maori. 

  Clinical records indicated no formal ASD 

diagnosis, instead AW0313 is identified with 

global developmental delay. She was also 

reported  

to have eczma, self-stimulatory repetitive 

behaviours, anxiety, sensory sensitivity, and motor-coordination difficulties.  

Figure 6.1 Pedigree Chart for AW 

Trio. 

Grey shading indicates an individual with 

ASD or similar conditions.  
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 Identifying Candidate Variants 

6.2.2.1 Bulk Filtering of AW Variants 

  Bulk filtering of exome data removed 70,492 variants not recorded within the AW Trio, 

28,708 of poor quality, 92,292 not predicted to modify proteins, and 13,039 with an ExAC 

MAF greater than 0.01 (Figure 6.2). Filtering for specific modes of inheritance removed 

a further 1,541 variants, leaving 57. Seven CNV unique to AW0313 were also included. 

Selection criteria for each step are written in light grey. The number of variants at each step are 

recorded in brackets. 

6.2.2.2 Individual Filtering of AW Variants 

  Candidates were individually assessed using the gnomAD and UCSC GenomeBrowser 

websites (Table 6-1). 

 

 

Figure 6.2 Bulk Variant Filtering Results for the AW Trio. 
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Table 6-1 Individual Variant Filtering of AW Trio Candidates. 

Variant Type 

Number 

filtered using 

gnomAD 

website 

Number filtered 

using UCSC 

GenomeBrowser 

Remaining 

number of 

variants 

Number of 

genes 

impacted 

De novo SNV & 

indels 
14 0 0 0 

Recessive 

Homozygous 
13 10 0 0 

Compound 

Heterozygous 
12 6 2 1 

Candidate CNV NA 6 1 100 

Individual filtering performed using ExAC/gnomAD and UCSC GenomeBrowser websites. 

Parameters are described in section 3.4.2. 

  Remaining candidate variants are described in Table 6-2 below. 

Table 6-2 Candidate Variants for Subject AW0313. 

Variant ID 

Genomic 

Locus and 

Change 

Predicted Variant Type 

- SeattleSeq/SnpEff  

Predicted 

Impact 

-PolyPhen 

/ SIFT 

Population 

Frequency  
-ALT/ total 

(hom) 

ARHGAP10-

CH1 

chr4:1486535

70 A>G 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(I40V) 

0.009 / 0.12 
38 / 281430 

(0) 

ARHGAP10-

CH2 

chr4:1488764

93 A>G 

missense / 

NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(Y122C) 

1 / 0 
63 / 281656 

(0) 

CNV_Loss-1 

chr2:2338332

36-242782258 

loss 

9.37 Mbp heterozygous loss NA NA 

Variant ID is composed of impacted gene name and type of inheritance mode. Population 

frequency is gnomAD data in ALT Allele Count/Total Allele Number (Homozygotes) format. 

 Interpretation of Candidate Causative Variants for Subject 

AW0313 

  Candidates were investigated and prioritized. The following are from least to most likely 

to be causative of AW0313’s condition.  

Less Likely Variants:  

  ARHGAP10-CH1 (maternally inherited) and ARHGAP10-CH2 (paternally inherited) 

are missense variants impacting the gene Rho GTPase Activating Protein 10 

(ARHGAP10). Both are located in conserved loci predicted to impact the domains BAR 

and Rho-GAP respectively (100 vertebrae PhyloP and UniProt). ARHGAP10 binds to 

small GTPases and plays a role in cellular signalling, cytoskeletal processes, and muscle 

tissue development (Ren, Du et al. 2001). The BAR and Rho-GAP domains are reported 
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to be required for myoblast fusion (Lenhart, Becherer et al. 2014). No pathologies are 

reported to be associated with ARHGAP10. Expression is reported in most tissues with 

GTEx showing lowest levels in brain samples.  

  Most Likely Variant: 

  CNV_Loss-1 is a de novo 9.37 Mbp deletion of the cytoregion 2q37. It covers 100 

genes, of which 14 are reported to have associated disorders in OMIM (Figure 6.3). 

Chromosome 2q37 deletion syndrome (OMIM# 600430) is a developmental disorder 

associated with autistic traits (Leroy, Landais et al. 2013, Fisch, Falk et al. 2016). Clinical 

manifestations are variable due to different deletion sizes and the inclusion or exclusion 

of different genes. 2q37 deletions often result in autistic-like symptoms but ASD is not a 

universal feature of Chromosome 2q37 deletion syndrome. The incidence of ASD 

increases when considering terminal deletions only (Fisch, Falk et al. 2016) (Table 6-3). 

Table 6-3 Terminal 2q37 Deletions and Reported Phenotypes.  

Study 
Estimated 

 Break Point 

Size 

(Mbp) 

Reported Phenotypes 

ASD 

Global 

Developmental 

Delay 

This study AW0313 233,833,236 9.37 NO MODERATE 

Fisch et al. (2016) P5 233,371,968 9.83 YES NA 

Fisch et al. (2016) P7 236,555,246 6.64 YES NA 

Fisch et al. (2016) P6 236,470,861 6.73 YES NA 

Leroy et al. (2013) P1 234,429,660 8.77 NO MODERATE 

Leroy et al. (2013) P2 234,605,832 8.59 NO MODERATE 

Leroy et al. (2013) P3 234,670,367 8.53 NO MODERATE 

Leroy et al. (2013) P4 235,036,825 8.16 YES SEVERE 

Leroy et al. (2013) P6 236,716,581 6.48 YES MODERATE 

Leroy et al. (2013) P7 238,000,056 5.20 YES MODERATE 

Leroy et al. (2013) P8 238,258,614 4.94 YES MODERATE 

Leroy et al. (2013) P9 238,440,095 4.76 NO MODERATE 

Leroy et al. (2013) P10 238,996,422 4.20 YES MODERATE 

Leroy et al. (2013) P11 239,105,871 4.09 YES MODERATE 

Leroy et al. (2013) P12 239,307,975 3.89 YES MODERATE 

Leroy et al. (2013) P13 239,665,010 3.53 NO MODERATE 

Leroy et al. (2013) P14 240,575,606 2.62 NO MODERATE 

Ogura et al. (2014) P1 239,966,964 3.23 NO MODERATE 

Ogura et al. (2014) P2 240,912,892 2.29 NO NONE 

Mazzone et al. (2012) P1 235,409,163 7.79 YES MODERATE 

Only studies with break points identified using microarrays were included. Deletions are 

visualised in Figure 6.3. 
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  The sex ratio is reported to be skewed with a 2:1 proportion of females to males (Leroy, 

Landais et al. 2013). The top candidate gene within reported deletion regions is Histone 

Deacetylase 4 (HDAC4) with cases covering this gene reporting brachydactyly mental 

retardation syndrome (OMIM# 600430) and developmental delay (Williams, Aldred et 

al. 2010). Physiological development features such as short stature, obesity, and 

dysmorphic craniofacial features are reported to be associated (Falk and Casas 2007). 

Neurodevelopmental irregularities are one of the most commonly reported features 

(Leroy, Landais et al. 2013, Fisch, Falk et al. 2016). Fisch et al. (2016) reported 

individuals with larger deletions (10.1 and 9,5 Mbp) had more severe ID and 

developmental delay than individuals with smaller deletions (7.9 and 6.6 Mbp). 

 

Figure 6.3 Genes Covered by Reported Cases of 2q37 Deletion Syndrome. 

Terminal 2q37 deletions from Table 6-3 represented in Track A. CNV_Loss-1 is in red. 

Individuals with an ASD diagnosis are in light blue. UCSC Genes are in the Track B. OMIM 

genes are in Track C, those that have associated pathologies are in dark green. Image created 

using the UCSC GenomeBrowser. 

  Phenotypic overlap between AW0313 and patients with terminal 2q37 deletions is 

significant.  
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6.3 Characterising the De Novo 2q37 Terminal Deletion  

  CNV_Loss-1 included 2,650 markers over 8.95 Mbp at the distal end of the chromosome 

2 q arm (Chr2:233,833,236-242,782,258). Microarray results show the entire terminal 

end of chromosome 2 to be deleted, with no successive markers reporting diploid status 

after the break point. ChAS analysis predicted the break point to occur between markers 

located at 233,832,301 and 233,833,236 (935 bp apart), approximately half way across 

the cytoband 2q37.1 (Figure 6.4).  

 

Figure 6.4 Microarray Results for AW0313 2q37 Deletion. 

Illustrates CNV_Loss-1 as a red rectangle in Track A. Markers weighted using a log2 ratio are 

displayed in Track B. Predicted copy number state is in Track C. An accumulative smooth 

signal is in Track D. Cytobands and base numbers for the region are in Track E. The diagram of 

chromosome 2 shows the selected region (chr2: 228,000,000-243,199,373). Image created using 

ChAS software. 

  Exome data for AW Trio over the CNV_Loss-1 region identified 907 variants, of which 

AW0313 is homozygous for all (both parents show a typical distribution of homozygous 

and heterozygous variation). Instances of Mendelian violation show inheritance from the 

mother but not the father (Table 6-4). 
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Table 6-4 Mendelian Violations Within the 2q37 Deletion Region. 

Proband Genotype 
Mum hom REF 

& Dad hom ALT 

Mum hom ALT & 

Dad hom REF 

Mum het & Dad 

hom REF 

Mum het & Dad 

hom ALT 

AW0313 Hom REF 33 0 0 22 

AW0313 Hom ALT 0 20 77 0 

High-quality Mendelian violations identified in the AW Trio exome data within the CNV_Loss-

1 region. hom=homozygous, het= heterozygous, REF = reference allele, ALT= alternate allele. 

  Of the 152 variants in Table 6-4 there are eight variants located further along the 

chromosome than the furthest aCGH marker. The variant located furthest away occurs at 

chr2:242,842,382. This is a C>T transition with read depths (REF/ALT) of 0/13 for 

AW0313, 8/13 for the mother, and 29/0 for the father.  

  The closest Mendelian violation to the predicted break point occurs at chr2:233,834,975. 

An A>G transition variant where read depths are 20/0 for AW0313, 28/20 for the mother, 

and 0/35 for the father. The first instance of paternal inheritance is a G>A transition at 

chr2:233,792,565  (AW0313 (3/5), mother (8/1), father (6/6)) with a more confident G>T 

transversion occurring at chr2:233,791,648 (AW0313 (20/14), mother (20/31), father 

(23/26)) (Figure 6.5). 

 

Figure 6.5 Exome and aCGH Variants Near Breakpoint. 

Illustrates the location of evidence for diploid or haploid status of AW0313 around the potential 

break point. Appendix VII: Table A6.1 lists the exact location of each variant. Figure made 

using IGV to visualize region chr2:233,790,000-233,855,000. 
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  The break point potentially occurs soon after exon 3 (of 15) in the gene Neuronal 

Guanine Nucleotide Exchange Factor (NGEF). NGEF plays a role in neuronal 

development, in particular neuronal growth cones and dendritic formation (Shamah, Lin 

et al. 2001, Sahin, Greer et al. 2005, Fu, Chen et al. 2007). Knock out mice show 

deficiencies in neuronal maturation (Shi, Butt et al. 2010). As NGEF is involved in 

neurodevelopmental processes the exact identification of the break point may provide 

useful information to AW0313’s condition. 

6.4 Whole Genome Sequencing of AW0313 

  To more accurately identify the break point AW0313 DNA was sent for whole-genome 

sequencing at Macrogen (Rockvillle, MD, USA) on an Illumina Hiseq4000 150bp PE 

platform. Whole genome sequencing read depth shows clear evidence of a loss beginning 

within the identified region (Figure 6.6). 

 

Figure 6.6 Whole Genome Sequencing Reads Mapped Near 2q37 Breakpoint. 

Predicted break point marked with a yellow triangle. Reads mapped to the same region as 

Figure 6.5 (chr2:233,790,000-233,855,000). Read depth (0-59 reads) is represented in Track A. 

Reads are visualised in Track B. NGEF exons (numbered) and introns are in Track C. Figure 

made using IGV. 
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  Analysis around the potential break point (Figure 6.7) narrowed down the region to 

chr2:233,834,096-233,834,100 with the most likely nucleotide being chr2:233,834,098.  

The break is predicted by RepeatMasker to occur within a ‘free left Alu monomer’ 

(FLAM)-C Alu region (chr2:233,833,995-233,834,119) (Price, Eskin et al. 2004, Smit 

2015). 

 

Figure 6.7 Detail of Reads Mapped Near 2q37 Breakpoint. 

Visualisation of whole-genome sequencing reads mapped to within 300bp of the CNV_Loss-1 

break point (chr2:233,833,800-233,834,400). Predicted break point marked with a yellow 

triangle. Read depth (0-41) is represented in Track A. Reads are visualised in Track B. The 

reference and NGEF intron are in Track C. Reads labelled a – h contain telomeric repeat 

sequence. Reads labelled 1 – 12 (and reads a, d, g, & h) have mates mapped to other 

chromosomes. 
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  Eight reads that map over the break point (a – h) contain telomeric repeat sequence 

(TTAGGG)n directly after the estimate break point locus (Figure 6.8). 

 

Figure 6.8 Alignment of Reads Mapped to the Breakpoint that also Contain 

Telomere Repeat Sequence. 

Alignment of reads against reference genome (hg19) over the region chr2:233,834,065-

233,834,147. Reads are identified in Figure 6.7. Figure generated using Geneious. 

  There are 16 reads that have mates mapped to the ends of other chromosomes (Reads 

labelled 1 – 12 and reads a, d, g, & h). Mates of reads 2, 8, and 4 were mapped to 

chrX:155,260,016-155,260,243. Mates of reads 1, 3, 5, 6, 11, 12, a, d, and g are mapped 

to chr5:10,322-11,638. Mates of reads 7, 9, 10, and h are mapped to chr12 regions 

133,841,512-133,841,516 and 95,624-95,625. Alignment of the reads mapped to other 

chromosomes revealed them to all contain telomeric repeat sequence (Figure 6.9).  

 

Figure 6.9 Alignment of Mate Reads Mapped to Other Chromosomes. 

Alignment of reads that mapped to other chromosomes. Figure generated using Geneious. 

  Mates to reads 1, 9, 10, and 12 also included some of the reference sequence prior to the 

breakpoint. 
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6.5 Summary and Discussion 

  The aim of the work presented in this chapter was to discover and characterise the variant 

causing AW0313’s condition. To this end a filtering strategy was employed to establish 

candidate variants. Following identification of a 2q37 deletion as the causative variant 

whole genome sequencing was used to further characterise the breakpoint. Results 

discussed here provide insights to the clinical spectrum of 2q37 deletion syndrome and 

the mechanism through which AW0313 acquired a de novo 2q37 terminal deletion. 

  Access to the Minds for Minds research-registry database to identify and recruit the AW 

trio was highly valuable. Processing of exome sequence and aCGH data identified 

135,637 variants within the AW trio. This was filtered down to two candidates. The 2q37 

loss was discovered using aCGH data while evidence from exome data proposed a de 

novo origin in the paternal germline. Significant phenotypic overlap between 2q37 

deletion syndrome patients and AW0313 supported a diagnosis. Microarray probes 

estimated the break point to be between 233,832,301 and 233,833,236 (935bp apart). 

Exome data confirmed the deletion to continue to as far as chr2:242,842,382 (9.01Mbp 

away). Exon sequencing and aCGH information suggests the deletion continues to the 

terminal end of the q arm of chromosome two. A terminal CNV loss would be 9.37Mbp 

in size, making it the second largest terminal 2q37 deletion reported (Figure 6.3).      

  2q37 deletion syndrome has a relatively heterogeneous phenotype as differing sizes of 

deletions have varying impacts. Most frequently reported observations are global 

developmental delay, intellectual disabilities, behavioural problems (often with ASD-like 

symptoms), skeletal dysmorphologies, and excessive weight gain (Leroy, Landais et al. 

2013, Fisch, Falk et al. 2016). Information received for AW0313 matched the 

developmental delay, intellectual and behaviour deficiency symptoms but did not make 

specific mention of skeletal dysmorphologies or excessive weight gain. Further feedback 

from the clinician who used this finding to diagnose AW0313 with 2q37 deletion 

syndrome may help to clarify the phenotypic picture. 

  Genome sequencing allowed for refinement of the break point to single-nucleotide 

resolution (chr2:233,834,098). This locus represents the point at which the read depth 

sharply drops and when the telomeric repeat sequence of reads a- h (Figure 6.7) differs 

from the reference sequence. It is noted that there are two guanine bases preceding the 

estimated break point that match the reference sequence and the telomeric repeat 
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sequence. Thus the break point could potentially be any one of them. A more cautious 

estimate of the break point would be chr2: 233,834,096-233,834,098. 

  Regardless of which of the three bases the break point occurs at it has been confirmed 

to be downstream of the third exon of NGEF resulting in deletion of the first three exons 

(NGEF is in reverse orientation). As NGEF plays a role in neurodevelopmental processes 

future work into whether a truncated protein is produced or if haploinsufficiency of NGEF 

causes detrimental effects may help to clarify the impact of this deletion.   

  As there are 100 genes impacted by the deletion reported here it is likely that AW0313’s 

condition is caused by the loss of several key genes. Reports summarising cohorts of 2q37 

deletion syndrome have identified haploinsufficiency of HDAC4 to be the most probable 

cause of intellectual, behavioural, and skeletal deviations (Williams, Aldred et al. 2010). 

HDAC4 is a histone deacetylase that functions as a corepressor for transcription factors 

and has been associated with brachydactyly mental retardation syndrome (BDMR) 

(Williams, Aldred et al. 2010). Other genes reported to be possible candidates for aspects 

of the 2q37 deletion syndrome phenotype are KIF1A, STK25, D2HGDH, AGAP1, and 

NPPC (Leroy, Landais et al. 2013, Tassano, Buttgereit et al. 2013, Ogura, Takeshita et 

al. 2014, Imitola, Khurana et al. 2015). A review of relevant OMIM genes in the region 

identified KIF1A as associated with mental retardation and spastic paraplegia (OMIM# 

614255 & 610357), D2HGA as associated with D-2-hydroxyglutaric aciduria (OMIM# 

600721, a neurometabolic disorder with symptoms including developmental delay, 

epilepsy, hypotonia, and dysmorphic features), NDUFA10 as associated with Leigh 

syndrome (OMIM#256000, an early onset neurodegenerative disorder) and TRAF3IP1 as 

associated with Senior-Loken syndrome 9 (OMIM# 616629, a disorder with features 

including skeletal anomalies and obesity). Future work aimed at identifying which genes 

are involved in specific endophenotypes of 2q37 deletion syndrome may benefit from 

identification of more interstitial deletions in the 2q37 region. Through comparison of 

overlapping gene sets and subjects symptoms correlations may be observed for particular 

phenotypes and gene deletions. 

  Whole genome sequencing confirmed the break point to occur within a ‘free left Alu 

monomer’ (FLAM)-C Alu region. Alu elements are a family of short interspersed nuclear 

elements (SINE) that are found only in primates and comprise approximately 10.5% of 

the human genome (Jurka 2004). They are retrotransposable elements containing a 

recombinogenic motif that can mediate unequal exchange between chromosomes 
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resulting in pathogenic CNVs (Deininger and Batzer 1999, Gu, Yuan et al. 2015). 

Identifying the breakpoint within a (FLAM)-C Alu region suggests that the deletion was 

the result of Alu-mediated recombination. 

  Identification of reads that contained telomeric repeat sequence after the break point and 

mates of reads consisting of telomeric repeat sequence provide evidence that following 

the deletion event telomere was added to the breakpoint. This process may have been 

facilitated by telomerase via an as yet unidentified mechanism. Confirmation of telomere 

repeat sequence past the breakpoint helps to eliminate other potential scenarios such as a 

balanced relocation event occurring during recombination. 

    Use of whole genome sequencing to precisely identify the break point proved highly 

successful. It allowed the candidate region to be narrowed from 935bp to three base pairs 

providing information regarding the impact on nearby genes, the method by which the 

deletion occurred, and the process by which it was repaired. Previous reports of terminal 

2q37 deletions (Table 6-3) all relied upon microarray probes to identify breakpoints, 

making their estimates much less accurate and thus unable to comment on possible 

mechanisms of deletion. Adding AW0313 to the record of 2q37 deletion syndrome 

patients will help to clarify the clinical manifestations of this disorder and provide 

evidence towards which genes are essential for specific endophenotypes.  
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7 DISCOVERY AND 

CHARACTERISATION OF A 

DE NOVO FRAMESHIFT 

MUTATION IN ASXL3 

CAUSATIVE OF 

BAINBRIDGE-ROPERS 

SYNDROME 

 

7.1 Overview 

  This chapter presents the discovery and characterisation of a de novo frameshift in the 

gene ASXL3. Identification of the causative mutation led to a diagnostic refinement from 

ASD to Bainbridge-Ropers syndrome. Expressing cloned constructs of ASXL3 wildtype 

and two truncation variants in neuronal cells resulted in observation of a truncated protein 

suggesting a dominant gain-of-negative function mechanism.  

  Exome sequencing of the AY trio produced data that was processed into a table of 

annotated genotypes. Variant filtering and interpretation identified the ASXL3 frameshift 

as causative of the probands’ condition. De novo heterozygous truncation mutations in 

ASXL3 had been reported slightly prior to the discovery outlined in this chapter, defining 

a new neurodevelopmental disorder termed Bainbridge-Ropers syndrome (BRS) 

(Bainbridge, Hu et al. 2013). Substantial phenotypic overlap between subjects reported 

with BRS and the AY proband resulted in a diagnosis of BRS. 
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  The functional mechanism causing BRS could be hemizygosity potentially contributed 

to by nonsense mediated decay resulting in haploinsufficiency. Alternatively, the 

mechanism could be a dominant gain of function due to expression of a truncated protein. 

In order to investigate the causative mechanism molecular biology work was undertaken. 

A wildtype copy of ASXL3 and two versions containing truncating mutations were cloned 

into a plasmid expression vector. These were transfected into neuronal cells in culture. 

Measurements of mRNA expression were performed via qPCR and putative protein was 

detected by western blotting. 

  Results presented here show the benefit of exome sequencing for identifying causative 

variants and suggest a dominant gain-of-negative function mechanism for ASXL3 

truncation mutations in BRS.   

 General Aims 

 Identify the causative variant for proband AY0950. 

 Further characterise the mutation using molecular biology techniques. 

 Specific Aims 

 Filter AY trio variants to identify candidates. 

 Interpret and prioritise candidate variants. 

 Confirm de novo ASXL3 frameshift via Sanger sequencing. 

 Report causative ASXL3 variant to clinician and AY trio family. 

 Clone ASXL3 from cDNA and ligate into plasmid. 

 Obtain synthesised truncation variants and insert into ASXL3-plasmid construct. 

 Transform three ASXL3 versions into a mammalian expression vector. 

 Transfect neuronal cells with ASXL3 versions. 

 Measure mRNA expression via RT-qPCR. 

 Infer protein presence and size using western blotting. 

 Methods 

7.1.3.1 Identifying the Causative Variant 

  The AY trio was identified, contacted, consented, and samples procured as described 

earlier (5.1.2.1-2). Exome sequencing, data processing, and filtering were performed as 

previously outlined (5.1.2.3-5). 
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7.1.3.2 Confirming the de novo ASXL3 Frameshift 

  Confirmation was performed via Sanger sequencing. PCR amplification followed the 

method outlined in Section 2.3.5. Genomic DNA samples for the trio were amplified with 

primers ASXL3_insert_FWD and ASXL3_insert_REV. PCR products were cleaned using 

the Axygen PCR clean up kit as described in Section 2.3.6. Samples were submitted for 

sequencing with the ASXL3_insert_FWD primer. Sanger sequence traces were processed 

using Geneious. 

7.1.3.3 Creating ASXL3 Wildtype and Truncation Variants in a Mammalian 

Expression Vector 

  The approach used to obtain three versions of ASXL3 (wildtype and two truncation 

variants) in a mammalian expression vector (pcDNA3.1) is outlined in Figure 7.1.  

7.1.3.4 Cloning Wildtype ASXL3 

7.1.3.4.1 cDNA Synthesis and PCR Amplification of 5’ and 3’ ASXL3 Fragments 

  cDNA was synthesised following the method outlined in section 2.3.7. Samples included 

total RNA from blood and three brain samples (one sample (adult) from Clonetechs 

Human Total RNA Master Panel II and two (fetal and adult) samples from Ambions 

FirstChoice Total RNA). Oligo-dT primers were used. Products were treated with RNase 

H. 

Two overlapping fragments (the 5’fragment and 3’fragment) of ASXL3 were amplified 

from cDNA via PCR. Reactions were 25µl total volume and consisted of; one unit of 

KAPA Expand HiFi polymerase, 1x Expand HiFi buffer, 0.2mM each dNTP, 5%DMSO, 

300nM each primer, and 2ul of cDNA. The initial melt was 60sec at 95°C followed by 

30 cycles of 60sec at 95°C, 60s at 55°C, and 240s at 68°C. Final extension was 5min at 

68°C. 

7.1.3.4.2 Ligating Fragments into pCR4-TOPO 

  PCR products were cleaned using the Axygen PCR clean up kit then incubated with 

KAPA Robust polymerase and dATP to add 3’-dA overhangs. TA ligation into pCR4-

TOPO plasmids followed the methods outlined in 2.3.9.  
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Figure 7.1 Cloning and Synthesis Strategy for ASXL3 Variants in pcDNA3.1. 

Overview of the approach used to create three ASXL3 constructs (wildtype, ATAAinsert, and 

BB#2 stop-gain) in the mammalian expression vector pcDNA3.1.Numbered steps are; 1. 

Cloning wildtype ASXL3. 2. Procuring two ASXL3 truncation variants. 3. Creating full length 

ASXL3 clones (wt, ATAAinsert, and BB#2). 4. Transferring the three ASXL3 versions into the 

mammalian expression vector pcDNA3.1.  
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7.1.3.4.3 Transformation, Screening, and Propagation of Plasmids in TOP10 

  Samples were transformed into chemically competent TOP10 E. coli cells as described 

in section 2.3.10. Colony screening was performed via colony PCR. Insert orientation 

was tested using the M13_FWD and M13_REV primers located either side (73 and 60bp 

respectively) of the pCR4-TOPO plasmid insertion site. 5’fragment orientation inference 

used the primer ASXL3_3’frag_FWD while 3’ fragment orientation PCR used the primer 

ASXL3_5’frag_REV. Exon deletions were screened for in the 5’ fragment using 

ASXL3_whole_FWD and ASXL3_insert_REV primers. Candidates were grown in 

suspension cultures overnight, glycerol stocks were stored, and DNA was isolated from 

the remainder of the samples via miniprep as described in section 2.3.2. 

7.1.3.4.4 Sanger Sequencing to Identify Wildtype ASXL3 Fragments 

  Miniprepped plasmid samples were submitted for Sanger sequencing. The 5’ fragment 

was sequenced using primers; ASXL3_SS2_FWD, ASXL3_insert_FWD, 

ASXL3_SS4_FWD, and ASXL3_SS5_FWD. The 3’ fragment was sequenced using 

primers; ASXL3_SS7_FWD, ASXL3_SS8_FWD, ASXL3_SS9_REV, ASXL3_SS10_FWD, 

and ASXL3_SS11_FWD. Both fragments were also sequenced using the M13_FWD 

primer. Sanger sequence traces were processed using Geneious to identify variations 

within the fragments. The NCBI reference mRNA sequence NM_030632.1 was used.  

7.1.3.5 Procuring Two ASXL3 Truncation Variants 

7.1.3.5.1 Synthesising the Two Truncation Variants  

  Selected truncation mutations were the frameshift (p.N498K*) described here as 

ASXL3_DN (ATAAinsert) and a stop gain (p.Q466*) observed in patient 2 of the 

Bainbridge paper (BB#2). A 473bp region of ASXL3 containing the loci of ATAAinsert 

and BB#2 and two unique restriction enzyme digest sites (SacI and ClaI) was identified 

(c.1,135-1,608). The sequence was sent to GeneScript, two versions were synthesised, 

one containing the ATAA insertion and the other with the BB#2 stop-gain, and provided 

in plasmid pUC57. The two constructs were transformed into TOP10 cells as previously 

described. Purified plasmids were submitted for Sanger sequencing with 

ASXL3_SS2_FWD to confirm variants. 

7.1.3.5.2 Inserting ATAAinsert and BB#2 variants into ASXL3 5’ fragment 

    The cloning strategy incorporated the use of restriction enzyme ClaI to insert mutation 

carrying fragments into the 5’fragment of ASXL3. Unfortunately the ClaI cleavage is 
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sensitive to methylation from dam and dcm methylase. Thus a sequence confirmed ASXL3 

5’ fragment in pCR4-TOPO and the two truncation variants in pUC57 were transformed 

into the dam/dcm negative E. coli strain INV110. Samples were plated, screened, 

propagated, and DNA isolated via miniprep. All three samples of purified plasmid were 

digested overnight at 37°C using the enzymes SacI and ClaI (Sigma-Aldrich). Both have 

100% activity in Buffer A.  

  Gel purification was used to isolate bands containing the truncation variants and the 5’ 

fragment with the variant region excised. The truncation variants were then ligated into 

the 5’ fragment using insert to plasmid ratios of 4:1 ng (see section 2.3.9 for general 

ligation method). Samples were transformed into TOP10 cells, plated, and colonies 

screened using primers that spanned the insert region (ASXL3_SS2_FWD and 

ASXL3_insert_REV). Colonies with positive results were amplified in suspension 

cultures, glycerol stocks were made, and DNA was isolated from the remainder of the 

samples via miniprep.  

7.1.3.6 Creating Full Length ASXL3 Clones 

7.1.3.6.1 Ligating ASXL3 3’ Fragment with Three 5’ Fragment Versions (Wild type, 

ATAAinsert, and BB#2) 

  The ASXL3 3’ fragment was combined with three versions of the 5’ fragment (Wt, 

ATAAinsert, and BB#2) to create three full length ASXL3 constructs. All four samples 

(3’fragment, 5’fragment-wt, 5’fragment-ATAAinsert, and 5’fragment-BB#2) were 

digested for three hours at 37°C using enzymes XmaI and NotI-HF (NEB). Both have 

100% activity in CutSmart buffer.  

  Digest products were run on 1% gel and gel purification was used to isolate samples for 

ligation. Each of the isolated 5’fragments were then ligated with the 3’ fragment using 

5’fragment to 3’fragment ratios of 2:1 ng. Samples were transformed into TOP10 cells, 

plated, and colonies screened using primers that spanned the ligation sites 

(ASXL3_SS5_FWD and ASXL3_5’frag_REV for XmaI and ASXL3_insert_REV and 

M13_FWD for NotI). Colonies with positive results were amplified in suspension cultures 

and DNA was isolated via miniprep.  

7.1.3.6.2 Sanger Sequence Confirmation of Full Length Clones 

  Miniprepped plasmids for each of the three constructs (wt, ATAAinsert, and BB#2) 

were submitted for Sanger sequencing using the following primers: M13_FWD, 

ASXL3_SS2_FWD, ASXL3_insert_FWD, ASXL3_SS4_FWD, and ASXL3_SS5_FWD, 
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ASXL3_3’frag_FWD, ASXL3_SS7_FWD, ASXL3_SS8_FWD, ASXL3_SS9_REV, 

ASXL3_SS10_FWD, and ASXL3_SS11_FWD.  

7.1.3.7 Transferring ASXL3 Constructs into a Mammalian Expression Vector 

7.1.3.7.1 Ligating ASXL3 Constructs into pcDNA3.1(-)/myc-His_C 

  The mammalian expression vector pcDNA3.1(-)/myc-His_C (ThermoFisher) was 

digested overnight with NotI and EcoRV (Both from Roche with 100% and 50-75% 

activity respectively in Buffer H). The three ASXL3 constructs in pCR4-TOPO were 

digested overnight with NotI-HF and PmeI (Both from NEB with 100% activity in 

SureCut buffer). Restriction enzymes EcoRV and PmeI both create blunt ended 

fragments. 

  Products were run on a 1% gel and gel purification of the pcDNA3.1 band and the 

6.84kbp bands of the three ASXL3 constructs was performed. The three ASXL3 versions 

were ligated overnight (to help assist the ligation efficiency of the two blunt ends) into 

pcDNA3.1(-)/myc-His_C at a 1:1 ng ratio. Products were transformed into TOP10. 

Samples were plated and colonies screened for ASXL3 using primers ASXL3_insert_FWD 

and ASXL3_insert_REV. Positive results were grown in suspension cultures and plasmids 

were isolated via miniprep. Secondary screening was performed via a 3 hour digest with 

NdeI (NEB – 100% activity in Buffer H). 

7.1.3.7.2 MiSeq Confirmation of Constructs in pcDNA3.1 

  Miniprepped plasmids for each of the three (wt, ATAAinsert, and BB#2) ASXL3 in 

pcDNA3.1 constructs were submitted for paired end sequencing using a MiSeq platform 

(Illumina) provided by New Zealand Genomics Limited. Reads were processed using 

Geneious.   

7.1.3.8 Investigating ASXL3 mRNA and Protein Expression in Neuro-2a Cells 

Transfected with ASXL3 Wildtype and Truncation Variants in pcDNA3.1. 

7.1.3.8.1 Testing Transfection in Neuro-2a Cells 

  A Neuro-2a (ATCC) cell line was thawed, seeded, propagated, and split following the 

methods outlined in section 2.3.15. A frozen aliquot was removed from liquid nitrogen 

storage, passage number was recorded as 41 (the lowest passage of all frozen samples 

available), thawed and seeded into a 25cm2 Corning cell culture flask. Once confluence 

reached approximately 90% the cells was split and used to seed a 75cm2 flask. Once the 

75cm2 flask reached 90% confluence the cells were split resulting in an estimated 12 
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million cells. Three aliquots were frozen for future use (passage 43), a 75 cm2 flask was 

seeded with approximately 5 million cells, and 15 wells in a 96 well plate were seeded in 

order to test transfection properties. 

  Once cells in the 96 well plate reached approximately 70% confluence they were 

transfected with the wildtype ASXL3 in pcDNA3.1 construct and a GFP expressing 

plasmid, pmaxGFP (Lonza) following methods described in section 2.3.16. Wells were 

transfected in triplicate using Lipofectamine LTX and either pmaxGFP alone, wildtype 

ASXL3 alone, pmaxGFP and wildtype ASXL3, or water. Three wells were left 

untransfected as a control for possible negative effects on cell growth induced by 

Lipofectamine LTX. Following transfection cell viability was visually ascertained using 

a Leica DMI3000 B inverted microscope at 10x magnification. Cells were checked for 

typical Neuro-2a morphology and continued growth. Expression of GFP was checked at 

12 and 24 hours after transfection using a Nikon Ti-E inverted microscope. 

  Presence of ASXL3 protein was tested using western blotting. Triplicate wells were 

combined in order to increase protein yield. Protein was isolated following methods 

outlined in section 2.3.18. SDS-PAGE was performed as described in section 2.3.20. 

Samples were run at 140V for three hours. The gel was used in western blotting as 

described in section 2.3.21. As the target protein was the native form of ASXL3, which is 

predicted to be 242kDa, the High-MW transfer method was used. The primary antibody 

was Anti-ASXL3 (Atlas Antibodies - ab150855), a rabbit polyclonal raised against a 

recombinant fragment of human ASXL3 (amino acids 371 – 465) used at 1:1000. The 

secondary antibody was goat anti-rabbit conjugated to horse radish peroxidase (HRP), 

used at 1:5000. 

7.1.3.8.2 Isolating Total RNA and Protein from Neuro-2a Cells Transfected with 

ASXL3 Constructs 

    Neuro-2a cells from the second 75cm2 flask in section 7.1.3.8.1 (passage 44) were used 

to seed 12 wells (in 6-Well plates). Once 70% confluence was reached they were 

transfected in triplicate with either ASXL3-wt, ASXL3-ATAAinsert, or ASXL3-BB#2. 

Three extra wells had Lipofectamine but no DNA construct added. After 24 hours TRIzol 

was used to isolate total RNA and protein into separate tubes following methods outlined 

in sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.18. 
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7.1.3.9 Relative Quantification of ASXL3 mRNA Expression in Transfected Neuro-

2a Cells via qPCR 

  Aliquots of total-RNA (from 7.1.3.8.2) underwent cDNA synthesis with oligo dT 

primers following methods described in section 2.3.7. Samples were individually treated 

with RNase H then 5µl aliquots were combined into a pooled sample. A five-fold dilution 

series was made of the pooled sample (concentrations of 1, 0.2, 0.04, 0.008, and 0.0016). 

  qPCR primers (Appendix VIII: Table A7.1) were designed following methods outlined 

in section 2.1.1.4. Reference genes were identified from published studies reporting 

qPCR with Neuro-2a cells (Korade, Kenworthy et al. 2009, Koukouli, Paspaltsis et al. 

2012). The primer pair GAPDH-K was previously described by Koukouli et al. (2012). 

Human (Hs) and mouse (Mm) specific primers were designed by aligning mouse and 

human versions of ASXL3 to identify regions of diversity (Geneious). Species specific 

candidates were identified and tested for specificity (NCBI primer-BLAST) and potential 

formation of dimers or hairpins (IDT OligoAnalyzer). 

  A trial qPCR was performed following methods described in section 2.3.19. All qPCR 

primers and a water blank were used with triplicate technical replicates of the dilution 

series. The probes used with each primer pair are listed in Appendix VIII: Table A7.1. 

LightCycler 480 software was used for qPCR analysis as described in section 2.1.1.4. 

  The reference primer pair GAPDH-Mm_qPCR5 and human specific ASXL3-Hs_qPCR4 

were used in a qPCR run incorporating all cDNA samples, cDNA synthesis negative 

controls, the pooled sample five-fold dilution series, and a water blank. qPCR conditions 

were the same as the trial run. Sample concentrations were normalised against the 

standard curve then ratios of GAPDH-Mm_qPCR5 to ASXL3-Hs_qPCR4 were obtained 

for each sample. Expression of ASXL3, relative to GAPDH, was calculated for all 

samples. 

7.1.3.10 Testing for Presence of Wildtype and Truncated Proteins via Western 

Blotting 

  Two gradient PAGE gels (GenScript) were loaded with the 12 whole-cell protein lysate 

samples from 7.2.4.2 and HiMark protein standard (Thermo Fisher). SDS-PAGE was 

performed as described in section 2.3.20. Both gels were run at 140V for three hours. 

Western blotting was performed as described in section 2.3.21. One gel was processed 

following the normal method, the other was processed using the High-MW method. The 
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same primary and secondary antibodies were used at the same concentrations as described 

in 7.1.3.8.1. 

7.2 Pedigree AY 

 Description of Pedigree AY 

  Pedigree AY is a trio consisting of proband 

(AY0950), mother (AY1105), and father (AY1106) 

(Figure 7.2). AY0950 was identified in the Minds 

for Minds database as a female diagnosed with ASD 

with no immediate relatives diagnosed with ASD or 

any related disorders (Table 5.1). Her ethnicity was 

reported as “Other European” (i.e. not New Zealand 

European). 

  Clinical records noted global developmental 

delay, sensory integration difficulties, poor motor 

skills, gastro-intestinal complications, and 

dysmorphic features (wide spaced eyes, arched 

eyebrows, anteverted nares, pointed nose, and a 

prominent columella). 

 Identifying Candidate Variants 

  Genomic DNA for the AY Trio was sent to Otogenetics (Atlanta, USA) for paired-end 

whole exome sequencing on an Illumina HiSeq2000 platform. Exome capture kit was 

Agilent Human All-Exon V5 (See Appendix VI: Table A5.1 for details). Reads were 

processed as described in Chapter 3 (See Appendix VI: Table A5.2 for details).   

7.2.2.1 Bulk Filtering of AY Variants 

  Bulk filtering of exome data removed 69,791 variants not recorded within the AY Trio. 

Subsequent filters removed 31,786 of poor quality, 89,997 not predicted to modify 

proteins, and 12,950 with an ExAC MAF greater than 0.01 (Figure 7.3). Filtering for de 

novo, recessive homozygous, and compound heterozygous variants removed a further 

1,512, leaving 84.  

Figure 7.2 Pedigree Chart for 

AY Trio. 

Grey shading indicates an individual with 

ASD or similar conditions.  
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Figure 7.3 Bulk Variant Filtering Results for the AY Trio. 

Selection criteria for each step are written in light grey. The number of variants at each step are 

recorded in brackets.  

7.2.2.2 Individual Filtering of AY Variants 

  Candidates were individually assessed using gnomAD and UCSC GenomeBrowser 

websites (Table 7-1). 

Table 7-1 Individual Variant Filtering of AY Trio Candidates. 

Variant Type 

Number 

filtered using 

gnomAD 

website 

Number filtered 

using UCSC 

GenomeBrowser 

Remaining 

number of 

variants 

Number of 

genes 

impacted 

De novo SNV & 

indels 
13 0 8 5 

Recessive 

Homozygous 
18 12 0 0 

Compound 

Heterozygous 
17 6 10 3 

Individual filtering performed using ExAC/gnomAD and UCSC GenomeBrowser websites. 

Parameters are described in section 3.4.2. 

  Remaining candidate variants are described in Table 7-2 below. 
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Table 7-2 Candidate Variants for Subject AY0950. 

Variant 

ID 

Genomic Locus 

and Change 

Predicted Type of Variant 

SeattleSeq/SnpEff 

(amino acid change) 

Predicted 

Impact of 

Variant 

PolyPhen/ 

SIFT 

Populatio

n 

Frequency 

- gnomAD 

ASXL3-DN 
chr18:31318857 

G>GATAA 
frameshift / FRAME_SHIFT (-497I?) NA / NA no record 

CYP2A6-

CH1 

chr19:41354519 

C>CGT 
frameshift-near-splice / FRAME_SHIFT (-164?) NA / NA 

4 / 249910 

(0) 

CYP2A6-

CH2 

chr19:41354521 

CCA>C 
frameshift / FRAME_SHIFT (-163) NA / NA 

6 / 249992 

(0) 

CYP2A6-

CH3 

chr19:41350611 

C>A 

missense / NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(D410Y) 
0.911 / 0.02 

2 / 252092 

(0) 

CYP2A6-

CH4 

chr19:41354528 

C>T 

missense / NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(G162S) 
0 / NA 

8 / 250254 

(0) 

CYP2A6-

CH5 

chr19:41354534 

G>T 

missense / NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(L160I) 
0 / 0.09 

297 / 

278634 (0) 

CYP2A6-

CH6 

chr19:41354538 

G>C 

missense / NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(D158E) 
0 / 1 

363 / 

272598 (0) 

GCFC2-

DN1 

chr2:75937960 

T>G 

missense / NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(T8P) 
0.911 / 0.03 no record 

GCFC2-

DN2 

chr2:75937961 

C>A 

missense / NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(R7S) 
0.989 / 0.03 no record 

MYLK-

DN1 

chr3:123357014 

A>G 

missense / NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(F1553S) 
1 / 0 no record 

MYLK-

DN2 

chr3:123357017 

A>G 

missense / NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(L1552P) 
1 / 0.02 no record 

TCEAL3-

DN 

chrX:102864578 

G>A 

missense / NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(D196N) 
0.907 / 0 no record 

TMEM67-

DN1 

chr8:94793130 

G>A 

missense / NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(G197R) 
0.997 / 0.24 no record 

TMEM67-

DN2 

chr8:94793131 

G>A 

missense / NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(G197E) 
0.994 / 0.06 no record 

TTN-CH1 
chr2:179482734 

G>A 

missense / NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(P13214S) 
1 / 0 

4 / 250892 

(0) 

TTN-CH2 
chr2:179404549 

C>T 

missense / NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(R23680H) 
1 / 0 

18 / 282222 

(0) 

ZBTB10-

CH1 

chr8:81399185 

C>T 

missense / NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(P47L) 
0.003 / 0 

446 / 

136112 (2) 

ZBTB10-

CH2 

chr8:81430806 

G>T 

missense / NON_SYNONYMOUS_CODING 

(W418L) 
0.952 / 0.52 

469 / 

185974 (1) 

Variant ID is composed of impacted gene name and type of inheritance mode (CH=compound 

heterozygous, DN=de novo). gnomAD data is presented in Alternate Allele Count/Total Allele 

Number (Homozygotes) format. 

 Interpretation of Candidate Causative Variants for Subject 

AY0950 

  Candidate variants are reported below in order of least to most likely to be causative. 

  Less Likely Variants: 

  Several candidates were regarded with circumspect due to irregular allelic read depth 

ratios and medium genotype quality scores (Table 7-3). For variants identified as 

heterozygous the REF:ALT read depth ratio is ideally 1:1. Any ratios larger than 2:1 (or 

1:2) were treated as irregular.  
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Table 7-3 Candidate Variants of Uncertain Quality. 

Variant 

ID 

Genotype 
Allelic Read Depth Ratio 

(REF/ALT) 
Genotype Quality 

Proband Mother Father Proband Mother Father Proband Mother Father 

CYP2A6-

CH1 
C/CGT C/CGT C/C 

32:1 

(32/1) 

58:1 

(58/1) 

76:1 

(76/1) 
99 99 32 

CYP2A6-

CH2 
CCA/C CCA/C CCA/CCA 

33:1 

(33/1) 

58:1 

(58/1) 

83:1 

(83/1) 
99 99 32 

CYP2A6-

CH4 
C/T C/T C/C 

16.5:1 

(33/2) 

57:1 

(57/1) 

85:1 

(85/1) 
99 99 32 

CYP2A6-

CH5 
G/T G/T G/G 

3.8:1 

(34/9) 

14.3:1 

(57/4) 

26.7:1 

(80/3) 
99 99 32 

CYP2A6-

CH6 
G/C G/C G/G 

3.3:1 

(33/10) 

6.1:1 

(55/9) 

13.8:1 

(83/6) 
99 99 32 

GCFC2-

DN1 
T/G T/T T/T 

3.5:1 

(7/2) 

17:0 

(17/0) 

23:0 

(23/0) 
63 51 69 

GCFC2-

DN2 
C/A C/C C/C 

3.5:1 

(7/2) 

17:0 

(17/0) 

23:0 

(23/0) 
63 51 69 

MYLK-

DN1 
A/G A/A A/A 

4.5:1 

(9/2) 

26:0 

(26/0) 

35:0 

(35/0) 
57 93 99 

MYLK-

DN2 
A/G A/A A/A 

4.5:1 

(9/2) 

27:0 

(27/0) 

35:0 

(35/0) 
57 93 99 

TCEAL3-

DN 
G/A G/G G/G 

7.5:1 

(60/8) 

12.6:1 

(88/7) 

79:0 

(79/0) 
89 66 99 

TMEM67-

DN1 
G/A G/G G/G 

2.5:1 

(5/2) 

12:0 

(12/0) 

14:0 

(14/0) 
69 36 42 

TMEM67-

DN2 
G/A G/G G/G 

2.5:1 

(5/2) 

12:0 

(12/0) 

14:0 

(14/0) 
69 36 42 

Genotype, allelic read depth ratios (and REF/ALT read depths), and genotype quality of low-

confidence candidates for the AY trio. Irregular allelic read depth ratios of variants identified as 

heterozygous are highlighted in light yellow. Genotype quality scores of medium confidence are 

highlighted in light green. 

  While the bulk filtering cut off for genotype quality scores (GQ) was 30 and below, any 

variants with GQ scores between 30 and 70 were regarded as medium quality and 

reviewed via visualisation of their reads using the genome viewer tool IGV. Subsequent 

interpretation also checked gnomAD for similar variants of low confidence and the UCSC 

GenomeBrowser for evidence of potential variability (for example, a variant next to a 

region comprised of a single nucleotide).  

  Five of the six compound heterozygous variants impacting the gene Cytochrome P450 

Family 2 Subfamily A Member 6 (CYP2A6) have irregular allelic read depth ratios for 

AY0950 and the mother. The father has similar read depths to the mother and AY0950 

but different genotypes and medium genotype quality scores. 
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  For AY0950 seven of the eight de novo variants (GCFC2-DN1, GCFC2-DN2, MYLK-

DN1, MYLK-DN2, TCEAL3-DN, TMEM67-DN1, and TMEM67-DN2) are medium 

quality and have irregular allelic read depth ratios. 

  TTN-CH1 and TTN-CH2 are missense variants impacting the gene Titin (TTN). TTN 

is a key component of striated muscle and pathogenic variants are associated with 

cardiomyopathies (Gerull, Gramlich et al. 2002). Gene expression is in muscle tissues 

(GTEx). No association with neurodevelopmental disorders is reported in online 

databases or scientific literature.  

  More Likely Variants: 

  ZBTB10-CH1 and ZBTB10-CH2 are missense variants impacting the gene Zinc Finger 

And BTB Domain Containing 10 (ZBTB10). ZBTB10 is predicted to be involved in 

transcriptional regulation, cellular proliferation, and is associated with breast cancer 

(Mertens-Talcott, Chintharlapalli et al. 2007). While no neurodevelopmental disorders 

are associated with ZBTB10 in scientific literature or databases, SFARI associates the 

related genes, ZBTB16 and ZBTB20, with ASD.  

  Most Likely Variant: 

  ASXL3-DN is a de-novo frameshift in the gene Additional Sex Combs Like 3 (ASXL3). 

Four nucleotides (ATAA) are inserted into exon 11 (of 12) changing residue 499 to a stop 

codon and truncating the typically 2,248 amino acid long protein. ASXL3 is a polycomb 

protein involved in transcriptional regulation during development (Katoh and Katoh 

2004). De novo heterozygous LoF mutations are associated with the recently described 

Bainbridge-Ropers syndrome (BRS) (OMIM# 615485) (Bainbridge, Hu et al. 2013). 

BRS is a disorder characterized by developmental delay, severe muscular hypotonia, 

feeding difficulties, significant motor delay, profound speech impairment, neurological 

abnormalities, and a characteristic craniofacial phenotype (Kuechler, Czeschik et al. 

2017). Eleven reported cases of BRS include an ASD diagnosis and two de novo LoF 

variants in ASXL3 were reported in ASD subjects in an exome study (Dinwiddie, Soden 

et al. 2013, De Rubeis, He et al. 2014, Hori, Miya et al. 2016, Balasubramanian, 

Willoughby et al. 2017). GTEx reports highest expression of ASXL3 in reproductive 

tissues and next highest in the brain (cortex, frontal cortex, anterior cingulate cortex, 

hypothalamus, hippocampus, and amygdala samples).  
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Table 7-4 Phenotypic Features of BRS Subjects with ASXL3 Truncation 

Mutations. 
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Table 7-4 Cont. Phenotypic Features of BRS Subjects with ASXL3 Truncation 

Mutations. 
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Where a report described a phenotypic feature it is indicated as YES or NO. When a phenotypic 

feature was not mentioned it is recorded as NA. Subject AY0950 shows significant phenotypic 

overlap with the reported BRS cases. At the time of discovery only the Bainbridge and 

Dinwiddie reports were available. 
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  LoF variants from gnomAD are represented in Figure 7.4 along with the cases from 

Table 7-4. Predicted protein changes and population frequencies are available for all 

variants in the Appendix VIII: Tables A7.2 and A7.3. The gnomAD variants b through to 

m have only a single heterozygous instance reported (except for e which has two). 

 

 

Figure 7.4 ASXL3 mRNA and Protein with Reported Truncation Mutations and 

Protein Domains. 

UniProt predicted protein domains are highlighted in light blue, regions rich for a specific 

amino acid are indicated in light orange. Truncating variants listed in Table 7-4 are indicated in 

red while predicted truncating variants from gnomAD are indicated in green. Subject AY0950 is 

indicated with a yellow arrow. See Appendix VIII: Table A7.2&3 for details of BRS and 

gnomAD variants. Image of mRNA made using Geneious software. 

  At the time of discovery only the Bainbridge et al. (2013) and Dinwiddie et al. (2013) 

papers were available for phenotypic comparison. Subjects from both papers showed 

considerable phenotypic overlap with the proband in this study (Table 7-4). 

  Due to significant phenotypic overlap between BRS and AY0950 the ASXL3-DN 

mutation was deemed causative of AY0950’s condition. 

 

7.3 Confirming ASXL3-DN 

  Sanger sequencing was performed as described in section 7.1.3.2. All three samples 

showed a single band in the expected product size range of 449bp (Figure 7.5.A). 

Sequencing results confirmed the de novo ATAA insertion in AY0950 (Figure 7.5.B). 
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Figure 7.5 Sanger Sequence Confirmation of ASXL3-DN. 

Confirmation of the de novo status of candidate variant ASXL3-DN. A. Gel of products from 

PCR across ASXL3-DN locus. Expected product size is 449bp. B. Sanger sequence traces of 

AY trio (AY1105, AY1106 parents, AY0950 affected proband) over the ASXL3-DN insertion 

site. Image generated using Geneious software.  

  Following confirmation of ASXL3-DN further work was undertaken to investigate the 

pathological mechanisms of BRS. 

7.4 Investigating Truncation Mutations in ASXL3 

   To investigate the role of ASXL3 truncation mutations in BRS variants were expressed 

in a neuronal cell culture. The wildtype ASXL3 gene and two truncation variants were 

cloned into the mammalian expression vector pcDNA3.1. These constructs were 

transfected into Neuro-2a cells.  Relative quantification of gene expression was measured 

via qPCR. Protein presence and size was investigated using western blotting.  

 Obtaining Wildtype and Truncation Variant Clones of ASXL3 

  The truncation mutations chosen were the frameshift (p.N498K*) described here as 

ASXL3-DN (ATAAinsert) and a stop gain (p.Q466*) observed in patient 2 of the 

Bainbridge paper (BB#2). An overview of the cloning strategy is shown in Figure 7.1.  

7.4.1.1 Cloning Wildtype ASXL3 

  Obtaining a wildtype clone of ASXL3 involved PCR amplification of the gene from 

cDNA, insertion into a plasmid, transformation into E. coli, colony screening, and Sanger 

sequencing confirmation of candidates. 
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  Attempts were made to isolate the ASXL3 coding sequence from reverse transcribed 

whole blood RNA and brain samples as described in 7.2.3.1.1. PCR amplification of the 

ASXL3 gene from cDNA samples employed several strategies. Primers with and without 

restriction enzyme digest sites incorporated were used (Appendix VIII: Table A7.1). 

Attempts were made to amplify the entire gene in one reaction and also to target 

overlapping halves of the gene (the 5’and 3’ fragments). PCRs were trialled over 

annealing temperature gradients using a variety of extension and annealing times. 

Different reagent combinations and concentrations were trialled.  

  Positive results were only obtained for the 5’ and 3’ fragments (without RE sites 

included in primers) using the Ambion fetal brain cDNA (generated with oligo-dT 

primers) sample and the conditions described in 7.2.3.1.1 (Figure 7.6). Expected product 

sizes were 3,287bp for the 5’fragment and 3,642bp for the 3’fragment. 

 

Figure 7.6 PCR Products Used to Clone ASXL3. 

PCR of brain derived cDNA using ASXL3 5’ and 3’fragment targeting primers. Bands in the 

correct size range are indicated by yellow boxes. PCR conditions are described in section 

7.2.3.1.1. 

  PCR products were cleaned and ligated into the plasmid pCR4-TOPO as described in 

section 7.1.3.4.2. Plasmids were transformed into TOP10 cells, plated, screened, 

propagated, and miniprepped as described in section 7.1.3.4.3. The miniprepped plasmids 
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were submitted for sequencing as described in 7.1.3.4.4. Results for the top candidate 

clones are presented in Figure 7.7. 

 

Figure 7.7 Sanger Sequence Confirmation of ASXL3 Clones without Novel 

Variation. 

A. Sanger sequencing of 5’ fragment with region of variation shown below. B. Sanger 

sequencing of 3’ fragment. Both sequences are compared to the NCBI reference mRNA 

sequence for ASXL3 (NM_030632.1). Only one variation was observed for either fragment. 

Primers used for Sanger sequencing are recorded next to the trace.  
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  Only one instance of variation was observed in the ASXL3 5’fragment candidate clone, 

a codon (AAA) between exons two and three. This variant is present in nine of eleven 

NCBI mRNA transcript variants. The ASXL3 3’fragment clone was identical to the 

wildtype sequence.  

7.4.1.2 Obtaining ASXL3 ATAAinsert and BB#2 Variants 

  Truncation mutations selected for characterisation were the frameshift (p.N498K*) 

described here as ASXL3-DN (ATAAinsert) and a stop gain (p.Q466*) observed in 

patient 2 of the Bainbridge paper (BB#2).  

  Two copies of a 473bp region of ASXL3 (c.1,135-1,608), one containing ATAAinsert 

and the other containing BB#2, were synthesised and inserted into the plasmid pUC57 by 

GeneScript. Upon receiving, the plasmids were processed as described in section 

7.1.3.5.1. Sanger sequencing was performed to confirm the truncation variations (Figure 

7.8). 

 

Figure 7.8 Sanger Sequence Confirmation of ASXL3 Truncation Mutations. 

The ATAA insertion frameshift identified in this study and stop gain variant described by 

Bainbridge et al. (2012) are highlighted in blue. 

  Sequence confirmed ASXL3 5’fragment and the two truncation variants were 

transformed into the dam/dcm negative E. coli strain INV110 as described in section 

7.1.3.5.2. Double digest of the non-dam/dcm methylated plasmids using SacI and ClaI 

produced bands in the expected size; 460bp and 2.7kbp fragments for the two variants 

and 460bp and 6.85kbp for the 5’ fragment (Figure 7.9).  
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Figure 7.9 Digest Products Used to Create Truncation Mutation Carrying ASXL3 

5’ Fragments. 

Products from double digest (SacI and ClaI) of the 5’ fragment and the two variants from 

GeneScript. Bands excised are identified with yellow boxes. Ligation of the ATAAinsert and 

BB#2 bands with the 5’ fragment band created ASXL3 5’fragments containing the ATAAinsert 

and BB#2 variants in pCR4-TOPO plasmids. 

  Gel bands identified in Figure 7.9 were excised, purified, and ligated. The ASXL3 

truncation variants were each ligated into the ASXL3 5’fragment in pCR4-TOPO plasmid. 

Ligation products were transformed into TOP10 cells, plated, screened, and miniprepped 

as described in section 7.1.3.5.2. 

7.4.1.3 Creating Full Length ASXL3 Clones 

  To obtain full length versions of ASXL3 wildtype, ATAAinsert, and BB#2 the three 

5’fragments were ligated into the 3’fragment pCR4-TOPO construct following methods 

outlined in section 7.1.3.6. All four plasmids were digested with XmaI and NotI-HF 

(NEB) and the products run on a gel (Figure 7.10). Expected product sizes were; 7.5kbp 

and 90bp for the 3’fragment sample and 3.23kbp and 4.07kbp for the 5’fragment samples.  
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Figure 7.10 Digest Products Used to Create Full Length ASXL3 Variants. 

ASXL3 fragments in TOPO digested with XmaI and NotI-HF. Two lanes were loaded per 

sample to ensure sufficient product for ligation. Bands marked with yellow boxes were excised. 

Ligation of the 5’fragment bands with the 3’ fragment band created full length ASXL3 wildtype, 

ATAAinsert, and BB#2 clones in pCR4-TOPO plasmids. 

  Gel bands identified in Figure 7.10 were excised, purified, and ligated. Ligation of the 

5’fragment bands with the 3’ fragment band created full length ASXL3 wildtype, 

ATAAinsert, and BB#2 clones in pCR4-TOPO plasmids. Ligation products were 

transformed into TOP10 cells, plated, screened, and miniprepped as described in section 

7.1.3.6.1. Sanger sequencing of the miniprepped plasmids confirmed each of the whole 

ASXL3 constructs contained no novel variation (Appendix VIII: Figures A7.1.A,B&C). 

7.4.1.4 Transferring ASXL3 Constructs into a Mammalian Expression Vector 

  To express ASXL3 constructs in neuronal cell culture they were required to be transferred 

into the mammalian expression vector pcDNA3.1(-)/myc-His_C (ThermoFisher). This 

was performed following the methods described in section 7.1.3.7. 

  Restriction digest products of pcDNA3.1 with NotI and EcoRV and ASXL3 constructs in 

pCR4-TOPO with NotI-HF and PmeI were separated via gel electrophoresis (Figure 7.11) 

Expected product sizes for the ASXL3 constructs were 6.84kbp and 3.92kbp, with the 

larger containing the ASXL3 clone. A 19bp fragment separated the cleavage sites of NotI 

and EcoRV in the 5.52kbp sized plasmid pcDNA3.1(-)/myc-His_C.  
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Figure 7.11 Digest Products Used to Create Full Length ASXL3 Variants in 

Mammalian Expression Vectors. 

Restriction digest of ASXL3 cDNA in the TOPO vector and pcDNA3.1(-). ASXL3 Wt and 

truncation variants in TOPO were digested with NotI-HF + PmeI. pcDNA3.1(-) was digested 

with NotI and EcoRV. Three lanes were loaded per sample to ensure sufficient product for 

ligation. Bands marked with yellow boxes were excised. Digest products for cdDNA3.1(-) and 

ASXL3 BB#2 were run on a separate gel to the digest products for ASXL3 wt and ATAAinsert. 

Ligation of the pcDNA3.1 product with the ASXL3 in pcR4-TOPO products resulted in full 

length ASXL3 wildtype, ATAAinsert, and BB#2 clones in pcDNA3.1 vector. 

  Gel bands identified in Figure 7.11 were excised, purified, and ligated. Ligation of the 

pcDNA3.1 product with the ASXL3 in pcR4-TOPO products resulted in full length ASXL3 

wildtype, ATAAinsert, and BB#2 clones in pcDNA3.1 vector. The products were 

transformed into TOP10 cells, plated, screened, and miniprepped as described in section 

7.1.3.7.1. MiSeq sequencing of the miniprepped plasmids confirmed each of the whole 

ASXL3 constructs in pcDNA3.1 did not contain any novel variation (Figure 7.12.A, B, & 

C). 

 

Figure 7.12 MiSeq Confirmation of No Novel Variation in ASXL3-pcDNA3.1 Constructs. 

Figure continued over page. 
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Figure 7.12 MiSeq Confirmation of No Novel Variation in ASXL3-pcDNA3.1 

Constructs. 

Confirmation of no novel variation in ASXL3 wildtype, ATAAinsert, and BB#2 clones in 

pcDNA3.1 vector. Results of ASXL3 constructs sequenced on a MiSeq platform. Reads were 

aligned to constructs using Geneious. Coverage indicates the depth of bases covering a locus. 

Identity is the percentage of bases with the same sequence. No novel variation between the 

expected construct and the aligned reads was identified. A region towards the end of exon 12 

shows lower identity due to a GC-rich region. Inspection of reads over the lower-identity region 

revealed significant consensus with the reference construct.  

  Average base coverage was 3,918.3 for the wild type construct, 4,082.6 for the 

ATAAinsert construct, and 4,305.6 for the BB#2 construct. MiSeq results confirmed all 

three constructs contained no novel variations.  

 Measuring ASXL3 mRNA and Protein in Neuro-2a cells 

Transfected with ASXL3 Wildtype and Truncation Variants in 

pcDNA3.1 

  Sequence confirmed constructs were expressed in neuronal cell culture in order to test 

whether a truncated form of the ASXL3 protein is produced or if nonsense mediated 

decay prevents translation. Neuro-2a (ATCC), a robust Mus musculus neuroblastoma cell 

line, was used for transfection experiments. Protein presence was tested using western-

blots and gene expression was tested using qPCR. 
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7.4.2.1 Testing Transfection in Neuro-2a Cells 

  Initial transfection experiments tested cell viability, optimal transfection reagent 

combinations, and the presence of human ASXL3 wildtype protein. Methods are described 

in section 7.1.3.8. 

  Wells containing Neuro-2a were transfected in triplicate with either a GFP expressing 

plasmid (pmaxGFP (Lonza)), the ASXL3-wildtype in pcDNA3.1 construct, both vectors, 

or water. Three wells were left undisturbed to test toxicity of the transfection reagents. 

All wells showed typical Neuro-2a morphology and cell growth over a 24 hour period. 

Expression of GFP was checked at 12 and 24 hours after transfection (Figure 7.13). 

 

Figure 7.13 Testing Transfection of Neuro-2a Cells with GFP. 

Neuro-2a cells 12 and 24 hours after being transfected with pmaxGFP or pmaxGFP and ASXL3 

wildtype in pcDNA3.1. Images were captured using a Nikon Ti-E inverted microscope (40x 

magnification) with GFP lighting settings. Care was taken to image regions that were 

representative of cells throughout the well. GFP expression was higher at 24 hours after 

transfection than 12 hours. 

  Only wells that had been transfected with pmaxGFP showed fluorescence. There 

appeared to be less expression at 12 hours. Cells transfected with pmaxGFP alone versus 
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those co-transfected with ASXL3-wildtype in pcDNA3.1 showed no clear difference in 

GFP expression. 

  Following confirmation of GFP protein presence in transfected cells the presence of 

ASXL3 protein was tested via western blotting (Figure 7.14). The triplicate wells were 

pooled and whole-cell protein lysate was isolated. Samples were processed as escribed in 

section 7.1.3.8.2.   

 

Figure 7.14 Testing Expression of ASXL3 Protein in Transfected Neuro-2a Cells. 

Identification of ASXL3 protein in Neuro-2a cells transfected with ASXL3 wildtype in 

pcDNA3.1 construct. Samples ‘GFP and ASXL3’, ‘ASXL3’, and ‘Water’ are protein samples 

derived from transfected Neuro-2a cells. Yellow triangles indicate the ASXL3 bands. 

    Bands in the correct size range are visible in both samples transfected with the ASXL3 

wildtype in pcDNA3.1 construct while no bands are visible in the water-transfected blank. 

  Following confirmation of ASXL3 protein presence in transfected Neuro-2a cells a 

second round of transfection was performed. Wells containing Neuro-2a were transfected 

with ASXL3-wt, ASXL3-ATAAinsert, or ASXL3-BB#2. Three extra wells had 

Lipofectamine but no DNA construct added. After 24 hours TRIzol was used to isolate 

total RNA and protein into separate tubes following methods outlined in section 7.1.3.8.2. 

7.4.2.2 Relative Quantification of ASXL3 mRNA Expression in Transfected Neuro-

2a Cells via qPCR 

  Expression of ASXL3 relative to GAPDH in Neuro-2a cells was measured using qPCR 

methods outlined in section 7.1.3.9. An initial qPCR run was used to test qPCR primers 

against a pooled dilution series (Figure 7.15). Primer pairs included two reference genes 

(Two targeting GAPDH, one targeting PGK1), three Homo sapiens (Hs) ASXL3 specific, 

and three Mus musculus (Mm) ASXL3 specific (Appendix VIII: Table A7.1). 
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  Acquisition of fluorescence levels during extension allows for the LightCycler480 

Software to identify the amplification cycle in which the fluorescence of a sample rises 

above background fluorescence. This indicates significant amplicon presence and is 

deemed the Crossing Point (Cp). Amplification curves visualising fluorescence levels 

over qPCR cycles for all primer pairs are in Appendix VIII: Figure A7.2. 

 

Figure 7.15 Testing qPCR Primers with a Standard Curve. 

Testing qPCR primer pairs against a five-fold dilution series of pooled cDNA samples from 

Neuro-2a cells transfected with three ASXL3 constructs (wildtype, ATAAinsert, and BB#2) in 

the pcDNA3.1 vector. Crossing point values obtained from LightCycler 480 Software. The 

standard curve of qPCR primer pairs shows consistent measurements for the reference and 

Homo sapiens ASXL3 primer pairs. The Mus musculus ASXL3 primer pairs did not show reliable 

amplification of target cDNA.  

  By comparing Cp values of the same primers in different dilutions the LightCycler480 

Software produces an Efficiency value that represents the amount of DNA doubling with 

each amplification cycle (Table 7-5).  
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Table 7-5 qPCR Primer Doubling Efficiency Ratios. 

qPCR Primer Pair Efficiency 

GAPDH-K 1.96 

GAPDH-5 2.006 

PGK1-3 1.956 

Hs.ASXL3-1 1.986 

Hs.ASXL3-4 1.931 

Hs.ASXL3-7 1.985 

Efficiency values for qPCR primers calculated by LightCycler480 Software. Mouse ASXL3 

specific primers did not produce results suitable to efficiency analysis.  

  All three of the reference primers and the Hs.ASXL3 primers produced high Efficiency 

scores.  

  Comparison of Efficiency scores and amplification curves identified GAPDH-

Mm_qPCR5 and ASXL3-Hs_qPCR4 as the top qPCR primers. These primer pairs were 

used in a second qPCR run incorporating all cDNA samples, cDNA synthesis negative 

controls, the pooled samples five-fold dilution series, and a water blank.  

  LightCycler 480 Software was used to identify Cp values and sample concentrations 

were normalised against the standard curve. Ratios of GAPDH-1 to ASXL3-4 were 

obtained for each sample. Expression levels of ASXL3 relative to GAPDH1 were then 

calculated and are presented in Figure 7.16. 

  RT controls showed negligible amplification (Cp greater than 35 for all samples) with 

the GAPDH-1 and ASXL3-4 primer pairs. Cp values for all reactions are listed in 

Appendix VIII: Tables A7.3.A & B.  
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Figure 7.16 Relative Expression Levels of ASXL3 in Neuro-2a Cells Transfected 

with Wildtype and Truncation Variants. 

ASXL3 expression levels in Neuro-2a Cells transfected with Human ASXL3 expressing plasmid 

constructs (wildtype, ATAAinsert, and BB#2). ASXL3 expression is reported as a relative 

quantification in relation to endogenous GAPDH expression. Expression measurements were 

made following qPCR methods outlined in section 7.1.3.9. 

  ASXL3 mRNA levels were highest in cells transfected with the wildtype construct, and 

significantly lower in cells transfected with plasmids containing the ATAAinsert and 

BB#2 variants. No significant expression was observed in the blank and RT-negative 

controls. 

7.4.2.3 Measuring ASXL3 Protein in Neuro-2a cells Transfected with pcDNA3.1 

Constructs Containing Either the Wildtype or Two Truncation Variants of ASXL3  

  Western blotting was used to measure ASXL3 proteins. Whole-cell lysate protein 

samples from Neuro-2a cells transfected with water or pcDNA3.1 containing ASXL3-

wildtype, ASXL3-ATAAinsert, or ASXL3-BB#2 were processed following the methods 

described in section 7.1.3.10. Two gels were processed, one following the High-MW 

method (Figure 7.17.A) and the other following the normal western blotting protocol 

(Figure 7.17.B).  
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Figure 7.17 Western Blot Membranes of Neuro-2a Cells Transfected with ASXL3 

Wildtype and Truncation Variants. 
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Regions of interest are indicated with yellow triangles. A Membrane with proteins transferred 

using the High MW transfer method. Bands at the correct size for ASXL3 native protein are 

(cont..) 

clearly present in the wildtype transfected samples but not the other samples. B Membrane with 

proteins transferred using the standard transfer protocol. ATAAinsert and BB#2 transfected 

samples have unique bands at the correct size relative to each other (ATAAinsert truncation 

results in a slightly larger protein than BB#2).   

  Bands in the correct size range for the native ASXL3 protein are visible for the ASXL3-

wildtype transfected Neuro-2a samples in the High MW transfer membrane. No other 

samples show clear bands in the same region across all three replicates. 

  For the standard transfer membrane unique bands can be seen for the ATAAinsert and 

BB#2 samples. The ATAAinsert bands are slightly larger. No bands can be seen in the 

same region for the ASXL3-wildtype or water transfected samples. 

 

 

7.5 Summary and Discussion 

  The aim of the work presented in this chapter was to discover and characterise the variant 

causing AY0950’s condition. To this end a filtering strategy was used to identify a de 

novo frameshift in the gene ASXL3. Further functional work involved transfecting 

neuronal cell culture with three versions of ASXL3 (wildtype and two truncation variants) 

then measuring mRNA and protein expression. Results discussed here suggests a 

dominant gain of negative function mechanism for ASXL3 truncations in Bainbridge-

Ropers syndrome. 

  Access to the Minds for Minds research-registry database to identify and recruit the AY 

trio was critical. Exome sequencing and data processing identified 136,338 variants 

within the AY trio. Filtering reduced this to 18 candidates from which the ASXL3 

frameshift was identified as the most likely to be causative. Truncation mutations in 

ASXL3 had recently been associated with a neurodevelopmental disorder termed 

Bainbridge-Ropers syndrome (BRS) (Bainbridge, Hu et al. 2013). Phenotypic overlap 

between proband AY0950 and subjects described in Bainbridge et al. (2013) and 

Dinwiddie et al. (2013) resulted in a BRS diagnosis.  
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  Further functional work was undertaken in an attempt to characterise the pathological 

mechanism of truncation variants in ASXL3. ASXL3 was cloned and two truncation 

variants created (ATAAinsert and BB#2). These were ligated into the expression vector 

pcDNA3.1 and transfected into Neuro-2a cells. Gene expression measurements using 

qPCR demonstrated expression of ASXL3 in cells transfected with the wildtype and 

truncated variants. The wildtype transfected cells appeared to be have significantly higher 

mRNA expression levels. Protein presence and size, measured via western blots, 

demonstrated the presence of full sized ASXL3 in cells transfected with the wildtype. Cells 

transfected with the truncation variants showed the presence of smaller, unique proteins 

that are potentially truncated ASXL3 proteins. 

  While filtering included a step to remove poor-quality variants it was weighed towards 

including variants of questionable quality to ensure potential candidates with low read 

depth or quality were not removed. As a result 12 of the 18 final candidates were of 

questionable quality and after investigations into read alignment, base call quality, and 

the genomic locus of each they were all considered to be less-likely to be causative. The 

remaining candidates impacted three genes of which two contained compound 

heterozygous missense variants. These two genes were not reported in literature or 

databases to be associated with neurodevelopmental processes. 

  Identification of ASXL3-DN as a causative variant was supported by high confidence in 

its de novo status due to supporting allelic read depths and high genotype quality scores 

for all three members of the AY trio. Sanger sequence confirmation of the de novo status 

supported the decision to focus on trios consisting of ASD females from simplex families. 

Recent reports of truncation mutations in ASXL3 resulting in a disorder with significant 

phenotypic overlap with AY0950 provided sufficient evidence for clinical evaluation and 

eventually a diagnosis of BRS. Had the variant been discovered six months earlier it 

would not have had the benefit of reports supporting its role in a neurodevelopmental 

disorder but it would most likely have still been proposed as the causative variant. 

  Planning the cloning process was greatly assisted through the use of the software 

Geneious. Amongst many applications it allowed for visualising plasmid constructs, 

identification of restriction digest sites, processing of sequencing results, designing of 

primers, and interpreting implications of variants on gene and protein structure.  

  Work undertaken to obtain a clone of ASXL3 and two variants containing truncation 

mutations benefit greatly from the use of colony PCR and sequencing to confirm which 
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cultures contained candidate clones. Colony PCR screening provided a rapid way to 

assess many colonies at a time, providing a useful tool for evaluating transformation 

experiments. Over the course of the cloning processes thousands of colonies were 

screened and those selected were transferred to suspension cultures. Sanger sequencing 

provided a means of assessing which candidate cultures contained clones with no novel 

variations. MiSeq sequencing allowed for thorough analysis of the final ASXL3 gene and 

the pcDNA3.1 construct it was in.  

  Over the course of the project several unexpected problems were encountered. These 

required the development of tests to assess the problems and subsequent revisions to the 

cloning strategy. Initial screening of ASXL3 fragments in pCR4-TOPO plasmids showed 

the two fragments to consistently be inserted in opposite orientations. Repeat ligation 

experiments with shorter incubation prior to plating were trialled and after screening 

several hundred colonies a small number of candidates in the same orientation were 

identified. The initial ASXL3 5’fragment clones were screened for orientation only, but 

following the first round of Sanger sequencing and discovery of exon deletion in several 

candidates another colony PCR screen covering the exon regions of the 5’ fragment was 

introduced. The incorporation of ClaI into the cloning plan did not take into account its 

sensitivity to dam/dcm methylation. As no alternative approach was able to be developed 

the plasmids were instead transformed into the dam/dcm negative E. coli strain INV110. 

All challenges were eventually overcome and the final three ASXL3-pcDNA3.1 

constructs (wildtype, ATAAinsert, and BB#2) were confirmed down to single nucleotide 

resolution.  

  Future attempts at cloning ASXL3 may benefit from further efforts at PCR amplification 

of the entire gene from cDNA using primers containing restriction enzyme digest sites. 

Using the two fragment method and transfer from pCR4-TOPO plasmids to pcDNA3.1 

created several extra steps that extended the process. While many different PCR 

conditions and combinations were trialled in this study it could have saved time if more 

were tested before moving forward with ligating the products into plasmids. Alternatively, 

with the lowering cost of DNA synthesis it may be prudent to synthesize the entire gene 

rather than relying on PCR from cDNA. 

  The Neuro-2a cell line provided a robust neuronal cell culture with which to perform 

transfection experiments. It is a mouse neural-crest derived neuroblastoma cell line that 

has been reported in transfection, qPCR, and western blotting studies previously (Burton, 

Clayton et al. 2007, Lin, Hsieh et al. 2011, Yan, Hoffmann et al. 2011, Koukouli, 
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Paspaltsis et al. 2012). Use of a mouse cell line may not provide exact comparisons to 

human neuronal processes but without access to any human neuronal cell lines it provided 

an adequate substitute.  

  Transfection was tested via monitoring cell morphology and growth, GFP expression, 

and western blot identification of the ASXL3 wildtype protein. While a more rigorous 

method of assessing cell viability following transfection would have provided more 

accurate information regarding toxicity of the reagents the observation that all transfected 

and undisturbed wells contained morphologically similar cells that grew at the same rate 

suggested the reagents were not overtly toxic. GFP expression could have been measured 

using fluorescence-activated cell sorting to provide an estimate of the number of cells 

transfected versus those not. This would have provided a transfection efficiency value 

that could be used between samples to account for variability between wells. Without an 

estimate of transfection efficiency it is not possible to determine which wells received a 

higher proportion of introduced constructs. This impacts qPCR results that try to measure 

gene expression levels. Identification of the ASXL3 protein in cells transfected with the 

ASXL3-wildtype in pcDNA3.1 construct was good evidence that the constructs were 

successful in expressing the cloned gene. 

  While gene expression measurements using qPCR can be relied upon to report the 

presence of ASXL3 their capacity to accurately differentiate expression levels between 

samples that do not have transfection efficiency values is less reliable. Future expression 

studies should incorporate a measurement of transfection efficiencies to account for this 

problem. An alternative method to qPCR may be RNA-seq analysis which could provide 

information as to what other genes are expressed, possibly in relation to the presence of 

ASXL3. Differences in transcription profiles between Neuro-2a cells transfected with the 

wildtype and truncated variants would be of particular interest. 

  Further western blot analysis of cells transfected with the truncation variants identified 

unique bands that are potentially the truncated ASXL3 protein. Analysis of the protein 

samples using mass-spectrometry based proteomics may help to identify the candidates. 

Nonetheless, their presence in only the cells transfected with versions of ASXL3 

containing truncation mutations, their appearance in approximately the correct size range, 

and their correct size in relation to each other is supportive that they are the truncated 

ASXL3 proteins. 

  Using clones derived from processed mRNA may have an impact on the process of 
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nonsense mediated decay (NMD). Without undergoing intron splicing mRNA from 

constructs will not have the protein UPF3B, a component of the exon-exon junction 

complex, bound to them. UPF3B is proposed to be a component of the NMD-activation 

complex (Gehring, Neu-Yilik et al. 2003). This problem could be addressed though 

analysis of cell lines derived from subjects with truncation mutations.  

   ASXL3 was first described by Katoh and Katoh (2004) who suggested it plays a role in 

embryogenesis, a claim that was later supported by work using mouse embryos (Fisher, 

Randazzo et al. 2006). It acts as an epigenetic regulator by providing a scaffold that 

stabilizes complexes involved in histone modification of target genomic regions (Katoh 

2013). The protein contains five domains; ASXN, ASXH, ASXM1, ASXM2, and a plant 

homeodomain (PHD) finger (Figure 7.4). The region surrounding ASXN, ASXH, and 

ASXM1 interacts with BAP1, NCOA1, and EZH2 while the region around ASXM2 and 

PHD interacts with nuclear receptors and WTIP (Katoh 2015). Bainbridge et al. (2013) 

associated truncation mutations with a neurodevelopmental disorder consisting of a 

unique facial dysmorphology, feeding difficulties, hypotonia, ID, and ASD-like 

symptoms. Subsequent papers identifying truncation mutations in ASD have confirmed 

and expanded upon the BRS phenotype. With the majority of mutations occurring within 

the same region a ‘hotspot’ theory was proposed by Bainbridge et al. (2013). Later 

publications identified truncation mutations in the first half of exon 12 leading to the 

proposal of two mutational cluster regions (MCR), the original 5’ MCR (the Bainbridge 

identified region) and the later observed 3’ MCR (the first half of exon 12) 

(Balasubramanian, Willoughby et al. 2017). The pathogenic mechanism of these 

mutations was suggested to be either haploinsufficiency due to NMD or a gain of function 

due to the truncated protein.  

  Information relating to CNV deletions incorporating ASXL3 suggest that 

haploinsufficiency does not cause BRS. ExAC provides tables containing the number of 

variants expected based on a random non-selective model and the number of actual 

variants observed. For ASXL3 it predicts an expected number of 43.1 LoF variants but 

reports only 3. For CNVs it predicts 2.9 but reports 4 (2 of which are deletions). This 

suggests that while LoF variants impacting ASXL3 are selected against, CNV deletions 

encompassing the gene are not. A study of CNVs in ASD multiplex families identified an 

ASXL3 CNV deletion in the unaffected sibling of a child diagnosed with ASD (Leppa, 

Kravitz et al. 2016). According to the gene load hypothesis the sibling should have an 

increased risk of ASD, but even with the ASXL3 CNV deletion it was still not seen.  
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  Results presented here show that a truncated protein is produced in neuronal cells 

transfected with ASXL3 clones containing truncation mutations. These findings support 

the hypothesis that truncation mutations in ASXL3 cause BRS via a gain of pathogenic 

function. Limitations are placed on the study due to uncertainty surrounding transfection 

efficiencies and whether cloned genes in mammalian expression vectors undergo NMD. 
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8 FINAL DISCUSSION AND 

CONCLUSION 

8.1 Overview 

  The goal of this doctoral project was to develop the tools and approaches for mutation 

identification and apply them to discover genetic variants contributing to 

neurodevelopmental disorders, with emphasis given to ASD cases. To achieve this goal 

a methodology for identifying causative variants from exome sequencing data was 

developed. When this method was applied to two patient cohorts mutations responsible 

for neurodevelopmental conditions were discovered; six of the 12 pedigrees analysed 

received a diagnosis as a result of the mutations reported here. Further characterisation of 

two causative variants provided insights to the origin of a mutation resulting in 2q37 

deletion syndrome and a possible gain of pathogenic function mechanism for truncation 

mutations in ASXL3 causing Bainbridge-Ropers syndrome (BRS).  

8.2 Regarding Developing a Method for Discovering 

Causative Mutations from Exome Sequencing Data 

 Computational Pipelines for Creating Tables of Annotated 

Genetic Variants from Exome Sequencing Data 

  Development of a method for identifying causative variants from exome sequencing 

data consisted of acquiring the skills to work within a cluster computing environment, 

manipulating large exome sequence data sets, developing scripts to automate the 

processing of exome sequencing data into tables of annotated genetic variants, evaluating 

the results against established variant identification approaches, and devising strategies 

for filtering and interpreting variants to identify causative candidates. 

  The NeSI computer cluster provided a suitable environment for developing and 

executing the read processing, variant identifying, and variant annotating pipelines. 

Learning how to navigate the unix environment via the command line allowed for 

manipulation of files and execution of scripts within the cluster. This was an essential 
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skill for the project. Any future work with pipelines would greatly benefit from extending 

upon command line capabilities as well as developing comprehensive skill with a 

programming language. The scripts used by slurm to run the pipelines worked well with 

the two cohorts but required some prior editing to prepare them. For example, each 

sample required a document describing its details for the Slurm script to reference. 

Additionally, the transition from running the test exome data set (reads from chromosome 

19 of a single individual) to full exomes of ten individuals required work to split the 

interval files in order to parallelise the execution of variant identifying software 

(HaplotypeCaller). Ideally, future work could incorporate a relatively simple program to 

collate sample data and automatically split the interval files depending on how many 

BAM files were going to be processed by HaplotypeCaller.  

  Deciding upon which steps to incorporate and what software to use to facilitate those 

steps required an understanding of the reasons for each step and how the available 

software processed the data. Researching NGS provided insights to what types of error 

needs to be accounted for. Reviewing methods sections of published reports that utilised 

NGS helped to identify which software was frequently used and for what applications. 

The GATK best practice guide was also useful when combining the software tools into 

the pipelines. Future work could benefit from an extended period of trialling different 

software and comparing results. Depending on the type of data being processed and the 

desired use of the results, different software provides advantages and disadvantages. 

Knowledge of which approach is best to use would be beneficial for future work with 

NGS data. Likewise, keeping up to date with the latest release versions of the software 

that was chosen is essential to ensure the best possible results.  

  Future use of the pipeline developed during this project would benefit from 

incorporating updated versions for some of the software. The software used was the 

recommended version at the time of constructing the pipeline, but newer versions have 

since been released. HaplotypeCaller, from GATK versions 3.0 and above, writes the 

allelic depth for each sample after it has performed de novo assembly, unlike the version 

used for this project. Read mapping should be performed by the new BWA utility MEM 

instead of using ALN and SAMPE. Results from the read alignment tests performed using 

the Genome Comparison and Analytic Testing (GCAT) tool showed MEM to correctly 

map the highest percentage of reads when compared with BWA_ALN, Bowtie2, and 

Novoalign3 (Table 3-7). 
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  Pipelines constructed using different software for key steps can vary significantly in the 

variants they identify (Pirooznia, Kramer et al. 2014). GCAT was a useful tool for 

comparing variants identified by the BSP against three different approaches. Results 

showed the pipeline described here identified the highest number of true positive variants, 

the lowest number of false negative variants, and to have the highest degree of sensitivity. 

Unfortunately the parameters used for each of the compared approaches was not provided 

by GCAT, making detailed discussion about the differences between pipelines limited. 

The use of a highly characterised exome data set where variants had already been 

identified and verified provided the ability to identify true and false variants. Comparing 

the results of the ten exomes processed by the pipeline described here and one constructed 

by Dr. Klaus Lehnert’s was not possible. Instead the results were assessed for 

concordance, making the assumption that Dr. Lehnert’s approach was reliable. When 

removing variants that would not be considered in searches for causative mutations the 

genotype concordance between the two pipelines was 99.98%. Future comparisons would 

benefit from running the GCAT data through the Dr. Klaus Lehnert’s pipeline and 

comparing the results against those pipelines provided by GCAT. Further evaluations 

could also request other pipelines to process the ten exomes providing more variant tables 

for comparison. 

  Variants were annotated by HaplotypeCaller, VQSR, PhasebyTransmission, SnpEff, 

SnpSIFT, and SeattleSeq. The use of SnpEff and SNpSIFT required downloading 

databases from which they each drew their annotations. Future use of the BSP may benefit 

from removing SnpEff and SnpSIFT from the annotation pipeline and relying on 

SeattleSeq to provide the same information. SeattleSeq draws annotation from multiple, 

updated databases hosted by the University of Washington (USA). This would result in 

the use of less storage space and time spent downloading and updating the SnpEff and 

SnpSIFT datasets. Integration of the gnomAD dataset would provide an extremely useful 

resource for variant filtering. SeattleSeq now includes variant impact prediction using 

PolyPhen-2 trained using the HumVar (all known disease causing mutations and common 

human SNPs) dataset which is reported to provide more accurate impact estimates 

(Adzhubei, Jordan et al. 2013). Keeping up to date with SeattleSeq build notes allows for 

notification of when it may be beneficial to re-annotate variants with updated or new 

information.   
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 Strategies for Identifying Candidate Causative Variants from 

Tables of Annotated Genetic Variations 

  Filtering of variants was performed mostly using Microsoft Excel to manipulate variant 

tables that had been transformed into spreadsheets. Care was taken to review the 

conversion of information into cells, especially gene names as 30 are reported to be 

inadvertently converted to non-gene names due to default date format conventions 

(Zeeberg, Riss et al. 2004). While Excel provided a flexible platform with a familiar user 

interface it did not always process the large tables very well, with the software 

occasionally freezing when trying to perform analysis. Future approaches to variant 

filtering may benefit from storing tables in relational databases and using query languages 

such as SQL to filter. 

  Filtering was divided into two sections, bulk and individual. Initial bulk filtering 

identified subject specific variants from within the combined variant table, creating a 

subject specific sub-table which was converted to a spreadsheet for further analysis. For 

the sibling pairs this step isolated variants that were shared by the siblings and not 

observed in any of the other subjects. This allowed for a significant reduction of 

candidates, from the 200,281 total identified variant loci down to approximately 3,300 

for each of the sibling pairs. Filtering for variants unique to a cohort assumed that the 

causative variants were different for each cohort. While this approach may be applicable 

to monogenetic causes it is less suited to variants additively contributing to a condition. 

As the cohorts used in this study were selected to maximise the likelihood of a single 

causative variant this was a suitable assumption. Future studies incorporating large 

cohorts may be able to identify shared, common genetic variation shared by affected 

individuals. 

  Bulk filtering of spreadsheets applied selection criteria to columns of annotated 

information to identify candidates. Care was required to ensure the selection criteria and 

data accounted for all possible permutations of each information type. For example, when 

filtering out common variants using the ExAC data it was necessary to process the 

information first to ensure the correct allele frequency was applied in the case of multiple 

variant records at a single locus. The filter was also required to include those variants that 

did not have any ExAC record as there was a chance that they represented novel 

mutations. The allele frequency filter of 0.01 and above was selected as it represented a 

conservative score that would be more inclusive of potential candidates. As the goal was 
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to identify variants causing rare disorders it was assumed that these cases would be very 

rare in databases comprised of healthy subjects.  

  Filtering of poor quality variants used two sample-specific types of information, read 

depth and genotype quality score. Selecting for loci where all samples in a pedigree were 

covered by six or more reads helped to ensure HaplotypeCaller had sufficient evidence to 

confidently identify variants. The genotype quality score is derived by subtracting the 

quality score of the second most likely variant from the most likely variant at a locus. 

Thus a low score represents an uncertain locus where HaplotypeCaller identified multiple 

possible variants and a high score represents a strong degree of confidence in the 

identified variant. The phred-scaled threshold of 30 or below was suggested by GATK 

for exome derived variants. There is a possibility that a causative variant is filtered by 

these parameters but it was necessary to identify variants that could be trusted, otherwise 

candidate lists would be permeated with false positive cases. 

  Identifying variants that altered protein function was assisted by impact predictions 

made by SnpEff and SeattleSeq. Selecting for a variety of mutation types (see Table 3-10 

for a list of those targeted) allowed for removal of variants without a likely functional 

impact. SnpEff and SeattleSeq used slightly different gene prediction datasets and 

occasionally made conflicting predictions. To be more inclusive filtering was designed to 

select variants identified by either approach. Comparison using the UCSC 

GenomeBrowser to visualize multiple gene prediction databases across a variant locus 

more often found evidence supporting the SeattleSeq predictions. Filtering for protein 

impacting variants meant those impacting genetic regulatory regions were excluded. As 

the exome data focused on the coding regions the majority of regulatory regions were not 

covered and those that were typically had low read depth. Future applications of filtering 

strategies using whole genome sequence data will benefit from incorporating filters for 

variants impacting regulatory regions. 

  The final bulk filtering strategy used predicted modes of inheritance to remove 

candidates. For both cohorts the parents were reported to be neurotypical and thus 

unlikely to be carrying a dominant causative variant. For the sibling pairs it was 

hypothesised they had inherited the same causative variants from their parents and thus 

recessive homozygous and compound heterozygous modes were selected for. In the case 

of two brothers, filtering also selected for any X-chromosome linked candidates as these 

may have been inherited from their mother. The less likely scenario of a parent carrying 

a mosaic de novo variant in the germline but not any neuronal tissue was also considered. 
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Any such candidate variant was assumed to be a loss of function (LoF) mutation with 

either no, or very low, allele frequency. For trios, the identification of candidate de novo 

variants was greatly assisted through comparison with parental genotypes. Recessive 

homozygous and compound heterozygous cases were also considered for the trios. 

Assumptions about inheritance did not include the possibility of multiple variants with 

incomplete-penetrance impacting an essential pathway for typical neurodevelopment. 

Future work may benefit from including a filter for variants that impact genes involved 

in biological processes essential to typical neurodevelopment or genes associated with 

neurodevelopmental disorders.  

  Interpretation of candidates remaining after filters had been applied benefitted greatly 

from the vast amount of information available on the internet (Table 3-12 provides a list 

of the main information sources used for assessing candidate variants). In some cases the 

identification of a causative variant was straightforward. For example, querying OMIM 

may provide reports of similar (if not the same) variants inducing a condition with the 

same phenotypic description as the subject. For other cases there was no single source of 

information that confirmed a variant, instead multiple lines of evidence were combined. 

For example; a variant observed to have high expression in neuronal tissue (especially 

during early development), no record in any population frequency databases, occurrence 

in a highly conserved locus, and impact to a functionally important protein domain in a 

gene associated with neuronal processes. Although there is no a prior report describing 

this variant or gene as causative of neurodevelopmental disorders, the combined evidence 

warrants further investigations. Weighing the available information and making decisions 

as to which variants were most likely to be causative was a subjective process. Including 

more researchers and clinicians in the process could help by creating a consensus list of 

prioritised candidates.   

  A problem with using the 33 data sources listed in Table 3-12 was the time it took to 

interact with each website and to then collate any relevant information. Future iterations 

of candidate interpretation would greatly benefit from the development of software that 

could take a list of candidates and automatically query all of the data sources for 

information that would then be downloaded and presented in a single document using a 

uniform format. This would provide a final step to the filtering pipeline, the creation of 

an interpretation document for researchers or clinicians. With further development the 

software could potentially include a prioritisation aspect, providing evaluation of 

information for all candidates and sorting based on likelihood of being causative. 
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  Creation of filtering strategies was dependent on information about the subjects being 

assessed. Typically, the most useful data source about subjects was access to their clinical 

record. Further information from clinicians and family members could likewise be 

incorporated into filtering strategies. For the cohort of four sibling pairs and two ASD 

individuals, information was provided by the clinicians who recommended them for 

research. For the ASD simplex trios, initial information was provided by the Minds for 

Minds Research-registry database. This was later enhanced by the inclusion of clinical 

records and feedback from families. Information from the Minds for Minds database was 

used to identify candidates who were female, diagnosed with ASD, and had no immediate 

relatives diagnosed with ASD or any related disorders. Of the six trios selected for 

research two later reported siblings with ASD related disorders. Selecting for females 

diagnosed with ASD in simplex families was hypothesised to increase the likelihood of 

discovering de novo LoF variants. Females are proposed to have a protective factor that 

requires larger mutational loads to overcome whilst probands in simplex cases have 

higher rates of de novo variants impacting genes (Jacquemont, Coe et al. 2014, Ronemus, 

Iossifov et al. 2014). Future studies would benefit from continuing with this strategy and 

possibly extending upon it by searching the Minds for Minds database for individuals 

with multiple reported disorders, as they are potentially the result of a severe de novo LoF 

mutation resulting in an undiagnosed global developmental delay disorder. 

8.3 Sample Procurement and Genotyping 

  DNA samples for the sibling pairs and ASD individuals were provided by clinical 

laboratories. Access to these samples was facilitated through communication with 

paediatric clinicians who identified the subjects as cases of particular interest for exome 

sequence analysis. Developing and maintaining relationships with clinicians is an 

important aspect of ongoing research into ASD and other neurodevelopmental disorders. 

Clinicians provide a vital link between the community and research laboratories. They 

are able to assist with clinically describing subjects, identifying families with recurrent 

disorders, and referring patients for genotyping. 

  Genotyping techniques described here include exome sequencing and array comparative 

genomic hybridization (aCGH). Exome sequencing was used to identify SNPs and indels 

in the coding regions of the genome while aCGH was used to identify CNVs. Exome 

sequencing was performed in USA and aCGH in Australia. Posting samples overseas for 

genotyping only encountered one problem, when a sample was held in customs for three 
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days in Australia. The sample passed quality control tests at the genotyping centre but 

subsequently resulted in non-useable aCGH data. Genotyping was performed overseas as 

it provided the most cost effective option. Future work may benefit from decreasing 

genotyping costs making sequencing in New Zealand a possible option. 

  Prior to sequencing, samples underwent exome capture to create pools of DNA 

fragments enriched for coding regions. This allows for sequencing to target the most 

comprehensively researched part of the genome where up to 85% of disease causing 

mutations are found (Choi, Scholl et al. 2009). Exome sequencing results in read ‘islands’ 

spanning across captured regions of the genome, typically starting with low read coverage 

at the edges and increasing towards the middle. This uneven coverage contributes towards 

a high degree of variant quality variability. Exon capture can miss coding regions; for 

example exons 1, 2, 11, and the first third of 21 (from a total of 22 exons) in SHANK3 

had significantly low coverage for all samples sequenced in this project. SHANK3 is a 

common ASD-risk gene with mutations being observed in 0.5%-0.7% of individuals with 

ASD (Cochoy, Kolevzon et al. 2015). Exome capture also introduces GC bias due to 

reduced efficiency of capture probe hybridization to sequences with low or high GC 

content (Chilamakuri, Lorenz et al. 2014). Subsequent sequencing studies would benefit 

from using whole genome sequencing as this approach has less read depth variability, 

covers a larger proportion of the coding region, and less error is introduced by extreme 

GC regions (Lelieveld, Spielmann et al. 2015). Whole genome sequencing additionally 

provides a more accurate and sensetive data set from which to identify CNVs (Hehir-

Kwa, Pfundt et al. 2015).  

  Sequencing was performed on the Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform producing paired end 

reads of 100 nucleotides length. The process of generating read data introduced some 

artificial information that was accounted for in the read processing pipeline. Duplicate 

reads were created either during bridge-PCR cluster generation or via optical processing 

that identified a single cluster as two or more clusters. Base quality calls were less 

accurate in extreme GC regions and over long homopolymer runs (Ross, Russ et al. 2013). 

These issues were accounted for by marking duplicates and performing base quality score 

recalibration. The read length of 100bp makes ascertaining the length of any repeat region 

longer than 100bp problematic. Expansion of unstable nucleotide repeats accounts for 

many neurodevelopmental disorders (Nelson, Orr et al. 2013). For example, the 

polymorphic CGG repeat in FMR1 that causes the neurodevelopmental disorder Fragile-

X syndrome is too large to be reliably genotyped using 100 bp length reads. A cross 
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platform approach might be useful for future research with Illumina HiSeq platforms 

performing the bulk of the sequencing and a platform capable of producing long read 

lengths, such as PacBio RS-II, sequencing a targeted capture pool of fragments containing 

repeat regions. 

8.4 Causative and Candidate Variants from the First 

Cohort 

  Exome sequencing of the first cohort (four sibling pairs each with a shared, undiagnosed 

neurodevelopmental condition and two individuals with ASD) produced data that was 

processed by the BSP resulting in a table of annotated genetic variation identified from 

the subjects. Development and application of filtering strategies identified candidate 

variants that were evaluated and prioritized based on their likelihood to cause the subjects’ 

conditions. The causative variant for three of the four sibling pairs and one of the ASD 

individuals was discovered. While highly-likely causative variants were not discovered 

in the remaining sibling pair and ASD individual, several variants of considerable interest 

were identified. 

 Causative Variants 

  In Pedigree AA compound heterozygous stop gains in PEX7, previously reported to 

cause rhizomelic chondrodysplasia punctata, type 1 (Shimozawa, Suzuki et al. 1999, 

Motley, Brites et al. 2002), were deemed likely to cause the siblings condition. A 

recessive homozygous missense impacting the transmembrane domain of SLC18A2, 

similar to previous missense variants reported to cause brain dopamine-serotonin 

vesicular transport disease (Rilstone, Alkhater et al. 2013), was deemed likely to cause 

the AB pedigree siblings condition. Compound heterozygous missense and splice donor 

variants impacting ADCK3, a gene associated with cerebellar ataxia and coenzyme Q10 

deficiency (Lagier-Tourenne, Tazir et al. 2008), were deemed likely to cause the AD 

pedigree siblings condition. A de novo splice-site acceptor variant in KMT2A, an ASD-

risk gene and causative of Wiedemann-Steiner syndrome, was deemed causative of 

AF0252’s condition. 

  All variants were confirmed via Sanger sequencing. Reporting findings to clinicians 

prompted clinical confirmation, diagnostic refinement, and feedback to the families as to 

the cause of their children’s condition. Identification of causative variants also resulted in 

publication of some of the findings and motivated further research within the laboratory 
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to investigate the pathogenic mechanism induced by the mutations (Jacobsen, Glamuzina 

et al. 2015, Jacobsen, Wilson et al. 2015). Combining functional characterization work 

with causative variant discovery creates useful information that should be contributed to 

scientific literature. It allows for an extension of the phenotypic description of a disorder 

whilst providing insights as to potential pathological mechanisms. 

 Candidate Variants 

  The most-likely candidate for the AC pedigree siblings was compound heterozygous 

missense variants impacting PSPH, a gene with similar missense variants reported to 

cause phosphoserine phosphatase deficiency (Veiga-da-Cunha et al., 2004; Vincent et al., 

2015). There was not sufficient phenotypic overlap between the reported subjects and the 

AB pedigree siblings to deem the compound heterozygous variants definitively causative. 

Another candidate was a novel stop-loss in the gene RANBP3L which could potentially 

account for the cardiomyopathy and rhabdomyolysis aspects of the siblings’ phenotype. 

The mutation would need to be a somatic de novo event in one of the parents resulting in 

mosaicism whereby the germline cells were impacted but not muscle or neuronal tissue. 

Sanger sequencing of parental tissue samples could confirm or reject this rare scenario. 

Further Sanger sequencing could likewise help to identify which of the three most-likely 

candidate variants in AE0251 was truly de novo in origin. All three are LoF variants 

impacting genes involved in neuronal processes and with reported association to 

neurodevelopmental disorders. In cases where a single highly-likely causative candidate 

is not identified there is a possibility that the subjects’ condition is the result of multiple 

variants acting in an additive manner. Definitive confirmation of this scenario was out of 

the scope of this project. Future work may benefit from developing methods for 

evaluating the likelihood a subjects condition is caused by multiple variants. These 

subjects may also benefit from whole genome sequencing as their causative variants may 

lie in non-coding regions or be unidentified CNVs. 

  This cohort was analysed in parallel by a team of geneticists and their findings were 

compared to those from this study. Variants that were deemed to be definitively causative 

were identified and prioritised as the top candidate by both investigations. This overlap 

of results provides positive support to the effectiveness of methods developed during the 

course of this project.  
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8.5 Causative and Candidate Variants from the Second 

Cohort 

  These optimised and tested variant identification methods were then solely applied to a 

second cohort consisting of trios with female probands diagnosed with ASD from simplex 

families. Two of the six trios had highly-likely causative variants identified, the remaining 

four trios all had candidates identified that were of significant interest. 

 Candidate Variants 

  Missense variants comprised several of the most-likely variants to be causative. Top 

candidates for the AO and AV trios consisted of compound heterozygous missense 

variants that impacted genes (SYNE2, NAV1, and NCOR2) demonstrated in mouse studies 

to play roles in neuronal migration and that each have closely related gene-family 

members reported to cause ASD. The AQ trio also had compound heterozygous missense 

variants identified as the top candidate. AQ0923 carried missense variants impacting a 

gene that can act as a suppressor for the development of excitatory synapses in 

GABAergic neurons. The top AX trio candidate was a de novo missense variant 

impacting RAD50, a gene where LoF variants are reported to cause neurodevelopmental 

delay (Carney, Maser et al. 1998). The impact of missense variants is difficult to 

accurately estimate, with different methods (PolyPhen and SIFT) often producing 

contradicting predictions. With this uncertainty surrounding missense mutations it was 

difficult to collate enough evidence to deem them highly-likely causative variants. Future 

studies may benefit from increased population frequency information (which helps to 

identify potentially pathogenic variants) and improvements in missense impact prediction 

methods due to increased identification of protein domains (from X-ray crystallography 

structures and work investigating mutational impacts on protein function). Alternatively, 

future work could focus on assessing the functional impact of the missense variants 

identified here in order to provide evidence for, or against, their causative role.  

 Discovery and Characterisation of the 2q37 Deletion  

   The most likely causative variant for the AW trio was a de novo CNV deletion predicted 

to begin half way across 2q37.1 and continue to the terminus of the q arm of chromosome 

two. 2q37 deletion syndrome consists of similar deletions and reported subjects had 

significant phenotypic overlap with AW0313 (Fisch, Falk et al. 2016). Exome sequence 

data helped to confirm the variant and predicted the de novo loss to be of paternal origin 
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(as only maternal variants in the deletion region were inherited by AW0313). The 

breakpoint was predicted to be between two aCGH probes 935 bp apart. This resulted in 

the deletion of the first three exons of NGEF, a gene reported to play a role in 

neurodevelopmental processes. In addition, the predicted deletion region covered 100 

genes of which the top causative candidate is HDAC4 (Williams, Aldred et al. 2010, 

Leroy, Landais et al. 2013, Fisch, Falk et al. 2016). Several other candidate genes have 

been proposed to contribute to different aspects of the 2q37 deletion syndrome phenotype 

(KIF1A, STK25, D2HGDH, AGAP1, and NPPC) and OMIM associates four genes with 

disorders that have overlapping phenotypes with 2q37 deletion syndrome (KIF1A, 

D2HGA, NDUFA10, and TRAF3IP1) (Leroy, Landais et al. 2013, Tassano, Buttgereit et 

al. 2013, Ogura, Takeshita et al. 2014, Imitola, Khurana et al. 2015). Publication of more 

2q37 deletion (distal and interstitial) cases reporting patient symptoms and exact 

breakpoints will contribute to identifying overlapping gene sets that correspond to 

specific endophenotypes. 

  Whole genome sequencing of AW0313 refined the breakpoint to three base pairs 

occurring within a (FLAM)-C Alu repeat region. Previous studies reporting Alu elements 

inducing pathogenic CNVs provided a possible deletion mechanism (Gu, Yuan et al. 

2015). Analysis of genome sequence reads that mapped across the breakpoint revealed 

eight instances where telomeric repeat sequence was observed directly after the 

breakpoint. Subsequent investigation into nearby reads who had their mates mapped 

elsewhere revealed the mates to be comprised of telomeric repeat sequence. This suggests 

that following the Alu element mediated deletion the break point had telomere added and 

eliminates the possibility of a balanced relocation event occurring during recombination. 

Whole genome sequencing proved to be very useful for further characterisation of the 

2q37 deletion variant and would be a beneficial approach to take in any future work 

involving the characterisation of CNVs. 

 Discovery and Characterisation of the ASXL3 Frameshift  

  The most likely causative variant for the AY trio was a de novo insertion of four 

nucleotides (ATAA) into the gene ASXL3. The resulting frameshift introduced a 

premature stop codon which results in a truncation at residue 499 of the 2,248 amino acid 

long protein. Concurrent with this discovery, two independent publications reported 

truncation mutations in ASXL3 and associated them with a new neurodevelopmental 

disorder termed Bainbridge-Ropers syndrome (BRS) (Bainbridge, Hu et al. 2013, 
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Dinwiddie, Soden et al. 2013). Significant phenotypic overlap between proband AY0950 

and the subjects described with BRS lead to clinical referral, confirmation, and a 

diagnostic refinement of AY0950 from ASD to BRS. Since the discovery of the ASXL3 

frameshift reported here several additional papers have been published describing more 

ASXL3 truncation events causing BRS and ASXL3 has also been identified as a potential 

ASD-risk gene (De Rubeis, He et al. 2014, Hori, Miya et al. 2016, Srivastava, Ritesh et 

al. 2016, Balasubramanian, Willoughby et al. 2017, Kuechler, Czeschik et al. 2017).  

  Early reports identified truncation variants within the first half of exon 11 leading to the 

proposal of a disease-causing mutation hotspot (Bainbridge, Hu et al. 2013, Dinwiddie, 

Soden et al. 2013). Subsequent publications also identified truncation mutations in the 5’ 

half of exon 12 leading to the proposal of two mutational cluster regions (MCR), the 

original 5’ MCR (the 5’ half of exon 11) and the later observed 3’ MCR (the 3’ half of 

exon 12) (Balasubramanian, Willoughby et al. 2017). Both of these regions are located 

C-terminus of ASXL protein specific domains; the 5’MCR is downstream from the 

ASXH domain and the 3’MCR is downstream from the ASXM1 domain (Figure 7.4). 

The ASXH and ASXM1 domains are reported to interact with the cell growth regulating 

deubiquitinating enzyme BAP1,  nuclear receptor coactivator NCOA1, and the regulatory 

Polycomb-group member EZH2 (Katoh 2015). It is possible that truncated proteins retain 

their capacity to interact with these regulatory elements but can no longer perform typical 

function due to the missing ASXM2 and PHD domains. This may lead to a dominant gain 

of pathogenic function for truncation mutations. Alternatively, the truncation mutations 

may trigger nonsense-mediated decay of mRNA transcripts resulting in 

haploinsufficiency of ASXL3 and a pathogenic phenotype caused by an inadequate dosage 

of ASXL3 protein at critical junctures of neuronal development. 

  In order to address these questions ASXL3 alleles (a wildtype and two truncation 

variants) in mammalian expression vector pcDNA3.1 were transfected into neuronal cell 

culture and subsequent measurements of mRNA and protein were made. Two overlapping 

fragments (5’ and 3’ fragments) of wildtype ASXL3 were amplified from cDNA 

synthesised from brain tissue total mRNA. Truncation variants were synthesised and 

ligated into copies of the 5’ fragment prior to ligation of the 3’ fragment with three 

versions of the 5’ fragment (the wildtype and two truncation mutations). The three 

constructs of ASXL3 in pcDNA3.1 were then transfected into Neuro-2a, a mouse 

neuroblastoma cell line. Relative expression levels of mRNA was measured using qPCR 

while protein presence and size was assessed using western blotting. 
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  Interpretation of the truncation and wildtype relative mRNA expression levels was 

confounded because they were not normalised by transfection efficiency or an 

experimental design that normalised against a bicistronically transcribed transcript. The 

qPCR results demonstrate that ASXL3 mRNA was expressed, but the finding of the 

wildtype having higher expression levels than the two truncation variants requires further 

investigation to confirm. Future work using fluorescence-activated cell scanning 

assessment of GFP transfection rates may help to identify transfection efficiencies. 

Identification of unique protein bands in the ASXL3 truncation variant transfected cells 

suggests that the mutations resulted in truncated proteins. While further confirmation 

using mass-spectrometry based protein confirmation of SDS gel bands would provide 

further clarification their approximate size relative to each other and unique presence in 

truncated mutation transfected cells is strong evidence for presence of a truncated protein. 

  Discovery of the de novo frameshift in ASXL3 and overlapping phenotypic presentation 

confirmed the proband AY0950 as having BRS. Molecular biology research results 

provided support for a dominant gain of pathogenic function for ASXL3 truncation 

mutations but further work is required. The use of CRISPR/Cas9 editing technology to 

create human neuronal cell lines (for example, HCN-2 or SH-SY5Y) carrying truncation 

mutations in the 5’ and 3’ MCRs of ASXL3 would provide a valuable tool for research. 

Measurements of mRNA and protein from these cell lines would be more informative of 

how the mutations cause BRS. Additionally, RNA-seq experiments may help to identify 

what pathways are altered by truncation mutations while pull down assays of truncated 

and wildtype versions of the ASXL3 protein would provide information as to what proteins 

each is capable of interacting with.  

  The work presented here has described and implemented a method for identifying 

genetic variation from exome-sequencing data, devised and applied strategies for the 

filtering and interpretation of variants to discover variants causative of 

neurodevelopmental disorders, and undertaken further work to characterise causative 

variants in order to uncover their mechanism of origin and aetiological contribution to a 

subjects’ syndrome. Discovery of causative mutations and characterisation of their 

pathogenic mechanisms provides knowledge that enhances diagnostic accuracy, allows 

for personalised treatment strategies, informs families of recurrence risk, elucidates 

essential molecular pathways, and identifies targets for therapeutic research.  
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8.6 Future Discovery of Mutations Contributing to 

ASD and Neurodevelopmental Disorder in New 

Zealand and Beyond 

  Future work of this kind will greatly benefit from utilising the Minds for Minds research-

registry database. It is the only resource for ASD research of its kind in New Zealand and 

its composition reflects the ASD gender bias, commonly reported comorbid disorders, 

and the ethnic structure of New Zealand (Virues-Ortega, Lehnert et al. 2017). Early on in 

this doctoral project effort was made to assist with founding and growing the Minds for 

Minds organisation. It has since expanded to include many researchers covering a variety 

of scientific disciplines, developed a strong relationship with ASD support organisations, 

and begun to implement research projects. The six trios of females diagnosed with ASD 

from reported simplex families was one of the first cohorts identified from within the 

database. Future projects, incorporating many more subjects and combining genotyping 

technologies with comprehensive ASD assessments, brain imaging, and microbiome 

methods will provide a much more detailed understanding of ASD in New Zealand. The 

database could potentially benefit from including an option for reporting the severity of 

different aspects of ASD; language competence, social comprehension, restrictive and 

repetitive behaviours, and sensory sensitivities. These might help with identifying groups 

of individuals with a similar ASD presentation and possibly shared genetic variations. 

Furthermore, an option to report parental age would help to identify probands with older 

fathers, such cases have an increased likelihood of de novo mutations (Sanders, Xin et al. 

2015). Additionally an option to report on extended family (cousins, uncles, aunties, 

grandparents) may help to identify pedigrees for future research. 

  Future projects could focus on ethnic groups uniquely enriched in the New Zealand 

population. Genetic studies of neurodevelopmental disorders in Polynesian populations 

provides an interesting avenue as several genetic bottleneck events occurred during 

colonisation of the Pacific ocean (Pugach and Stoneking 2015). Do Polynesian 

populations show unique ASD mutation profiles or are they similar to what has been 

observed in the rest of the world? Alternatively, a cohort targeting a unique combination 

of ASD and specific comorbid disorders could be identified in an attempt to discover risk 

genes that result in overlapping phenotypes. Ideally the entire cohort would be whole 

genome sequenced as soon as possible, allowing for an initial round of identifying the 

highly likely causative variants (providing an opportunity for developing personalised 

therapeutic treatments) and creating a sub-group of individuals who may require more 
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extensive analysis (potential including them in international studies searching for 

common additive variants).  

  Researchers utilising NGS in ASD studies could be faced with a deluge of sequencing 

data whilst having insufficient phenotypic and environmental descriptions to ensure 

maximum leverage of the information. Future projects will need to focus on fully 

characterising the symptoms of each individual in their cohort as well as providing a 

thorough account of their environmental background. The Minds for Minds database 

could potentially benefit from including questions about registrants environmental 

background (such as dietary or pharmaceutical habits during pregnancy), or alternatively, 

a survey could be posted out to ensure those who have already registered are included. 

The Growing Up in New Zealand longitudinal cohort provides an excellent candidate for 

ASD research. With approximately 7,000 children registered there would be an estimated 

70 who will receive an ASD diagnosis (using ASD rates of approximately 1% in similar 

countries). Investigations could utilise the different scientific fields represented by the 

Minds for Minds research group, allowing for combinatorial analysis of genotypes, brain 

structure, microbiome, detailed behaviour profiles, and responses to behavioural 

therapies. 

 The Future Role of NGS in the Lab and Beyond 

  As the cost of whole genome sequencing exponentially decreases it is rapidly becoming 

the preferred genotyping option for many researchers as well as clinicians and interested 

members of the public. With the high cost of gene panel tests it is becoming more feasible 

to simply sequence the entire genome of patients with undiagnosed disorders (Sun, 

Ruivenkamp et al. 2015). Whole genome sequencing is already being implemented to 

characterise tumours and provide personalised treatment plans (Shanmugam, 

Ramanathan et al. 2014). It has also been shown to be a viable method of prenatal testing 

by sequencing of DNA extracted from amniotic-fluid cells (Talkowski, Ordulu et al. 

2012). This widespread use and embrace of the technology is likely to facilitate its 

continued expansion of availability and decrease in cost for the next decade. Increased 

use of NGS for research and diagnosis will require experts to process and interpret the 

data. Work presented in this thesis introduces the background to using NGS and outlines 

a method for utilising it in studies investigating the genetic aetiology of ASD and 

neurodevelopmental disorders. 
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 The Benefits of Combining Discovery with Characterisation 

  Researchers utilising NGS to investigate ASD have benefited from the ability to identify 

novel variants at the single nucleotide resolution. This expanded capability of identifying 

genetic variation has facilitated the narrowing of genetic risk loci. GWAS studies were 

confounded by the heterogeneity of ASD which hindered identifying reproducible, 

significant loci. NGS allows for the direct discovery of causative mutations and has 

facilitated an increase in the identification of genes responsible for rare and common 

disorders (Boycott, Vanstone et al. 2013, Lohmann and Klein 2014). Following discovery 

of a causative mutation an area of study is opened for researchers to investigate the 

mechanism by which the mutation induces a disorder. Depending on the type of mutations 

observed and the function of the gene disrupted a wide range of methods are available for 

characterisation. Genes encoding enzymes can have the impact of a mutation on their 

enzymatic capacity assessed. Genes encoding structural proteins may have mutated cell 

lines or human brain organoids created in order to compare cytological physiology 

(Quadrato, Brown et al. 2016). Creation of animal models carrying specific mutations 

provides an opportunity to observe potential developmental impacts (Ergaz, Weinstein-

Fudim et al. 2016). Collaborations between research groups specialising in mutation 

discovery and those equipped to perform functional characterisation increase the speed at 

which findings can be translated into publications and shared with the wider research 

community. 

 Future Work Aimed at Defining the ASD-Risk Gene Space 

  Ongoing research into the genetic aetiology of ASD is providing a growing body of 

evidence outlining the ASD-risk ‘gene space’, those regions of the genome that when 

perturbed contribute to the presentation of ASD. The majority of work contributing to 

defining this space has so far been focused on co-occurring monogenetic disorders (e.g. 

Rett syndrome, Fragile-X syndrome and tuberous sclerosis), frequently observed CNVs, 

and identifying ASD-risk genes via recurring de novo mutations in probands. Currently 

ongoing projects are utilising large, well characterised cohorts and whole genome 

sequencing in a search for common, additive variation contributing to ASD. Examples of 

these are; the UK 10,000 genome project which includes nearly 900 ASD individuals, the 

Autism Speaks/BGI “10K Genome Project” which aims to sequence the genomes of over 

3,000 families from the AGRE cohort, and the MSSNG project which is a collaboration 

between Google and Autism Speaks that aims to sequence over 10,000 families from the 
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AGRE collection. Findings from these large studies will be shared in public databases 

that contribute to delineation of the ASD-risk gene space. 

  The Simons Foundation Autism Research Initiative (SFARI) provides a manually 

curated aggregation of the findings from studies into the ASD-risk gene space (Banerjee-

Basu and Packer 2010). SFARI Gene contains information about human genes associated 

with ASD-risk, mouse and rat genetic models of ASD, protein interactions related to 

ASD, and a catalogue of CNVs reported in ASD studies. ASD-risk genes are annotated 

with the type of genetic association (e.g. syndromic, functional, or rare single gene 

variant), publications identifying the gene, and an association score (S=syndromic, 

1=high confidence, 2=strong candidate, 3=suggestive evidence, 4=minimal evidence, 

5=hypothesized but untested, and 6=evidence does not support role) (Larsen, Menashe et 

al. 2016). As of February 2017 there were 10 high confidence genes, 33 strong candidates, 

131 with suggestive evidence, 233, with minimal evidence, 134 hypothesized but 

untested, 19 with evidence that does not support a role, and 89 syndromic genes. The 

number of CNV loci, identified from 503 reports, was 2,172. This manually curated 

resource provides a useful overall description of the known ASD gene space. But it does 

not provide any information about patients involved in the identification of risk loci and 

is thus unable to give insight to the possibility of different ASD-risk gene space existing 

for different ASD sub groups. Differences in impacted gene sets have been reported 

between females with ASD and males with ASD and a high IQ (Sanders, Xin et al. 2015). 

There is possibly a different ASD-risk gene space for individuals from simplex versus 

multiplex families, those diagnosed with ASD alone versus those with multiple 

comorbidities, and potentially for individuals with different ethnic backgrounds. 

 The National Database for Autism Research (hosted by the NIH in the USA) is a potential 

resource for investigating these differences, especially as data from future research 

projects is added (Hall, Huerta et al. 2012). The database hosts genotype (microarray, 

karyotype, and NGS) and phenotype (behavioural surveys and brain imaging) data from 

studies investigating ASD. Identification of sub-groups using the behavioural surveys or 

brain imaging data and subsequent analysis of genotype information may serve to 

delineate differences in ASD-risk gene space.  

  Network analysis of identified ASD-risk genes provides a method for extending the 

potential ASD-risk gene space. Protein-protein interaction networks can identify groups 

enriched for ASD-risk genes and provide clues as to what other genes may be involved. 

Likewise, gene expression and functional pathway data sets may help to identify genes 
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associated with ASD-risk genes. Through the use of network analysis a picture of the 

underlying biological processes contributing to ASD have begun to be revealed. 

Enrichment of ASD-risk genes is observed in groups of genes associated with neuronal 

processes (in particular the synaptic junction), transcriptional regulation, and expression 

in the brain during development (De Rubeis, He et al. 2014, Gupta, Ellis et al. 2014, 

Sanders, Xin et al. 2015, Chiocchetti, Haslinger et al. 2016). Like the ASD-risk gene 

space, these networks may prove to be differentiated amongst ASD sub-groups. Future 

research of ASD-risk genes for particular groups will help to assess this possibility.  

  Beyond identification of the ASD-risk gene space is the challenge of deciphering which 

loci interact and which act independently. The majority of genetic risk factors 

contributing to ASD are predicted to be common, additive variants (Gaugler, Klei et al. 

2014). Probands (apart from monozygous twins) have a unique mixture of de novo and 

inherited genetic variations that additively contribute to the development of ASD. 

Depending on genetic background some variants may contribute to ASD while others 

may provide a protective role. Interestingly, common polygenic regions identified for 

ASD show a positive association with those identified for intelligence and educational 

attainment (Clarke, Lupton et al. 2016). A result that is difficult to reconcile as, on 

average, individuals diagnosed with ASD have significantly lower IQ scores (Robinson, 

Samocha et al. 2014). Future research focusing on identifying polygenic risk factors and 

elucidating the aetiologic pathways they act upon will extend understanding of the 

pathophysiology of ASD.  

  Identification of protective factors and how they interact with risk factors is another key 

area of research. Females have been reported to require increased mutational loads in 

order to present with ASD when compared with males (Jacquemont, Coe et al. 2014, 

Ronemus, Iossifov et al. 2014). Attempts to identify the female protective effect locus 

using a GWAS approach have been unsuccessful, suggesting it is a polygenic trait 

(Gockley, Willsey et al. 2015). The closely related disorders schizophrenia and bipolar 

disorder have had a protective splice-site variant in ANK3 reported, supporting the 

possibility that protective variants for ASD can be discovered (Hughes, Hansson et al. 

2016). Investigations using multiplex families may provide an opportunity for identifying 

protective variants in cases where a sibling inherits a risk allele but does not present with 

ASD.  

  Another avenue for future research is the contribution of epigenetic modification to ASD 

risk. A strong association has been identified between chromatin modification and ASD, 
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particularly mutations in CHD8 and associated genes (Cotney, Muhle et al. 2015). Studies 

into DNA methylation differences between MZ twins, and patient and control derived 

cell lines and post-mortem brain tissue have begun to provide insights to this mechanism 

(Nguyen, Rauch et al. 2010, Ladd-Acosta, Hansen et al. 2014, Wong, Meaburn et al. 

2014). Interestingly the majority of loci identified do not match any of the known ASD-

risk genes, hinting at a much wider and diverse ASD-risk gene space (Yu, Wu et al. 2015).  

  Currently, the genetic architecture of ASD represents a blueprint with some areas filled 

resolved at high detail while others remain in a undefined. The overall structure has been 

outlined with a significant degree of certainty but the pathways between the ASD-risk 

gene space and the behavioural phenotypes used to diagnose ASD remain unclear. A wide 

variety of variant types acting independently and within complex feedback networks 

contribute to the onset of ASD. Future research employing comprehensive methods to 

identify sub-groups of ASD individuals may help to clarify aspects of the blueprint. As 

will whole genome sequencing studies utilising cohorts with sufficient power to identify 

those common variants enriched in the ASD populations. Research into protective and 

epigenetic factors will likewise assist with elucidating the genetic architecture and the 

processes by which perturbations of the ASD-risk gene space lead to development of the 

disorder. 

  Ultimately this information may provide insights to some of the more perplexing aspects 

of ASD such as the dramatic increase in prevalence over the last two decades. Increased 

awareness, a broadening of the diagnostic criteria, and older fathers may play a role but 

no cause has yet been clearly identified. Work comparing ASD findings against those 

from closely related neurological disorders (for example bipolar and OCD) may elucidate 

shared neuronal pathways, helping to demystify the workings of the human brain and 

possibly even shed some light on consciousness. 

 Utilising ASD-Risk Gene Space Information in Diagnostics and 

Personalised Therapeutics 

  Results from research into the causes of ASD and other neurodevelopmental disorders 

enhances diagnostic capability. As more clinics embrace the use of whole genome 

sequencing the ability to make more accurate diagnoses of genetic disorders is going to 

increase. Patients without an obvious causative variant can be added to advanced genetic 

analysis cohorts which may result in identification of novel causative variants. This 

creates a positive feed-back loop of increased discovery and diagnosis. International 
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databases of genetic variation population frequency and pathogenic association provides 

geneticists with an invaluable resource for assessing patients’ genomic data. Future work 

involving the development of software to assist with filtering and interpretation of 

candidates will expedite the process. 

  It is possible that the spectrum aspect of ASD may be able to be divided into smaller and 

smaller sub-groups using NGS diagnostic approaches. Cases with a definitive monogenic 

syndrome can be clearly diagnosed while polygenic cases can be further delineated and 

assessed for treatment. For individuals provided with an accurate genetic diagnosis the 

opportunity of personalised therapeutic treatment becomes realised. An important 

resource to cultivate is a repository consisting of subjects’ genetic conditions, therapeutic 

treatments trialled, and their physiological response. Future patients with similar genetic 

conditions can then identify which therapies provided the best results and start with those. 

Trials for new therapies will likewise benefit from such a resource as it will allow the 

identification of either subjects who are more likely to respond well or subjects for whom 

no current therapy has been able to help. Ultimately, the ability to diagnose more 

accurately and earlier will facilitate better responses to therapeutics and increase quality 

of life for individuals with neurodevelopmental disorders. 

8.7 Conclusion 

  In conclusion, the work presented in this thesis describes the successful development 

and implementation of a method for identifying causative variants from exome sequence 

data. It outlines the construction of computational pipelines that utilise a super-cluster 

computing environment to process NGS data into tables of annotated genetic variation 

(section 3.2). Evaluation of the pipeline was made by comparing identified variants 

against other pipelines processing the same data (section 3.3). Comparison results 

demonstrated the pipeline to be accurate and reliable. Strategies were outlined for filtering 

annotated variants and interpreting the final candidates in order to prioritise them based 

on likelihood of being disease causing (section 3.4). These methods were then applied to 

two cohorts consisting of ASD and neurodevelopmental probands.  

  Causative mutations were discovered in three sibling pairs, an ASD individual, and two 

females reported as ASD simplex cases (Chapters 4, 6, and 7). Of the 12 pedigrees 

processed through the exome sequence data processing pipelines and variant filtering 

strategies, six resulted in discovery of a causative variant. All of the remaining pedigrees 

revealed variants of considerable interest that warrant future investigations.  
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  Further work was undertaken to characterise the two causative variants discovered in 

the second cohort.  

  Whole genome sequencing was performed for subject AW0313, who had a causative 

2q37 CNV deletion. This identified the exact breakpoint and provided evidence for an 

Alu-mediated recombination event facilitating the break and the addition of telomere to 

repair the end of the broken chromosome arm. For subject AY0950, who had a causative 

frameshift in ASXL3, variants of the gene were transfected in neuronal cells and 

measurements of mRNA and protein were made. A truncated version of the protein was 

identified which lent support to a dominant gain of function being the pathogenic 

mechanism. 

  Future work would benefit from the inclusion of whole genome sequencing of subjects 

who are yet to have a definitive causative variant identified. Simultaneously, molecular 

characterisation of unconfirmed candidates may provide evidence for a causative role.  
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APPENDIX I: FILES READ AND WRITTEN FOR READ 

PROCESSING AND VARIANT IDENTIFYING PIPELINES 

Goal SlurmFile File(s) read File(s) written 

Map Reads to 

Reference 

BWA_ALN01.sl 
R1.fastq.gz, 

Reference_Genome.fasta 
R1.sai 

BWA_ALN02.sl 
R2.fastq.gz, 

Reference_Genome.fasta 
R2.sai 

BWA_SAMPE.sl 

R1.sai, R2.sai, 

Reference_Genome.fasta, 

R1.fastq.gz, R2.fastq.gz 

01.sam 

Tidy Read 

Info 

picard_CleanSam.sl 01.sam 01.bam 

picard_FixMateInformation.sl 01.bam 02.bam 

Metrics 

picard_CollectMultipleMetrics01.sl 02.bam 01.Picard_MultipleMetrics 

picard_CollectGcBiasMetrics01.sl 
02.bam, 

Reference_Genome.fasta 

01.Picard_GcMetrics, 

01_METRICS, 

01_SUMMARY 

SAMtools_FlagStat01.sl 02.bam Flagstat01.txt 

Mark 

Duplicates 
picard_MarkDuplicates01.sl 02.bam 

03.bam, 

MarkDupMetrics01.txt 

Metrics 
picard_CollectMultipleMetrics02.sl 03.bam 02.Picard_MultipleMetrics 

SAMtools_FlagStat02.sl 03.bam Flagstat02.txt 

Indel Realign 

GATK_RealignerTargetCreator.sl 

03.bam, 

Reference_Genome.fasta, 

Known_Indels.vcf 

RealignerTargets.list 

GATK_IndelRealigner.sl 

03.bam, 

Reference_Genome.fasta, 

Known_Indels.vcf, 

RealignerTargets.list 

04.bam 

Metrics 
picard_CollectMultipleMetrics03.sl 04.bam 03.Picard_MultipleMetrics 

SAMtools_FlagStat03.sl 04.bam Flagstat03.txt 

Mark 

Duplicates 
picard_MarkDuplicates02.sl 04.bam 

05.bam, 

MarkDupMetrics02.txt 

Metrics 
picard_CollectMultipleMetrics04.sl 05.bam 04.Picard_MultipleMetrics 

SAMtools_FlagStat04.sl 05.bam Flagstat04.txt 

BQSR 

GATK_BaseRecalibrator01.sl 

05.bam, 

Reference_Genome.fasta, 

Known_Indels.vcf, 

dbSNP_137.vcf 

RecalData1.grp 

GATK_BaseRecalibrator02.sl 

05.bam, 

Reference_Genome.fasta, 

Known_Indels.vcf, 

dbSNP_137.vcf, 

RecalData1.grp 

RecalData2.grp 

GATK_PrintReads.sl 

05.bam, 

Reference_Genome.fasta, 

RecalData1.grp 

Final.bam 

Metrics 

picard_CollectMultipleMetrics05.sl 05.bam Final.Picard_MultipleMetrics 

picard_CollectGcBiasMetrics02.sl 
05.bam, 

Reference_Genome.fasta 
Final.Picard_GcMetrics 

SAMtools_FlagStat05.sl 05.bam FlagstatFinal.txt 

Appendix Table A3.1 List of the files read and written for each step in read processing.  
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Goal SlurmFile File(s) read File(s) written 

Variant 

Calling 

GATK_HaplotypeCaller 

All Final bams, dbSNP_137.vcf, 

GATK_Reference_Genome.fasta, 

132 Interval files .bed 

interval.vcf 

GATK_CombineVariants.sl 
All intervals.vcf (132), 

Reference_Genome.fasta 
merged.vcf 

VQSR 

GATK_SNP_VariantRecalibrator.sl 

merged.vcf, 

Reference_Genome.fasta, 

Known_Indels.vcf, dbSNP_137.vcf, 

HapMap_3.3.vcf, Omin_2.5.vcf, 

1KG_phase1_SNPs.vcf 

merged_SNP.tranches , 

merged_SNP.recal , 

merged_SNP.plots.R 

GATK_SNP_ApplyRecalibration.sl 

merged.vcf, 

Reference_Genome.fasta, 

merged_SNP.recal, 

merged_SNP.tranches 

merged_SNP.vcf 

GATK_INDEL_VariantRecalibrator.sl 

merged_SNP.vcf, 

Reference_Genome.fasta, 

Known_Indels.vcf 

merged_INDEL.tranches 

, merged_INDEL.recal 

GATK_INDEL_ApplyRecalibration.sl 

merged_SNP.vcf, 

Reference_Genome.fasta, 

merged_INDEL.tranches , 

merged_INDEL.recal 

merged_VQSR.vcf 

Annotating 

snpEff.sl merged_VQSR.vcf, GRCh37.64 snpEff.vcf 

GATK_VariantAnnotator-snpEff.sl 
merged_VQSR.vcf, snpEff.vcf, 

Reference_Genome.fasta 
snpEff-GATK.vcf 

SnpSift_dbNSFP.sl snpEff-GATK.vcf, dbNSFP2.4.txt 
snpEff-GATK-

dbNSFP.vcf 

SeattleSeq(138) snpEff-GATK-dbNSFP.vcf 
snpEff-GATK-dbNSFP-

SeattleSeq.vcf 

Phasing 

GATK_SelectVariants.sl 

snpEff-GATK-dbNSFP-

SeattleSeq.vcf, 

Reference_Genome.fasta 

Trio_Specific.vcf 

GATK_PhaseByTransmission.sl 

Trio_Specific.vcf, 

Trio_Specific.ped, 

Reference_Genome.fasta 

Trio_Specific_phased.vcf, 

Trio_Specific.mvf 

GATK_VariantsToTable.sl 
Trio_Specific_phased.vcf, 

Reference_Genome.fasta 
Trio_Specific.table 

Appendix Table A3.2 List of files read and written for each step in the variant calling 

and annotating steps. 
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APPENDIX II: SLURM SCRIPTS FOR READ PROCESSING AND 

VARIANT IDENTIFYING PIPELINES 

  Execution of BSP read processing steps was performed using a shell script file 

(Exome_Pipeline.sh). This defined the jobs as TASKS. It incorporated dependency 

constraints defined in the individual slurm job files. The script would run through the list 

of TASKS, waiting for necessary dependency jobs to finish before executing the next step 

(see below for command lines of each TASK).  

  Slurm jobs on NeSI require a job name (-J), project account (-A), max time (--time), 

memory/cpu (--mem-per-cpu), standard output file name (-o), error output file name (-e), 

dependencies (--dependency). Each step first loaded the appropriate modules (Java, R, 

etc.) and sourced a text file containing the BSP variables. 

 

TASK: BWA_ALN1 

bwa aln –l 32 –t 8 –q 30 BWA_Reference_Genome.fasta  R1.fastq.gz >  R1.sai 

 

TASK: BWA_ALN2 

bwa aln –l 32 –t 8 –q 30 BWA_Reference_Genome.fasta  R2.fastq.gz >  R2.sai 

 

TASK: BWA_SAMPE 

Dependency= BWA_ALN1 and BWA_ALN2 

bwa sampe –r @RG\tID:(Consortium)(Consortium) (Consortium) (Consortium) (Consortiu(Consortium) 
(Consortium) (Consortium) (Consortium) (Consortium) 
(Consortium)\tLB:[Library]\tSM:[Indiv]\tPL:[Platform] BWA_Reference_Genome.fasta R1.sai R2.sai 
R1.fastq.gz R2.fastq.gz > SAMPE.sam 

 

TASK: picard_CleanSam.sl 

Dependency= BWA_SAMPE 

java -Xmx14g -jar /share/apps/picard/CleanSam.jar INPUT= SAMPE.sam OUTPUT= picard_CleanSam.sam 

 

TASK: picard_FixMateInformation.sl 

Dependency= picard_CleanSam.sl 

java -Xmx14g -jar /share/apps/picard/FixMateInformation.jar INPUT=picard_CleanSam.sam OUTPUT= 
picard_FixMateInformation.bam SORT_ORDER=coordinate 

 

NOTE: The following three jobs/TASKS collect metrics about the run. They were executed throughout the 
pipeline in order to create records of the steps. Dependencies changed relative to position in pipeline. 

 

TASK: picard_CollectMultipleMetrics.sl 

Dependency= picard_FixMateInformation.sl 

java -Xmx6g -jar /share/apps/picard/CollectMultipleMetrics.jar INPUT=picard_FixMateInformation.bam 
OUTPUT= Picard_MultipleMetrics 

 

TASK: picard_CollectGcBiasMetrics.sl 

Dependency= picard_FixMateInformation.sl 

java -Xmx6g -jar /share/apps/picard/CollectGcBiasMetrics.jar INPUT= picard_FixMateInformation.bam 
OUTPUT= Picard_GcMetrics 
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TASK: SAMtools_FlagStat.sl 

Dependency= picard_FixMateInformation.sl 

samtools flagstat picard_FixMateInformation.bam > FlagstatMetrics.txt 

 

NOTE:picard_MarkDuplicates was run twice. Once after the first round of metric collecting, then again following 
the metrics collecting after indel realignment. 

 

TASK: picard_MarkDuplicates01.sl 

Dependency= SAMtools_FlagStat01.sl 

java -Xmx6g -jar /share/apps/picard/MarkDuplicates.jar INPUT= picard_FixMateInformation.bam 
OUTPUT=picard_MarkDuplicates01.bam  METRICS_FILE=picard_MrkDup01_metrics.txt 
VALIDATION_STRINGENCY=LENIENT CREATE_INDEX=true 

 

TASK: GATK_RealignerTargetCreator.sl 

Dependency= SAMtools_FlagStat02.sl 

java -Xmx6g -jar /path/to/GATK/GenomeAnalysisTK.jar \ 

    -T RealignerTargetCreator \ 

    -R GATK_Reference_Genome.fasta \ 

    -I picard_MarkDuplicates01.bam \ 

    -o GATK_RealignerTargetCreator.list \ 

    -known Known_Indels.vcf 

 

TASK: GATK_IndelRealigner.sl 

Dependency= GATK_RealignerTargetCreator.sl 

java -Xmx6g -jar /path/to/GATK/GenomeAnalysisTK.jar \ 

    -T IndelRealigner \ 

    -R GATK_Reference_Genome.fasta \ 

    -I picard_MarkDuplicates01.bam \ 

    -targetIntervals GATK_RealignerTargetCreator.list \ 

    -o GATK_IndelRealigner.bam \ 

    -known Known_Indels.vcf 

 

TASK: GATK_BaseRecalibrator01.sl 

Dependency= SAMtools_FlagStat04.sl 

java -Xmx6g -jar /path/to/GATK/GenomeAnalysisTK.jar \ 

    -T BaseRecalibrator \ 

    -R GATK_Reference_Genome.fasta \ 

    -I picard_MarkDuplicates02.bam \ 

    -knownSites dbSNP_137.vcf \ 

    -knownSites Known_Indels.vcf \ 

    -o GATK_BaseRecalibrator_RecalData01.grp 

 

TASK: GATK_BaseRecalibrator02.sl 

Dependency= GATK_BaseRecalibrator01.sl 

java -Xmx6g -jar /path/to/GATK/GenomeAnalysisTK.jar \ 

    -T BaseRecalibrator \ 

    -R GATK_Reference_Genome.fasta \ 

    -I picard_MarkDuplicates02.bam \ 

    -knownSites dbSNP_137.vcf \ 

    -knownSites Known_Indels.vcf \ 

    -BQSR GATK_BaseRecalibrator_RecalData01.grp \ 

    -o GATK_BaseRecalibrator_RecalData02.grp 
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TASK: GATK_PrintReads.sl 

Dependency= GATK_BaseRecalibrator02.sl 

java -Xmx6g -jar /path/to/GATK/GenomeAnalysisTK.jar \ 

    -T PrintReads \ 

    -R GATK_Reference_Genome.fasta \ 

    -I picard_MarkDuplicates02.bam \ 

    -BQSR GATK_BaseRecalibrator_RecalData01.grp \ 

    -o GATK_BQSR.bam 

 

NOTE: HaplotypeCaller requires all samples to have been processed as far as GATK_PrintReads.sl. Once all 
samples had been processed to their final bam HaplotypeCaller was then run in parallel using 128 interval files 
in order to increase variant calling speed. 

 

TASK: GATK_HaplotypeCaller.sl 

java –Xmx16g -jar /path/to/GATK/GenomeAnalysisTK.jar \ 

    -T HaplotypeCaller \ 

    -R GATK_Reference_Genome.fasta \ 

    -I Sample_01_BQSR.bam 

… for n samples 

    -I Sample_n_BQSR.bam 

    -D dbSNP_137.vcf \ 

    -stand_call_conf 25.0 \ 

    -stand_emit_conf 10.0 \ 

    -L Region01.bed \ 

    -rf BadCigar \ 

    -o GATK_HaplotypeCaller_Region-01_intervals.vcf 

 

TASK: GATK_CombineVariants.sl 

Dependency= All GATK_HaplotypeCaller.sl jobs 

java –Xmx16g -jar /path/to/GATK/GenomeAnalysisTK.jar \ 

    -T CombineVariants \ 

    -R GATK_Reference_Genome.fasta \ 

    -V GATK_HaplotypeCaller_Region-01_intervals.vcf \ 

… for n regions 

    -V GATK_HaplotypeCaller_Region-n_intervals.vcf \ 

    -o ProjectName_merged.vcf 

 

TASK: GATK_SNP_VariantRecalibrator.sl 

Dependency= GATK_CombineVariants.sl 

java –Xmx16g -jar /path/to/GATK/GenomeAnalysisTK.jar \ 

    -T VariantRecalibrator \ 

    -R GATK_Reference_Genome.fasta \ 

    -input ProjectName_merged.vcf \ 

    -resource:hapmap,known=false,training=true,truth=true,prior=15.0 HapMap_3.3.vcf \ 

    -resource:omni,known=false,training=true,truth=true,prior=12.0 Omin_2.5.vcf \ 

    -resource:1000G,known=false,training=true,truth=false,prior=10.0 1KG_phase1_SNPs.vcf \ 

    -resource:dbsnp,known=true,training=false,truth=false,prior=2.0 dbSNP_137.vcf \ 

    -an QD -an MQ -an MQRankSum -an ReadPosRankSum -an FS -an InbreedingCoeff \ 

    -mode SNP \ 

    -tranche 100.0 -tranche 99.9 -tranche 99.0 -tranche 90.0 \ 

    -numBad 1000 \ 

    -tranchesFile ProjectName_merged_SNP.tranches \ 
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    -recalFile ProjectName_merged_SNP.recal \ 

    -rscriptFile ProjectName_merged_SNP.plots.R 

 

NOTE: Prior to executing GATK_ApplyRecalibration the plots outputted by GATK_VariantRecalibrator were 
evaluated to ensure optimal selection of annotated information was used. This applies to both the SNP and 
INDEL steps. 

 

TASK: GATK_SNP_ApplyRecalibration.sl  

java –Xmx16g -jar /path/to/GATK/GenomeAnalysisTK.jar \ 

    -T ApplyRecalibration \ 

    -R GATK_Reference_Genome.fasta \ 

    -input ProjectName_merged_intervals.vcf \ 

    -mode SNP \ 

    --ts_filter_level 99.5 \ 

    -recalFile ProjectName_merged_SNP.recal \ 

    -tranchesFile ProjectName_merged_SNP.tranches \ 

    -o ProjectName_merged_SNP.vcf 

 

TASK: GATK_INDEL_VariantRecalibrator.sl 

Dependency= GATK_SNP_ApplyRecalibration.sl 

java –Xmx16g -jar /path/to/GATK/GenomeAnalysisTK.jar \ 

    -T VariantRecalibrator \ 

    -R GATK_Reference_Genome.fasta \ 

    -input ProjectName_merged_SNP.vcf \ 

    -resource:mills,known=true,training=true,truth=true,prior=12.0 Known_Indels.vcf \ 

    -an QD -an FS -an ReadPosRankSum -an MQRankSum -an InbreedingCoeff \ 

    -mode INDEL \ 

    -tranche 100.0 -tranche 99.9 -tranche 99.0 -tranche 90.0 \ 

    -numBad 1000 \ 

    --maxGaussians 4 \ 

    -tranchesFile ProjectName_merged_INDEL.tranches \ 

    -recalFile ProjectName_merged_INDEL.recal 

 

TASK: GATK_INDEL_ApplyRecalibration.sl 

java –Xmx16g -jar /path/to/GATK/GenomeAnalysisTK.jar \ 

    -T ApplyRecalibration \ 

    -R GATK_Reference_Genome.fasta \ 

    -input ProjectName_merged_SNP.vcf \ 

    -mode INDEL \ 

    --ts_filter_level 99.0 \ 

    -recalFile ProjectName_merged_INDEL.recal \ 

    -tranchesFile ProjectName_merged_INDEL.tranches \ 

    -o ProjectName_merged_VQSR.vcf 

 

TASK: snpEff.sl 

Dependency= GATK_INDEL_ApplyRecalibration.sl 

java -Xmx6g -jar snpEff.jar eff \ 

     -o gatk \ 

     -v GRCh37.64 \ 

     ProjectName_merged_VQSR.vcf > ProjectName _snpEff.vcf 

 

TASK: GATK_VariantAnnotator-snpEff.sl 
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Dependency= snpEff.sl 

    -T VariantAnnotator \ 

    -R GATK_Reference_Genome.fasta \ 

    -A SnpEff \ 

    --variant Project Name_merged_VQSR.vcf \ 

    --snpEffFile ProjectName _snpEff.vcf \ 

     -o ProjectName_snpEffGATK.vcf 

 

TASK: SnpSift_dbNSFP.sl 

Dependency= GATK_VariantAnnotator-snpEff.sl 

java -Xmx32g -jar SnpSift.jar dbnsfp 

    -v dbNSFP2.4.txt.gz 

    ProjectName_snpEffGATK.vcf > ProjectName_snpEffGATKdbNSFP.vcf 

 

NOTE: Following SnpSift annotation with dbNSFP the vcf was uploaded to the SeattleSeq (v138) website and 
annotated. The resulting vcf was then downloaded, renamed ProjectName_FullyAnnotated.vcf, then uploaded 
back into NeSI. 

 

NOTE: Phase by transmission is only available for instances where parents of a proband are included as samples 
within the vcf. 

 

TASK: GATK_SelectVariants.sl 

java –Xmx16g -jar /path/to/GATK/GenomeAnalysisTK.jar \ 

    -T SelectVariants \ 

    -R GATK_Reference_Genome.fasta \ 

    -V ProjectName_FullyAnnotated.vcf \ 

    -sn Proband_ID \ 

    -sn Mother_ID \ 

    -sn Father_ID \ 

    -o Trio_ID.vcf \ 

    -env 

 

TASK: GATK_PhaseByTransmission.sl 

java –Xmx16g -jar /path/to/GATK/GenomeAnalysisTK.jar \ 

    -T PhaseByTransmission \ 

    -R GATK_Reference_Genome.fasta \ 

    -V Trio_ID.vcf \ 

    -ped Trio_ID.ped \ 

    -o Trio_ID_Phased.vcf \ 

    -mvf Trio_ID_Phased_mvf 

 

NOTE: GATK_VariantsToTable can be used to select for a single subject, a family, or the entire cohort. The 
following command line includes the information to be annotated into the table. 

 

TASK: GATK_VariantsToTable.sl 

java –Xmx16g -jar /path/to/GATK/GenomeAnalysisTK.jar \ 

    -T VariantsToTable \ 

    -R GATK_Reference_Genome.fasta \ 

    -V Trio_ID_Phased.vcf \ 

    -AMD \ 

    -raw \ 

    -F CHROM -F POS -F ID -F REF -F ALT -F QUAL -F FILTER -F AC -F AF -F AN -F BaseQRankSum -F 
ClippingRankSum -F DB -F DP -F DS -F END -F FS -F HaplotypeScore -F InbreedingCoeff -F MLEAC -F MLEAF -F 
MQ -F MQ0 -F MQRankSum -F NEGATIVE_TRAIN_SITE -F POSITIVE_TRAIN_SITE -F QD -F ReadPosRankSum -F 
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SNPEFF_AMINO_ACID_CHANGE -F SNPEFF_CODON_CHANGE -F SNPEFF_EFFECT -F SNPEFF_EXON_ID -F 
SNPEFF_FUNCTIONAL_CLASS -F SNPEFF_GENE_BIOTYPE -F SNPEFF_GENE_NAME -F SNPEFF_IMPACT -F 
SNPEFF_TRANSCRIPT_ID -F VQSLOD -F culprit -F dbnsfp1000Gp1_AF -F dbnsfp1000Gp1_AFR_AF -F 
dbnsfp1000Gp1_AMR_AF -F dbnsfp1000Gp1_ASN_AF -F dbnsfp1000Gp1_EUR_AF -F dbnsfp29way_logOdds -F 
dbnsfpESP6500_AA_AF -F dbnsfpESP6500_EA_AF -F dbnsfpEnsembl_transcriptid -F dbnsfpGERP++_NR -F 
dbnsfpGERP++_RS -F dbnsfpInterpro_domain -F dbnsfpPolyphen2_HVAR_pred -F dbnsfpSIFT_score -F 
dbnsfpUniprot_acc -F DT -F FG -F FD -F GL -F AAC -F PP -F PH -F CP -F CG -F AA -F HA -F HE -F HC -F DV -F CA -
F DSP -F KP -F CGP -F TFBS -F GESP -F GS -F PPI -F PAC -F -F DN -F DA -F CN -F DG -F RM -F RT -F MR -F set\ 

    -GF AD -GF DP -GF GQ -GF GT -GF PL \ 

    -o Trio_ID_Phased.table 
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APPENDIX III: ANNOTATED INFORMATION 

LABEL Type Description 

AC Integer Allele count in genotypes, for each ALT allele, in the same order as listed 

AF Float Allele Frequency, for each ALT allele, in the same order as listed 

AN Integer Total number of alleles in called genotypes 

BaseQ-

RankSum 
Float Z-score from Wilcoxon rank sum test of Alt Vs. Ref base qualities 

Clipping-

RankSum 
Float Z-score From Wilcoxon rank sum test of Alt vs. Ref number of hard clipped bases 

DB Flag dbSNP Membership 

DP Integer Approximate read depth; some reads may have been filtered 

DS Flag Were any of the samples down sampled? 

END Integer Stop position of the interval 

FS Float Phred-scaled p-value using Fisher's exact test to detect strand bias 

Haplotype-Score Float Consistency of the site with at most two segregating haplotypes 

Inbreeding-

Coeff 
Float 

Inbreeding coefficient as estimated from the genotype likelihoods per-sample when compared 

against the Hardy-Weinberg expectation 

MLEAC Integer 
Maximum likelihood expectation (MLE) for the allele counts (not necessarily the same as the 

AC), for each ALT allele, in the same order as listed 

MLEAF Float 
Maximum likelihood expectation (MLE) for the allele frequency (not necessarily the same as 

the AF), for each ALT allele, in the same order as listed 

MQ Float RMS Mapping Quality 

MQ0 Integer Total Mapping Quality Zero Reads 

MQRankSum Float Z-score From Wilcoxon rank sum test of Alt vs. Ref read mapping qualities 

NEGATIVE_ 

TRAIN_SITE 
Flag This variant was used to build the negative training set of bad variants 

POSITIVE_ 

TRAIN_SITE 
Flag This variant was used to build the positive training set of good variants 

QD Float Variant Confidence/Quality by Depth 

ReadPos-

RankSum 
Float Z-score from Wilcoxon rank sum test of Alt vs. Ref read position bias 

VQSLOD Float 
Log odds ratio of being a true variant versus being false under the trained gaussian mixture 

model 

culprit String 
The annotation which was the worst performing in the Gaussian mixture model, likely the reason 

why the variant was filtered out 

set String Source VCF for the merged record in CombineVariants 

Appendix Table A3.3 Information annotated within VCF by HaplotypeCaller under the INFO 

category. Applied to variant as a whole, considering all samples together. 

LABEL Type Description 

AD Integer Allelic depths for the ref and alt alleles in the order listed 

DP Integer Approximate read depth (reads with MQ=255 or with bad mates are filtered) 

GQ Integer Genotype Quality 

GT String Genotype 

PL Integer Normalized, Phred-scaled likelihoods for genotypes as defined in the VCF specification 

Appendix Table A3.4 Information annotated within VCF by HaplotypeCaller under the 

FORMAT category. Applied to each sample individually. 
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LABEL Type Description 

SNPEFF_AMINO_ACID_CHANGE String 
Old/New amino acid for the highest-impact effect resulting from 

the current variant (in HGVS style) 

SNPEFF_CODON_CHANGE String 
Old/New codon for the highest-impact effect resulting from the 

current variant 

SNPEFF_EFFECT String 
The highest-impact effect resulting from the current variant (or 

one of the highest-impact effects, if there is a tie) 

SNPEFF_EXON_ID String 
Exon ID for the highest-impact effect resulting from the current 

variant 

SNPEFF_FUNCTIONAL_CLASS String 
Functional class of the highest-impact effect resulting from the 

current variant: [NONE, SILENT, MISSENSE, NONSENSE] 

SNPEFF_GENE_BIOTYPE String 
Gene biotype for the highest-impact effect resulting from the 

current variant 

SNPEFF_GENE_NAME String 
Gene name for the highest-impact effect resulting from the 

current variant 

SNPEFF_IMPACT String 
Impact of the highest-impact effect resulting from the current 

variant [MODIFIER, LOW, MODERATE, HIGH] 

SNPEFF_TRANSCRIPT_ID String 
Transcript ID for the highest-impact effect resulting from the 

current variant 

Appendix Table A3.5 Information added to VCF by SnpEff. 

 

LABEL Type Description 

dbnsfpGERP++_RS String 
GERP++ RS score, the larger the score, the more conserved the 

site. 

dbnsfp1000Gp1_ASN_AF String 
Alternative allele frequency in the 1000Gp1 Asian descendent 

samples. 

dbnsfpEnsembl_transcriptid String Ensembl transcript ids (separated by ';') 

dbnsfpUniprot_acc String Uniprot accession number. Multiple entries separated by ';'. 

dbnsfpESP6500_AA_AF String 
Alternative allele frequency in the Afrian American samples of the 

NHLBI GO Exome Sequencing Project (ESP6500 data set). 

dbnsfp29way_logOdds String 
SiPhy score based on 29 mammals genomes. The larger the score, 

the more conserved the site. 

dbnsfp1000Gp1_AFR_AF String 
Alternative allele frequency in the 1000Gp1 African descendent 

samples. 

dbnsfp1000Gp1_EUR_AF String 
Alternative allele frequency in the 1000Gp1 European descendent 

samples. 

dbnsfpESP6500_EA_AF String 
Alternative allele frequency in the European American samples of 

the NHLBI GO Exome Sequencing Project (ESP6500 data set). 

dbnsfp1000Gp1_AMR_AF String 
Alternative allele frequency in the 1000Gp1 American descendent 

samples. 

dbnsfpGERP++_NR String GERP++ neutral rate 

dbnsfp1000Gp1_AF String Alternative allele frequency in the whole 1000Gp1 data. 

dbnsfpPolyphen2_HVAR_pred String 
Polyphen2 prediction based on HumVar, 'D' ('porobably 

damaging'), 'P' ('possibly damaging') and 'B' ('benign'). Multiple 

entries separated by ';'. 

dbnsfpInterpro_domain String Domain annotations from Interpro database.  

dbnsfpSIFT_score String 
SIFT score, If a score is smaller than 0.05 the corresponding NS is 

predicted as 'D(amaging)'; otherwise it is predicted as 'T(olerated)'. 

Appendix Table A3.6 Information added to VCF by SnpSift using dbNSFP. 
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LABEL Type Description 

DN Integer Variant is recorded in dbSNP. 

DT Flag Variant in 1KGP (Phase 3) 

DA String Alleles in dbSNP 

FG String Genome Variation Server prediction of variant function. 

FD String dbSNP class of variation function. 

GM String Accession number for NCBI gene model. 

GL String List of HUGO names for transcripts overlapping locus. 

AAC String Prediction of amino acid changes. 

PP String Position of amino acid within a protein. 

CDP String Position of nucleotide in the coding sequence of the gene. 

PH String PolyPhen impact prediction. 

CP Float UCSC conservation scores, 46 mammals. 

CG Float Scores generated by the program GERP. 

CADD Float Combined Annotation Dependent Depletion C scores. 

AA String UCSC panTro4 (Pan troglodytes) reference allele. 

CN String Variant located within CNV identified by Centre for Applied Genomics in Toronto 

HA Float MAF for African population of HapMap 

HE Float MAF for European population of HapMap 

HC Float MAF for Asian population of HapMap 

DG Flag Indicates whether dbSNP has genotype information. 

DV String If validated by dbSNP, lists categories of evidence. 

RM String Identifies repeat regions. 

RT String Identifies repeat regions. 

CA Flag Reports on associations with ClinVar, SNPClinSig, and NHGRI GWAS. 

DSP Integer Distance to the nearest splice site. 

KP String Pathways associated with the gene, extracted from UCSC KEGG files. 

CPG String Identifies regions of CpG repeats. 

TFBS String Identifies transcription factor binding sites. 

GESP String Allele counts for Exome Sequencing Project. 

GEXAC String Allele counts for ExAC. 

PPI String Significant STRING scores. 

PAC String NCBI protein accession ID. 

GS String Lists the Grantham score. 

MR String Lists microRNA IDs 

Appendix Table A3.7 Information added to VCF by SeattleSeq (138) 
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APPENDIX IV: PROCESSING THE FIRST TEN EXOMES 

(COHORT 1) 

Sample Otogenetics label Total Reads 

AA0243 
Ot9938_Jessie.Jacobsen_200-

593_hEX_AV5_50x_08192013 
40,374,834 

AA0243-

rerun 

Ot9938_Rerun_Jessie.Jacobsen_200-

593_hEX_AV5_50x_08262013 
18,929,304 

AA0244 
Ot9939_Jessie.Jacobsen_200-

593_hEX_AV5_50x_08192013 
33,983,594 

AA0244-

rerun 

Ot9939_Rerun_Jessie.Jacobsen_200-

593_rc_hEX_AV5_1.5G_09082013 
23,703,862 

AB0245 
Ot9940_Jessie.Jacobsen_200-

593_hEX_AV5_50x_08192013 
47,332,410 

AB0245-

rerun 

Ot9940_Rerun_Jessie.Jacobsen_200-

593_hEX_AV5_50x_08262013 
20,224,284 

AB0246 
Ot9941_Jessie.Jacobsen_200-

593_hEX_AV5_50x_08192013 
35,394,432 

AB0246-

rerun 

Ot9941_Rerun_Jessie.Jacobsen_200-

593_hEX_AV5_50x_08262013 
15,224,036 

AC0247 
Ot9942_Jessie.Jacobsen_200-

593_hEX_AV5_50x_08192013 
45,037,852 

AC0247-

rerun 

Ot9942_Rerun_Jessie.Jacobsen_200-

593_hEX_AV5_50x_08262013 
20,249,820 

AC0248 
Ot9943_Jessie.Jacobsen_200-

593_hEX_AV5_50x_08192013 
35,724,736 

AC0248-

rerun 

Ot9943_Rerun_Jessie.Jacobsen_200-

593_hEX_AV5_50x_08262013 
17,579,238 

AD0249 
Ot9944_Jessie.Jacobsen_200-

593_hEX_AV5_50x_08192013 
45,745,508 

AD0249-

rerun 

Ot9944_Rerun_Jessie.Jacobsen_200-

593_hEX_AV5_50x_08262013 
18,716,260 

AD0250 
Ot9945_Jessie.Jacobsen_200-

593_hEX_AV5_50x_09082013 
65,274,312 

AE0251 
Ot9946_Jessie.Jacobsen_200-

593_hEX_AV5_50x_08192013 
37,559,010 

AE0251-

rerun 

Ot9946_Rerun_Jessie.Jacobsen_200-

593_hEX_AV5_50x_08262013 
16,059,030 

AF0252 
Ot9947_Jessie.Jacobsen_200-

593_hEX_AV5_50x_08192013 
36,253,186 

AF0252-

rerun 

Ot9947_Rerun_Jessie.Jacobsen_200-

593_rc_hEX_AV5_6.0G_09082013 
36,510,306 

Appendix Table A3.8 Lists the FASTQ file names and number of reads in each file 

returned by Otogenetics. Data was generated on Illumina HiSeq2000 platform. 
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Sample 
Reads 

Mapped 

Properly 

paired 

reads 

Reads 

with 

mate 

properly 

mapped 

Duplicates 
Singleton 

reads 

Reads with 

mate mapped 

to a different 

chromosome 

(mapQ >= 5) 

AA0243 58313224 57245360 58119400 4168931 193824 104644 

AA0244 56878697 55785892 56675066 4872862 203631 122757 

AB0245 66335994 65141032 66115280 5891571 220714 107976 

AB0246 49570676 48483794 49386850 3144249 183826 88968 

AC0247 64001552 62586152 63762794 4415805 238758 112605 

AC0248 52334543 51304910 52152438 3832772 182105 87917 

AD0249 63264140 61989282 63050672 5258830 213468 104992 

AD0250 64518415 63182060 64235372 5620346 283043 151028 

AE0251 52583381 51486352 52404814 3720292 178567 97022 

AF0252 71863698 70422944 71528036 10969943 335662 525780 

Appendix Table A3.9 Metrics for BSP following read mapping. Values calculated with 

SAMtools_flagstat. 
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APPENDIX V: GENOME COMPARISON AND ANALYSIS 

TOOLKIT RESULTS 

 

Pipeline 

False+ called 

het ALT 

instead of hom 

REF 

False+ called 

het ALT 

instead of 

hom ALT 

False+ called 

hom ALT 

rather than 

het ALT 

False+ called hom 

ALT rather than 

hom REF 

BSP_Variant 
289 

(23%) 

713 

(56.8%) 

223 

(17.8%) 

30 

(2.4%) 

Bwamem+Gatk_HC

_v3pt1 

26 

(3.4%) 

667 

(86%) 

81 

(10.4%) 

2 

(0.3%) 

Novoalign+Freebay

es_Q40 

46 

(5.7%) 

129 

(16.1%) 

617 

(77%) 

9 

(1.1%) 

Bowtie2+Gatk_UG 
927 

(48.7%) 

675 

(35.5%) 

258 

(13.6%) 

44 

(2.3%) 

Appendix Table A3.10 Genotype concordance of false positives as compared against the GCAT 

high confidence variants. 

 

CallSet 

Origin 
Measurement 

BSP 

Variants 

Bwamem 

+Gatk_HC_v3pt1 

Novoalign 

+Freebayes_Q40 

Bowtie2 

+Gatk_UG 

Genome in 

a Bottle 

Precision Rate 94.2 95.0 94.7 91.054 

Sensitivity 87.5 62.8 75.1 83.609 

Specificity 99.997 99.998 99.998 99.998 

Illumina 

Human 

Omni2.5 

Array 

Precision Rate 95.3 95.13 95.41 95.28 

Sensitivity 89.44 65.56 77.37 85.37 

Specificity 98.8 99.08 98.99 98.85 

Appendix Table A3.11 Precision, sensitivity, and specificity percentages for pipelines as 

compared against the high confidence calls identified by GiaB and Illumina Human Omni 2.5 

microarray. 
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APPENDIX VI: SEQUENCING AND DATA PROCESSING 

RESULTS FROM ASD FEMALE SIMPLEX TRIOS 

 

Project 

ID# 

Number of Paired 

Reads 

Average 

Quality 

Read1 Read2 

AO0334 51719592 34.47 33.86 

AO1016 54322136 34.36 33.93 

AO1017 60874546 34.46 34.04 

AQ0923 60321456 34.48 34.07 

AQ1020 47019828 34.56 34.09 

AQ1021 62117902 34.39 33.86 

AV0704 67941632 34.40 33.96 

AV1044 66128304 34.51 34.05 

AV1045 50727404 34.47 34.06 

AW0313 67463518 34.37 33.92 

AW1046 63002380 34.46 33.97 

AW1047 72437454 34.36 33.99 

AX0805 62682160 34.53 34.09 

AX1093 96416082 34.38 34.08 

AX1094 50091438 34.56 34.29 

AY0950 44175542 35.98 35.17 

AY1105 61355438 35.93 35.13 

AY1106 71703798 35.96 35.09 

Appendix Table A5.1 Lists the number of paired reads and average quality scores for 

FASTQ files received from Otogenetics. 
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Project ID# Percentage Mapped 
Percentage Flagged as 

Duplicates 

AO0334 99.37389877 15.01 

AO1016 99.28687635 14.28 

AO1017 99.6458142 9.96 

AQ0923 99.62481012 10.42 

AQ1020 99.4937221 10.95 

AQ1021 99.60574328 10.04 

AV0704 99.61964852 10.88 

AV1044 99.72597815 10.38 

AV1045 99.59358654 10.07 

AW0313 99.61100309 9.92 

AW1046 99.65076557 9.93 

AW1047 99.58155487 9.92 

AX0805 99.67887035 10.13 

AX1093 99.52064221 10.52 

AX1094 99.34989888 10.54 

AY0950 99.42054588 8.56 

AY1105 99.59884566 8.63 

AY1106 99.52556349 9.90 

Appendix Table A5.2 Lists the percentage of reads mapped to the reference genome and 

the percentage of those identified as duplicates. 

The average percentage mapped to the reference human genome (GRCh37/hg19) was 

99.6% and the average percentage flagged by Picard_MarkDuplicates as a duplicate was 

10.6%. HaplotypeCaller identified an average of 100,220 loci with a potential variant per 

sample. 
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APPENDIX VII: EXOME AND ACGH VARIANTS AROUND 

BREAKPOINT 

Evidence Source 
Chromosome 2 

Location 

Predicted Chromosome 

Status 

Exome Variant 233791648 Diploid 

Exome Variant 233792565 Diploid 

SNP Marker 233796007 Diploid 

SNP Marker 233799968 Diploid 

SNP Marker 233801459 Diploid 

SNP Marker 233810832 Diploid 

SNP Marker 233811049 Diploid 

SNP Marker 233812755 Diploid 

SNP Marker 233815921 Diploid 

SNP Marker 233820541 Diploid 

SNP Marker 233822965 Diploid 

SNP Marker 233823091 Diploid 

SNP Marker 233824017 Diploid 

SNP Marker 233827676 Diploid 

SNP Marker 233830766 Diploid 

SNP Marker 233830796 Diploid 

SNP Marker 233832300 Diploid 

SNP Marker 233833236 Haploid 

Exome Variant 233834975 Haploid 

SNP Marker 233837895 Haploid 

SNP Marker 233854760 Haploid 

Appendix Table A6.1 Summary of exome and aCGH evidence for haploid or diploid 

status surrounding the 2q37 deletion breakpoint. 
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APPENDIX VIII: ASXL3 WORK 

Target Primer Sequence Probes 

Cloning 

ASXL3_insert_FWD AGGAGGAAATTGCAGAAGAGGT NA 

ASXL3_insert_REV TCAGGGTCACTCTGTAGCTC NA 

ASXL3_whole_FWD CCACGTCATCATCAGAACCATC NA 

ASXL3_5'frag_REV CTCTTTGATGTGTGCCAGAGT NA 

ASXL3_3'frag_FWD CATCCACTAGCACATCTGTCAG NA 

ASXL3_whole_REV GCTCTTATCGTACAACCAGGC NA 

ASXL3_whole_REsites-

KOZAK_FWD 
TATGCTAGCGCCGCCATGAAAGACAAGAGGAAGAAGAAG NA 

ASXL3_whole_REsites_REV CCGCTTAAGGCTCTTATCGTACAACCAGGC NA 

Sanger 

seq 

M13_FWD GTAAAACGACGGCCAG NA 

M13_REV ACAGGAAACAGCTATGAC NA 

ASXL3_SS2_FWD CCCACTGGAAAACAAACAAGT NA 

ASXL3_SS4_FWD TTGTTCTGAGGTATCTAGCACTGA NA 

ASXL3_SS5_FWD CCTTCACCATTGGAATTATCTGTCT NA 

ASXL3_SS7_FWD ACATCCCTTTGTGAGTTCTGTTG NA 

ASXL3_SS8_FWD CGATCAATTCCGTGTAAAGTCATC NA 

ASXL3_SS9_REV CCGCCATTCTTGTCAACATGA NA 

ASXL3_SS10_FWD CAGCCAGCCATTTAAGCAAGA NA 

ASXL3_SS11_FWD TGAGGAAGGTTTAAGCAGCAG NA 

qPCR 

ASXL3-Hs_qPCR1_FWD TCTCCCCGCAGAAAGATGAGT 14 

ASXL3-Hs_qPCR1_REV GGGTTCGGGAGTATTAGACAGATT 14 

ASXL3-Hs_qPCR4_FWD TGGAACATTCTTCAAAATCCCTGG 3 

ASXL3-Hs_qPCR4_REV TGTACCATCCAATTCAGATTCACA 3 

ASXL3-Hs_qPCR7_FWD GTTTACCCCAGAAATGCAGTTG 137 

ASXL3-Hs_qPCR7_REV CTCTTGACATGCCCAGCTTT 137 

ASXL3-Mm_qPCR1_FWD ACTCTCCACAGAAAGAGGAAC 14 

ASXL3-Mm_qPCR1_REV GGGTTCTGGAATGGTGGACAAAGG 14 

ASXL3-Mm_qPCR8_FWD AACATTGGATCTAGTCGTTGACC 53 

ASXL3-Mm_qPCR8_REV CCTGCTTCGTACACACCCTG 53 

ASXL3-Mm_qPCR7_FWD GAGTTTACCCCAGAAATGCAATTA 137 

ASXL3-Mm_qPCR7_REV TCTGGACATGCCCGATCTC 137 

GAPDH-Mm_qPCR-K_FWD CAACTTTGGCATTGTGGAAGG 87 

GAPDH-Mm_qPCR-K_REV GGATGCAGGGATGATGTTCT 87 

GAPDH-Mm_qPCR5_FWD TTCCTACCCCCAATGTGTCC 80 

GAPDH-Mm_qPCR5_REV TGCTTCACCACCTTCTTGATG 80 

PGK1-Mm_qPCR5_FWD CCATGCCTGACAAGTACTCC 3 

PGK1-Mm_qPCR5_REV GCCCACACAATCCTTCAAGAA 3 

Appendix Table A7.1 Primers used in the process of cloning and measuring ASXL3 

expression. 
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Report 
Patient 

Number 
Predicted Protein Change 

Figure 

7.3 

Reference 

This thesis AY0950 p.499X 1 

Bainbridge et al 

(2013) 

1 p.Q404X 2 

2 p.Q466X 3 

3 p.T659fsX41 4 

4 p.P474fsX1 5 

Dinwiddie et al. 

(2013) 
NA p.G633VfsX13 6 

Srivastava et al. 

1 p.R1444X 7 

2 p.Q1122X 8 

3 p.484NfsX5 9 

Hori et al. NA splice-acceptor (exons 11-12) 10 

Kuechler et al. 

1 p.S407AfsX2 11 

2 p.E457X 12 

3 p.R1036X 13 

4 p.C1165X 14 

5 p.E1205X 15 

6 p.V1358LfsX8 16 

De Rubeis et al.  

(2014) 

1 p.R1036X 17 

2 p.V1391CfsX9 18 

Balasubramanian 

et al. (2017)  

1  p.(Arg1444*) 19 

2  p.(Ala401GlnfsTer8) 20 

3  p.(Tyr358*) 21 

4  p.(Gln1382*) 22 

5  p.(Gln595*) 23 

6  p.(His1119Profs*7) 24 

7  p.(Leu362AlafsTer23) 25 

8  p.(Leu1212*) 26 

9  p.(Gly1045Valfs*99) 27 

10  p.(Arg1060Profs*50) 28 

11  p.(Asp497*) 29 

12  p.(Asn498*) 30 

Appendix Table A7.2 Protein changes predicted for the reported ASXL3 LoF variants. 
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Genomic Location and 

Change 

gnomAD Predicted 

Consequence 

Population 

Frequency 

Figure 7.3 

reference 

chr18:31196655 GAA>G p.Lys24SerfsTer4 36 / 30242 (0) a 

chr18:31226207 A>G c.247-2A>G 1 / 249782 (0) b 

chr18:31251809 C>T p.Arg232Ter 1 / 244476 (0) c 

chr18:31251831 G>A c.715+1G>A 1 / 229226 (0) d 

chr18:31312016 C>T p.Arg322Ter 2 / 251050 (0) e 

chr18:31318449 A>G c.1083-2A>G 1 / 30264 (0) f 

chr18:31320008 A>AT p.Leu881PhefsTer8 1 / 252070 (0) g 

chr18:31320023 C>CT p.Ser887PhefsTer2 1 / 252076 (0) h 

chr18:31320075 C>T p.Gln903Ter 1 / 251996 (0) i 

chr18:31320143 TA>T p.Lys926SerfsTer9 1 / 251926 (0) j 

chr18:31324088 T>TA p.Tyr1426Ter 1 / 30258 (0) k 

chr18:31324490 C>T p.Arg1560Ter 1 / 249376 (0) l 

chr18:31325609 C>T p.Gln1933Ter 1 / 252274 (0) m 

chr18:31325877 CT>C p.Pro2024LeufsTer56 11 / 27446 (0) n 

chr18:31325883 CT>C p.Pro2026LeufsTer54 45 / 27746 (0) o 

chr18:31325884 T>TC p.Pro2027SerfsTer21 3 / 3838 (0) p 

chr18:31325889 CT>C p.Pro2027HisfsTer53 7 / 28078 (0) q 

chr18:31325889 CTCCA>C p.Pro2028TrpfsTer51 43 / 28078 (0) r 

chr18:31325889 

CTCCACCCTTGGCTTTG>C 
p.Pro2028ArgfsTer47 4 / 28078 (0) s 

chr18:31325892 CA>C p.Leu2029TrpfsTer51 4 / 28156 (0) t 

chr18:31325910 CG>C p.Pro2034LeufsTer46 5 / 27842 (0) u 

chr18:31325910 CGCCT>C p.Pro2036HisfsTer43 3 / 27842 (0) v 

Appendix Table A7.3 Details of ASXL3 truncating variants recorded in gnomAD. 

Population frequency is represented as ‘ALT allele count’ / ‘total allele number’ (‘number 

of homozygous cases’). 
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Appendix Figure A7.1 Sanger sequence results of ASXL3 constructs in pCR4-TOPO. 

Sequence results were aligned using Geneious.  
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Appendix Figure A7.2 Amplification Curves of Dilution Series. Row A includes 

reference gene primers. Row B includes Human specific ASXL3 primers. Row C 

includes Mouse specific primers. 
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Sample Name Sample Type GAPDH-7 Cp ASXL3-4 Cp 

Wt_cDNA Unknown 16.6 24.88 

Wt_cDNA Unknown 16.48 24.91 

Wt_cDNA Unknown 16.62 25.02 

A_cDNA Unknown 16.06 25.29 

A_cDNA Unknown 16.2 25.45 

A_cDNA Unknown 16.42 25.54 

B_cDNA Unknown 16.77 26.59 

B_cDNA Unknown 16.95 26.59 

B_cDNA Unknown 16.96 26.52 

N2A_cDNA Unknown 16.28 39.27 

N2A_cDNA Unknown 16.26 40 

N2A_cDNA Unknown 16.41 40 

Wt_RTC Negative 36.76 35.78 

Wt_RTC Negative 34.64 36.07 

Wt_RTC Negative 35.49 36.18 

A_RTC Negative 34.02 35.69 

A_RTC Negative 34.35 35.99 

A_RTC Negative 34.74 36.43 

B_RTC Negative 33.47 35.7 

B_RTC Negative 35.88 36.85 

B_RTC Negative 35.18 36.85 

N2A_RTC Negative 35.32 36.88 

N2A_RTC Negative 35.59 37.18 

N2A_RTC Negative 37.22 37.06 

Appendix Table A7.4.A qPCR Cp values for cDNA and RT-control samples of Neuro2a 

cells transfected with ASXL3-wt, ASXL3-ATAAinesrt (A), ASXL3-BB#2 (B), and 

water (N2A). A maximum of 40 cycles were performed during the qPCR run. 
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Sample Name Sample Type GAPDH-7 Cp ASXL3-4 Cp 

2.00E-01 Standard 15.99 26.86 

2.00E-01 Standard 16.18 27.35 

2.00E-01 Standard 16.18 26.74 

4.00E-02 Standard 19.6 29.6 

4.00E-02 Standard 19.31 29.63 

4.00E-02 Standard 19.69 29.54 

8.00E-03 Standard 22.47 33.39 

8.00E-03 Standard 22.54 33.19 

8.00E-03 Standard 22.61 33.15 

1.60E-03 Standard 23.88 34.99 

1.60E-03 Standard 23.95 34.8 

1.60E-03 Standard 24.08 34.84 

3.20E-04 Standard 26.35 37.24 

3.20E-04 Standard 26.42 36.62 

3.20E-04 Standard 26.17 36.5 

6.40E-05 Standard 29.12 40 

6.40E-05 Standard 28.66 40 

6.40E-05 Standard 28.75 40 

cDNA_Neg Negative 36.14 40 

cDNA_Neg Negative 35.37 40 

cDNA_Neg Negative 31.85 40 

Blank Negative 33.63 36.76 

Blank Negative 33.9 38 

Blank Negative 34.85 36.65 

Appendix Table A7.4.B qPCR Cp values for dilution series, cDNA synthesis negative, 

and qPCR blank samples. A maximum of 40 cycles were performed during the qPCR run. 
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